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Драги колеги,
Овој Зборник на трудови е резултат на одржувањето на првата
меѓународна Конференција „Транспортот во денешното општество“,
организирана од страна на Техничкиот Факултет во Битола. Пет
факултети од регионот и Европа, Сообраќајниот факултет во Белград,
Факултетот за технички науки од Нови Сад, Факултетот за транспорт,
Катовице, Факултетот за поморство и транспорт, Порторож и
Сообраќајниот факултет во Добој, беа исто така вклучени во
организацијата на настанот, пред се кога станува збор за рецензирање на
пристигнатите трудови. Имено, академски кадар
од Техничкиот
факултет, факултетите ‐ коорганизатори и сродните високо образовни
установи од опкружувањето, Европа и пошироко, беа членови на
Програмскиот Одбор на Конференцијата, запазувајќи ја при тоа одредбата
за меѓународната димензија на Одборот согласно националниот Закон за
високо образование.
Програмата за работа на Конференцијата се однесуваше на теми од
различните видови на транспорт, имајќи ја во предвид нивната улога во
организацијата на сегашното, а според релевантните документи, на
животното секојдневие и во иднина. На тој начин, резултатите од
научните и стручните активности презентирани во рамките на одделни
сесии, се од интерес за лицата вклучени во креирањето на различните
политики на развој, академските институции, истражувачите,
стручњаците, административните работници, како и на различните
категории на корисници на превозните услуги .
Имајќи ја во предвид важноста од анимирањето на помладите
колеги за учество на ваков вид на собири, студентите од различни циклуси
на студии имаа можност за постер презентација на резултатите од
сопствените стручни и научно истражувачки активности. Нивните
трудови се исто така претставени во овој Зборник.
Првиот ден, после отворањето на Конференцијата, од страна на г‐
дин Владо Бабиќ, регионален менаџер на мрежата CIVINET, Словенија –
Хрватска, беа одржани две предавања. Првото се однесуваше на градот
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Љубљана, прогласен за Европски зелен град за 2016 година. Главната цел на
второто предавање беше насочена кон претставување на активностите
на мрежата CIVINET, Словенија – Хрватска, вклучена во планирањето на
одржливата мобилност и управувањето со сообраќајот.
Во текот на вториот ден, беа презентирани уште две гостувачки
предавања. Проблемите и предизвиците на процесот на реструктуирање
на железницата во Србија, интересни и актуелни и за државите во
окружувањето, беа претставени од г‐дин Ненад Кецман, извршен директор
на Железници Србија. Второто предавање беше презентирано од Проф.
Aleksander Sladkowski, од Универзитетот за технологија во Гљивице, Полска.
Истото се однесуваше на начинот за превоз на стока помеѓу Исток и Запад,
со потенцирање на значењето на логистичкиот сектор во транспортната
инфраструктура на една земја.
Исто така, Конференцијата беше и добра можност за
воспоставување на нови, како и јакнење на веќе постоечките форми на
соработка помеѓу високо образовните установи во областа сообраќај и
транспорт.
Сите пријавени трудови, со позитивно мислење на рецензентите,
(еден од Македонија и еден од странство), заедно со доделените UDC кодови
се составен дел на овој Зборник. Дополнително, дел од трудовите ќе бидат
објавени во „Хоризонти“ Серија Б, меѓународното научно списание на
Универзитетот „Св.Климент Охридски“ – Битола, лиценцирано во EBSCO
базата на податоци.
Како организатори на Конференцијата, сакаме да се заблагодариме
на авторите на трудовите за нивниот придонес, на колегите кои ја вршеа
рецензијата на трудовите, на националното Министерство за образование
и наука, Универзитетот „Св.Климент Охридски“ – Битола, како и на
останатите институции и претпријатија кои ја поддржаа реализацијата
на Конференцијата.
Се надевам, како претседател на Организациониот Одбор, дека
повторно ќе се сретнеме на следната Конференција „Транспортот во
денешното општество.“
Во име на Организациониот Одбор,
Марија Маленковска Тодорова,dr.sci
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Dear Colleagues,
This Proceedings is the result of the 1st International Conference "Transport
for Today's Society", which was organized by the Faculty of Technical Sciences in
Bitola. Other five faculties from the region and Europe, Faculty of Transport and
Traffic Engineering, Belgrade, Faculty of Technical Sciences, Novi Sad, Faculty of
Transport Katowice, Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport, Portoroz, and
Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Doboj, were also participating in the
process of the event organization, especially when it comes to reviewing the
submitted papers. Namely, teachers from the Faculty of Technical Sciences, co‐
organizing institutions, as well as the related higher education institutions from the
region, Europe and wider, were all members of the Conference Program Committee,
thereby respecting the provision for its international dimension, according to the
national Law on Higher Education.
The meeting program of the Conference encompassed topics of various
transportation modes, bearing in mind their role in the organization of present, and,
according to the relevant documents, future everyday living of people, as well. Thus,
the presentations of the results of scientific and professional activities in the frame
of various sessions addressed topics of interest for the policy makers, academic
institutions, researchers, practitioners, administrators, and the variety of categories
of transport users, too.
With the importance of animating younger colleagues to take part in such
events in mind, students of various study cycles had the opportunity for poster
presentation of the results of their professional and scientific research activities.
Their papers are also presented in the Proceedings.
After the Conference opening, two guest lectures were delivered by Mr.
Vlado Babic, Network Regional Manager, CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia – SEE. First
lecture was about Ljubljana, as a European green capital for 2016. The main goal of
the second one was directed towards the activities of the CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia,
as a network involved with the planning of sustainable mobility and traffic
management.
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Another two guest lectures were presented during the second day of the
Conference. The issues and challenges of the process of restructuring the Serbian
Railways, (presented by Mr. Nenad Kecman, Executive Director of Serbian Railways),
were also very interesting and up‐to‐date for the countries in the region. The topic of
the second lecture which was presented by Prof. Aleksander Sladkowski from
Silesian University of Technology, Glivice, Poland, was about the way of delivering
the goods between East and West, emphasizing the importance of the logistics
sector in the transport infrastructure of a country.
Furthermore, the Conference provided a good opportunity for establishing
new and strengthening the existing forms of cooperation between higher education
institutions in the field of traffic and transport.
All of the submitted papers that were positively reviewed by one reviewer
from Macedonia and one from abroad, along with the assigned UDC codes, are part
of this Proceedings. Additionally, selected papers will be published in the
international scientific journal of University "St. Kliment Ohridski" – Bitola,
"Horizons" series B, licensed via the EBSCO base.
We, the organizers of the Conference, wish to thank the authors for their
contributions, to our colleagues for the reviews, to the national Ministry of
Education and Science, University "St.Kliment Ohridski" – Bitola, as well as the other
institutions and enterprises for the support and making this event possible.
As a President of the Organizing Committee, I hope that we will meet again
at the next "Transport for Today's Society" Conference.

On behalf of the Organizing Committee,
Marija Malenkovska Todorova, PhD
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Abstract
By increasing degree of motorisation are more obvious the negative
consequences of the same, as on the enviroment, directly on the individual road
users in terms of time loses. Of cousre, there are huge benefits of ecological and
above all – suitable for health modes of transport that are practical and desirable
to use especially for tourist travels.
An integrative approach is a series of surveys, survey of the population of
the region, connsultation with experts from different fields, field research,
analyses.
The integrative approach in the design of pedestrian and bicycle trails with
all the necessary researches is conducted on a Case Study: A Study of
pedestrian and bicycle trails in the Southwest during projecting walking and
bike trails with all necesarry researches is applied on a case study: A study for
walk and bike trails in Southwest planning region.
Using the integrative approach in the design of transport infrastructure for
alternative transportation, results with a complete design solution that meet the
standards of all aspects – relief, tourist attractions, support from the local
population, government and arguments for the proposal projected solutions.
Keywords - Alternative transportation; design; pedestrian and bicycle trails;
Southwest Planning Region
INTRODUCTION
Integrative approach in the design of pedestrian and bike trails is a complex
projecting procedure which includes all the necessary researches, consultations,
field researches and considering the public opinion with aim the designed trails
to to meet all demands, necessities and standards (touristic, law, construction,
local).
1
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Southwest region is an attractive touristic destination with rich integrated
tourist offer, based on the sustainable use and conservation of cultural and
natural heritage.
Southwest planning region is one of eight regions within the Republic of
Macedonia, and it includes 9 municipalities: Vevcani, Debar, Debarca, Ohrid,
Kicevo, Makedonski Brod, Plasnica, Struga and Centar Zupa. The region is
second in the country with a relatively low index of aging and covers an area of
3,340 square kilometers, where in 286 settlements live 222 064 inhabitants.

Fig. 1. Municipalities in Southwest Region

The material basis for the development of tourism is an organized activity of
the community in which to undertake activities, shapes and forms of sustainable
development. Since natural tourism resources are a treasure that is highly
prevalent and is an indicator of tourism opportunities in the Southwest Region,
main branch in the Region is tourism given the fact that from the all touristic
rooms in the state - 26,503, even 16.400 or 61,87% are in this region. The most
of them are in the most touristic centers in the state – Ohrid and Struga, which
lie on the coast of the one of the oldest lakes in Europe, and also in the world –
Ohridlake.

INTEGRATIVE APPROACH IN DESIGN OF PEDESTRIAN
AND BIKE TRAILS
The integrative approach is an iterative procedure consists of several steps.
The complexity of each step individually depends on several factors: the area of
coverage, complexity and purpose of the survey, stakeholders, etc. The general
procedure of the proceedings in an integrative approach to the design of
pedestrian and bicycle paths is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. General procedure of an integrative approach

The survey refers to general questions about the use of transportation of
interviewers and their opinion on current and future infrastructure of alternative
transportation / tourism (pedestrian and bicycle paths). Respondents who are
tourists or not residents of the settlement in which the survey is carried out, do
not answer the questions which are marked with purple.
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During the local population interview, biggest accent was set on the last
question: „Which natural and anthropogenic landmarks from your municipality
should include the pedestrian and bide trails?“in order to determine frequency of
touristic attractions, and from results to select which of them the trails should
cover.
A. Tourism experts consulting
Consulting the experts from the field tourism is especially important during
designing in regions with developed tourism, or they that intend to be.Tourism
expert meaning actually is validation of results from the interview, to see if
something is exaggerated or something is not covered from tourist attractions in
the region.
For the needs of STUDY FOR PEDESTRIAN AND BIKE TRAILS IN
SWPR are consulted tourist experts from the Faculty for tourism and catering in
Ohrid.
B. Local population survey
First and maybe the most important step in designing alternative ways of
transport is the survey of local population and tourists. They are direct and most
common users of the local infrastructure.
Survey form for SWPR2is shown in Table 1.

Table 1.Survey form3
Date..
….
Hour..
....
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2

Settlement................................... Note:......................………………………
.........………
…...Tourist
Municipality
Phone:………………………….................
…………………………….
............
Sex and age: • m • f • under 30 years • from 30-60 years
• over 60 years
Proffesion:
(Company/University)
• employed • unemployed • student •pensioner
_____
Highest education level
• basic school
• high school • higherschool • bachelor
• master
• PhD
Number of members in family?
•1
•2
•3
•4
•5
•6
•over 6
Do you use alternative ways of transport?
• bike • rollerblades
• walking
• I don’t use
Which is the motive of traveling (with alternative ways of transport)?
•work •shopping •visit •recreation •other
How many times a week do you use alternative ways of transport? _____
Number of family members who use alternative transport? __________

SWPR – SouthWest Planning Region
Questions marked with purple color are only for local population (not for tourists)
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Which transport mean you use commonly?
• walk • bicycle • motorbike • car • taxi • public transport •
other
Do you thing that the infrastructure for alternative transport/tourism in your
municipality is enough developed?•yes• no
How many bicycles owns your family?
• no one
• one
• two of more
Would you increase the use of alternative transport – walking or bicycle
transport if there is a quality infrastructure?• yes• no
For which purpose would you use the quality infrastructure for alternative
transport / tourism?
•for mobility•for recreation•for work travel
Would the existence of integrative walk and bike trails in SWPR will attract
tourists? •yes• maybe• no• I don’t know
If there are properly marked pedestrian and bike trails in mountains, would
you use them for recreation? •yes•no
Do you agree with the idea to be built a bike trail for extreme cycling in
SWPR? • yes• no
Which natural and anthropogenic landmarks from your municipality should
include the pedestrian and bide trails?

C. Consulting field experts
Consultation with field experts are necessary for finding optimal traces for
newly designed trails, because they are familiar with the field, relief, and they
have already used as such even if they were not marked. This type of
consultation are made with bicycle associations Z’shTochak and Vi Bike.
D. Consulting civil engineers
Cadastral civil directions in designing alternative ways of transport are
useful expert advices about maximal grades for construction of the trails, slope
for drainage, possibilities/obstacles for constructing the proposal trails from
relief reasons (different relief restrictions). In this case study are consulted civil
engineering offices Geo Maceski and Premer Kichevo.
E. Consulting local authorities
Local authorities consulting are needed for harmonization with their plans
for development of alternative ways of transport with planned trails in the case
study, and for opinion and disposal survey for activation of authorities for
constructing of infrastructure.
For the Case study are contacted mayors, architects, civil engineers and
managers of urbanism department in all municipalities in SWPR.
F. Consulting of public institutions

Public institutions like National Park Galichica and GTZ RED are consulted
because the already have designed and planned trails. This kind of consultations
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are made with aim already existing trails to be integrated with designed planned
trails to be obtained one celery.
TRACING THE TRAILS
After the full consulting, final decisions are made on the basis of initial
designs, by adjusting according the advice of experts in their professions, in
terms of natural constraints (slopes, impassable terrain, etc.), inclusion of tourist
attractions, coverage of the entire region and integration of the tracks.
Before planning tracing itself, it is necessary to know the number of citizens
(hikers, cyclists, pedestrians) that would use the paths and their expectations,
appropriate panorama view spot, attractions that take place in that part of the
track, track length and accessibility.
Creating an infrastructure network of pedestrian and bike trails which
integrate the numerous churches, monasteries, caves and other atractive
locations in the most touristic region in the Republic of Macedonia, and in the
same time represent the connection of all municipalities in SWPR, is shown on
Fig. 3.
On the picture are presented two types of trails: current (with dotted line) and
designed (with full line) The color of the trails represent its type: combinated
(red), pedestrian (blue), cycle (yellow) and trail for extreme cycling (black). The
data for current trails are gained from relevant sources that have worked on their
tracing.
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Fig. 3. Designed trails
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SIGNALIZATION
Signalization is actually a part of infrastructure for alternative transportation
trails, which guides the user for that what he/she can, what is forbidden, how to
safely use the trail and to orientate to get the aimed destination. Types of
signalization: identity signs, use signs, safety signs, private property signs,
interpretative and protective signs and direction signs.
Types of signalisation:
- Identity signs(containing the name, type the path (combined, pedestrian,
cycling)) distance in certain places, points of interest along the path and
level of skills required to master it. They locate Use signs(containing
information on the use of slopes, legal or illegal actions on the track access
conditions, areas with special purpose and other prohibited activities)
- Signs of hygiene (are set on a certain distance along the fairways)
- Safety signs (containing the display warning underpasses, intersections,
curves and vertical sublimations that follow, information on availability of
drinking water along the path). They are located where they are needed
- Private property signs(placing on a certain distance along the trails)
- Interpretative and protective signs(have an educational function because
they describe the characteristics and values of the source and contain
labeling of natural resources, historical sites and sensitive areas)
- Direction signs(containing information about the length of the track, and
placed at strategic locations, intersections, and a short distance along the
routes to direct traffic to the slopes or otherwise to settlements).
- Information boards (containing brief and clear explanation of trail, photos
and map of the trail)
Information that are given on the signalization should be clear, concise and
unambiguous. It is desirable to be made from natural materials.

Fig. 4. Signalization

SWOT ANALYSIS
Benefits and limitations of integrative approach in design of pedestrian and
bicycle paths are represented by SWOT analysis, created by analyzing national
strategies and studying the situation on the field.
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Table 2. SWOT analysis
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

Strengths
Satisfied needs and requirements of all
users and participants
Obtain a greater number of expert
opinions
Obtaining optimal solutions
Increased intermunicipality cooperation
under leadership of The center for
development of SWPR
More criteria analysis resulting in the
optimal solution
Opportunities
Expansion of the project in regional,
national and international frameworks
Promotion of alternative tourism

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

Weaknesses
Longer time for finishing the
project
Bigger funds
Conflicts of interests and
opinions between the parties
involved
Unequal
representation
percentage of paths for
municipalities
Threats
Possibility of not realizing
because of the involvement of
more local authorities

CONCLUSION
Integrative approach in designing pedestrian and bike trails is a crucial part
in projecting because of its practicality, applicability, comprehensiveness and
eligibility from all interested sides. The approach creates proposal solution that
is supported with data, facts and arguments about the design solution.
In the Republic of Macedonia for the first time is used integrative approach
in this type of designing.
Integrative planning contributes in development of quality transportation
infrastructure through creating a professional basic starting point for any further
traffic steps – basic traffic projects and their implementation on the field.
Moreover, integrative planning with the created quality infrastructure
contributes for development of all other society and economic branches –
industry, tourism, and results with improved quality of life of the population.
Integrative approach would give reasonable results in every type of traffic
designing, of course with additional customization.
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Abstract
The task of any modern traffic planning is creating such road network that
will be reviewed, safe, with appropriate capacity, economical in terms of
exploitation costs and cost for building, also designed to be compatible with
structure of the city. Software tools for traffic planning enable this with the
traffic forecasting.
In this paper, it will be presented output results from transport demand
forecasting in small cities such as Gevgelija town, using software package PTV
Vision – VISUM in which the base is standard four-step transport demand
model.
Keywords -traffic planning; transport demand forecasting; software
package PTV Vision – VISUM; small city
INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of civilization, sustainability and economical success of
society largely hasbeen based on the efficiency of their transport infrastructure.
The need for efficient transportation has never been the key issues as it is today.
To take appropriate transport planning infrastructure decisions, planners and
engineers need to be able to predict the reaction of transport demand, as well as
the attributes of the transport system, the extent of the built environment and the
use of the transport system. Transport demand models used for this purpose,
should include actual representations of human, activities of the household and
the decisions to travel.
Prediction or transport demand forecasting enables transport planning of
traffic network under future travel needs in order to achieve fast, efficient and
safe movement through the road network, and reducing the impact on the
environment.
1
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TRANSPORT DEMAND FORECASTING FOR GEVGELIJA TOWN
The procedure for transport demand forecasting in small towns using the
software package PTV VISUM is explained by a specific example of transport
demand forecasting for Gevgelija town.
The procedure of transport demand forecasting using software starts with
drawing a transport network of the city in the software defined with nodes and
links and define the traffic zones. Gevgelija town is divided into 16 internal
traffic zones and 3 external zones. The division of the city on traffic zones in the
software is represented on Figure 1.

Fig.1.Dividing of Gevgelija town on traffic zones

For each traffic zone, entered data for attributes of network elements that
define all activities and trips in each zone separately. Defined are 11 attributes,
including: residents, jobs in the industry, jobs in education, jobs in recreational
activities, jobs in commercial activities, jobs in administration, jobs in
hospitality, all jobs, employees, from zone, in zone. Given that the calculation
of transport demand have a great impact and external trips, while creating a
demand model form are separate matrices for transit traffic, or matrices for
travel between external zones, and whose data is obtained by cordon counting.
The cordon counting is made in pick hour from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. on three set
points of the entry – exit corridors of the city, which were cutting the cordon
line.
Set points were made the cordon counting are represented on Figure 2.
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Fig.2. Cordon line and cross sections of cordon line

The results from the counting are represented in the following two tables. In
Table 1 are represented data for the number of vehicles on the cross section of
cordon line according to the structure of the vehicles and the direction of
movement. In Table 2 are represented results from the cordon counting obtained
with accumulation of vehicles on the cordon line.
Table 1.Data for the number of vehicles on the cross sections of cordon line
Car
Bus
HV

Greece Gevgelija
212
19
24

Gevgelija
- Greece
312
22
33

Negorci Gevgelija
150
6
15

Gevgelija
– Negorci
125
6
12

Moin –
Gevgelija
20
1
3

Gevgelija
– Moin
39
1
0

Car
Bus
HV

Greece –
Moin
2
0
0

Table 2.Results from cordon counting
Greece –
MoinMoin –
Negorci
Negorci
Greece
Negorci – Greece
11
2
1
21
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
4

Negorci
– Moin
0
0
0

The travel directions from the zones to certain roads are represented through
internal and external connectors and the same in the software are represented as
is shown on Figure 3.
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Fig.3.Display of connectors in the software

For creation of the model most important step are the procedures for
calculation of transport demand, where is done generation, distribution and
travel assignment on traffic network. In the software are defined six groups of
activities (trips purposes) such as: n1 – home – work, n2- home – school, n3 –
home – business, n4 – home – shopping, n5 – home – left and n6 –not home.
For all six groups of activities are made six travel generations, whereas in
previously imported attributes, and of intended travel, are imported factors of
generation, for production and attraction.
For the six trips purposes except generation, is made and travel distribution.
The values for the trips with creating model for transport demand in the
software or modal sizes are actually traffic assignment on the traffic network or
trip distribution on the roads.
In the software modal sizes are displayed numerically, but and with the
width of the link, depending of the workload of the road. The modal sizes are
shown on Figure 4 where traffic assignment on the roads is shown in red.
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Fig.4. Modal sizes for Gevgelija town

For transport demand, forecasting forGevgelija town is used standard four
step transport demand model.
For traffic, assignment on current road network is used equilibrium
assignment method.
The transport demand forecasting for Gevgelija town is made based of rate
of growth of population. The rate of growth of 3 % annually is used and is made
transport demand forecasting for 10 years.
The obtained predicted values are shown on Figure 5.
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Fig.5. Predicted values for traffic flows for 10 years for Gevgelija town

CONCLUSION
In the transport, demand forecasting for the real world and relatively large
road networks the process of calculation is much more complicated than you
can imagine. In order to simplify the process of calculation, in the practice are
developed many software packages to automate the traditional four-step model
for traffic demand forecasting.
One of this software packages is PTV Vision VISUM, who is a
comprehensive, scalable and flexible macro software package that is used for
traffic planning PTV Vision Visum is world-leading software in traffic analyses
and forecasts. It covers all road users and their interactions and it is used for
traffic planning in cities, regions and countries. Because it is designed for
multimodal analysis, he brings together all relevant transport modes (car, trucks,
and buses, walking and cycling) in a consistent network model. With more than
2000 customers and over 7000 users in more than 90 countries worldwide, PTV
Vision has become a leading software system for transport planning. He allows
displays of all relevant traffic data in one model; multimodal transport planning
with all relevant transport data; analysis for user defined time periods (pick
hour, movement of vehicle, traffic management, intervals of public transport,
etc.); a number of effective treatments for calculations; level of detail defined by
the user; display of the traffic on connectors, intersections, links, bus stops;
route choice; statistics on transport performance; application of GIS technology,
and association with Vissim enabling simulation of traffic.
Through practical example for Gevgelija town in this paper is explained the
procedure and are represented output results from transport demand forecasting
in small city using software package PTV VISUM. In the software PTV Vision
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VISUM road network of Gevgelija town is defined with nodes and links. The
town is divided into 16 main internal zones and 3 additional external zone
covering internal – external corridors of the city.
The transport demand forecasting for 10 years in the software package PTV
Vision VISUM is made using the standard four-step model, taking into
consideration the population growth.
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Abstract
Like most European cities, the City of Novi Sad has recently experienced
rapid growth, which resulted in a much greater motorization rate. Thus, in order
to prevent the negative consequences of greater urbanization, it is necessary to
meet the growing transportation demand by encouraging reliance on alternative
modes of transport, such as cycling. The paper presents the current state of
bicycle traffic in the City of Novi Sad with attention to urban planning
documentation and cycling infrastructure.

Keywords - transport planning; cycling infrastructure; bike sharing;
bicycle network
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, several individual transportation management
measures have been introduced in Serbian cities. In their attempt to mitigate
transport system deficiencies, city authorities have introduced specific
measures—such as charging and restricting parking, reconstructing or building
a section of a new traffic artery—without considering their impact on modal
shift and other auxiliary effects.
Novi Sad (a city of 280 000 inhabitants, occupying a 129.4 km2 area) is one
of the important cities of the Danube region. Due to its favourable geographic
position and good transport links, it has become a dominant socioeconomic
centre of Vojvodina—a unique macro-regional and administrative part of the
Republic of Serbia. It is the second largest city in Serbia, and a home to
significant scientific, research and development, and professional organizations,
as well as numerous medical, cultural, and educational institutions.
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A set of social and economic changes led to a 30% increase in the total
number of trips from 1976 to 2009, which follows the increase in the city
population. Back in 1976, the total number of daily trips conducted on the Novi
Sad territory was approximately 500,000, compared to 745,000 in 2009. Over
the same period, a change in the modal split also occurred, marked by a
significant increase in the number of trips made by PC (19% to 26%),
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in PT use. PT use declined from 28%
to 22% in the same period. The share of trips made on foot remained at the 48%
level, whereas the percentage of bicycle trips has been on the decline for many
years. In 1960s, bicycle trips accounted for almost 10% of all trips, declining to
5% in the 1970s, and to only 2.5% in 2009. In addition, 19% of this total
pertains to the use of bicycle for everyday trips, such as travelling to workplace,
school and university, with private visits, recreation, etc., comprising the
remaining 81% [1].
By 2009, cycling infrastructure in Novi Sad related only tocycling paths,
which were formed mainly along the primary street network. Interconnection of
suburbs by the cycling network was scarce.Bearing in mind that climate and
topographic conditions for using bicycles on the territory of Vojvodina are
almost ideal and that there is a significant heritage in relation to bicycles use, it
can be stated that bicycle traffic in the year of 2009 is negligible.
INCLUDING CYCLING IN AN INTEGRATED URBAN TRANSPORT
POLICY
According to the traffic study NOSTRAM [1], the measures for the
advancement of cycling traffic in Novi Sad were divided into four groups:
1. Construction and regulatory measures.
2. Bicycle parking lots.
3. Interconnection of bicycle trips and public transport.
4. Promotional and educational measures.
Construction measures mean recovery, reconstruction and modernisation of
the existing and building of the new bicycle paths in accordance with the
proposed network.
According to the data from 2009, the total length of bicycle paths in Novi
Sad is 65.6 km. By the traffic development plan for the year of 2029, the
predicted total length of bicycle paths will be 207 km.In Figures 1 and 2, there
are the existing, planned and proposed networks of bicycle paths.
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Fig. 1.Existing, planned and suggested bicycle network–City of Novi Sad [1]
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Fig. 2. Existing, planned and suggested bicycle network – Novi Sad's
municipal area [1]

Apart from construction measures, the plan also predicts the introduction of
regulation of the bicycle parking network, which would be controlled and
supervised in a way.The proposed bicycle network would be of the capacity 10-
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50 bicycles with and without video surveillance. The system of public bicycles
(bike-sharing) would also be introduced.
It is also predicted that in the following 20-year period the integration of the
bicycle with other transport modes will be applied, and a range of promotional
activities will be carried out. The aim is the change of attitudes and habits in
relation to the choice of a transport mode.
SITUATION FIVE YEARS AFTER THE PLAN ENACTMENT
From the moment of the creation of Transport model of Novi Sad,further
investmentin bicycle infrastructure building and maintaining have been noticed.
The introduction of new regulatory measures have improved the conditions for
bicycle using. In accordance with planning-technical documentation, paths
along new boulevards have been built, new bicycle parking lots have been set
andnew stations of bike-sharing system have been introduced (NS BIKE).

Fig. 3. Intersection – Implemented design elements[2]

However, the existing network is still mainly characterized by incoherence
and bad state of bicycle paths (Figure4).In most new bicycle paths it could be
noticed that the same area is occupied by parked vehicles (Figure5). Only at
some locations there are limiters which disable the parked vehicles to occupy
the area meant for bicycle riding by their front end.

Fig. 4.Gaps in the cycle network[2]
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Fig. 5.Conflict of cyclists and the parked vehicles[2]

Irregular bicycle riding has also been noticed, both along the areas meant for
the pedestrian walking (the city centre), and along city streets intended for one
way traffic of vehicles.
Since 2009, in Novi Sad there has been no comprehensive research which
would significantly show the changes of the basic characteristics of bicycle trips
(volume, time and spatial distribution, travel purpose...).
According to the 2013 data, an automatic counter located at the main city
corridor recorded 352,258 cyclists in both riding directions, while in 2014it was
405,849.
Analysing the automatic counter data [3], apart from the increase of the
number of cyclists, dependence of bicycle using on average daily temperatures
(Figure 6) and periodic weekly oscillation (Figure 7) can also be noticed.
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Fig. 6.Correlation between the number of cyclists and mean daily temperature [3]
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Fig. 7.Weekly travel distribution [2]

Bicycle sharing (BS) is one of Novi Sad’s policy measures aimed at
achieving sustainable mobility, partly through promotion of cycling, which has
been largely neglected as a transport option in the city. Pertinent data from
Barcelona, Lyon and Paris suggest that promotion of BS has the potential for
reducing car usage. While the percentage of car or motorcycle trips that have
been replaced by bicycles in these cities ranges from 2 to 10%, a more
significant shift occurred from public transport utilization to BS. In a 2008
survey of “Vélib” users in Paris, 20% respondents stated that they used car less
as a result of their participation in the scheme [4]. This percentage increased to
46% in 2009 [5]. In Paris, trips made by car decreased by 5% in the first 10
months after the implementation of the BS system, and in Lyon, bicycle use
reduced the automobile modal share by 7% [6]. A study examining the
effectiveness of the OYBike scheme implemented in London showed that 40%
of users shifted from motorized modes to cycling [7]. A similar survey of
“SmartBike” users in Washington DC, US, indicated that the system drew
nearly 16% of individuals who would have used cars otherwise [8]. These
surveys suggest that BS systems typically result in a 1−1.5% increase in the
cycling modal share [5].
Complete installation of “NS bike” system was funded by the city of Novi
Sad. The project was launched on July 11, 2011 within a broader scheme termed
“Let’s return Novi Sad back to cyclists”—a joint venture between the City of
Novi Sad and Novi Sad Parking Services. The bike-sharing system is planned to
comprise of 60 stations located 400 to 500 m apart, with a fleet of around 600
bicycles. The station distribution and capacity were determined based on the
location of main activity centres and spatial distribution of trips identified
through the research conducted for the purpose of Novi Sad Transport Model
(NOSTRAM). Parking Service is in charge of maintaining the system, whereby
the income earned through parking fee collection is used for maintaining and
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operating the “NS bike” system. This principle is integrated into NOSTRAM
(Novi Sad Transport Model), which allows the parking tariff income to be
invested in alternative transport modes—in this case, the BS system.
The NS Bike system design is based on the premise that, once the project is
fully implemented, it will provide Novi Sad with a modern bike-sharing system
that allows bicycle usage for individual trips within the city. A survey
conducted in May 2013 revealed that only 23.4% of the system users rent a
bicycle for one hour only, most likely due to the fact that the NS Bike system
still lacks sufficient number of well distributed stations. Majority of the
surveyed users (almost 90%) rented a bicycle for 3-hour periods, and made
several urban trips during that time. Based on the existing capacities, it was
determined that one bicycle was rented 27 to 38 times per month, corresponding
to an average of 1.09 rentals per day. It is also interesting that no significant
differences in loan volume were noted across the individual days of the week,
especially between weekdays and the weekend [9].
CONCLUSION
In cities of Northern and Southern Europe, levels of car ownership
dramatically increased following accession to the EU, primarily as a result of
growth in income levels [10]. A similar trend of growth in road traffic volumes
and PC usage as a direct consequence of economic growth and increases in
motorization is expected in Serbia and other Central and Eastern European
(CEE) countries [11, 12]. A major concern related to the transportation sector in
CEE countries stems from rapid growth in the demand for transportation over
the last decade [11,13]. Nevertheless, the CEE region may be considered to
have a ‘‘starting advantage’’ with respect to transport sustainability compared to
the established EU member states, because cities historically display large
public transport (PT) modal shares relative to PC use [11,13]. Hence,
maintaining high levels of PT use and promoting other environmentally friendly
modes of transport (EFMT) are important strategies for policy makers.
It can be stated that the current traffic policy of Novi Sad is directed to the
development of bicycle traffic, which is the consequence of the new concept of
urban traffic development implemented in Transport model NOSTRAM, but it
is also the consequence of the active participation of final users, that is, nongovernmental organisations. Following the contemporary European and world
trends of encouraging bicycle using and application of the modern information
technology for that purpose, NGO had a great success in the promotion of the
bicycle with all citizenship age groups.The conclusion based on the automatic
counter data (the only counter in the city which records cyclists and their
moving) is that in the previous six years there have been positive changes and
the bicycle is significantly more used in daily commuting.
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Abstract
It is known that different types of cameras and sensors are the backbone of
traffic monitoring today. With the evolution of intelligent devices grows the
amount of data that these devices generate. How to collect data is no longer the
topical issue of the today. The question is how to store and handle increased
amounts of data? Big Data technology gives the answer to this question. The
term Big Data refers to an information resource thatis characterized by large
quantity, high-speed growth and a large variety of data that exceed capabilities
of software that are commonly used for storage, processing and data
management. It is the amount of data that can be measured in petabytes and the
speed of information inflow that is greater than the speed of processing. The
main aim of this paper isthefamiliarization with the Big Data technology, its
most popular tools and the advantages in processinglarge amounts of traffic
data.
Keywords–big data; traffic counting; sensors data; Apache Hadoop
INTRODUCTION
The term Big Data is often used when talking about the amount of data
which exceeds the possibilities of commonly used software designed for
storage, processing and data management. We could say that Big Data
represents everything which does not fit into Microsoft Office Excel Workbook.
It is about the amount of data measured inpetabytes (1PB = 1015B = 1000TB)
and the speed of flow of information that is greater than the speed of processing.
An important feature of the data itself in the Big Data concept is the diversity of
formats and data sources. The data generated by sensors and other intelligent
devices in the field of transport contain all of these features.With the
development of intelligent devices theamount of data which they generate
grows. For example, one Airbus aircraft during an average flight generates
around 1TB of sensory data. Nowadays, the issue ofcollecting data is no longer
1
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the main topic for discussion. However, the question is how to store and handle
increasing amounts of data? Big Data technologies give the solution to the
problem.Therefore, the objective of this paper is to explore the possibilities of
using Big Data concept in transportation and traffic engineering.
The first section of the paper outlines the possible examples of application of
the Big Data technology in the area of storage and processing of data in traffic
and transport. The second section is a brief introduction to the Big Data
technology and its most popular tools. The third section describes a working
example in terms of storage and processing of data in traffic, where Big Data
solution gives better results than traditional software. Finally, the conclusion of
this study emphasizes the benefits of Big Data technologies in the field of
transport.
BIG DATA IN TRAFFIC - MOTIVATION
Observation of traffic includes the following activities: detecting the
presence of vehicles, traffic counting, measuring length, categorization of the
vehicles, and many more. In the current play of events, transportation industry
cannot meet the rapid growth of data; also, the traditional data processing
systems are facing the problem of inefficiency or even sometimes failure [1]. As
an important branch of economy, transportation and traffic confront the
challenges and promises brought to us by Big Data. Currently, the most widely
used data sources are traffic surveillance systems [2]. Big data systems are ideal
for monitoring the behaviour of the system, collecting and analysing defects.
These systems offer previously unimaginable possibilities for monitoring
operation of the system in detail. According to Zeng, the advantages of Big Data
concepts are improving the safety of traffic and the efficiency of transportation
industry in general [1]. Traffic sensors for data collection are inductive-loop
detectors, video image processing systems, pneumatic tubes, global positioning
system (GPS), acoustic/ultrasonic sensors, aerial/satellite imaging, and RFID
(Radio Frequency IDentification) technology. They can be classified in many
ways. Martin et al. proposes that the highly developed detection technologies
can be classified into three categories: in-roadway detectors, over-roadway
detectors, and off-roadway technologies [3]. Each of these sensors havetheir
advantages that provide the real-time information for road users and
transportation system operators to make better decisions. Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) use big data with the aim to increase energy
efficiency, improve traffic safety, reduce air pollution, relieve traffic congestion,
and improve homeland security [4]. Every day, companies are investing more
and more into this area. Recently, a railway operator invested in an automated
system that uses big data to manage the rescheduling of more than 8,000 trains.
Likewise, the drivers in Boston can use an app known as “Street Bump” to
detect the unmistakable jolt of a pothole. It captures bump data using your GPS
location. This data can be used to identify roads in greatest need of repair [5].
Another purpose of using big data analytics is that transportation planners can
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allocate limited resources in the areas where they can boost the capacity of
congested transportation networks [6]. Obviously, there is a need to build an
open platform allowing many departments of traffic, companies, and individuals
to collaborate and share the same data.
BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY
The term Big Data was created in 2008. The very name “Big Data” clearly
indicates that it is about a large amount of data. But how do we know whether,
for example, a 10TB relational database is Big Data? The Big Data dimensions
such as volume, variety and velocity, which were firstly defined by IBM,
provide an answer to this question (Fig.1).

Fig.1.Big Data dimensions

Volume - a high speed of growth of the amount of new data and keeping of
the existing data leads to hundreds of terabytes of storage, and even much larger
amounts of data. Variety - it is no longer enough to keep only the structured
data, but also images, information from social networks, logs, sensor
information, and so on. Velocity - the speed of the new incoming data is big and
it is therefore higher than the speed of data processing. If some of the data we
manage have these characteristics, then we could say that the system has/isBig
Data.As far as the software for storing and processing large amounts of data go,
Apache™ Hadoop® is currently the only one available.
Hadoop is an open-source framework for storing and processing Big Data in
a distributed environment. It contains two modules, one is MapReduce and the
other one is Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). MapReduce is a
parallel programming model for processing large amounts of structured, semistructured, and unstructured data on large clusters of commodity hardware.
HDFS is a part of Hadoop framework, used to store and process the datasets. It
provides a fault-tolerant file system to run on commodity hardware. Apache
Hiveis a data warehouse infrastructure tool designed to process structured data
in the Hadoop. It resides on top of Hadoop to summarize Big Data, and makes
querying and analysing easy. The Hive is built into the “SQL like" query
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language Hive Query Language (HiveQL, HQL) which allows the
manipulation of data in the Hadoop in writing queries that are almost identical
to standard SQL queries. This tool is easy to integrate within the existing tools
such as Microsoft Office Excel.
A BIG DATA SOLUTION IN TRAFFIC
We have recognized the sensory data, which is widely used in traffic, as a
category of data that makes sense to cultivate using the Big Data technologies.
The main indicator of the load of a certain section of the road is the Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT). For sections where there are automatic
traffic counters, AADT is calculated on the basis on data generated by the
traffic counters on that particular section, throughout the year. We set ourselves
the task to calculate the AADT for certain sections of roads and streets in the
town of Novi Sad, Serbia and its surroundings, based on data generated by the
14 traffic counters (Table 1).
Table 1.Traffic Counters
Traffic Counter Name
Alibegovac
Bocke
Bulevar Evrope 3
Klisa
Paragovo
Šančevi
Somborski bulevar (Patrijarha Pavla)
Tekije
Tunel
Vojvode Stepe

Road/Street
M-21
R-107
K. Stankovića - Rumenački put
Rumenački put - K. Stankovića
M-22-1
M-21
R-120
Bulevar Evrope - Vršačka
Vršačka - Bulevar Evrope
M-22-1
Irig - Novi Sad
Novi Sad - Irig
Rumenačka – S. Jovanovića
S. Jovanovića - Rumenačka

The aim was to calculate the first attempt by using the conventional
software, and then with the help of Big Data tools, and lastly to compare their
features and efficiency. To count the traffic at the specified locations, the
counters type QLTC-10Cwere used. Data generated by traffic counters are kept
in text (.txt) files (Fig. 2). For each vehicle registered by a counter, one record is
created in the txt file. Record in the txt file, contains the following information:
- Index:a daily number of the vehicles per traffic lane;
- Date and time: in the following format: dd.mm.yy hh:mm:ss;
- Channel:it may have the values from 0 to 3 depending on the order in
which the vehicle encounters a loop;
- Lane: it can have values: 0 (vehicle in lane 1) or 1 (the vehicle in lane
2);
- Vehicle class: vehicle category;
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- Vehicle speed:expressed in km/h ;
- Vehicle length:length without the correction factor, expressed incm.
-

Fig.2.QLTC Traffic Counter and the file which it has generated

Fig.2. displays the file T-0101.txt which stores data generated by a counter on
January 1st 2015. The name of the txt file contains a date and the current year
when traffic counting was performed. Each counter, during the course of the day,
"writes" the data into a text file, so that during one year each counter generates
365/366 files. Txt file size is determined by the volume of traffic in one day at
the observed counting place. In our case study, each of the 14 counters had 365
files and each text file kept between 4000 and 14000 records. This led us to the
following question: how to handle more than 50 million records and draw
any useful information from such a large number of data?We first sought the
help of one of the most powerful modern tools for spreadsheet and graphic
presentation of data - Microsoft Office Excel 2013. Firstly, we imported the data
generated by one counter during one day. Since each counter has registered
fewer than 14,000 recordswithin one day, we found that such txt files can be
successfully imported into the Excel worksheets. One only needed to import 365
files and generate 365 Excel worksheets! Off course, the maximum number of
worksheets in Excel 2013 workbook is determined by the available memory.
Also,in 64-bit environments, the file size is limited by the available memory
only. However, it is clear that this strategy did not lead to an efficient solution to
the above problem.
Then we changed our strategy and decided to unite the contents of all 365 txt
files from one counter into a single text file in order to import this txt file intothe
Excel worksheet in the next step. For this purpose we have developed a
Windows application in the development environment Microsoft Visual Studio
2015 and Visual Basic. This application created one text file for each counter and
enrolled him with all the correct entries from 365 files that he has generated. In
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this way, we have created 14 large .txt files out of 365 x 14 = 5110 txt files. The
number of entries in each of the 14 txt files is shown in Table 2.
Table 2.The number of entries in the individual txt files
Name of the txt file
Alibegovac.txt
Bocke.txt
Bulevar Evrope 3 - K Stankovica - Rumenacki put.txt
Bulevar Evrope 3 - Rumenacki put - K Stankovica.txt
Klisa.txt
Paragovo.txt
Sancevi.txt
Somborski bul (Patrijarha Pavla) - Bul Evrope – Vrsacka.txt
Somborski bul (Patrijarha Pavla) - Vrsacka - Bul Evrope.txt
Tekije.txt
Tunel - Irig - Novi Sad.txt
Tunel - Novi Sad – Irig.txt
Vojvode Stepe - Rumenacka - S Jovanovica.txt
Vojvode Stepe - S Jovanovica – Rumenacka.txt
Total

The number of
records in a txt
file
4 088 971
4 363 535
2 037 270
1 606 137
3 413 757
3 674 736
4 240 577
4 173 994
3 758 804
5 001 035
2 107 966
2 911 248
4 784 728
4 504 969
50 667 727

When we tried to import any of the txt files from Table 2 into the Excel
worksheet we received a message that the file was too large and cannot be
imported into the Excel. Therefore,we found that Excel could not accept all the
data which was generated by the counter during one year into a single worksheet.
The maximum number of species in the Microsoft Office Excel 2013 worksheet
is 1 048 576. However, as it can be seen from Table 2, the number of records
generated by the counter during one year ranges from 1,606,137 to 5 001 035.
Accordingly, even this strategy did not lead to the solution of our problems.
We sought the help of the latest available tools designed to handle large
amounts of data - Big Data tools. We used Apache™ Hadoop®, as it is currently
the only available platform. Furthermore,we developed the following
methodology for processing data from traffic counters:
1. "clean up" txt files of any invalid records,
2. for each counter, consolidate the content of all 365 txt files into a single
text file, which would generate 14 large txt file,
3. upload each of the 14 .txt files into the Hadoop Big Data platform HDFS,
4. create a database in the Hadoop platform in which to store data from the
14 uploaded txt files,
5. create useful queries against a previously created database in the Hadoop
platform,
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6. make available the query results that are stored in a database on Hadoop
platform in a conventional environment for analysis and data visualization
with Microsoft Office Excel 2013,
7. Analyse the data and graphically display them in Excel.
As it can be noted, we have already carried out the first two steps in the
previous attempts to solve the task with the help of Excel. In the next phase,we
uploaded 14 large .txt files to the HDFS, using theApache Ambari user interface
(UI) (Fig. 3). As it can be seen in Fig.3, the size of every individual txt file
amounts up to 1.5 GB!
Using the Apache Hive query language services and HiveQL, we created a
database titled Traffic at the Hadoop platform (in the same environment Apache Ambari). Thereafter, for each text file we generated one table in the
Traffic database. We “filled” the tables with the data from txt files that are stored
on HDFS.

Fig.3. Uploaded TXT files to HDFS using the Apache Ambari UI

Figure 4 shows an example of HiveQL query with whose help we were able
to "pour” all the data from the file Alibegovac.txt into the Alibegovac table.

Fig.4.An example of the HiveQL query used for "pouring” data from txt file into the
Traffic database table

After that, we created a table named all_countersin the Traffic database in
which we were able to move all the data from all 14 tables (of the database) with
the help of HiveQL. Furthermore, we carried out numerous HiveQL queries/tests
on the “all counters” table resulting in useful information on traffic volumes,
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structure and vehicle speeds, etc. Some of these queries/testswere: AADT per
directionsfor each meter; Monthly Average Daily Traffic (MADT) for each
month of the year according to directions, for each meter; AADT by directions
and vehicle categories for each counter, etc. Finally,we placed the query results
in the new tables orviewsof Trafficdatabase. Figure 5 shows an example of query
used for creating tables intended for the admission of query results that were
calculated by AADT by categories of vehicles and in the direction of their
movement.

Fig.5.Example of HiveQL query that creates one of the tables in the database

In order to allow the visualization and geo-location of query results, we made
available all the tables and views from Traffic database in Microsoft Office
Excel 2013. This was done with the help of Microsoft Query Wizard. Analysis
and graphical presentation of the data were made possible with the help of
Excel's add-ons,Microsoft Power View and Microsoft Power Map. Figure 6
shows us one of the power view worksheets that graphically display the data
from HadoopTraffic database. With the help of GPS coordinates counter which
are stored in the Traffic database, the AADT size for each counter, for one of two
directions, is shown in theMicrosoft Bing Map. In this way, besides the graphic
presentation of data in terms of traffic volumes, the geo-location was also
conducted.
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Fig.6.Example of visualization and geo-location of data contained in the Traffic database
in Excel

CONCLUSION
Solving this simple task - calculating AADT for certain sections of roads and
streets in the Republic of Serbia, pointed to weaknesses and limitations of
modern tools for tabular and graphical presentation of data - Microsoft Office
Excel 2013. In order to become familiar with Big Data technologies in this field,
we have developed Big Data solutions that enable the storage, processing and
graphical visualization of data generated by traffic counters on roads and streets
in the Republic of Serbia. We used the Apache Hadoop Big Data platform to
store and process all the data which could not have been performed using the
Excel. Then we displayed the results of data processing, which we made with the
help of Big Data technology, using the tabular and graphic display of Excel.
In this case, we have been convinced in the power and efficiency of Big Data
technologies, especially when it comes to the conduction of "SQL-like" queries
over massive amounts of data. In addition, we have been assured in the ability to
connect Excel worksheets with the Big Data sources, as well as an enormous
capability of Microsoft Office Excel 2013 tools in the field of visualization and
geo-location of data. Due to the fact that traffic generates huge amounts of data,
which is often necessaryto graphically display and geo-locate, the best solution is
imposed by Big Data technologies in cooperation with the Excel.
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Abstract
The usage of longitudinal data for modelling urban mobility is crucial when
the analysis and forecast model would consider temporal modifications of
behaviour of population in studied urban area. This paper treats the modelling
and forecast of urban mobility on long term based on pseudo-longitudinal data.
The analysis and investigated data are related to the urban area Lille in France.
The examined data are carried out in 1976, 1987 and 1998, according to the
standard methodology for mobility survey of households in France. The
longitudinal data are made from repetitive surveys which makes possible to get
insight in the behaviour dynamics. The decomposition of temporal effects into
an effect of age and an effect of generation (cohort) makes possible to draw the
sample profile during the life cycle and to estimate its temporal deformations.
This is the origin of the “age-cohort” model for forecasting of urban mobility on
long term.
Keywords – urban mobility; forecast; longitudinal data; model
INTRODUCTION
The forecast of urban mobility on long term is great challenge of urban
transport planning. The traditional aggregated model in 4 steps (generation,
distribution, modal split, route assignment) is used frequently toestimate
transport demand [1]. However, this approach is contestable when the transport
demand would be projected on long term.The conventional approach needs
adata from one surveyin particular date, therefore the forecasting of mobility on
long term is basedon static methodological approach.
The most frequently used variables in the first step of traditional aggregate
model are the demographic variables. Basically, the demographic approach
exploits data from repetitive surveys from different dates, whichmakes possible
to get insight in the behaviour dynamics.The notionof longitudinal data
1
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includesusage of several surveys from different periods which enablesthe
analysis of evolutions of studied event [2].
The mobility analysis and forecast is possible according to the longitudinal
data if thetemporal effects are dividedinto an effect of age and an effect of
generation [3]. The effects of period, or the impact of the factors affecting all
individuals on the particular date, could be neglected if the stability of these
effects is delicate. The decompositionof temporal effects makes possible to trace
the sample profile during the life cycle and to estimate its temporal
deformations. The specification of the “age-cohort”model exploits the
longitudinal data coming from different mobility surveys and the demographic
data of population. This model ispertinent to forecast trip generationon long
term.
TRANSVERSAL AND LONGITUDINAL DATA
The analysis of demographic phenomena can be carried out according to:
• Transversal analysis - It is possible toanalyse the individualsfrom different
generations given to on date. These analyses,based ontransversal data,mask the
fact that the individuals belong to different generations.
• Longitudinal analysis –It is possible to analyse the individuals who
belonging to a certain generation.The longitudinal data make possible to enter
into the dynamic comportment and into history of the generations. This type of
analysis requires observations deployed in time which is a difficult
characteristic to be fulfilled for certain studies.
The longitudinal analysis in demography has beenused since long time. The
German statistician Lexis offers already in 1875, an original graph to display
simultaneously on the same diagram the relationships between three
dimensions: time (or period), age of individuals (position in the life cycle) and
generation (or cohort) of birth [2]. The year of birth is on abscissa, the age is on
ordinate and in this case the observation period appears on the main diagonal
(Fig. 1).This representation permits seeing the difference between transversal
and longitudinal data. In the case of a transversal analysis, the time is presented
only by the age of individuals.Theusage of longitudinal dataenables the
measurement of time by age (in line) and also a historical measurement of time
(in column).The observations corresponding to same generation appear on the
diagonal crossing the age of individuals and year of observation. It is possible to
observe how each generation affects the life cycle of the studied phenomena,
and the impact by replacement of generations.
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Fig.1.Diagram of Lexis-Becker-Pressat [2]

LONGITUDINAL DATA FROM SURVAYS MADE IN DIFFERENT
PERIODS
The main sources forstudying and forecasting mobility are household
surveys directed to identify the mobility determinants of population at a certain
date. These surveys are standardized, but contain large heterogeneity regarding
the age and generations of individuals [5]. Nevertheless, the transversal data
offer the possibility to identify individuals belonging to the same cohort or
generation of birth. Between the observation period (p), the individual's age (a)
and the generation of birth (cohort c) there is the following relationship:
c=p–a
(1)
Using this technique, it is possible to create longitudinal data (pseudo-panel),
which enable to follow cohorts and enter in the dynamics of behaviour. During
the different periods of data collection the economic, social and institutional
modifications were certainly with a variable level. The three surveys
“Household-Trips (EMD), standard CERTU2” made in Lille (North of France)
in 1976, 1987 and 1998 (Table 1) are the main sources toexamine the urban
mobility and to create a longitudinal data (Table 2) [6].

2

CERTU – Centre d’études sur les réseaux, les transports, l’urbanisme et les
constructions publiques
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Table 1. Samples size of the three surveys
Type of questionnaire

1976
9 804
Households
27 005
Individuals (age>5years)
76 383
Internal trips
79 948
Total trips
Source: EMD 1976, 1987 &1998 inLille

Size of survey
1987
3 465
8 345
29 967
31 969

1998
3 744
8 454
33 907
35 804

Table 2. Longitudinal data created according tothe three surveys
Survey 1976
Survey 1987
Year of birth
(cohort)
Age
Size
Age
Size
Before 1895
82 &+
444
1895-1905
71-81
1 807
82 &+
159
1906-1916
60-70
2 603
71-81
519
1917-1927
49-59
3 485
60-70
832
1928-1938
38-48
3 842
49-59
1 039
1939-1949
27-37
4 032
38-48
1 111
1950-1960
16-26
5 403
27-37
1 520
1961-1971
05-15
5 389
16-26
1 661
1972-1982
05-15
1 504
1983-1993
Source:EMD 1976, 1987 &1998 inLille

Survey 1998
Age
Size
82 &+
71-81
60-70
49-59
38-48
27-37
16-26
05-15

150
526
793
958
1 418
1 350
1 835
1 424

ANALYSIS OF MOBILITY THROUGH TRANSVERAL AND
LONGITUDINAL DATA
The analysis of mobility of inhabitantsin Lille is made using a transversal
and longitudinal data through the three variables: number of trips per day and
per inhabitant, traveltime budget3(TTB) and traveldistance budget4(TDB). The
analysis of transversal data show that the mobility of inhabitants in Lille
increases permanently in the analysed period from 1976 to 1998.
Table 3. Mobility analysis according to the three surveys in Lille
Variable

1976

Year of survey
1987
2,83
3,60

Number of
trips/individual/day
44,5
Travel time budget
(min./individual/day)
5,6
Travel distance budget
(km/individual/day)
Source: EMD 1976, 1987 & 1998 in Lille
3
4

1998
4,01

49,5

55,1

7,4

8,8

TTB is a sum of time for all trips which one person made during an ordinar day.
TDB is a sum of distance for all trips which one person made during an ordinar day.
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The longitudinal data reveals the impact of different generations for mobility
changing(Fig.2).

Fig.2.Number of trips/person/day by age group and cohort in the three surveys

The difference between the curves of different cohorts at any given age can
be interpreted as the cohort effect. This approach allowscreating“agecohort”model which is pertinent to forecast mobility on long term [5].
PRINCIPALS OF MODEL AGE-COHORT
The basic form of a demographic model describes the changes of the size
global and structure of a human population in a given territory. The application
of the model for mobility projections requires separating the projections of
population and the projections of mobility behaviours. Thus, the general
structure of a demographic model contains two main parts [4]:
- The first part includes the estimations of population and
- The second part concerns the mobility modelling and estimation of a
standard profile during the life cycle.
The data from the three surveys enable assessing the mobility for a certain
number of observed cohorts. The effects of age on urban mobility could be
described by a curve called „life-cycle standard profile”forreference cohort
(Fig.3). The “age-cohort” model estimates the life-cycle standard profile by age.
The fundamental assumption isthat all deformations of this standard profile are
caused by the effects of cohorts.
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Fig.3.Principle for specification of “age-cohort” model

The mathematical expression of the “age-cohort”model is as follows:
Ma,k = αa(ko)Aa + γkCk + εa,k
(2)
where:
- Ma,k is a measure of mobility observed at age “a”, for individuals of
cohort “k”,
- αa(ko) is a measure of mobility at age “a” for individual of the reference
cohort “ko”,
- γkis a difference in the trajectory of each cohort “k” relative to the curve
for the reference cohort “ko” (γko=0 for the reference cohort “ko”),
- A and C are dummy variables for “age” and “cohort”
- εa,k is an error term in the model.
CONCLUSION
The “age-cohort”model can be specified using a pseudo-panel created from
several surveys made in different periods. The usage of this model is pertinent
to enter into the behaviour of different cohorts at specific life time cycle.The
demographic variables as a number of individuals by gender residing in
particular urban area are very suitable for long term projection because they
have a very big inertia concerning important changes in long period.
The projections of mobility in Lille are made until 2030. The analysis and
projections of mobility indicate that the usage of cars increases the daily
distances by preventing at the same time the progression of budget-time. This
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trend gives the impression that the gain of car travel time is converted into extra
daily distances.
The projections of mobility by the “age-cohort” model are significantly
lower than the projections made using a growth factors derived from transversal
data. The insertions of cohort effects influence long-term projections decreasing
purely trend growth.
The “age-cohort” model is appropriate for long-term mobility projections
according to different demographic scenarios. It is important to note that the
projections of population are exogenous.
The verification of projection results is carried out using two methods:
- the confidence interval concerning the data in the three surveys and the
forecast results.
- the linear regression between estimations and observations of mobility.
The validation of model projections is satisfactory for the two audit criteria
which mean that the “age-cohort” model resumes correctly the observed
behaviour in the past.
The main weakness of the “age-cohort” model is that this model
recommends a long-term evolution scenario that seems be unique and
unavoidable. The absence of economic factors in the modelling such as income
of the individual or the prices of transport modes avoids their respective roles in
the projections. However, the projections of economic factors on long term also
present many difficulties and risks [10].
The introduction of a new dimension in the model (i.e. the speed of trips)
helps to overcome the difficulties of the “age-cohort” model related to the
incapacity to simulate different scenarios of transport supply [5].

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
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Abstract
Tourism potential of a country such as the natural beauties and culturalhistorical motives come to the fore only with the appropriate construction in
transport infrastructure. A country with regular transportation infrastructure will
be in a better position in the market. Attractive tourist motives that are not
traffic connected have low levels of spatial valorisation. Traffic affects the
tourism development by building and modernizing traffic networks, volume and
quality of transport vehicles, prices of transport services and the transport
organization. This paper shows the connection between transport and tourism
and impact of transport on tourism. It represents only the first step in studying
and solving problems within this area.
Keywords -traffic; tourism; development
INTRODUCTION
One of the basic conditions for the tourism development, in addition to the
construction of modern accommodation capacities is the transport infrastructure
construction. Tourism potential of a country such as the natural beauty and
cultural-historical motives are manifested only with the construction of
appropriate transport infrastructure.
Hall and Page (1999) [1]describe four spatially expressed roles as an
important starting point for any analysis of the transport–tourism interface:
linking the source market with the host destination; providing mobility and
access within a destination area/region/country; providing mobility and access
1
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within an actual tourism attraction and facilitating travel along a recreational
route which is itself the tourism experience.
Developed transport system directly affects to the tourism development. The
most important factors of development are [2]:
9 Transport system development,
9 Development of tourist infrastructure facilities,
9 Level of development of the population living standard ,
9 Natural and historical country wealth,
9 Tour traffic, etc.
This paper shows the connection between transport and tourism. It represents
only the first step in studying and solving problems within this area.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRANSPORT AND TOURISM
History records that the transport system has exerted a profound efect on the
development of travel from ancient times [3]. For example, in RomanTimes,
Pompeii and Herculaneum were popular retreatsfor the citizens of Rome
escaping the capital's summerheat [4].The movement of these earlytravellers
from origin to destination was made possibleby well engineered road systems,
organised road transport based on horse and cart teams, organised sea travelin
the Mediterranean and a hospitality sector. In morerecent times the development
of the steam train followedlater by the car and the plane have added to
humanities'ability to undertake travel to even the remotest corner ofthe globe.
The inextricable relationship between transport and tourism is of
fundamental importance in explaining the tourism system [5]. The patternof
travel which exists between generating markets and receiving destinationshas
been the focus of past research activity, explaining, for example, the role
oftransport technology in the economic and spatial evolution of tourism
destination[6].
Tabela 1. Mutual impact of tourism and transport
POZITIVE IMPACT
Tourism on transport
- change traffic demand
- increasing of transport infrastructure
construction
- modernization of transport
infrastructure and resources
- an increase in traffic
NEGATIVE IMPACT
Transport on tourism
Tourism on transport
- taking up of space by building - limiting and directing traffic
infrastructure
development
- visual degradation of the area
- possible relocation of roads
- negative environmental impact
- traffic safety reduction
(Source: www.ivanratkaj.co.cc [7])
Transport on tourism
- tourist movement
- tourist demand realisation
- increasing tourism potential
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For the tourism development, transport is the primary relevance, because
tourism system largely depends on two systems that consume the most energy:
air traffic and motor vehicle traffic.
The tourism development as economic activity affected the changing
structure of the transport system. Table 1 shows the mutual positive and
negative impact of tourism and transport.
TRANSPORTATION AND DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT
For tourism development, transportation is a key factor in enabling tourists
to travel
to their target site. Kaul (1985) summarized the role of transport in tourism
development in a number of postulates outlined in Table 2. These postulates
outline in a concise manner the relationship between transport and tourism.
However, the postulates overlook the role of price as a determinate of travel
demand.
Table 2. Postulates in the role of transport in tourism development
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

The evolution of tourism is greatly influenced by and is a function of the
development of the means of transport
Tourism is a mass phenomenon as well as an individual activity, which
needs and calls for transport
Transport facilities are an initial and integral need for tourism and operate
both as an expanding as well as a delimiting factor for traffc flows; the
quality of transport services offered also influences the type of tourist flow
The planned development, maintenance and operation of transport
infrastructure is the key to the success of the transport system contributing
to the growth of tourism
Transport prices influence elasticity of demand for traffc and
diversfication of price structure and competition has encouraged price
reduction and qualitative improvements amongst modes of transport much
to the benfft of tourism
The integration of domestic and international transport systems and
parallel co-ordination with other countries, contributes to the ease of
tourism flow and growth of domestic and international tourism
Transport technological developments would exercise a deep influence on
the means and patterns of transportation in both developing and developed
societies, with the result that a more efficient, faster and safer transport
system, benficial to the growth and expansion of tourism would emerge
and evolve
Accommodation, as an essential ingredient of tourism development and
success, must maintain comparative growth to meet the increasing and
diverse demands of tourism and transport expansion
The satisfactory development and equipping of terminal and en-route
facilities the systematic improvement in infrastructure, the absorption and
adoption of new technology and appropriate mass marketing techniques in
transport would have a pervasive impact in the continued growth of future
world tourism
(Source: Kaul, 1985)
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Prideaux(2000) [8] illustrates the importance of transport in destination
development. Major transport elements of destination development include:
¾ the distance from origin to destination will influence the mode of
transport used to travel to the destination.
¾ in destination selection decisions the major factors are fare costs, travel
time and the distance travelled.
¾ as distance increases the transport element of holiday cost increases and
assumes greater importance.
¾ travelling has a number of hidden costs that are not always apparent to
tourists. Identfication of these may alter transport choices as one mode
is substituted for another.
¾ access to international airports is a vital component in the development
of international markets, particularly where there are sea gaps or
lengthy surface travel is required.
¾ Investment in appropriate transport infrastructure is key for growing
destination. Expansion into interstate markets may require an upgraded
air port while international markets will require access to a nearby
international airport.
THE ROLE OF INDIVIDUAL TRANSPORT MODES IN TOURIST TRADE
The influence of individual transportmodes on tourism development depends
on the structure and composition of their transport capacity, technological and
economic characteristics. Also, tourists are attracted by travel costs of certain
transportmodes. In international tourist traffic, the basic position occupies air
traffic, whose cooperation with the tourism organizations is very significant.
Tourists transportation can be done in many different ways, using different
transport modes dealing with the organization of transport. Figure 1 shows the
participation of individual transport modes in international tourist traffic in
2008. The largest share has air transport with52,0% and the smallest share has
rail transport.

Fig. 1. Participation of individual transport modes of transport in international tourism
in 2008. (Source: www.unwto.com[9])
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THE RAILWAY TRAFFIC ROLE ON THE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
The highest level of railways development in passenger traffic has been
reached in the developed countries of Western Europe, by using so-called
superfast trains. The first such train in Europe, named TGV (Train a Grande
Vitesse) was used in France in 1981.
Train companies belong to the first partner travel agencies. Although in the
post war period there was a rapid development of road car traffic, travelers often
give to travel by car out, because of the large crowds on the roads, problems
with parking, poor state of infrastructure.
Railway is attractive for tourists due to its high comfort in transport
organization (possibility to sleep, dining, providing fun on the train). In Serbia,
tourist curiosity is the track ''Šargan Eight'', tourist train ''Romance'' and the
Blue Train.
Rail traffic has lost a role that had at certain stages of tourism development.
He failed to sufficiently adapt to the changed conditions on the international
tourist demand.

THE ROAD TRAFFIC ROLE ON THE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
The development of passenger road transport in the modern tourism era was
primarily caused by modernization and the introduction of new vehicles of road
transport. Firstly, that was invention of the first car with an internal combustion
engine by Carl Benz (1885), the start of the first car production(1888), as well
as the introduction of the first serial produced car (1908). All of this allowed its
accessibility and popularization. This is very important, keeping in mind that the
tourist movements over short and medium distances based on the car usage for
decades. Also, for tourism is important year 1895, when the first bus with motor
engine came into use, which was a forerunner of the luxury tourist buses.
Road transport has great mobility and dynamics in tourist areas, therefore he
is the modern basis for4 tourist travells. In addition to the construction of the
road network, construction of other infrastructure objects has significant role in
the tourism (petrol stations, workshops, motels, parking lots, etc.). On Serbia's
road network, auxiliary infrastrucure facilities are not satisfactory.

THE AIR TRAFFIC ROLE ON THE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
Long distances are one of the important elements that affect the
competitiveness of air transport in relation to other modes of transport. In the
medium and short distances, air traffic gives way to railway and road transport.
Air transport can be adapted in the best way to seasonal variability of tourist
movements. Intercontinental air traffic has a great significance in the tourism
development, primarily the direction Europe - America. Recently, demands to
increase for the Middle East and Africa (Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco...).
Air traffic is allowed to open and create new markets that are very distant
from the sources of tourism demand, and which were unavailable or very
limited with the usage of other transportation forms.
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THE MARITIME AND RIVER TRAFFIC ROLE ON THE TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT
The current role of maritime transport in tourism is reflected in tourist
cruises and roundtrip at the sea. On the US market, Germany and other
developed countries offers of luxury travel trips are growing.
Tourism in our rivers is very poorly developed. We are almost out of floating
objects used for tourism on our rivers. The greatest opportunities for
development provides the Danube.
CONCLUSION
Transportation is the pivotal element which connects the tourist with the
destination, unifying the origin-destination elements and thereby is a dynamic
element in the tourism system.
The transport development and tourism development are interrelated and
they are in the strong connection. A higher level of living standards, technical
breakthroughs, more free time, and growing desire to travel, motivate people of
different professions and age to travel.
Historical transport development is stimulating effect on converting tourism into
mass occurrence that would again, at a later stage, tourism retroactive effect on
traffic development.
Three milestones in the transport development are had a crucial impact on
the tourism development, which are the emergence of railroads, expanding the
usage of private cars, airplane occurrence and water transport development.
The participation of individual transport modes in the total tourist traffic, the
share of rail transport in the total volume of tourist traffic has decreased due to
the road network development and high competition of road transport.
The tourism development as well as economic activity influenced the changing
structure of the transport system and the growth of demand for passenger
transport services. The special effects retroactive work to the constant
increasing demand for transport vehicles and services of road and air traffic,
while the demand for the railway traffic services decreases. The reasons for this
can be sought to demographic development factors.
Progress of transport vehicles has stimulated tourism and the tourism
development in turn has stimulated their improvement. Keeping in mind the
characteristics of tourism as an activity, we can say that the transport
development in the future should be more focused on the tourist needs. This is
especially important because the growing number of countries generate the most
revenue just from tourism.
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Abstract
Urban development results in numerous positive as well as some negative
impacts on the quality of life in a city. To ensure long-term and high-quality
sustainable conditions for life and work in urban environments, it is necessary to
adjust traffic flows and travel habits of people living there. In doing so, a major
role is played by the construction of proper transport infrastructure in
conjunction with improved supply and measures to stimulate change in the
travel habits of users. The article deals with public transport in the city of
Ljubljana, which in 2016 acquired the title of European Green Capital for the
greatest progress in shortest time. Despite certain updates of the urban passenger
transport, some topical issues have remained unsolved. The article analyzes the
measures taken so far and some of the planned solutions to promote the use of
sustainable modes of travel for purpose of improving long-term quality of life in
the city, the health status of the population, as well as of protecting the
environment.
Keywords - Public transport; mobility; sustainable mobility
INTRODUCTION
The concept of high-quality urban mobility includes all forms of traffic
(cars, public transport and non-motorized forms of mobility), with none of these
forms prevailing. Public transport represents the skeleton of a sustainable urban
mobility, ensuring high capacity and benefits for a large part of the population;
it is further spatially efficient and economically rational.
In today's era of rapid pace, users of public transport mostly cherish the
traveling speed and the availability of the public transport (PT) network. Last
but not least, the price is an important element in the equation. The Municipality
of Ljubljana (MOL) has fulfilled the last two conditions to a solid level. With
over 600 stops, the Ljubljana public bus system covers 93% of the city needs
[1], which corresponds to the standard of accessibility where every citizen
reaches a bus stop within 500 meters - a five minute walk.
1
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SUSTAINABLE MODES OF TRAVEL IN LJUBLJANA CITY
Ljubljana is the capital of Slovenia and the geographical center of the country.
The economic and administrative development of Ljubljana at the end of the
20th century failed to ensure a coordinated development of transport
infrastructure. The investment priority in Slovenia has been construction of the
highway cross which, at a rapid growth of motorization of population, and
deterioration of the economic situation in the neighboring regions, with high
daily migration rate, had proven a significant traffic load on the city. Due to the
high rate of motorization and simultaneous decrease in the quality of the public
transport in terms of a lower frequency, a reduction in the use of public
transport was observed in the years between 1990 and 2000.
Most of the issues regarding the mobility in the Ljubljana Urban Region
(LUR) result from a rapid population growth and inappropriate development
policies of the city in the field of traffic management, which had failed to keep
up with the inhabiting trend. The main reasons for the dispersed settlement are
found in the lower prices of parcels of land on the outskirts of the city, and a
higher quality of life viewed through the prism of larger residential areas.
According to data from the Statistical Office, there were 534,518 [2] people or
26% of the total population of Slovenia living in an area of the LUR in 2015.
Ljubljana houses 287, 218 [2] people resp. 14% of all citizens of Slovenia. In
the last eleven years, in the entire region the population has increased by 53,837,
and by 19, 655 in the City of Ljubljana. The index of labor migration in
Ljubljana has increased from 157 to 185 from 2000 to 2015 [2]. According to
the Statistical Office, on a daily basis 112,700 people [3] migrate to Ljubljana.
Since 2008, a gradual but long-term - oriented steps towards an improved
supply of the public transport of Ljubljana have been observed. Three main
pillars of promoting sustainable mobility in Ljubljana are:
- The infrastructure and connectivity of the PT;
- The attractiveness of the PT;
- The measures taken at the policy level.
The measures intertwine therefore are depicted in the cross-section areas in
Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Mix of measures to ensure sustainable mobility

Detailed description of the introduced measures
A. Attractiveness:
A.1 Prediction of arrivals of buses at stops
The basis for the prediction of arrival times of buses at stops was
introduction of a bus tracking system. In 2011 [1], the Ljubljana Public
Transport (LPT) company which manages the public transport in the city and in
the wider area of the region, introduced a system of announcing arrivals of
buses at the most frequented bus stops. This new feature was very well accepted
by the users.
A.2 Introduction of the Urbana city card in 2009
The Uniform Urbana City Card is a contact-less smart card that enables
quick and convenient cashless payment for Ljubljana city bus journeys It
enabled an integration of the suburban transport lines with city bus lines [4].

A.3 Route planning
Within the national project of The integrated public transport an information
port for route planning [5] was created in 2015, providing passengers with a
comprehensive overview of travel options from a location A to a location B in
the desired time using road and rail transport also for destinations abroad.
B. Connectivity of the public transport
B.1 Suburban lines
In 2011 and in 2012 the first integrated lines [1], which have connected a
network of lines of urban transport with certain suburban municipalities
(Grosuplje, Ig, Brezovica, Medvode), were introduced. These municipalities are
located in the direction of the four roads leading into the city. Usage of a single
digit card Urbana has enabled introduction of a zone-based system of travel
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areas. With a single ticket, passengers are provided a cheaper transport and
harmonized timetables.
Table 1. The time schedule of the implementation of measures
A1 Anticipating arrival of
buses at stops
A2 Uniform payment card
A3 Route Planning
B.1 Commuter lines and the
introduction of zonal tariff
system
B.2 P + R (park & ride)

C1 parking restrictions in the
city center
C2 Pricing

A. Attractiveness of the PT
start in 2009
start in 2009

the whole area of LUR
in 2013
JPP Ljubljana in 2011
all bus lines in
R.Slovenia in 2015
B. Connectivity of the PT
start in.2011 line 3B to
in 2012 line 6B, line
Grosuplje
19I
start l.2001
C. Policy
narrower center,
gradual expansion
special tickets for
students municipalities
/ regions
yellow belt

expansion in 2014 and
2015, wider LUR in
2020
inside the ring road
Price increase of oneoff journeys in 2012

C.3 Special traffic
arrangements for public
transport
D. Other measures promoting sustainable mobility
D.1 pedestrian zone
Strict center, Three
wider center in 2014
Bridges in 2007
D.2 Cycling Network
start in 2011
Bicikelj
D.3 introduction of
First buses on methane
Today 17% in urban
ecological vehicles in the
in 2011
traffic.
public transport system

B.2 Park & Ride (P+R)
The first P + R car park has opened in Ljubljana in 2001 at Dolgi most - right
next to the highway from Primorska region. Chart 1 depicts growth in the use of
parking spaces at the Dolgi most car park. Data for 2015 is not relevant, because
the car park was out of operation from may to September that year due to
renovation works. According to the data of the parking manager, the car park
has been utilized to 90% after said reconstruction. Round 7,000 parking points
are recorded on monthly basis. Data show that the location Dolgi most is very
well received among drivers, in contrast to the P + R Stožice, where users state
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time-consuming parking The P + R Stožice is a case of utilization of an existing
infrastructure built for sports and other events in Stožice. The lines 20 Nove
Stožice P + R, 20Z Nove Stožice P + R - Zalog, and 13 Center Stožice P + R Sostro were extended to this base. There has been a very slow growth in usage
observed, which may be associated with the expansion of pay parking zones in
the direction of Bežigrad.

Fig. 2. Parking occupancy of P + R after years [6]

While only a few months after opening of the car park P + R Barje, it is clear
that the users are satisfied with the service. The location is well accessible from
Dolenjska region as well as from Primorska region. A certain share of users
from Dolgi most may diverge to Barje. Key advantage of the Barje location
seems to be the short distance thus quick access to the city center.
C. Policy
C.1 Restricted parking in the city center
The Municipality of Ljubljana has been gradually expanding the zone of
restricted parking, encouraging people to use public transport, resort to cycling
or walking. Initially, parking was limited only in the center, while the
restrictions have been gradually expanding to the adjacent areas (Trnovo,
Bežigrad, Rožna dolina). According to a recently adopted Ordinance on the
organization of traffic in Ljubljana [7], a restriction of traffic in the area within
the bypass is planned in the long run.
C.2 Pricing policy
By subsidizing tickets for schoolchildren the purchase of monthly tickets
within this group of users has increased. In 2012, 50% increase in the price of a
single ticket resulted in increased purchases of monthly tickets, as these
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suddenly seemed "relatively cheaper." Some experts believe that monthly ticket
should be even cheaper. Currently, the value of one monthly ticket equals the
price of 30 single rides Experts suggest that the price of a monthly pass should
equal the price of 20 single rides or a maximum of 27 [8] individual rides.
C.3 Special traffic arrangements for PT
In 2013, yellow bands, i.e. parts of roads intended only for PT, were
introduced. In 2013, the average travel speed was 18.2 km / h and was thus
higher than in 2005 by almost 2 km / h [9] According to the Director of the
LPP, a 20% increase in travel speed would enable 800 additional journeys in a
single day. [10]
D. Other measures promoting sustainable mobility
D.1 Pedestrian zones
The very center of Ljubljana, Tromostovje (the Triple Bridge), was closed
for traffic in 2007. After the renovation of the city`s main street in 2014 - 2015,
the traffic in the narrow center has become quite limited for passenger vehicles.
Only buses are allowed in this city area. Cars are diverted to the bypassing
roads. On the edge of the pedestrian zone there were several parking houses and
open parking spaces arranged. Here, priority is given to pedestrians, cyclists and
alternative modes of transport, electric bicycles, electric scooters, in-ine skates.
As a consequence, environmentally-friendly methods of travel have become
much more popular in the city center.
D.2 Cycling network
Cycling can contribute significantly to the reduction of cars in cities and, at
the same time, complements to the public passenger transport. Cycling is very
suitable for distances up to 5 km, where- in terms of the total time spent
traveling - it proved more efficient than riding a bus or driving a car. In 2010,
the counters at Celovška street, Drenikova street and Dunajska street recorded 2
million cycle rides [11]. The objective set - 2.8 million rides by the year 2015 has been well fulfilled.
Since 2011, public transport of Ljubljana has been supplemented by the selfservice bike borrowing system BICIKELJ. The system includes 360 bikes with
705 parking places at 36 stations in the broader city center area [13]. The plan
for 2016 foresees a system of 8 additional stations in the direction of the main
roads entering the city (3 at Dunajska cesta, 3 at Tržaška cesta, and 2 at
Barjanska cesta) [12].
D.3 Introduction of ecological vehicles to the PT system
The first methane-driven vehicles drove the roads of Ljubljana in 2011. 20
vehicles were purchased in that phase. Additional 16 vehicles were purchased in
2014. This represents a 17% share of methane-driven vehicles in the vehicle
pool of the Ljubljana public transport.
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Table 2. The number of riders on the bike paths in Ljubljana [12]
Description of the
counter
Drenikova street railway
underpass > Bežigrad
Drenikova street railway
underpass > Šiška
Celovška street railway
underpass > Center
Celovška street railway
underpass > Šiška
Dunajska street railway
underpass > Center
Dunajska street railway
underpass > Bežigrad
Altogether

Index
altogether altogether altogether altogether 2015/20
20093
2013
2015
13
20072
163.303

171.678

194.654

230.465

1,18

173.176

172.378

185.745

214.948

1,16

399.390

419.109

462.548

510.620

1,10

358.396

375.289

408.070

468.152

1,15

550.046

552.502

477.728

734.940

1,54

564.564 582.950 587.481 714.596
2.208.875 2.273.906 2.316.226 2.873.721

1,22
1,24

Table 3. Number of bicycle rental Bicikelj after years [13]
Year
Altogether

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

401.830

679.031

638.297

746.988

725.125

Table 4. Average fuel consumption per vehicle (LPP/ bus) [14]
Year
Average fuel consumption in
public city traffic

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

56,6

54,3

55,82

54,92

53,46

Particles emission from methane-driven vehicles is almost zero. Since the
methane-driven vehicles tend to replace the obsolete vehicles, this results in up
to 80% less impact on the environment [10]. Also in terms of noise, the
methane-driven vehicles prove much more environment-friendly. 4 small
electric vehicles - called Kavalir - are available free-of-charge in the city center,
mostly intended for the physically challenged passengers. As a result of this,
and of some other measures, the average fuel consumption in the urban traffic
decreased from 56.6 in 2010 to 53.46 l in 2014 [14].
FINDINGS
In its Traffic policy strategy, Ljubljana has set very ambitious objectives - to
divide the entire population into three equal parts by 2020 [15]. Current results
partially suggest trends to the desired goal. There was a noticeable increase in
2
3

Not included February
Not included January in February
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the use of bicycles. As observed on three monitored counters, the bicycle traffic
has increased from 2 million in 2010 to 2,873,721 in 2015. In other words, it
met the goal set with reached 43%.
Chart 1 shows that usage of the P + R parking spaces has increased in 2014,
as compared to the year 2011. It seems, however, that the rate of the usage of
cars has not dropped. The traffic policy of the MOL states the goal of reducing
the number of cars from 67% to 55% through decreased traffic on workdays on
three locations with highest frequency of vehicles. In evidence of this, at
Dunajska cesta, at the rail underpass in the direction toward the center, the
number of cars on weekdays has dropped to 18,092, which is below the target
value set under the traffic policy, MOL 18,650. [15]
Table 5. Structure of passenger transport in Ljubljana
Househol
d survey
l.2003
[16]

Traffic
model
l.2008
[16]

Survey
l.2011
[15]

Goal
2015
[15]

Goal
2020
[15]

Cars

56%

62%

67%

55%

34%

Public transport

15%

10%

13%

20%

32%

Bike

10%

8%

20%

25%

34%

Walking

19%

20%

Same is observed at Celovška cesta, at the railway underpass towards the center,
the traffic on weekdays has decreased to 18,445, which is much under the
reference figure for 2008, but would still be above the target data stated under
the traffic policy of the MOL for 2015 - 17,004 [15].
The figure most deviating from the target data as stated under the traffic
policy of the MOL for 2015 is the number of registered journeys by public
transport in Ljubljana. The aim was an increase from 42,392,752 in 2010 to
64,000,000 in 2015. 37,930,000 [17] rides actually took place, which is much
less than in 2013 and 2014. This, however, requires a more in-depth analysis.
The short-term plan is to set up extra bicycle stands in the direction of the roads
leading into the city, optional payment of parking fees through SMS, and
monitoring of the occupancy of parking spaces. The medium-term plan is to
extend the network of P + R on a broad area, to introduce a single ticket, and to
coordinate the schedules of public transport means all over Slovenia, as an
element in setting up inter-modal transport, for which the contractors have
already been selected. While the most topical issue of them all, the
modernization of the Slovene railways, has been shifted further into the future.
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CONCLUSION
At the turn of the third millennium, the Municipality of Ljubljana, as many
other larger cities, has given in under the burden of the private car traffic. After
a few years of observation, the Municipality has set ambitious goals and made
important steps towards balancing of all forms of traffic. The first official
confirmation of its right doing came this year, as Ljubljana was awarded the title
of European Green Capital. This is proof and, at the same time, a stimulus for
further, much needed, actions.
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Abstract
Variable speed limit signs are traffic control devices that consists of dynamic
message signs (DMSs) that are deployed along a roadway and connected via a
communication system to a traffic management centre. This article investigates
how the observance of variable speed limit signs affects the main parameters of
traffic flow: speed, density and volume. An analysis was done using a
microscopic, time step and behaviour-based simulation model PVT VISSIM on
a theoretical section of motorway through nine scenarios related to input volume
and speed limit observance. The results showed that the observance of speed
limits withvariable speed limit signs would, besides increase of traffic safety,
result in traffic flow harmonization.
Keywords – variablespeed limit signs; traffic flow; traffic speed; traffic
volume
INTRODUCTION
Traffic flow theoryevaluates the operational quality of the traffic stream with
the given set of prevailing conditions [1]. It is engaged in
explorationanddefinition of basicindicators,relevant for the description of
thetraffic flow, research of its characteristics in idealand real
conditionsandresearchthe interdependence of thebasic traffic flow parameters.
Research and description of traffic flow is based on the analysis of a number
of factors that affect the way the vehicles move in the traffic stream. The most
important factors are traffic volume, flow characteristics, psychological and
physical characteristics and motivation of the driver, characteristics of the
system for traffic management and environmental conditions (visibility, road
conditions, climate, etc.) [2]. Simultaneous interaction of the above factors
affect the complexity of description the principles of vehicle movement in the
traffic stream, and is further intensified by the fact that the main influencing
1
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factors have spatiotemporal patterns. A spatiotemporal traffic pattern, as defined
in [3], is a distribution of traffic flow variables in space and time.
A variable speed limit sign (VSLS), as one of the important ITS devices,
provide real-time traffic information of road network to drivers in order to
improve route choice and relieve the traffic congestion [4].
Although VSLS systems are used throughout the world, there is currently
very limited documentation that describes quantitative safety and operational
impacts [5].
Lee et al. in [6, 7] analysed the impact of VSLSs responses to real time
measures of crash potential using microscopic simulation. The results showed
that in highly congested locations, VSLSs provided a reduction of crash
potential by 25% but increased overall travel time. Similar study conducted in
[8]showed opposite results. VSLSsin this study provided a large reduction in
crash potential in low congested conditions but had little impact for peakperiod
conditions. In addition, it was found that consistentdecrease in travel time
during low congested conditions usingVSLSs was present, although the relative
change in travel time fromthe non-VSLS case to the VSLS case was very small.
Research in [9] focused on the impact of advisory VSLSs and proposed a
statistical methodology for the comparison of traffic conditions before and after
their implementation using the prevailing flow-density relationships. The results
indicated that the advisory VSLS had no significant impact on traffic
conditions, both immediately after the implementation and several months later.
This article investigates how the observance of variablespeed limit signs
affects the main parameters of traffic flow: speed, density and volume (traffic
flow) in ideal weather conditions. An analysis was done using a microscopic,
time step and behaviour-based simulation model PVT VISSIM. The thesis of
the article was that the observance of speed limits using variable speed limit
signs placed on the hypothetic motorway section will, besides increase of traffic
safety, result in traffic flow harmonization.
DESIGN OF MICROSIMULATION MODEL USING SIMULATION
PROGRAM PVT VISSIM
PTV VISSIM is a microscopic, time step and behaviour-based simulation
model developed to model urban traffic and public transport operations and
flows of pedestrians.For the purpose of the analysis microsimulation model was
createdcontaining theoretical section of motorway with length of 6200 m and
width of 3.75 m per lane. The observed section is straight with no interchanges
and ramps and with themaximum input volume of 4700 veh/h.
When defining classes of vehicles that will use the motorway except cars,
heavy vehicles and buses,class violators was defined. The specified class of
vehicles will not respect the speed limitations on the traffic signs. The
percentage of heavy vehicles was limited to 5%.
Speed limitationswere definedevery 1000m and every 2000m speed was
gradually decreased by 20km/h(100 km/hto 60km/h). To eachvehicleafter
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passinga fictitiousspeed limittraffic sign an appropriatedistribution
ofdesiredspeedsis assigned, depending on theclass of vehicle. The desired
speedisthe speed, which thevehicle would achieveintermsof freetraffic flow.
Figure 1shows thecumulative distributiongraph of desired speeds.Onthe xaxisspeed rangefrom minimum to maximumvalue is shown, andon they-axis is
the cumulative percentagefrom 0 to 100. Curveis usuallyshapedas an Scurvepositioned aroundthe median.

Fig.1. Distribution of desired speeds

The simulation model was conducted in the period of 3600 s with additional
network “heating” of 900 s. Evaluation of the model was made using aggregated
data from sections with length of 1000 m. The collected data is related to the
density of traffic flow, space mean speed and traffic volume.
The simulation was carried through nine scenarios as shown in Table 1.
Scenarioswere grouped according to the input volume into three groups: low
input volume (20% of capacity), intermediate input volume (50% of capacity)
and high input volume (90% of capacity). The observance of the speed
limitations regulated by variable speed limit sings were also divided into three
groups: low (40% of the input volume respects the speed limit), medium (70%
of the input volume respects the speed limit) and high (90% of the input volume
respects the speed limit).
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Table 1. Simulation scenarios
Input volume
(%volume)
Low (20%)

Low
(40%)
S1

Observance of the speed limitations
Intermediate
High
Input volume
(70%)
(90%)
(veh/h)
S2
S3
940

Intermediate (50%)

S4

S5

S6

2350

High (90%)

S7

S8

S9

4230

SIMULATION RESULTS EVALUATION
Evaluation of the simulation results was done by grouping simulation
scenarios in such a way that the three scenarios of speed limitations observance
are grouped with one input volume (for example, scenarios S1, S2 and S3 are
grouped with low input volume).
In this section, results of each group of scenarios are presented.
ANALYSIS OFSCENARIOSS1, S2AND S3
Scenario S1 is characterized by low input volume, 20% of the capacity, or
940 veh/h and low observance of speed limitations (40% of the input volume to
observe the limitations).Scenario S2, is also characterized by low input, 20% of
the capacity (940 veh/h) and intermediate observance of speed limitations (70%
of the input volume observe the limitations).Scenario S3, like the previous two
scenarios, is characterized by low input and high observance of speed
limitations (90% of the input volume observe the limitations).
In the Table 2average simulation results of scenarios S1, S2 and S3are
shown.
Table 2. Averages of the simulation results for scenarios S1, S2 and S3
Scenario
Parameters
S1
S2
S3
Speed (km/h)
98.51
89.00
84.52
Density (veh/km)
5.06
5.72
6.03
Volume (veh/h)
468.39
468.03
468.52

Comparing the results of scenarios S1, S2 and S3 it can be concludedthat
with the increaseof the observation percentage average speeds reduces (from
98.51 km/h in scenario S1 to 84.52 km/h in scenario S3), and thus density of
traffic flow increases (from 5.06 veh/km in scenario S1 to 6.03 veh/km in
scenario S3). Although speed is decreasing, traffic volume in all three cases
remains almost the same (about 468 veh/h) with the highest level in scenario
S3,i.e. when the observation percentage is high (90%).
ANALYSIS OF SCENARIOS S4, S5 AND S6
Scenarios S4, S5 and S6are characterized by intermediate volume, 50% of
the capacity, or 2350 veh/h and low (40% of the input volume), intermediate
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(70% of the input volume) and high(90% of the input volume) observance of
speed limitations.
Simulation results of scenarios S4, S5 and S6 are shown in the Table 3.
Table 3. Averages of the simulation results for scenarios S4, S5 and S6
Scenario
Parameters
S4
S5
S6
Speed (km/h)
83.96
80.62
79.87
Density (veh/km)
15.02
15.80
15.95
Volume (veh/h)
1,184,12
1,185,01
1,185,86

Table 3. showscomparison of scenarios S4, S5 and S6, and similar to
previous results, it can be seen that with the increase of the observation
percentage, average speed reduces (from 83.96 veh/km in S4 to 79.87 veh/km in
S6) and thus density of traffic flow increases (from 15.02 veh/km in S4 to 15.95
veh/km in S6). Traffic volume in all three scenarios remains almost constant
(1,185,00veh/h) with the highest level in scenario S6, i.e. when the observation
percentage is high (90%).
ANALYSIS OF SCENARIOS S7, S8 AND S9
Scenarios S7, S8 and S9 are characterized by high volume, 90% of the
capacity, or 4230 veh/h and low (40% of the input volume), intermediate (70%
of the input volume) and high (90% of the input volume) observance of speed
limitations.
Table 4. Averages of the simulation results for scenarios S7, S8 and S9
Scenario
Parameters
S7
S8
S9
Speed (km/h)
75.11
74.35
74.46
Density (veh/km)
29.76
30.27
30.36
Volume (veh/h)
2,129,25
2,129,02
2,130,08

Analysis of last three scenarios (table 4.) shows similar result pattern like the
previous two scenarios: as the speeds reduce (from 75.11 km/h in S7 to 74.46
km/h in S9), density of traffic flow increases (from 29.76 veh/km in S7 to 30.36
veh/km in S9) and the traffic volume in all three scenarios remains almost the
same (2,129,00veh/h) with the highest level in scenario S9, ie when the
observation percentage is high (90%).
COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS
From the comparative analysis of all scenarios it can be concluded that the
average speed of vehicles is reducing through all the scenarios (which is logical
given the speed constraints) except the last (S9) when the speed is slightly
increased compared to the previous case, as shown in the Figure 2. Speed
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increase in the latest scenarios is negligible and it can be said that the speed is
continuously reducing.

Speed (km/h)

Speed analysis of all scenarios
100.00
90.00
80.00
70.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

98.51
89.00
84.5283.96
80.6279.87
75.1174.3574.46

Scenario S1
Scenario S2
Scenario S3
Scenario S4
Scenario S5
Scenario S6
Scenario S7
Scenario S8

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9

Scenario S9

Scenario
Fig.2. Speed comparison for all simulated scenarios

Densities of traffic flow are grouped depending on the input volume: S1-S2S3; S4-S5-S6; S7-S8-S9; and each group is analysed separately as shown in
Figure 3. From the figure it can be seen that with the increase of observation
percentage of speed limits,density increased which was expected due to the
speed reduction.

Density (veh/km)

Density analysis of all scenarios
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

29.7630.2730.36

Scenario S1
Scenario S2

15.0215.8015.95
5.06 5.72 6.03

Scenario S3
Scenario S4
Scenario S5
Scenario S6

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
Scenario

Scenario S7
Scenario S8

Fig.3. Density comparison for all simulated scenarios
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Comparative analysis of the traffic flow volume by each group of scenarios
represents the most significant analysis and based on it articles thesis can be
confirmed. Volume’s for the each scenario group are almost equal with a
slightincrease in the scenarios with the highest observation percentage of speed
limits in particular groups (S3, S6 and S9) as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Volumen comparison for all simulated scenarios

The simulation results show that the observance of the speed limitations
using variable speed limit sings will increase traffic safety (through the
reduction of speed) and traffic flow density while maintaining the same level of
traffic flow which will result with its harmonization.
CONCLUSION
In order to analyse the impact of observance of variable speed limit signs on
traffic flow, a theoretical section of motorway with length of 6200 m and width
3.75 m per lanewas constructed using microsimulation tool PTV VISSIM. The
observed section was straight with no interchanges and ramps and with the
maximum input volume of 4700 veh/h.
The simulation model was conducted in the period of 3600 s with additional
network “heating” of 900 s. Evaluation of the model was made using aggregated
data, related to the density of traffic flow, space mean speed and traffic volume,
from sections with length of 1000 m.
The simulation was carried through nine cases grouped according to the
input volume into three groups: low input volume (20% of capacity),
intermediate input volume (50% of capacity) and high input volume (90% of
capacity). The observance of the speed limitations regulated by variable speed
limit sings are also divided into three groups: low (40% of the input volume
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respects the speed limit), medium (70% of the input volume respects the speed
limit) and high (90% of the input volume respects the speed limit).
Based on the collected data and the analysis it can be concluded that the
speed in all three scenario groups reduced thus causing the increase of the traffic
flow density. Furthermore, although there is a higher density and speed
decreases, the traffic flow volume does not oscillate and on contrary, in the
scenarioswith a higher observation percentage of speed limits, volume is
growing.
From all above it can be concluded that the paper thesis is confirmed and
that the speed limit besides increasing traffic safety can increase traffic volume
and thus harmonize the traffic flow.With the harmonization of traffic flow, i.e.
avoidance of sudden acceleration and deceleration that can occur in traffic flows
with lower densities due to the speed reduction, reduction ofgas emissions and
noise levels emitted by the traffic flowcan be reduced.
In further research it is recommended to conduct similar studies to get more
information on how variable speed limit signs affect traffic flow harmonization.
Additionally, it is recommended to study the gas emissions and noise levels in a
correlation with the traffic flow harmonization.
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Abstract
The past one and a half decade a rapid evolution in the sophistication of
micro-simulation models have been seen, as well as a major expansion of their
use in transportation engineering and planning practices.
Models of the mid-nineties required inputs which were expensive to collect and
not accurate enough to reflect the full range of traffic behaviour. Trough
introduction of new technologys for advanced traffic control and information
systems next generation models abound a source of data which can be used to
reduce the cost of collecting the required data and improving its fidelity. The
new datasets will help both the validation and calibration exercises. Continuing
improvements in computer hardware will allow more detailed models to be
developed, more simulation runs to be carried out, bigger networks to be
modelled and for better visualisation of results. This lead to new challenges for
software developers to fulfil customer needs. In this context this paper aims to
perform as an overview that combines both, current traffic simulation systems TSS capabilities and customer expectations. Therefore, a comparison of
simulation tools as well as SWOT analysis has been conducted by analysing
scientific papers and technical specifications.
Key words - Traffic Simulation Systems – TSS; Micro-Simulation Models
– MSM; Comparative Analysis; SWOT Analysis;

INTRODUCTION
The impact of traffic congestion on individual driver’s time is well
understood. However, traffic congestion actually does much more than the test
of our patience. There are reports that quantify the cost of traffic congestion on
1
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national economies in the U.S., U.K., France and Germany. Common tools for
traffic congestion analysis are traffic simulation systems – TSS. Looking up for
papers which have been published between 2000 and 2016 by entering the
keywords “Traffic modelling and simulation” showed some 420 papers
including 24 reports on simulation system comparison. Evaluating these
comparison studies, it revealed that there was no in-depth comparison study of
simulation tools since the “SMARTEST” project coordinated by the University
of Leeds and funded by the European Commission, published in 2000 [1]. I
found paper [2] that forecast the projected increases in these costs in these
countries and their most congested cities between 2015 and 2030. Driven by
urbanization and increased GDP per capita over the next 15 years, a few of the
key findings include:
• The combined annual cost of gridlock to these countries is expected to
soar to $293.1 billion by 2030, almost a 50% increase from 2013.
• Over this period, the cumulative cost of congestion for these economies
combined is estimated to be a staggering $4.4 trillion.
• The overall economic impact is greatest in the U.S. where the estimated
cumulative cost of traffic congestion by 2030 is $2.8 trillion – the same
amount Americans collectively paid in U.S. taxes last year.
• However the UK (at 66%) and London (at 71%) will see the greatest
annual rise in the cost of congestion by 2030, mainly as a result of seeing
the highest increase in urbanization.
The TSS evaluation process included two independent assessments. While
one focused on TSS features, the other one tried to collect customer
expectations and needs on TSS. In general, most of the authors careful on
simulation model goals and development (principles modeling), calibration with
field data, validation, simulation and animation, output parameters, and
consistency with HCM methodologies, and in recent years and analysis of air
quality, fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. It is clear that there are
different driving forces, like there are main factors influencing research in
simulation. These forces could be described as:
• advances in traffic theory,
• continuous improvement computer hardware,
• continuous improvement software,
• development of the general information infrastructure, and
• society’s demand for more detailed scenario analysis.
COMPARISON OF TRAFFIC SIMULATION SYSTEMS
In mid-2012 a general presentation of Side Friction Street SImulation Model
- SFStreetSIModel characteristics, performances and modeling principles has
been shown [3]. Later in the same year, in order to obtain directions for its
improvement
educationally
developed
micro-simulation
model
SFSTreetSIModel, version 1.1 was compared and evaluated with two other
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commercially available simulation models [4]. Namely, as it was stated in [4],
further research is needed to achieve complete insight in the state of the art in
elementary models sed in traffic micro-simulation. In relation to these
conclusions, comparison continues within this paper.
Table 1. Comparison Legend
Traffic
Simulation
Model (System)
Legend for the
model
numbering
Legend for the
feature
explanation

SFStreet
SIModel

FreeSim

Aimsun
7

PTV
Optima

Corsim

1

2

3

4

5

Yes – supported function
No – function NOT supported
[empty] – no information

Table 2. Comparison of Software Features and Compatibility
1

2

3

4

5

Microsoft
Windows
Linux

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

MacOS

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Source: Author

Table 3. Comparison of the calibration parameters
Calibration
Parameter
Time steps
(min/max
time interval
in seconds)
Gap
acceptance
criteria
Gap
acceptance

1

2

1/1

Yes *

Yes

3

4

5

0.1/1

1/1

1/1

Yes

Yes

No

Based on
vehicle
class
* = within the lane-changing process, based on the safety distances
Source: Author
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Table 4. Comparison of the basic simulation features
FEATURE

1

2

3

4

5

Level of
detail
Dimension
Model type

Micro
scopic
Stochastic
Discreet

Macro
scopic
Stochastic

m/m/m

Macro
Meso

Micro
scopic
Discree
t

Yes

Yes

Yes

Discreet/
Continuou
s
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

2D

2D

3D

Objects and
phenomena
modeled
Graphical
presentation
(friendliness)
Animation
Source: Author

Stochastic
Discreet

Yes

3D

Table 5. Comparison in terms of interactions between objects, objects and phenomena
modeled
Object / phenomenon

1

2

3

4

5

Cars

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Commercial vehicle/trucks

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bicycles

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pedestrians

Yes
**

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public transports

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Parked vehicle

Yes

No

No

Yes

Car-following, overtaking and
lane changing logic

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Weather conditions

No

Planned

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Variable travel time
Yes * Yes
Yes
Variable acceleration
Yes
Yes
Headways
No
Yes
Yes
Incidents
* in function of the concentration of the side obstacles and distance to them
** on sidewalk
Source: Author

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Table 6. Comparison in terms on Environmental impact calculations
Model
SFStreetSIModel
FreeSim
Aimsun 7

PTV Optima

CORSIM

Environment objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Exhaust emissions
Fuel consumption
Planned
Exhaust emissions
Fuel consumption

•
•
•
•
•
•

Exhaust emissions
Fuel consumption
Noise
Particulate matter
Exhaust emissions
Fuel consumption

Source: Author

SWOT ANALYSIS
In order to determine the necessary performance aspects and details for
improvement and upgrading of micro-simulation model SFStreetSIModel,
version 1.1, a SWOT analysis has been drawn.
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Table 7. SFStreetSIModel, version 1.1 SWOT analysis
Strengths
Opportunities
• user interface (easy to use and by a
• pedestrians’ appearance, movement
and interaction with other modes of
non-technical person)
transport
• graphical presentation
• Visual pedestrian evaluation:
• 2D animation
visualizing speed or acceleration of
• All pedestrian parameters can be
pedestrians
examined and modified
• modeling of other traffic users (as
• High level of detail in the modeling
public transport, bicycles)
process
• introducing variable response time
• modeling of vehicles as rectangles,
for drivers by introducing categories
not points (which is one of the
of drivers
primary recommendations of critics)
•
vehicle-pedestrian interaction
• identification of vehicles by type
modeling
• following distances has been model:
•
modeling of crossections and access
• vehicle kinematic properties are
points detailed geometry
defined (speed and acceleration) and
•
signal controllers
their status (moving, overtaking or
•
O-D matrices
waiting in the queue)
•
3D animation
• speed, acceleration and vehicle status
and speed and pedestrian status are
calculated in each time step
Weaknesses
Threats
• No interaction between vehicles and
• Complexity
pedestrians at crossings: signalized
or non-signalized, with priority for
pedestrians or vehicles
• Street restriction
• Limited number of driver profiles
• No ITS functionalities
Source: Author

CONCLUSION
Within this paper, in order to compare, describe and evaluate the capabilities
of educationally developed micro-simulation model SFSTreetSIModel, version
1.1, a state-of-the art review has been drawn up. Notably, all five simulation
models had strengths and weaknesses that made it suitable for certain
applications, as well as to estimate current traffic situation and predict traffic
conditions as for example traffic congestion. Most systems are designed for the
use in “urban” road networks. These systems are additionally able to deal with
real-time traffic data. However, every system tries to deliver huge amounts of
functionalities but fail by providing all functionalities. Some of the TSS have
limitations in links, etc., so that they are not able to be used for wide area
networks, as it was stated in [9]. A more detailed analysis requires a comparison
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of simulations based on field data, in order to investigate the differences
between the individual models, and results with changes to the traffic volumes
or other feature. Additionally, a GIS (Geographic Information System) would
improve the data consistency and efficiency of the network.
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Abstract
Road tolling through the history was progressing from the manual to various
forms of electronic payment. The development of electronic-payment
technology is very dynamic in the recent years, with a rapid implementation of
various technologies. Thus, a large number of different, mostly electronic
tolling systems, are currently in use in Europe. The aim of this work is to
analyze toll system in Macedonia in comparison with the EU trends. The
analysis of the current toll system in Macedonia is from a financial, traffic,
environmental, and socio-economic aspects. Evaluation of the existing toll
system in Macedonia is conducted using SWOT method. In addition, the paper
analyzes existing tolling systems in Europe, development trends, as well as EU
regulations and directives on road tolling. Consequently, short-term and longterm policy recommendations for Macedonian road tolling system are provided.
Keywords–toll; pricing; ETC; SWOT; transport policy
INTRODUCTION
Among general audience as well as among experts there is discussion about
existing toll collection systems and the need for improvements. This need for
improvements often goes to extreme of suggesting a complete change of road
tolls system. All this discussion often involves more or less subjective views
and preferences, without distinguishing the basic types of road tolling
technologies, and their traffic, technical, economic, financial, and environmental
characteristics. Moreover, the discussion often does not include the trends in
this field, and neglects the European common policy on road pricing.
The paper will present an overview of the existing toll collection systems in
Europe, including existing technologies and development trends, as well as the
1
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EU regulations and directives related to road pricing. In addition, the paper will
give an overview analysis of road tolling system in Macedonia. The paper
concludes with basic recommendations for addressing negative phenomena in
the current Macedonian toll system.
DEVELOPMENT OF TOLL TECHNOLOGIES AND EXISTING TOLL
SYSTEMS IN EUROPE
Through the history tolling was moving from the manual to various forms of
electronic technologies. The development of the electronic toll collection
technology is very dynamic in recent years. This technological development has
contributed to a more rapid implementation of a range of toll collection
technologies. Figure 1 shows in detail the progress in the toll technology
development. The following section describes chronologically toll collection
technologies.

Fig. 1.Development of the toll collection by technology. (Source: author)
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DESCRIPTION OF TOLL TECHNOLOGIES
− Manual road toll relies on cash payment for motorway usage which is
conducted manually by tolling staff. Since paying takes significant time,
queuing is usual for this tolling type. This results in high Opex, as well as low
toll both capacity, thus resulting in a low LOS [1].
− Automated coin machine (ACM) is a machine with a slot for inserting coins
or paper money. This technology has better service time when compared to the
manual road toll collection, consequently resulting in lower delays [1].
− The vignette is the sticker by whose purchase and sticking to a windshield a
toll is paid for a certain period of time. This duration can vary, including 7, 10,
30, or 365 days [2]. The vignette is suitable for every day users, but occasional
users are facing unfair pricing. In addition, frequent buying of sticker can lead
to a decreased sight through the windshield, having both esthetic and safety
consequences.
− ETC DSRC with barriers is a contactless toll technology, not requiring the
vehicle’s stopping. However, the vehicle is required to decrease the speed to
10-40 km/h in order to establish communication and identify the on-board unit
(OBU) when passing through tollbooth [3]. Consequently, users have higher
LOS compared to the manual, ACM, or smartcard technology. This system
has no enforcement costs.
− In the ETC DSRC MLFF system, antennas are placed on gentries above the
motorway. MLFF system is designed in such a way that vehicles maintain
their speed and can change lanes (including the emergency lane) when passing
under the toll portal. Toll paying is contactless, not requiring the driver to take
any action besides driving [1][3]. As a result, drivers have high LOS, and
practically do not notice tolling operation. However, this system has
significant enforcement costs.
− ETC BAR CODE based toll technology is a subcategory of ETC. The
barcode label is fixed to the windscreen of the vehicle and it is read by laser
scanner on gentry when the vehicles pass through the toll gate or by hend
reader device if tolgate is with barriers. It is the simplest and oldest technology
but very unreliable [1][4]. Drivers have low LOS.
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− ETC radio frequency identification (RFID)toll technology contains RFID
sticker installed on the vehicle’s windscreen. The communication is established
through the RFID reader frequency at the toll stations. ETC RFID can be prepaid
or postpaid, with a ramp or without. Technology is similar to ETC DSRC, but
OBU is cheaper and can be in form of RFID sticker [5].
− Vehicle Positioning System (VPS, GNSS/CN) toll technology bases on the
global satellite navigation system, combined with a GSM/3G/4G
communications. The Global Positioning System (GPS/Galileo/GLONASS)
installed in the OBU device stores the coordinates of the vehicle and sends
transaction information to the relevant toll center over GSM/3G/4G network
[6][7]. This technology has high LOS, many other benefits regardless tolling,
but simultaneously high Opex-operational expenditure and Capex-capital
expenditure.
− Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) toll technology uses a
stationary camera to record license plates of vehicles passing through the toll
gate. Identified license plates are recognized in the database, and toll is
charged automatically or by paper billing [5][8].This technology is unreliable
in bad weather conditions. ANPR technology is not widely spread due to a
difficulties in charging foreign vehicles which one are not in country’s
database.
− Calm active infrared toll technology is similar to RFID and ETC DSRC toll
technology. The only difference is that it has an active infrared OBU installed
in the vehicle, which contains all the needed information for charging
[9][10][11].
− Tachograph toll technology records the mileage of motorway users via the
OBU device that is connected to the vehicles odometer [1][3]. Tachograph toll
is mainly used in trucks. Correct pricing can be questionable, since
Tachograph measures all millage not only millage spent on motorways.
− Smart card toll technology represents the memory card in which are stored data
about a particular person and vehicle, as well as a certain amount of money. Smart
card can be with physical contact or contactless [12]. Drivers’ LOS is low since
they need to stop to conduct toll transaction.
− Smartphones toll technology is still in its initial stage. Example of ETC
integration of mobile phones and smartphones is M-toll project and GEO toll
project [1][3].
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EXISTING TOLL TECHNOLOGIES IN EUROPE
Current European toll systems, i.e. toll technologies, could be explained by
the term "toll chaos". This does not just refer to tolling between countries but
also within one country. The term chaos could be used also for pricing and tariff
policy. In certain countries, the road pricing issues are even more complex
because toll for passenger and commercial vehicles are totally different systems.
For example, Austria and Slovenia have a vignette system for passenger
vehicles, while for trucks, they used ETC system. Next figure shows toll
systems in Europe for toll category I, including road tolling for passenger
vehicles. This figure shows the variety of toll systems across Europe. Yellow
colourindicates the countries that apply the toll per kilometre using different
ETC technologies, mostly DSRC or VPS. Countries that have the country
symbol shown in the white box have a special toll for some infrastructure
facilities, such as tunnels or bridges. Countries depicted in the blue colour apply
only special road tax for particular infrastructure. Countries that are marked
green apply time-dependent toll by using stickers or vignettes. Finally, countries
marked in gray do not have tolling for passenger vehicles.

Fig.2.Status of toll collection technology by European countries for the I toll category
(Source: ASFINAG)

FUTURE OF TOLL COLLECTION IN EUROPE
The EU is aiming to introduce order in road tolling, both in terms of tolling
technology and charging systems. The actions are primarily focusing on policies
and directives. The main EU objective is interoperability, which aims to achieve a
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single toll market policy, through the following policy: one OBU, one contract for
all Europe [13]. Other objectives relate to the prices and vehicle categories,
congestion charging, and environmental charging.
The two main directives of the EU road pricing policy are:
- Directive 2004/52/EC. This directive prescribes the conditions necessary to
ensure the interoperability of electronic road toll systems in the EU.
Recommendations apply to the electronic collection of all types of road fees, on
the entire road network, urban and intercity, motorways, and various infrastructure
and road facilities such as tunnels, bridges, and even ferries.
- Commission Decision 2009/750/EC. This decision provides a description of the
technical systems and interfaces necessary for European Electronic Toll Service
(EETS).
Next picture illustrates EU policy toward tolling defined as one OBU one
contract for all of Europe.

Fig. 3.EU policy for development of EETS (Source: author drawing)

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING TOLL IN MACEDONIA
The procedure for determination of the fee for usage of the motorway
sections (motorway toll) for vehicles with foreign and domestic license plate is
established with the Decision on toll payment amounts and methods, published
in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 103/14 of 10.07.2014.
Toll collection for motorway usage in the Republic of Macedonia bases on
manual toll booths with barriers in open system. Toll for motorway use in the
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Republic of Macedonia is paid manually at the toll stations, in cash or by bank
cards. The following figure exemplifies one toll station from Macedonia.

Fig.4. Example of toll plaza in Macedonia
(Source: various internet addresses)
Toll plaza
"Romanovce"
"Sopot"
"Otovica"
"Stobi"
"Petrovec"
"Miladinovci"
"Glumovo"
"Zelino"
"Tetovo"

Road: section

Toll plazas on the Macedonia Road network

A-1: Kumanovo-Mil.
A-1: Perovec-Veles
A-1: Veles-Petrovec
A-1: Veles-Gradsko
A-4: Skopje-Petrovec
A-2: Skopje-Milad.
A-2: Skopje-Grupcin
A-2: Grupcin-Tetovo
A-2: Tetovo-Gostivar

A-2: Tetovo-Gostivar
"Gostivar"
Fig. 5. Toll plazas in Macedonia (Source: http://www.roads.org.mk/en)

Road tolling system in Macedonia is organized as an open toll collection
system, consisting of 10 toll plazas total. The tolling system is often facing
congestion. For example, one trip of 50km require 3 or 4 stopping at toll plazas
and waiting in queue to pay tolls.
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Fig.6. Toll operation conditions in Macedonia

Evaluation of the existing toll system
Evaluation of the existing toll system in Macedonia is conducted using SWOT
analysis and is presented in table below.
Table 1. SWOT analysis of Macedonian toll system

Aspects

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Financial
aspects

No

Temporary tolls;
Additional toll system
for certain vehicle
categories

Traffic
aspects

No

Environmental
aspects

No

Thefts and toll
avoiding;
More expensive
for occasional
users.
Toll avoiding
Usage of longer
and non-adequate
alternative roads
High negative
influence on
environment

Socio-economic
aspects

No

Discouragement of the
everyday users to use
motorways;
High opex and capex;
Lower incomes
High delays;
High number of stopping
Low LOS
Low passenger comfort
Increase of air pollution
Increase of noise
Increase emission of
greenhouses gases
Payment with stopping;
Queuing; Increase of VOC;
Increase of TTC

-

-

-

-

According the table 1 we can conclude that current situation the toll system in
Macedonia is on a very low level of development, resulting in a low comfort for
motorway users and low income for toll authorities.
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT MEASURES WITH CONCLUSIONS
Proposed improvement measures
Analysis of the situation toll in Macedonia indicates basic shortcomings in
the functioning of the existing system of road tolls in Macedonia.Analysis
results in the following short-term and long-term recommendations for
improvement of the tolling system:
I. Short-term improvement measures
9 There is a need for reconstruction on existing toll both gates with the ANPR or
similar ETC. If ANPR is used, the system could use registered users (prepaid
or postpaid) and in that way eliminate queues, stoppage and waiting.
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9 There is a need to develop a new tariff policy to include different user
categories. This could increase the revenue from tolling. In addition, improved
tariff policy could encourage some users to return to using the motorway, from
using the lowest rank road network which is not designed for that type of
traffic. Consequently, this could prevent further rapid deterioration of the
secondary highway network.
9 The existing system needs to transform in the USER FRIENDLINES system
allowing payment by smart phones, via Internet and other systems.
9 There is a need for engaging with the public and informing about the toll
system without manual payment and waiting.
II. Long-term improvement measures → perform a scientific-expert study of
selection of the optimal system toll for Macedonia. This kind of study will
help decision-making based on the expert analyzes. Consequently, this study
should aid decision-making and help in maximizing income for roadway
authority and maximize comfort of motorway users.
CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the current toll system is on the lowest technical level, not
developed or upgraded since it was constructed. This fact results in the negative
effects for both motorway toll authorities and for motorway users. The paper
concludes that the existing system of road tolls in Macedonia with often waiting
in queue at the toll does not encourage motorway users to use the motorways.
On the contrary, users often prefer alternative road network, thus decreasing
revenue needed for infrastructure maintenance, as well increasing the
deterioration of the secondary roadway network. Having this in mind, we
encourage toll authorities to upgrade Macedonian toll system. The upgrade of
the tolling system has the potential to satisfy both the users and roadway
authority criteria.
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Abstract
Characterizing road traffic flows at particular road sections is not only an
integral but also a fundamental part of the preparation process of any traffic
flow study. In this particular case, this means an exact specification of a set of
traffic flow variables, including average flow rate, average headway, time mean
speed, space mean speed, as well as traffic density, all being computed by
travelling directions and by specific time intervals, whose optimal number and
duration are a priori not known. In addition, this activity also includes obtaining
the distribution of vehicles’ relative frequencies vis-à-vis their corresponding
categories. Within this paper, we propose a methodology for a complete
characterization of road traffic flows at a particular road section of a rural twolane highway during the observation time, based strictly on the usage of
relational databases and SQL scripts. Specifically, we propose a framework for
post-processing of raw traffic data, built on the development of a corresponding
Entity-Relational (E-R) diagram, its translation into a relational schema, as well
as a physical implementation of a relational database in Microsoft® SQL
Server®. We also develop specific SQL scripts necessary to obtain automatically
the entire gamut of traffic flow variables from database table records.
Keywords – road traffic flow; workload characterization; relational
databases; SQL scripts
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INTRODUCTION
Traffic flow characterization is a crucial activity for both transportation
systems and infrastructure planning. Such characterization relies on specific
methods for obtaining traffic data, including measurements at a road point, over
a short road section, along a length of the road, or by the employment of the socalled “moving observer method”. No matter which measurement method is
used, traffic flow characterization is, generally, a process of quantitative
describing the complex interactions between vehicles and road infrastructure,
with an aim of understanding and developing an optimal road network with
efficient flow of traffic and minimal traffic congestion problems. This task is
accomplished by an exact specification of a set of traffic flow variables of
interest, including traffic density, space and time headways, average flow rate,
time mean speed, space mean speed, and a travel time over a known length of a
road, and occupancy [1].
As being a part of transportation/traffic engineering, the problem of
characterizing traffic flows has been studied by many authors. Most of the
efforts are mainly focused on the automated acquisition of raw data (preprocessing). For instance, a usage of computer vision and artificial neural
networks for automating the process of counting and classifying the vehicles has
been proposed in [2], whilst a system based on multiple cameras has been
proposed in [3]. In addition, a characterization of road traffic flow from
measured data of speed and time-headway - the relationship between density,
flow rate, and speed (post-processing) has been described in [4].
Automating the process of traffic flow characterization by any means and/or
in any phase (pre- or post-processing) should result in a number of benefits,
including higher consistency and reliability of the output statistics, as well as
more efficient, and less time-consuming analyses. Within this paper, we focus
on the post-processing of already collected traffic data, which are going to be
organized into relational database tables, as well as on the methodological
framework needed to carry out the road flow characterization, using SQL
scripts.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Having minded the method of measuring along a specified length of a road
section for obtaining traffic data, the problem of traffic characterization can be
stated as follows:
A specific road section with a known length L2 on a rural two-lane highway
consists of two traffic lanes, where vehicles drive in two, mutually opposite
directions (Fig. 1). Vehicles generally belong to different categories Ci (i = 1, 2,
…, M)3. In reality, vehicle arrivals follow the Poisson distribution (for light
2
3

The supposed length of the road section is L = 1,000 [m]

We have taken into account three (M = 3) different categories of vehicles, including passenger
cars (CatID = 1), busses (CatID = 2), and trucks (CatID = 3), whose frequencies are uniformly
distributed. The driving speed of vehicles have been drawn from specific Normal distributions,
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traffic conditions), i.e. time intervals between two consecutive vehicles are
exponentially distributed. For each particular vehicle passing through the road
section, one should register its category (Ci), and drive direction (1 = ‘A-to-B’ or
2 = ‘B-to-A’). The driving speed (vi) of the i-th vehicle [km/h] (i = 1, 2, 3, …, N)
passing through the road section can be determined as a ratio between the section
length (L) [m] and the section travelling time ti [s], as in (1)4. The latter one is a
difference of the time points when the vehicle has exited (t2) [hh:mm:ss] and has
entered (t1) [hh:mm:ss] the road section.

Fig.1. Graphic representation of a road section with two traffic lanes

vi =

L [m]
36 ⎡ km ⎤
; i = 1, 2, ..., N
⋅
t2 ( i ) [s] − t1 ( i ) [s] 10 ⎢⎣ h ⎥⎦

(1)

A traffic flow or traffic volume of a traffic stream (q) is defined as the total
number of vehicles in the stream, passing a fixed reference point (i.e. a control
point, a road section) over a specific unit of time, e.g. vehicles per hour [5]. The
average traffic flow rate q can be computed as in (2), where N is the total
number of vehicles counted, T is the total elapsed time for all N vehicles, and h
is the average headway, giving that the total elapsed time is the sum of the
particular headways hi of the i-th vehicle (i = 1, 2, …, N) [1].
q=

N
N
1
1
= N
=
=
N
1
T
h
hi
⋅ ∑ hi
∑
N
i =1
i =1

(2)

In addition, the time mean speed vt (3) is an arithmetic mean of the speeds vi
of all i (i = 1, 2, …, N) vehicles, passing through the road segment during the
i.e. passenger cars: ~N(μ = 90; σ = 6.66), busses: ~N(μ = 70; σ = 6.66), and trucks: ~N(μ = 50; σ
= 6.66) [km/h]
4

For the purposes of this study, we have artificially generated 30,000 records of traffic data,
simulating real measurements on a road section during a 24-hours observation time
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observing time, whilst the space mean speed vs (4) is the average speed of
vehicles measured at an instant of time over a specified stretch of the road L [1].
Given the average traffic flow rate q and space mean speed vs , one can easily
obtain the traffic density g , as in (5).

vt =

vs =

1 N
⋅ ∑ vi
N i =1

(3)

L
N ⋅L
N ⋅L
= N = N
ti
ti ∑ ⎡⎣t2 ( i ) − t1 ( i ) ⎦⎤
∑
∑
i =1 N
i =1
i =1
N

g=

q
vs

(4)

(5)

Knowing this, the ultimate goal of the traffic flow characterization, regarding
a particular road section, is to specify the various-length time intervals T1, T2, …,
TP, exhibiting mutually different, yet internally similar traffic flows q j (j = 1, 2,
…, P), based on vehicle frequencies being obtained regarding a pre-defined time
unit Δt. The optimal number of time intervals, P, and the duration of each of
them are a priori not known. Such characterization has to be carried out for each
driving direction at a particular road section during the observation time (e.g. 24
hours). Besides the inclusion of average traffic flows, the characterization has to
include also an evaluation of all previously mentioned traffic variables, as well as
the distribution of vehicles’ relative frequencies vis-à-vis their corresponding
categories (Fig. 2).
In this particular case, the goal is to fully automatize and carry out the process
of traffic flow characterization using a relational databases approach.
Our proposed methodology involves the following steps:
• Physical implementation of a relational database, which consists of the
following sub-phases:
o Creation of an entity-relationship (E-R) diagram;
o Extracting the relational schema of the database out of the E-R
diagram;
o Specification of the specific data types and constraints for the
fields within tables;
o Physical implementation of the relational database in Microsoft®
SQL Server®;
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Fig.2. A schematic representation of a traffic flow characterization for a given road
section and a specific driving direction

•
•
•
•
•
•

Filling up the relational database tables with relevant data, being a result
of specific control point’s traffic observation;
Generation of vehicles’ frequencies, given a particular time unit, i.e. time
interval (e.g. 1 minute, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 minutes, 30
minutes, 1 hour, …);
Finding out the optimal number of bins, and the optimal bin width
applying the Freedman-Diaconis rule or another relevant criterion;
Mapping a corresponding bin number to each particular record about
each particular vehicle, passing through the control point;
Specification of contiguous time intervals containing the same bin
number;
Calculation of the set of variables characterizing the traffic flows in both
directions, for each time interval being identified previously.

WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION USING SQL SCRIPTS
The basic table within the database, which contains raw data ready for further
analysis, is the table PASSES_THROUGH (Fig. 3).

Fig.3. An excerpt from the table PASSES_THROUGH, showing raw data
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The above table’s data resembles a real situation, schematically depicted in
Fig. 45. These data also correspond to the situation presented in Fig. 1.

Fig.4. Schematic representation of raw data in the table PASSES_THROUGH

From here, the next step starts with a generation of vehicles’ frequencies in
table ANALYSIS, by driving direction, from the records already present in table
PASSES_THROUGH, given a particular time unit, i.e. a time interval that will
specify the granularity/resolution (e.g. 1 minute, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15
minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, …). We have used a time unit of Δt =
15 minutes, as the most appropriate period for aggregating available traffic data,
which is, also, a recommended time frame vis-à-vis the optimal representation of
traffic flows. The schematic representation of this step is depicted in Fig. 5,
whilst the first 10 records of the table ANALYSIS are presented in Fig. 66.
The next step is the specification of the optimal number of bins and the
optimal bin width, for each driving direction, within the table
BINS_DEFINITION, based on the records in the table ANALYSIS. The aim is
to define the boundaries of a frequency distribution with equally spaced bins.
One can use his/her rule of thumb, however, there are several statistical methods
for obtaining the optimal values of these parameters, including the Sturges’ rule,
the Scott’s rule, as well as the Freedman-Diaconis’ rule. In our calculations, we
have used the last one [6]. Speaking about ‘optimality’, there is always a tradeoff between the number of bins (or bin width), vis-à-vis the granularity, i.e. the
resolution of the frequency distribution. In fact, if there are too many bins, one
can get a ‘broken comb’ look, which does not give a sense of the distribution. On
the contrary, if there are too few bins, the frequency distribution would not also
portray the underlying data very well.

5

There is no strict 1:1 mapping of the table values presented in Fig. 3 vis-à-vis the linear
distribution of vehicles in Fig. 4.
6

There is no strict 1:1 mapping of the table values presented in Fig. 6 vis-à-vis the linear
distribution of vehicles in Fig. 5.
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Fig.5. Obtaining vehicles’ frequencies in time intervals of Δt = 15 minutes, by a specific
driving direction

Fig.6. The frequency of vehicles that belong to all categories, driving in direction 1, in
the first 60 minutes (4 × Δt) of the observation period (table ANALYSIS). The column
absolute_time contains the values of k (k = 1, 2, 3, …, 96),
where 0
[min] < k × Δt ≤ 1,440 [min]

The Freedman-Diaconis’ rule is proposed to be used to select the optimal size
of the bins (bin width) when the number of observations in the sample is large.
The general equation for the rule is given by (6):

w=

2 ⋅ IQR ( x )
3

n

(6)

In (6), w is the optimal bin width, IQR(x) is the inter-quartile range of the
data, i.e. Q3 – Q1, and n is the number of observations in the sample x, which
consists of the vehicles’ frequencies driving in both directions.
The rule is based on the goal of minimizing the sum of squared errors
between the histogram bar height and the probability density of the underlying
distribution. As such, it generally produces more bars. Therefore, we have
deliberately ‘widen’ the originally computed optimal bin width for 5 times,
which still yields pretty good granularity. An excerpt from the table
BINS_DEFINITION is given in Fig. 7.
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Fig.7. Obtaining the parameters of the frequency distribution (bin width boundaries:
fields low and high, and the bin number: field binNo), for all categories of vehicles
driving in the same direction (direction = 1)

Once bin definitions for each driving direction have been written in the table
BINS_DEFINITION, the next step is to assign the corresponding bin numbers to
the frequencies within the table ANALYSIS (Fig. 8).

Fig.8. The assigned bin numbers (field binNo) for all vehicles, driving in direction 1, in
the first 150 minutes (10 × Δt) of the observation period (table ANALYSIS)

The schematic representation of this step is depicted in Fig. 97.
The next step is to specify the contiguous time intervals containing the same
bin number within the table CHARACTERIZATION, based on the records of
the table ANALYSIS, for each driving direction. As a result, the fields sTime and
eTime have been defined, which denote the boundaries of each adjacent period
belonging to a different bin number (Fig. 10).

7

There is no strict 1:1 mapping of the table values presented in Fig. 8 vis-à-vis the linear
distribution of vehicles in Fig. 9.
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Fig.9. Assigning bin numbers to specific time intervals, based on the frequencies of
vehicles, for each period of Δt = 15 minutes, and specific driving direction

Fig.10. Specification of the time boundaries (fields sTime and eTime) with adjacent
periods, for a specific driving direction, for the first six intervals/periods
[00:00:00 – 02:29:59] (table CHARACTERIZATION)

In the final step, all variables of interest are calculated by specific periods,
being identified in the previous step, and all corresponding fields in the table
averageFlowRate,
CHARACTERIZATION
are
updated,
including
averageHeadway, timeMeanSpeed, spaceMeanSpeed, and trafficDensity. The
values in the fields passengerCars, busses, and trucks comprise the relative
frequencies’ distribution of vehicles by their category, such that their sum is
always 1.00 for each record, i.e. each period (Fig. 11).

Fig.11. Road traffic characterization for vehicles driving in direction 1, in the first six
intervals [00:00:00 – 02:29:59] of the observation period
(table CHARACTERIZATION)

All these calculations have been done taking into account data records from
the table PASSES_THROUGH, and the fields sTime and eTime in the table
CHARACTERIZATION.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Traffic flow characterization can be accomplished in a myriad of ways,
depending on the acquisition methodology (both software and hardware usage),
as well as the format and volume of raw data. In addition, post-processing of
acquired data can include usage of dedicated software, spreadsheets, statistical
software, but in most cases, it is based on the usage of relational databases,
which offer unprecedented storage capacity, processing efficiency, increased
reliability, minimized redundancy and maximized performances.
The proposed methodology has been tested on a set of artificially generated
30,000 records; it has proven to be both consistent and reliable. Given the
proposed conceptual database model, the set of developed SQL scripts provides a
dependable and unified framework that can be successfully applied on any
underlying real dataset, offering a great flexibility vis-à-vis the granularity of the
traffic characterization.
The proposed framework remains a solid basis for further improvements, as
well as for adding programming features in order to build up a stand-alone
software solution.
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Abstract
Control systems responding to the current traffic situation by adapting its
parameters enable significant benefits. However, numerous limitations exist
such as the need for accurate traffic models, the uncertainty in predicting future
traffic flows, the difficulty in arrival time estimation, and the lack of a selfadjusting mechanism. Difficulties in optimising the signal control strategy and
the importance of finding a solution to this problem resulted in different
approaches. Methods from artificial intelligence have emerged as one possible
solution. Such methods have the ability to accumulate and use knowledge, set a
problem, learn, process, conclude, solve the problem and exchange knowledge.
In this paper, the application of the Q-learning algorithm to control an
independent intersection and an on-ramp on an urban motorway is described.
Implemented approach enables an on-line adaptation of the control parameters
to the current traffic situation reducing the delay in traffic.
Keywords - urban traffic control; artificial intelligence; Q learning; ramp
metering; independent intersections
INTRODUCTION
Urban areas are today prone to significant reoccurring traffic congestions
causing problems related to delays in goods delivery,prolonged travel time,
increased pollution and reduced quality of life. To solve this problem many
cities change their policy regarding transport and subsidize mode shift from cars
to public transport and bicycles or the use of electric vehicles. Additionally,
urban traffic control centres are built to collect traffic data and manage the
1
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complete urban traffic network as a whole. To achieve an improvement in travel
quality appropriate traffic control algorithms are needed in such traffic control
centres.
In the recent decade, algorithms from the domain of artificial intelligence are
being used [1]. They have the ability to accumulate and use knowledge, set a
problem, learn, process, conclude, solve the problem and exchange knowledge
with other systems.Therefore, management of a large urban traffic network
becomes feasible and additional criteria like pollution levels can be added to the
classic traffic related criteria (travel time, delay, queue length, etc.). In this
paper, the potential of one such algorithm from the domain of reinforcement
learning for application in urban traffic control is described. The Q-learning
algorithm is chosen because of its suitability to control traffic processes, which
can be described with a set of states and can be influenced by a limited number
of control actions. Additionally, the Q-learning based traffic controller can be
implemented as an intelligent agent enabling so an easier information
interchange between different traffic controllers. Two application cases in the
urban environment are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Q-learning
algorithm. First case is related to control of an independent intersection and the
second one to control of a local on-ramp on an urban motorway.
TRAFFIC CONTROL PROBLEMS IN URBAN ENVIRONMENTS
Urban environments are prone to heavy daily congestion periods known as
rush hours, there is a lack of space for transport infrastructure build-up
(especially in dense populated areas), lack of parking spaces creates additional
traffic demand, contain several modes of transport, contain connections between
the local road network and urban motorways, serve local and transit traffic, etc.
The challenge is how to optimally control one part of the road network and not to
cause problems in surrounding parts of the road network. To overcome this
challenge, the problem of local control has to be solved first.
When traffic control problems in urban environments are examined, one can
distinguish two parts of the urban road network. First part is the road network in
the central urban area and the second part is the surrounding road network.
Traffic in both mentioned parts of the road network can be modelled using wave
theory. According to the wave theory,vehicles travel in groups creating
longitudinal waves. When such a group of vehicles arrives, congestion can occur
if vehicles of surrounding roads are merged into the corresponding traffic
direction without any restrictions. Better solution is to let the wave pass using the
surrounding roads as temporary vehicle storage places. This can be accomplished
by using appropriate control approaches.
To control the traffic in the central urban network traffic lights are mostly
used on intersections. For optimal control of intersections,appropriate signal
plans for traffic lights have to be generated. Best-suited approach for this is an
adaptive approach with the ability to react on the changing traffic demand [1]. To
control the surrounding road network additional to traffic lights variable message
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signs are used. Such signs have the ability to inform the drivers about a traffic
congestion ahead, about dangerous road surface conditions, to impose different
speed limits, etc. In this paper only the possibility to change the signal plans of
traffic lights according to the current traffic situation is examined. According to
this in the central part signal plans for intersections can be changed and in the
surrounding part, the signal plans or ramp metering rate for the traffic light on
on-ramps can be changed.
THE Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM
As mentioned above, effective control of traffic flows with variable traffic
demand needs approaches,which can take into account the changing traffic
situation. Variable traffic demand is a result of random choices of traffic users
and computed choices of a traffic controller. The traffic controller canin each
time step nchange the traffic states by applying a control input action a to the
current traffic state [2]:
(1)
s ~ p(s | s ,a ),
n +1

n +1

n

n

where p is a probability distribution function over the state action space. All
processes, which can bedescribed with (1) are Markov decision processes (MDP)
and the belonging probability distribution function represents the Markov model
of the whole system. In this paper, the whole system contains the traffic
controller and the underlying traffic process to be controlled.
MDPs can be described by a 5-tuple ( S , A, P, R, γ ) where S is a finite set of
states ( s ∈ S ), A is finite set of actions ( a ∈ A ), P presents the transition
probability from a particular state sn to a new state sn +1 if action an has been
taken, R presents the reward received from the state transition, and γ is the
discount factor ( γ ∈ [ 0,1] ). The discount factor γ represents the difference in
importance between future and present rewards. The reward function depends on
the chosen action or of the so-called policy function π ( s ) applied on a particular

state ( r ( s, π ( s ) ) ∈ R ). Therefore, the problem of controlling a MDP can be
defined as a problem to find the appropriate policy function that an intelligent
agent (traffic controller in this case) will apply to choose the optimal action for
the transition from state sn to sn +1 .
One of the basic approaches to learn the needed policy function is
reinforcement learning (RL). When RL is applied, the traffic controller is
implemented as an intelligent agent and it enables the agent to work in a
framework and gain new knowledge during operation. In this paper, the Qlearning algorithm is used to learn the policy function of the agent. Since in this
paper the agent is a traffic controller, the Q-learning algorithm will learn the
optimal control law for the underlying traffic process. To learn the needed
control law the following learning rule is applied:
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∧

∧

∧

Qn (s, a) ←⎯
⎯ (1 − αn ) Qn−1 (s, a) + α n [r + γ max Qn−1 (s ', a ')],
α'

where the learning rate α n is defined as:

αn =

1
,
1 + visitsn ( s, a)

(2)

(3)

∧

and where Qn (s, a) is the expected value of the previous defined value for a
∧

deterministic function case for an action a and state s, Qn−1 (s' , a' ) is the expected
value of the previous defined value for the new action a' in the next state s', αn is
the learning rate, (s,a) presents the updated state and action during n time steps,
and visitsn (s,a) is the total number of visits for a state-action pair until the nth
time step.
Appropriate states, actions and the reward function have to be defined
according to the specifics of the underlying process to be controlled. Since the
underlying process is a road traffic process, appropriate states are related to
traffic parameters that can clearly describe the current traffic situation, and are
different for the case of an independent intersection [3] and for the case of an
urban motorway [4, 5]. Set of actions incorporates changes of signal plans for
traffic lights and the reward function is related to traffic parameters describing
the throughput of the controlled traffic network.In continuation more details
about the implementation of the Q-learning algorithm for control of the two
mentioned cases are given.
CONTROL OF INDEPENDENT INTERSECTIONS
Independent intersections present the first case of application of the Qlearning algorithm for traffic control.The set of states Swas defined as [3]:

S = {( φ , g ,Occ );φ ∈ {1,2}, g ∈ {YES , NO },Occ ∈ {0 ,1}},

(4)

where φ is the signal phase within a signal cycle of C = 90 seconds ( φ = 1
denotes a green phase, and φ = 2denotes a red phase);green time t g falls within
the interval t g ∈ [24,78] within a single signal cycle C ;red time tr falls within

the interval t r ∈ [12,66] within a single signal cycle C ;g is a binary variable
receiving the values {YES, NO} ( NO denotes that there are no vehicles (signal
received from the inductive loop), and YES represents the opposite); Occ is a
binary variable (0, denotes that there are no vehicles present from the conflict
flow (red light), and 1 denotes the opposite).
Based on the information related to the detected state, the control agent
choses an appropriate action. For each state, the agent can chose between two
actions: action value of 1, which means the state remains the same (green time
extension), or action value of 0, which means change of the signal state.The
rewarding function is the second key element for the agent. In this case the goal
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of the rewarding function is maximization of the total throughput. For that
purpose, the following set of rewards was defined:
1.) Reward Function –total throughput;
2.) Immediate reward –number of vehicles passing at green light in the
previous time interval(the length of this interval is 90 seconds);
3.) Discounted reward – total number of vehicles in the peak hour.
The action is taken at a shorter interval for a given time step. The vehicles are
counted per one 90 second signal cycle. An action is taken per second – over the
green time duration, in which case the step takes 3 seconds.
LOCAL RAMP METERING
Local ramp metering presents the second case of application of the Qlearning algorithm for traffic control. The basic concept of local ramp metering
is given in Fig. 1. Term local denotes in this case that only one on-ramp is
controlled. The inflow to the urban motorway is controlled by the means of a
special traffic light that contains only the red and green phase. Duration of the
green light is fixed and enables only one or two vehicles to merge the
mainstream traffic flow. Duration of the red light can be changed defining so the
amount of vehicles that can merge with the mainstream traffic flow. Vehicles
are temporally stored on the on-ramp so the queue length has to be monitored to
prevent a congestion spillback into the urban arterial road network.
Many approaches exist to ramp metering and today the emphasis is on
implementing intelligent control approaches [1]. Q-learning is also one of
intelligent based approaches that can be implemented for ramp metering. For the
implementation appropriate states, actions and reward function have to be
defined. In order to enable good level of service (LoS) on the urban motorway
in cases of significant traffic demand change the following states have been
chosen [5]:
S = {(φ , ρ,q); φ ∈ {1,2 ,3}, ρ ∈ {0 ,1,2}, q ∈ {0 ,1,2}} ,
(5)
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traffic
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Queue override
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section data
server
Underground fiber LAN
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Fig.1. Traffic control problems on urban motorways and infrastructure for local
ramp metering [4]
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where φ is the signal phase, ρ is density of the downstream mainstream traffic
flow, and q is the on ramp queue length. Detailed description of the mentioned
states and representative values can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Description of all states for local ramp metering [5]
States

Values

1
Phases

2
3
0

AverageDensity
Class
AverageQueue
Class

1
2
0
1
2

Description
Represents the “all green” phase with fixed
duration of 3 s (one vehicle per green strategy)
Represents the “all red” phase calculated by the
ramp metering algorithm (extension of current
phase duration)
Represents the “ramp metering off” phase which
is activated in the case of low mainstream density
Downstream density is between 0 [veh/km] and
100 [veh/km]
Downstream density is between 101[veh/km] and
350 [veh/km]
Downstream density is larger than 351 [veh/km]
On-ramp queue length is between 0 and 4 vehicles
On-ramp queue length is between 5 and 7 vehicles
On-ramp queue length is larger than 8 vehicles

The agent makes a decision, which action to apply on the traffic process,
every 3 seconds. To cope with significant changes in traffic demand two
different sets of actions were defined. For each state, the agent can only decide
between two actions in the case of local ramp metering in the first set of actions.
First action is denoted by the value 1 and it indicates a traffic situation for which
it is necessary to stay in the current signal phase. Second action is denoted by
the value 2 and it indicates a traffic situation for which it is necessary to change
the current traffic signal phase. The set of actions consist of two values only (
A ∈ {1,2} ) modelling the traffic signal phase change. Since for ramp metering
only the green and red traffic light phases are used, two actions are enough. In
the second set of actions, a thirdaction was added denoting the turn off phase of
ramp metering. This action is triggered if a longer period of low traffic demand
on the mainstream and the on-ramp exist.
The reward function is in this case related to the on-ramp queue length and
mainstream density. So, it is ensured that a period with low traffic demand (no
vehicles waiting on the on-ramp) and periods with high traffic demand(long
queue on the on-ramp and high density in the mainstream) can be detected.
Reward for a particular traffic solution is added when the on-ramp queue
category has the value 0 or/and 1. Additional reward is added in when
mainstream density reaches category 0.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
To simulate the two cases the microscopic VISSIM simulator is used.The Qlearning algorithm is implemented as a separate application in scope of the
framework given in Fig. 2. In this framework the left part presents the traffic
model and the right part present the control part. Both parts are connected using
the VISSIM COM interface to interchange traffic sensor data and control inputs
for traffic light signal plan changes.

Fig.2. Implemented simulation framework [3]

Local intersection and Q-learning
The Q-learning based signal control testing is performed on a real four-leg
intersection located within the central area of Bitola, using real traffic data.
Figure 3 depicts the intersection and the communication with the RL intelligent
agent.
Environment
Action
State,
Reward

RL
Intelligent
Agent

Fig.3. Description of intersection and communication with the RL agent [3]

Delay, throughput and number of stopsare analyzed as efficiency measures
for all types of intersection control. The results obtained from the learning
intelligent agent are compared to the ones obtained through simulations in cases
of fixed time and actuated intersection control. The fixed time control is
selected as a base case and all the other results are estimated in relation to it.
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The testing is performed after three hundred of iterations with various values
regarding states and after the convergence of Q–values. During testing, the
selected action is the one with the maximal Q value.Such chosen
actioncorresponds to the current optimum control action in all of the agent
states. Depending on the traffic flow conditions, and whether the traffic demand
is known or unknown to the agent, the testing is performed in two phases.
During the first phase, the testing is performed for uncongested traffic
conditions with known and unknown demand. During the second phase, the
testing is performed for congested traffic conditions with known and unknown
demand.Figure4 shows the comparison of percentage of efficiency measure
improvements for all phases of testing in case of applying fixed-time to that of
Q-learningbased signal control.

Fig.4. Comparison of percentage of efficiency measure improvements (fixed-time / Qlearning base signal control)

Overall, the following has been observed:
− The Q-learning based signal control gives best results with total average
delay (improvement of 37%) and with a total number of stops (improvement
of 27%), in uncongested traffic conditions for unknown traffic demand;
− The Q learning based signal control gives best results with the total
throughput (13%) in congested traffic conditions for unknown traffic
demand.
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LOCAL RAMP METERING AND Q-LEARNING
To test the implemented local ramp metering algorithm a motorway traffic
model with one on-ramp has been made.Duration of the simulation was set to 6
hours and during the first 2 hours there was low traffic demand, and duringthe
next 4 hours there are 2 significant increases and decreases of traffic demand
[5].Table 2 contains the simulation results for local ramp metering. It can be
noticed that application of ramp metering can increase the LoS on the
mainstream but causes delays on the on-ramp. Delays on the on-ramp reduce the
LoS especially in cases with low traffic demand when ramp metering causes an
unnecessary delay on the on-ramp. In the case where the second set of actions is
used, one can notice further improvement of the LoS on the mainstream but also
on the on-ramp compared to the results obtained with the first set of actions.
Table 2. Performance measures for local ramp metering
Control Method
Q learning
Performance Measures
No ramp
metering First set Second set
61.9
58.2
57.4
Average Mainstream Travel Time (s)
97.4
182.9
100.4
Average On-ramp Travel Time (s)
82.1
87.3
88.5
Average downstream Speed (km/h)
30.0
16
29.1
Average on-ramp Speed (km/h)
Average Speed on the mainstream
70.19
61.56
73.61
(km/h)
60.01
88.07
50.76
Total Delay (h)
200.84
228.88
191.81
Total Travel Time (h)

CONCLUSION
In the recent decade, algorithms from the domain of artificial intelligence are
being used for traffic control [1]. They have the ability to accumulate and use
knowledge, set a problem, learn, process, conclude, solve the problem and
exchange knowledge with other systems.In this paper, the potential of one such
algorithm from the domain of RL for application in urban traffic control is
described. Two application cases in the urban environment have been used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the Q-learning algorithm. First case is related
to control of an independent intersection and the second one to control of a local
on-ramp on an urban motorway.
Simulation results from both test cases demonstrate that a Q-learning based
traffic signal control can achieve evident improvements regarding chosen
efficiency measures including unknown traffic demand in over-capacity
congested traffic conditions. Future work on this topic will include
augmentation of the Q-learning framework for networked traffic signal systems
and integration with dynamic route guidance.
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Abstract
Road transport infrastructure in Kosovo, due to lack of investment for a long
time, and destructions during the war in 1999, has undergone major changes.
Geographically, Kosovo is an important crossroad of Balkan Peninsula, and its
position allows a close relationship with the neighboring countries in the
region. Kosovo has an important position, being an important hub, for the PanEuropean corridors VIII and X.
In current circumstances of Western Balkans, generally speaking, the
integration of Balkan countries into Europe is the only option. Ultimate peace,
security and ethnic coexistence in the Balkans is also a precondition for
movement of goods and ideas. This also will significantly shorten the period of
exchange between the producers and users. Driven from my research, this paper
will present three transportation projects for discussion, which are part of the
process that will integrate Kosovo with the neighboring countries.
1. Prishtina - Niš highway,
2. Prishtina - Kosovo border with Macedonia highway,
3. Kraljevo - Prishtina - Đorđe Petrov railway.
These projects have been selected for Kosovo, among 24 projects, which
have been planned for investments in the road and railways infrastructure by
the European Union (EU). The selection of projects occurred at the 2015
Vienna Summit, represent the continuation of the ‘Berlin Process’ for the six
countries of the Western Balkan.
Keywords – Highway; South-East Europe; Kosovo; Road network; Pan
European corridors; Road and railway; Western Balkan
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INTRODUCTION

Creating better infrastructure conditions is certainly a guarantee for a
safe movement on the road. In recent years, the infrastructure projects
have continuously been on the agenda of the Government of Kosovo.
International institutions, working together on two levels, have also
supported these projects. On one hand, they worked on integration of the
road network within the country, and on the other hand - concrete
projects are being developed on inclusion of the country's road network
to the Pan-European network, through capital projects of the EU. The
development of these projects in these two areas will affect economic
growth through the creation of an efficient transport system.
Combined transport, as an integrated multimodal system of road, rail
and air transport, will enable Kosovo to become a very important transit
country for traffic and transport in Southeast Europe.
The realization of these infrastructure projects should be in full
compliance with the international security norms and standards, being a
key factor for movement of the country towards development, but also
towards integration in the region and Europe.
Further development of the road and railways infrastructure will be
done through finalization of construction of the remaining segments of
the “Ibrahim Rugova” highway Morinë-Merdare (R7); finalizing the
road segments of the “Arben Xhaferi” highway - Prishtina-Hani i Elezit;
construction of the highway Prishtina - Gjilan to the border with Serbia;
continuation of projects of enlarging national roads Prishtina-Peja (M9)
and Prishtina-Mitrovicë (M2), enlargement of the national road PejëDeçan-Gjakovë-Prizren, as well as modernizing the only international
railway line in Kosovo, Line 10 from Fushë Kosovë to Macedonia and
from Fushë Kosovë to Serbia. Continuous determination to build these
roads remains the main objective of Kosovo society. Integration into the
Pan European road network is the objective of the 5-year Action Plan of
Kosovo’s Ministry of Infrastructure, Sector Strategy and Multimodal
Transport 2015-2025. Beside this, the main driver of this insistence on
building and developing the road (and railway) network is the socioeconomic importance that these large capital projects have. Given that
investment in road and rail infrastructure has an extremely high cost, and
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because of the impossibility of coping with these costs by countries in
the region, the EU has allocated 1 billion euros for these projects (10 of
them) in the Western Balkan for 2014-2020. While the total cost of all
these projects (with EU funding) is believed to reach 7 billion euros. The
part of 1 billion euro will be provided for a period of 5 years (until 2020)
by the European Commission pre-accession funds (IPA funds). The
European Investment Bank as well as Member States themselves will
finance the rest.
Prishtina - Niš highway
Completion of the Prishtina-Niš highway would be a continuation of
the road, which starts from the port of Durrës in Albania and ends in the
city of Niš in the Republic of Serbia, enabling further connection with
countries of Southeast Europe through corridors 8 and 10 (figure 1). This
highway is one of the most important projects of European Union (EU),
dedicated to the integration of Western Balkan countries. The main
beneficiaries of this project are Kosovo, Serbia, Albania and the EU. The
total length of the highway, according to the project, is 384 km, while
from Prishtina to Merdare there are 22 kilometers, and from Merdare to
Niš there are 77 kilometers. The existing national road segment of the
Durrës-Prishtina is in the length of 262 kilometers. Finalization of this
road from Durrës to Merdare, as per foreseen project, is expected to

Fig.1. Pan European corridors VIII and X
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become the most important connection of the road network, which will
benefit not only Kosovo and Serbia but also other countries of Western
Balkans. The decision about financing this capital project has been taken at
Vienna Summit for the Western Balkans, whereby the EU offered a donation
totaling 600-650 millions of Euros for the infrastructure in the Western Balkans
region. The leaders of the Balkan countries, together with the highest EU
leaders, committed for development of these projects related to the road and
railways infrastructure. The Pristina - Nis - Durres was one of the most
important projects of this summit.

Prishtina - Kosovo border with Macedonia highway
Alongside construction of national roads in Republic of Kosovo, the
construction of new highways is progress, which will connect Kosovo with the
neighboring countries and beyond. The Government of Kosovo was not always
successful to secure on time relevant funding for such highways. Based on a joint
research related to this highway, carried out in 2015 by Kosovo Foundation for
Open Society and Riinvest Institute, the low level of transparency was pointed
out, among other things, which was also criticized by institutions such as
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank (WB), embassies of EU
countries in Kosovo, and the local civil society. The length of this highway
named ‘Arbër Xhaferi’, according to project totals is 60 kilometers (Figure 2)
and is divided in south and north sections. The north section starts from the north
part of Lipjan and ends in Kaçanik. This segment has the length of 42 kilometers.
The south section starts from Kaçanik and goes to the border with Macedonia,
with the length of 13 kilometers.

Fig. 2. Prishtina - border with Macedonia highway
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Government has divided the work of full construction of high way in two
phases. I assume, this decision, among other reasons, could be also related to
funds, in a sense that being not sure whether they would be able to secure
enough funding for full completion, they divided it in two phases. My
assumption is that because government was not sure whether they will be able
to secure funds for full construction of this highway, they have divided the work
in two phases. Projection of main north segment part of the road enables the
speed of 120 kilometers per hour. The approved project foresees the following
technical characteristics: the road has two lanes with the width of 3.75 meters,
the green zone is 4 meters, the supporting lane is 3 meters and the total width is
28 meters, which is in accordance with standards of highway categories. In the
south part, the topographic and environmental limits determine the movement
speed decrease to 100 kilometers per hour. Construction of overpasses,
underpasses, railway passes, bridge and hydrologic structures are foreseen for
the north part, while the south part will have viaducts, overpasses, underpasses
and hydrologic structures. Related to tunnels and their length, the one in
Kaçanik will be 2.2 kilometers, in Lac 0.9 kilometers and in Kashan 0.2
kilometers. The project foresees inclusion of all security equipment in
accordance with the international standards, such as protective fences, traffic
signalization and messages of different types, road signs, etc. The intersections
in the project will be divided by classes, and there will be only these access
points to the highway in Lipjan, Babush i Muhaxherëve, Ferizaj, Doganaj and
Hani i Elezit, at the border with Macedonia.
The planned financial cost for construction of this highway totals some 500
million of Euros without a tunnel, while it goes to 600 million of Euros with a
tunnel. This highway will bring the two neighboring countries even closer, and
it will enable free and faster movement of people and goods.
Kraljevo - Prishtina - Đorđe Petrov railway
The railway line Kraljevo-Prishtina-‘Đorđe Petrov’ has a length of 256
kilometers and it brings together three neighboring countries - Kosovo, Serbia
and Macedonia, by connecting through cities of Kraljevo-Prishtina- Đorđe
Petrov. The program, named “TEN-T” – “Trans European Transport Network”,
is the leader in developing the transport in EU. TEN-T has identified 9 transEuropean transport corridors, of which 3 pass through Balkans. Two of these
three corridors pass through Albania (corridors “Med” and “Orient/East Med”).
The networks of these corridors carry main flows of passengers and goods.
The corridor Orient/East-Med (R10) passes Kosovo from north to south, to
the borders with Macedonia and Serbia, and it constitutes the only railway
connection of Kosovo with the region and beyond. This existing railway line,
even though partially functional, has serious damages and does not offer the
necessary security for traffic. The current technical and infrastructural
conditions do not allow for speed higher than 60 km/h, and in some zones, it is
20 km/h. This road is part of the main network of the Trans-European transport
corridor (TEN-T) in the Western Balkans and SEETO. The investment in this
railway project will enable secure traffic of trains on the railway line from
Fushë Kosovë to the cities of Macedonia. As a result of the investment in this
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project, the revitalization of the railway transport within the integrated project
Orient/East-Med will occur, in the corridor which connects the Western Balkans
with Austria, Greece and Bulgaria. The railway transport systems of Kosovo
will be connected with those of Macedonia and Serbia. The finalization of this
project will result in a totally rehabilitated railway road, with the length of 64
kilometers.
The Orient/East-Med (R10) corridor is 256 kilometers long, of which 148
km are in Kosovo. It is connected with railways Serbia, Kosovo and Macedonia
(see figure 3). From earlier data, the initial signs of construction of this railway
are dated before the Second World War, somewhere around 1936. This railway
line has been regularly maintained until 1990, but there was never a significant
capital infrastructure investment. Related to the current status of this railway
line, as mentioned above, it is currently partially functional. The railway line
with Serbia is not anymore in function (Fushë Kosovë-Podujevë). The railway
line is still blocked near the tunnel at Merdare (the border of Kosovo-Serbia)
since 1990, when the traffic of passengers and goods was stopped between these
two neighboring countries. The plan for renewal of this railway line was
prepared in three phases: Fushë Kosovë to the border with Macedonia, Fushë
Kosovë-Mitrovicë, and the third phase from Mitrovica to the border with Serbia.
The investment in all these three phases is planned to end by 2020. The refunctioning of this railway, it is believed that it will greatly decrease the usage
of the road transport network and, based on the study, the connection with the
Orient/East-Med corridor will enable traffic of up to one million of passengers,
while related to the goods it is expected to reach 206.8 million tons of goods up
to 2040.

Fig.3. Map of the Railway line at the corridor Orient/EastMed (R10)
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The contribution of EU in construction (revitalization) of this railway line is
€38.5 million or 48% of the investment cost. €7.54 million are intended for
project preparation, implementation and its support. The total amount of
investment is €80.9 million. EBRD (The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development) has estimated loan of €19.2 million. Domestic partners in this
project are Kosovo Railways JSC (INFRAKOS JSC), Ministry of Infrastructure
and Ministry of Finance in Kosovo. According to the feasibility study the
construction will begin at the end of this year and will be finalized by the end of
2020.
CONCLUSIONS
The integration of Kosovo road network in the Pan-European road network,
through projects in infrastructure, which are financed by European Union are the
guarantor of the economic development and integration in the region and
Europe. Analysis of three projects brought me to the following conclusions:
-

-

-

-

Even though Kosovo has benefited only three projects from the EU funding,
among six countries, where Serbia has benefited the most (13 projects) and
Albania the least (1 project), I think that Kosovo with its geographic position,
will also benefit from other projects of regional countries as well.
The successful completion of this three projects (Prishtina-Niš highway from
Prishtina to Macedonian border and Kosovo Railway to the border of Macedonia
and to the border with Serbia), will finally integrate Kosovo with the
neighboring countries.
The constructions of planned road and railway network will not only shorten the
existing relations but will also eliminate actual delays and difficulties in
transporting people and goods.
The benefits of the completion of these projects are not only numerous for the
three regional countries but are also beneficial beyond them. The benefits
include: preservation of environment, increase of safety in transportation of
people and goods, and the doubling of economic growth through trade
exchanges for a longer period of time.
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Abstract
The design, construction and maintenance of roads will face a number of
challenges in the coming decades. So, bearing in mind the environmental,
economic and social trends, there is a need for creation of user – friendly
transport system, as a combination of intelligence, low carbon energy and
adaptable services.
Photocatalytic air cleaning is based on the use of titanium dioxide in building
materials, on roads, freeway sound walls, in tunnels. This new techniquehas the
potential for removing nitrogen oxides(NOx) and volatile organic
compounds(VOCs), as well as reducing concentrations of toxic and irritating
ozone from polluted air.
The possibilities for its application have been researched in Japan, there are
some applications in Europe,(Belgium, Italy,France,and Netherlands), but it is
obvious that there is a need for additional investigations oriented towards:better
technology deployment, catalytic activity of available materials, the occurrence
of adverse environmental consequences.
Key words – sustainable roads; concrete roads; TiO2; photocatalysis;
photocatalytic air cleaning; surface treatment
INTRODUCTION
Bearing in mind the global trends, (changes to weather patterns, population
growth, urbanization, security issues), it is obvious that the pressure to move
towards a sustainable society is growing rapidly.
Transport system has a significant role in the process of realizing the
sustainability, through so called triple bottom line. It's a question of solutions
that should ensure a balance between economic efficiency of the system,
1
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socialneeds and environmental components.As a road is an integral part of
transport systems, there is a need for itsadaptation and improvement, as a
reaction to the above mentioned global changes.So, the use of the best practices,
(new technologies and processes), on road planning, construction and
management is one of the ways to achieve it.
This paper is focused on the application of photocatalytic oxidation air
purification technology in the process of construction the roadway pavements.
The main goal isto present the potential of this new technique when it is
introduced in highway engineering, (on highly trafficked sites, in road tunnels,
concrete pavement of road sections), having in mind that perspectives for its
application depend ona lot of parameters involved on-site application.
PHOTOCATALYSIS IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING
In accordance with the relevant literature, photocatalysis is defined as
acceleration of a chemical reaction by light, while photocatalysts are materials
that are able to produce, in the presence of sunlight, chemical transformation of
the reaction participants. Additionally, using of photocatalytic substances is one
of the waysfor reduction or elimination of polluted components in the air, such
NOx and volatile compounds.
TiO2 (titanium dioxide) has the most efficient photoactivity, the highest
stability, and the lowest cost.It is harmless and have no absorption in the visible
region. Its chemical stability exists only in dark and it is active under UV light
irradiation. Because of the mentioned characteristics, it is added to different
materials, (particularly in building materials), in order to produce the
photochemical reaction and convert pollutants into less harmful products, under
actinic irradiation (UV – range).
The results of various researches have shown that applications of TiO2 in
concrete mix designs increase its natural photocatalytic ability. So, concrete is
primary substrate for photocatalytic materials and it is used for creation of
socalled photocatalytic pavements, road sound barriers, sidewalks.A minimum
mixture of cement to aggregate ratio of 1:3 has been recommended, in order to
achieve the necessary mechanical strength for the surface layer.
The photocatalytic effect of TiO2 is presented on Figure 1. So, the essence of
the process is in degradation of vehicle pollutants as a result of reaction between
TiO2 (which is introduced in the concrete pavement) and ultraviolet light. The
reaction products can be adsorbed at the surface and washed away by rain.
Generally speaking, there are two methods of application the photocatalysts
in a concrete road:
• adding of TiO2 through the process of cementitious-based ultra-thin
coating,
• spraying of TiO2 on the fresh concrete pavement surface.
Each of these methods has its advantages and also negative characteristics.
So, the action undertaken in first method is more durable, because the added TiO2
is present before and after abrasion and wearing of the top layer. However, as
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compared with the second one, the initial costs are higher, the spray coating
application has anadvantage of being more easily constructed, but the longevity
of the action is questionable.
In accordance with the relevant literature and experiences from practical
applications of photocatalysis in highway engineering, it can be concluded that
the main influential factors on photocatalytic efficiency, are:
9 pollutant types –nitrogen oxides - NOx, carbon monoxide - CO,
sulphur dioxide - SiO2, carbon dioxide – CO2, volatile organic
compounds – (VOCs);
9 the rate of photo catalytic degradation which depends on the
pollutant;
9 quantity of pollutants impact on photo catalytic efficiency;
9 climate characteristics;
9 UV light intensity as an energy provider for degradation of
pollutants.
When it comes to the environmental impactof TiO2, it can be said that the
appearance of the negative effect on the health is noted for workers exposed to
nanoparticle TiO2. But, relating to the quality of photocatalytic results, practical
application indicates that the best conditions for the process are related to: larger
surface area, higher temperatures, light intensities greater than 300nm, low
relative humidity in the atmosphere, no wind.
On the other side, bearing in mind the results of previous applications, it's
obvious that there is a need for additional activities oriented towards:
9 providing of various demonstration projects that include state
agencies, industrial companies,research organizations;
9 market development;
9 enhancing of photocatalitic activity, taking into account its
costs;
9 improving of catalyst durability;
9 avoiding any environmental consequences.

Fig.1.Ilustration of the photocatalytic process
Source: Prepared by the authors
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SOME EXAMPLES OF PHOTOCATALYTIC APPLICATION IN
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDING MATERIALS
Applying of TiO2 into building materials, in order to get the photocatalytic
effect, has become a real practical technology after the middle of the 1990s. So,
photocatalytic paving, air purification panels, as well as sound – proof walls are
used for decomposing of nitrous oxide in the vicinity of transport infrastructure.
One of the examples of applying the photocatalytic process in highway
engineering, is in city of Antwerp, Belgium, in 2004 and 2005. It's a question of
the construction of a test section of 10 000m2photocatalytic pavement blocks on
the parking lanes, where only the upper layer of the blocks, (5mm – 6mm),
containsTiO2. The results of laboratory analysis carried out on the used blocks
with and without washing of the surface, demonstrated a good durability
according to NOx reduction. These tests were repeated in 2010, and the obtained
results indicated that this characteristic is re-noted.
When it comes to the analysis of the obtained results on site measurements,
it can be said that there is a need for their careful interpretation because of the
absence of data prior of the application of photocatalytic material. So, the
obtained results showed a 20% decrease in photocatalytic efficiency after one
year of exposure to traffic.
Using of concrete made with photocatalytic cement – based products in the
construction of highways, is also investigated in USA. The primary goal of one
of theapplications was verification of the efficiency of photocatalytic concrete
mainline pavement, as well as a photocatalytic pervious concrete shoulder
pavement.
The essence of the first solution is in placement of two wet–on–wet layers of
concrete. The lower, base level layer is built with less expensive materials,(low
cementitious-material content base), while a thinner top layer consists of
concrete containing photocatalytic cement. Second solution which is related to
shoulder pavement element, presents using of photocatalytic cement in a
pervious, (rather than conventional) concrete application. (Figure 2).
One of the activities that were undertaken relating to the renovation of the
tunnel Umberto I in Rome, was the application of the photocatalytic cement
based material on the vault, as well as on the remaining surface. (Figure 3). In
accordance with the obtained results, the reduction of 88% to 90% of NOx after
60 minutes under UV – lights, is noted.
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Fig.2. Application of photocatalytic – technology on Route 141 in Sent Louis,USA[4]

Fig.3. Internal surface of the renovated Umberto I tunnel in Rome,[5]

Photocatalytic cementitious materials were applied on side walls and roof in
Leopold II tunnel in Brussels in 2011. (Figure 4). The main goal was to
investigate the effect of photocatalytic process on the air pollution inside the
tunnel. For that reason, 100m long part of the tunnel, (as a test section), was
equipped with installation, in order to measure the air quality. The UV –
lighting system that was set up for inducing the reaction, as well as simulations
of the air flow in the tunnel, were aimed for investigation of the impact of

different influencing parameters (traffic flow, concentration profiles,
ventilation…), on the air purification. Under the best conditions,(proper
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level of UV light intensity higher than 4W/m2, relative humidity below
50%, and limited pollution), reduction of the NOx may be expected to
reach ±12% for the entire tunnel, if not affected by ventilation.

Fig.4. Leopold II tunnel equipped with testing equipment,[6]

In order to built innovative and energy efficient road in the industrial zone
"Den Hoek 3" of Wijnegem, (near Antwerp), double layered concrete for the
road construction,with TiO2 in the top layer is used. First of all, for the purpose
of analysis the characteristics of this technique, laboratory testing, (focused only
on the air purifying performance), was conducted. In accordance with the
obtained results, the use of TiO2 into cement, and its spraying on the surface,
were used in the construction of trial sections of 30m long and 3m wide. (Figure
5). The obtained very promising results point to the conclusion that there is a
need for further investigation of the photocatalytic efficiency under the impact
of ageing, traffic and weather.

Fig.5Trial section in industrial zone of Wijnegem, [7]

In order to reduce the air – pollution around the Port of Los Angeles and
make it environmentally friendly seaport, Buffer project is initiated. It is based
on TiO2 application,which is, according to the southern California climate, very
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suitable solution. So, the site of 55 000 square, face – foot, stepped, pre - cast
concrete retaining system abutting Harry Bridges Boulevard, for two options of
TiO2 application, (mixing a TiO2 into the paint for pre-cast panels, or painting
the panels and covering the surface with a clear coat of TiO2 ), was analyzed. It
was noticed that first option will increase the longevity of the paint and its
adhesion to the panels, while the second one, although requires more labor,
optimizes the pollution – reducing capacity of the TiO2.
The photocatalytic TiO2 is applied in Metro Rail Transit Guadalupe in
Manila, on a total of more 6 000m. The measured NOx reduction in the vicinity
of the painted walls showed that each treated square meter removes up to 80g of
NOx per year. The total surface coated with depolluting photocatalytic materials
is able to decompose more than 300kg of per year.
PHOTOCATALYTIC ROADS – POSSIBILITIES FOR APPLICATION IN
MACEDONIA
The road network in Macedonia consists of roads with asphalt concrete
pavements. Despite the positive qualities of cement concrete pavements,
(evenness, roughness, durability), their use is limited on toll plazas and runways
at the airports.
Several road sections, (Demir Kapija – Smokvica, Kicevo – Ohrid,
Miladinovci – Sveti Nikole - Stip), are currently under construction. So,
building of test road sections with TiO2 in cement concrete pavementswill be
useful, in order to monitor the effect of photocatalysis on the environmental
cleaning. Perhaps, the obtained results willbe a good base for possibility for
reorientation of investors and professionals in civil engineering for construction
of so called photocatalytic roads in our country.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS
Photocatalysis is a natural reaction occurring in presence of light, water and
oxygen. The reaction is accelerated by a catalyst, titanium dioxide, and is
activated by the energy of the UV light.
Degradation of NOx and VOCs by concrete pavement containing TiO2,
(photocatalytic oxidation), is a new kind of technology for solving the near-road
pollution problems. The essence of the mentioned novel approach is that the
TiO2, (as photocatalyst), when it is exposed to sunlight, generates nitrate
compounds as a result of oxidation reactions. That species of nitrate are water
soluble and can be flushed from the concrete pavement surface by rain.
A growing number of studies and applications of this promising solution
around the world have demonstrated a positive impact on cleaning the
environment. But it's clear that there is a need for improving the efficiency of
the process in order to obtain an optimal surface for the photocatalysis of air
pollutants, deeper analysis of the methods for greater longevity, as well as
analysis of the environmental and transport impact factors, (light wavelengths
and intensity, relative humidity, temperature, wind, speed of traffic).
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Abstract
Air quality remains as one of the pressing problems of urban areas. While air
pollution modelling is a well-established field of research in environmental
engineering, the challenge is to integrate Geographic Information System - GIS
as a scientific tool for analysis within the environmental policy-making and
management process.
This work aims to visualize modelled results from atmospheric dispersion of
pollutants caused by traffic, using capabilities of open source GIS tool, e.g.
QGIS. Supporting air dispersion modelling, QGIS provides release of
information in a convenient and easily understandable way, which can be
quickly distributed to necessary sides for further management and decision
making.
Keywords–QGIS; air pollution; traffic; dispersion modelling
INTRODUCTION
High air pollution in urban areas has been a major contributing factor
towards degrading the ambient air quality day by day [1].Contributing for over
60% of air pollution, exhaust emissions from road traffic are identified as a very
serious problem [2].
The process of air pollution analysis is complex, dynamic, and involves large
volumes of data as well as spatially distributed results from dispersion models
[3].To accomplish all the requirements of air pollution analysis, a combination
of dispersion model and GIS should be used.
Dispersion model can analyse not only the current air pollution situation, but
also can predict emission amounts influenced by changes in specific traffic
conditions or management policies.
GIS, as a technology that can handle information on both location and its
characteristics within a single system, has visualization capabilities that are
widely used [4].Nowadays, GIS as management and supporting system enables
integration and analysis of numerous modelled data for the impact of air
pollutants on the environment [5].Hence, the interface of dispersion model with
1
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a GIS platform offers substantial support for modelling traffic plans and control
schemes [6].
As more and more GIS programs are being made available by open-source
communities, we opted for Quantum GIS (QGIS) software to achieve the
coupling with dispersion modelling. As a practical example of integration
between QGIS and selected dispersion model AEOLIUS, calculations are
prepared and presented for a crossroad in central area of the town of Bitola.
Calculations comprise introduction of congestion payment and traffic calming
as a measures for traffic management. These measures are analysed through
min/max values of traffic volumes and changes in traffic speed.
The goal of integration between QGIS and dispersion model is to present a
GIS supported air pollution platform, very helpful for visualization of results
and necessary for making future simulations and performing geo-referenced
pollution predictions, which can then be used as a basis for traffic management
and control.
GIS AND AIR POLLUTION
A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer-based information
system which enables capturing, modelling, manipulating, retrieving, analysing
and presenting geographically referenced data [5].
GIS is one of the information systems that offer management of data with
spatial and time attributes, e.g., manages spatial description of urban
environment [7]. GIS permits to map directly the pollution process and to get
pollutants concentrations at given position on the map [8].
Integrated with dispersion models, GIS offers several possibilities for
understanding the air pollution problems [9]:
‐ makes it easier to place the air pollution sources/values at the correct
location, for example by making it easy to display and edit the total
urban network of road links
‐ gives a good overview of where to expect high impacts of air pollution
‐ makes it possible to search for geographically linked data in the
database.
Whereas GIS is used for data management and geo-statistical analysis, the
dynamic modelling of air pollution is mostly solved independently in the
framework of standalone computer programs. In spite of wide range of
functions, which are implemented in GIS for spatial data management, existing
GIS do not offer effective programming environment [7]. On the opposite side,
GIS offer more functions for storage and visualization of data.
Therefore, GIS is mostly used in the frame of modelling of air pollution for
pre-processing (data input, data analysis, and estimation of model parameters)
and post-processing (spatial data management and visualization, printing maps,
presentation of results) [7]. This means that GIS serves as the data stores, which
can manage all the data together with model outputs to carry out map
compositions and further analysis.
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OPEN SOURCE GIS VS COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
Open source software is generally free software that can be used in research
or business. Open source developers choose to make the source code of their
software publicly available for the good of the community and to publish their
software with an open source license – meaning that other developers can see
how it works and add to it [10].
The idea behind open source software is that users are effectively codevelopers, suggesting ways to improve it and helping to hunt out bugs and
problems. This means that everyone if wish, can modify it to own needs, port it
to new operating systems and share it with others, something that is not possible
with commercial systems [10].
The reasons why QGIS was chosen as open sources software were several.
The features of QGIS are easy to work with and a simple map can be
generated quickly. When selecting a GIS software program, one of the central
features to look for is the capability to create maps. Some of the more complex
features such as thematic mapping and querying take more time to understand,
and learn to successfully apply it [11]. Some of the more basic features that GIS
users would expect are surprisingly not available, such as text or graphic
insertion and any image-related manipulation (clipping) or high resolution
image export. However, for a free program it is remarkably sophisticated with
some very valuable GIS tools [11]. What stands out the most about this program
is its editing tools – the ability to easily create, edit and delete shape files and
files within it [11]. The raster georeferencing plugin is also a remarkable
feature. In the table 1 the most prominent characteristics of QGIS are

presented, which were most relevant for its choice in this analysis.
Cost
Licensing
Development
process
Platform
Loading time
Extensibility
Support
Adoption
Source:[12]

Table 1. QGIS prominent characteristics
QGIS is freely downloadable open source GIS software that has a
popular desktop option, mobile, and web component.
No licensing concerns or licensing key. QGIS can be loaded on any
computer.
QGIS is developed and has a paid core of developers but also
depends in part on volunteers.
QGIS is cross-platform and can be installed and run on
Windows, Mac or Linux machines.
QGIS has a faster startup time than other commercial software.
QGIS functionality can be extended thorough scripting (Python)
and plugins.
QGIS offers peer support via the gis.stackexchange.com site and
OSGeo.org’s mailing lists.
QGIS’ acceptance is growing but is mostly popular in academic
circles and in arenas where open source software is the norm.
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QGIS would satisfy any GIS user who is in need of viewing and
manipulating geospatial files in a variety of formats, and is interested in creating
simple maps with these datasets [11].
INTEGRATION: AEOLIUS DISPERSION MODEL AND QGIS
Basic method for air pollution assessment and prediction are dispersion
models [13].But, their application involves unsteadiness and uncertainties,
primarily caused by the proper selection and use of dispersion model [8].
The selection of dispersion model depends on the [14]:
- conditions within the area under research (topographic and
meteorological conditions),
- scale (single street, zone or area of the city),
- availability and quality of the input data (if deficient and low quality
input data are only available, no sophisticated dispersion model needs to
be applied),
- experience of the user,
- available financial resources,
- purpose and the results needed for.
Dispersion modelling of traffic air pollution is very complex because of the
numerous variables such as the types of pollutants (i.e., CO, NOx, PM etc.); the
time of day; photo-chemical reactions; meteorological conditions; amount and
composition of traffic flow; topography; buildings height and concentration (i.e.
“the urban canyon effect”); and scale/resolution. Because of these numerous
factors, the models developed for traffic related air pollution are data intensive
and necessitate complex formulae [15]. Nevertheless, complex dispersion
models have limited application in developing countries with high density
urbanized areas, limited regulations and sparse input data.
Considering the above selection characteristics, AEOLIUS model, developed
by the Meteorological office in London, was chosen as dispersion model most
suitable for the town of Bitola.
Most dispersion models have a output formats in tabular form, but
unfortunately do not integrate the information into a spatial database which
would allow urban planners and decision makers to easily access and interpret
the information [16]. AEOLIUS is such a model. Linking up this dispersion
models with a QGIS environment is a mean to resolve this shortcoming.
AIR POLLUTION ON A CROSSROAD IN CENTRAL AREA OF BITOLA
TOWN: A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE FOR INTEGRATION
In order to show practically how this integration works and its potential for
air management, a crossroad in the central area of Bitola town is selected.
AEOLIUS is applied for calculation of pollution amount for each of four street
segments, comprising the crossroad, after which concentrations are presented in
QGIS.
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Traffic data, e.g., traffic volumes for each crossroad section, categorized by
vehicle class (passenger cars, HDV and buses and motorcycles) were obtained
as a result of manual traffic counts performed for the need of Traffic study for
the town in Bitola in 2011. As input data for AEOLIUS model, the total hourly
traffic volumes are used.
Analysis comprises two measures for traffic management: introduction of
congestion payment and traffic calming. For the first one, maximal and minimal
hourly traffic volumes are used as a basis to show difference in traffic flows,
considering that the payment will impact on number of vehicles entering in the
town centre. In the second one, calculations are performed considering traffic
speed changes, comprising traffic speed in real conditions and decreased traffic
speed as a result of introduced traffic calmingmeasure (for example, road
humps).
Hence, congestion payment and traffic calming are taken into account as one
of the many measures for traffic management and control, which can be
analysed in similar way.
In QGIS, each street of the crossroad is represented by a segment
corresponding to a record in the database. Additionally, streets may be
hierarchically characterized, according to traffic intensity, hourly variation,
street width, dominant use, such as: private or public transport; light or heavy
duty; commercial or residential; and other urban criteria [9].But, thiskind of
detailed categorization was not in the focus in this analysis.
First, for each street segment of the crossroad, a dispersion model AEOLIUS
is used to estimate the resulting immissions. Calculations in AEOLIUS are
based on geometrical characteristics of streets (width and height), traffic speed,
traffic volumes, wind speed and background pollution, which was not taken into
account, in order to obtain only the traffic contribution in air pollution. As a
source for input data in the model, the Traffic study for the town of Bitola,
urban plans and wind rose were used.
In AEOLIUS, hourly concentrations in ppb are calculated for NOx, CO, SO2,
C6H6 (benzene) and C4H6 (1,3 butadiene) and in μgm-3 for PM10. For NOx
further calculations are made for an hourly concentration of NO2 and a 98
percentile value of NO2. The concentrations calculated are leeward
concentrations where leeward is defined as the side of the street from where the
wind is blowing.
Next,in QGIS the resultsfor particles (PM10) are presented.
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Fig. 1. Concentrations of PM10for minimal traffic volumes

Fig. 2.Concentrations of PM10for maximal traffic volumes

Fig. 3. Concentrations of PM10for upper speed limit of 40 km/h
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Fig. 4. Concentrations of PM10for average speed limit of 20 km/h

The conclusion:
- figures 1 and 2 refer to congestion payment: the scale of colors more
clearly shows that concentrations of PM10 are higher as traffic volumes
are higher (i.e., congestion payment is better for air quality)
- figures 3 and 4 refer to traffic calming: the scale of colours more clearly
shows that concentrations of PM10 are higher as traffic speed decreases
(i.e., traffic calming endangers the air quality levels).
Hence, by integrating air quality modelling under GIS environment, the
output of the pollutant records can be obtained in the form of spatial records,
which can be used for the need of further management analysis.
CONTRIBUTION OF GIS FOR AIR POLLUTION MANAGEMENT AND
CONTROL
Including large volumes of data, the analysis of traffic generated pollutants
can be alleviated through integration of dispersion model and GIS [14]. At
urban level, a detailed street network data is required for the simulation of
traffic flows, traffic emissions and finally the resulting air quality. Using
dispersion model, air pollution episodes are obtained and various scenarios of
traffic planning and control can be analysed.
Integrated with GIS, emissions can be accessed through the map by selecting
an analysed area. Displaying results of model calculations on a map can be used
for decision making, public information on pollution levels and further
simulation scenarios. These scenarios may involve [13]:
• different fleet composition and age structure of vehicles,
• speed limits,
• measures for traffic management (“green waves”, introduction of
roundabouts, traffic calming, congestion charges, road tolls, parking
charges etc.)
• one way and transit line systems,
• closure of certain lanes/streets or urban zones,
• simulation of short-term events such as road construction, special
events such as a major sport events or traffic accidents.
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Several other indicators such as inhabitants per car use, inhabitant’s growth
rate, main urban attractors and traffic demand characteristics, may be used as a
significant component in the database to complement the knowledge of the
urban mobility and their impact on emissions [9].
In all these simulation scenarios, GIS systems can greatly improve the
realistic representation of the traffic network, effective user-interfaces and
efficient visualization of network solutions to maintain the air quality [6].
Additionally, GIS can be linked to the Internet to provide real time
information about air pollution. This is helpful for planning of urban journeys,
avoiding the most polluted places and for more positive attitude towards
sustainable travel modes (public transport, cycling and walking).
Governmental agency can use short term traffic forecasting and management
measures and air pollution modelling techniques to predict air pollution for
urban network for one or two days in advance to provide a simple advisory
system for decision-makers and the public. In the long term, being able to model
and to visualize traffic related pollution would enable local decision-makers to
evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation strategies and better plan new urban
traffic system [15].
All these capabilities of GIS are expected to be beneficial for
environmentalists, planners and decision makers so that they can reliably
generate, simulate and analyse more information about air pollution [14].
CONCLUSION
Most urban environmental problems of air pollution do have an obvious
spatial dimension that can be addressed by Geographic Information System GIS [13].
Considering that the use of GIS has been proven to be effective in analysis of
traffic related air pollution [13], this paper presents the application of open
source GIS, e.g., QGIS, in integration with dispersion model AEOLIUS. Air
pollution analysis had beenperformed for selected crossroad in central area of
Bitola town, demonstrating how QGIS can be effectively used for visualization
of air pollution coming from urban traffic. Two traffic management measures
are analysed: introduction of congestion payment and traffic calming. Further,
the results of this kind of analysiswould allow urban planners and decision
makers to easily access and interpret the information, achieving effective air
pollution management and control.
Open source GIS, or QGIS selected in this case, has application potential for
pollution management, presenting the influence of different measures on urban
air quality. Here, it’s important to note, that QGIS could be used not only as a
map viewer, but more as a tool for handling urban and traffic data.
In general, the synthesis of dispersion modelling and GIS in the frame of
pollution in urban areas has the potential to create more sophisticated analyses
that can support research and improve decision making processes in practice [7].
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Modelling pollution dispersion with a QGIS platform is a powerful way of
making the modelled results user-friendly and easily understandable for local
authorities as well as the public [16]. Data sets created and organized under
QGIS can be shared between various government entities (decision-makers) and
the public.
Therefore, the scale of urban air pollution problems makes GIS a powerful
tool for management of spatial and temporal data, complex analyses and
visualization [3].
Today, GIS has been extensively used for air quality modelling purposes.
GIS is surely one of the most used software platform for air pollution
assessment [9]. These features justify choosing QGIS as an appropriate open
source software for air pollution management and control in urban areas.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMART
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CYCLING COUNTER AS AN
INNOVATIVE TOOL TO INCREASE SUSTAINABLE
MOBILITY1
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Abstract
The new multidisciplinarybicycle traffic development methodology, is based
on strong holistic cooperation between different professional disciplines, i.e.
traffic engineering, urban planning, and urban design, anthropology and
sociology while the inclusion of new smart technology. The holistic integration
of all disciplines is of vital importance for a bicycle traffic development. The
new smart technology can connect physical and digital world and can improve
traffic safety while contribute to user’s satisfaction. Therefore, we developed the
new smart multifunctional cycling counter as an innovative tool to stimulate
cycling culture and to promote cycling traffic as healthy way of life.Using the
information and communication technologies (ICT) to improve contact between
physical and digital world is our distinct idea towards to promote sustainable
mobility.
Keywords - Smart Cycling Counter; Multifunctional Communicator;
Sustainable Design;Holistic Integration of Cycling Traffic
INTRODUCTION
The innovative tools can help in achieving better experience by riding a bike,
as well as in improving of traffic safety while it consequently contributes in
user’s satisfaction. The tripartite approach dealing with traffic and urban
planning as part of technical sciences, thus socio-psychological approach with
emphasis on anthropology and inclusion of new smart innovative digital
technology as to use information and communication technologies (ICT) to
improve contact between physical and digital world, is the only effective
approach to make »Cities of Tomorrow” [1].
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The anthropological approach brings a completely different view on
planning of cycling infrastructure, since rather than physical infrastructure
characteristics, humans are placed at the forefront of the cycling infrastructure
design as the most important measure of its quality. The coherence of cycling
infrastructure within the space is an indicator of a public space attractiveness.
Therefore, searching for an optimal balance between the space image and its
form, to provide good conditions for cycling as one of the most important
modes of sustainable mobility while consequently a factor of facilitating a
healthy lifestyle, is in the forefront of the modern sustainable development
process [2]. The multi-disciplinary oriented approach relating traffic and space
planning thus improving communications in lines to promote bicycle culture is
of vital importance for better sustainable mobility development. In lines with
new movement in Europe “The European Innovation Partnership on Smart
Cities and Communities” [Internet 1], we developed the innovative multifunctional cycling counter as the new smart Slovenian product, which is as a
comparative novelty just coming out to the market. Our expectations are based
on holistic networking of cycling counters while making smart cycling
connections to enhance quality, performance, and interactivity of urban services
and to reduce fuel consumption and impacts on pollution while travel costs on
global level.
EU RECOMMENDATIONS ON COUNTING DATA SYSTEMATIC
SELECTION
EU supports systematic selection of counting data, since cycling
infrastructure planning and design, just on empirical assessment is long-term
ineffective and inconsistently. To set ambitious goals of EU cycling policy and
justify the investments in cycling infrastructure, a sound database as main tool
of high quality mobility management is needed. Therefore, European Cycling
Federation (ECF) supports standardization of collecting all kind of data [3], on a
way that they will be mutually applicable and comparable in all kind of
professional analysis. To these end, we developed the new methodology to set
up the strategy for systematic installation of cycling counters in the urban
landscape in Slovenia, which means in urban as well as in extra urban areas[4].
The new smart strategic tool will help cities to plan and design cycling
infrastructure fight more holistic inclusive within their functional area, both in
the context of the entire transport system while to make public space more users
friendly. The most important is that methodology is transferable to any other
areas in Slovenia and around the Europe.
The main idea is in three basic types of counters installation (optional
various combinations are possible):
• Inductive loop & totem installation to count thus to stimulate cycling
culture.
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•

Installation of solo inductive loop to collect data on cyclists quantity in
order to achieve more effective planning and design of cycling
infrastructure (counting is possible periodically or all over the year).
• Combination of inductive loop & smart flashing signs at the intersection
areas where cycling way is crossing the road towards to improve traffic
safety for all road users (putting emphasis on cyclists).The importance of
smart signs is to warn the motor drivers to put more attention on cyclists,
which are passing the motor traffic road.
The development of the new cycling counter was approached from a
scientific point of view. The idea for design of the totem was studied within the
EU project “Under the Creativity Way to Practical Knowledge,” namely
PKP2[5] in cooperation between CISUM Consultancy Ltd. Company and the
Faculty for Architecture from Ljubljana. Based on preliminary studies the
company CISUM Consultancy developed the final shape of the multifunctional
product towards to meet the requirements of multifunctional abilities [6].
The new smart strategic tool can help the cities to plan and design cycling
infrastructure fight more holistic inclusivewithin transport system while space
development. In lines with EU policy trends to enable public involvement in the
planning process all data which are important to user’s satisfaction, will be
promptly online available on CISUM’s new cycling info web page. Therefore,
we prepared the national cycling info web page, which we hope will gradually
become international. Our main goal is to spread the network of cycling
counters all over different cites (or in case of long distance cycling all over their
entire functional region). However, instead of inefficient point located cycling
counting, what is unfortunately the most current practice, we would like to
make network of smart cycling connections and enable management of cycling
trafficon alllevels, i.e. local, regional, national, or transnational. We believe that
only on holistic way we can make a wide database and achieve the overall
progress on quality of cycling conditions in any area in Slovenia and in any
other EU county while worldwide enlarge. Therefore, we would like to invite all
stakeholders to support our idea and help us to make the project globally
important.

In November 2014, the Human Resources and Scholarship Development Fund of the Republic of
Slovenia announced on its website the second call for proposals under the ‘Creative Way to
Practical Knowledge’. The purpose of the call is to establish indirect partnerships between
institutions of higher education and businesses in order to stimulate the use of innovative teamproblem approach to solve practical problems while at the same time include students in the
projects. University of Ljubljana was the lead partner in the Study Case project for development
of multifunctional cycling counter and its placement in Slovene coastal area. http://www.skladkadri.si/si/razvoj-kadrov/po-kreativni-poti-do-prakticnega-znanja/.
2
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Fig.1. Connect the Europe by Smart Cycling Communicators, Source: Polonca
Andrejčič Mušič, January 2016
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NEW CYCLING COUNTER SUSTAINABLE INNOVATIVE DESIGN

Fig.2. New Cycling Counter Features, Performances and Capabilities, Source: Marin
Mušič, September 2015

New cycling counters help in more cycling integrated traffic planning and
better cycling infrastructure design thus is the new tool for more sustainable
urban planning. The counter’s high quality design is adaptable to any
environment and it can have a decorative street furniture value. According to
wide possible finish, each city can order custom-made unique look totem and
chose any additional equipment tailored to particularly location. Our cycling
counter totem is made from modern concrete and as unique idea, its
design® allow a very wide range of various ECO look (unique stone look).We
believe that many other similar products are already on the market, but by
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respecting sustainability our counter completely follow the modern ECO trends
as it perfectly fits in urban thus extra urban environment.
The additional advantage of the totem design is in easiness and transparency
of the construction. Since our customers are mostly municipalities with limited
budget, in order to reduce the costs for purchasing of the cycling counter, our
totem additional advantage is the advertising ability i.e. it enables advertising of
its potential sponsor while other forms of marketing. Different modern ideas
about innovative social media advertising can make cycling more attractive thus
can also serve to the promotion of cycling culture. We would like to make
cycling more socially acceptable, to become fashionable and would like to
promote cycling as healthy way of life for all gender, age, and social group of
people.

Fig.3.Smart Design of New Cities around Cycling, Source: PoloncaAndrejčičMušič,
January 2016

CONCLUSIONS
Cycling traffic development should be based on interdisciplinary holistic
approach. We believe that we can improve conditions for cycling traffic through
innovative integrated digital oriented urban landscape planning. With new
digital multifunctional communicator we can improve conditions for cycling
thus improve cycling culture via effective integration of bicycle traffic in our
lives. Based on human needs, considering coherent cycling mobility
development of urban and extra-urban areas, a new methodology was created.
We would like to explore it on urban functional areas all across the Europe.
Since the CISUM Consultancy Ltd. is the research Company, please contact us
to share the experience and help to the further development of knowledge.
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Abstract
This work represents a synthesis of theoretical assumptions related to the
water transport and climate change in Europe. The introductory part is devoted
to a short presentation of climatic changes and their impact on the water
transport. The weather trends, namely climate scenario for Europe is presented
in the next part, as well as projections of future changes in temperatures and
precipitation in Europe.
The analysis of the results of foreign research shows the impact of changes
on the wider economy, and "weaknesses" of transport in extreme weather
conditions. Special attention was paid to the presentation of the case study about
navigation on the Rhine in the summer heat of 2003. The specific case study
was carried out by analyzing the river levels of the gauge station Titel in the
period from 1950 to 2013.
Keywords -water traffic organisation; water transport; water levels
INTRODUCTION
Climate changes are a long-term changes in the statistical distribution of
climatic factors, over a period of ten to one million years. This may be a change
in average climatic elements or changing the distribution of climatic events with
respect to the average value or appearance of increasingly extreme weather
events. Climate changes may relate to precisely defined regions or may relate to
the entire planet Earth.
Climate change impact on traffic - Weather affects the functioning of the
transport system by changing the environment as well as the behaviour of
drivers, who change their movement, speed, or other parameters of trips in
reaction to the specific weather conditions. Individual reactions of drivers to
weather conditions directly affect the performance of the whole system.
1
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Fig. 1. Example of emissions

Climate change impacts on water transport - In addition to the difficulties
in the delivery of goods "door to door" the basic flaws of water transport are the
dependence of changeable weather conditions, which can hinder or stop the
navigation, the lower speed of transport, the possibility of wetting cargo etc.
Also, over short distances, large-capacity ships cannot develop high-speed.
Projections of future changes in mean and extremetemperature over
Europe - Climate change projections of mean surface air temperature (Tmean)
obtained using a high number of coupled atmosphere-ocean global climate
models and regional climate models (RCMs), show a possible increase in
annual mean air temperature over Europe during this century (2011-2100), but
more intense to the end of the period.Analysing the outputs produced by the
RCM from the Ensembles project the changes projected in annual mean air
temperature over Europe, vary between 0,5 and 2°C, for the period 2021-2050
with respect to 1961-1990. The magnitude of changes is greater to the end of the
century, namely for the period 2071-2100, when the annual changes of mean air
temperature could reach 3,5- 4°C with respect to present climate 1961-1990. [1]
Projections of future changes in precipitation – meanand extreme values
over Europe - The Ensembles simulations of annual amount of precipitation
over Europe produced by global and regional models, show a possible increase
over north and a decrease of precipitation in the south of Europe, during the
period 2021-2050 with respect to 1961-1990. The same configuration of
changes but more intense is projected also to the end of the century, namely for
the period 2071-2100respect to 1961-1990, with a pronounced decreasing up to
20% in annual precipitation, especially in the Mediterranean area. It is very
important to know how are distributed these changes at seasonal level. In fact,
the seasonal projections of regional climate models resulted from the multimodel approach, evidence that the larger increases in northern and central
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Europe are simulated in winter while the largest decreases in the Mediterranean
area and south of Europe are expected to occur during summer season. [1]
Case Study: Rhine Shipping during 2003 Summer Heat - A series of heat
waves throughout Europe in the summer of 2003 with nearly no precipitation in
the following months had huge repercussions on the shipping industry. In this
case study, we describe the implications of this extreme weather for the Rhine
shipping community, including the efforts to cope with this force major
situation. High temperatures and scarce precipitation in the region throughout a
longer period led to record low water levels in the river Rhine and the tributaries
in several countries. It looked like the Rhine was simply drying up. In some
sections of the middle part of the river, the water dropped under the 0,5 m level
making the passage of ships almost impossible without running aground. Even
when freighters could navigate the Rhine, most could only load up to 30% of
their normal capacity. The companies were forced to send out three or four ships
for a normal one-ship load. At times the ordinarily mighty river now could only
offer a small stream tempting the children and adults, overheated in a hot
summer day, to wade across.[2]
Shipping - Being Europe’s most commercially active river, the Rhine is also
the most trafficked inland waterway in Europe. The tourism industry continually
runs numerous cruises on the river, known for its scenic landscapes and historic
castle views. The shippers of freight use Rhine for transportation of large
amounts of bulk products and containers. The river connects Europe’s biggest
port Rotterdam with various ports further in the hinterland in the Netherlands
and Germany reaching up the port of Basel in Switzerland. About 883 km of the
1233 km is accessible for regular inland waterway freight transport vessels, The
Rhine route represents about two-thirds of all transport by inland waterway in
western Europe.[2]
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Fig.2. The Rhine river and its sections

Transport Sector Impacts - The summer drought of 2003 had a huge
impact upon the performance of the shipping industry which is clearly reflected
in the inland waterways transport statistics for 2003. In 2003, about 75 million
tonnes were transported in the Kaub related Rhine market and 187 million
tonnes in the total Rhine market. Compared to the year before, the tonnages and
transport performance in 2003 showed a decrease by 5,8 million tons and 9,9%
respectively. According to the shipping industry the record low water levels in
the second half of 2003 was the primary cause for the decrease in freight
transported. Because of low water, lasting almost 2 months, the ships in that
period were not able to carry as much as they would have done under the
normal conditions. The traffic was physically restricted, but with lots of efforts
the industry continued to be served. All this had a major impact on the
competitiveness of the inland waterways transport industry. As Europe’s most
commercially active river, the Rhine became rather unreliable for the thousands
of companies that rely on it for shipping, commerce and tourism. The long
lasting critical low-water situation that occurred in August and September 2003
threatened, moreover, the contractual obligations which the transport industry
had towards their clients. The situation became very complicated for both the
companies that operate in the long-term market as well as for the companies that
operate in the spot market. For the total Rhine market, the total estimated
welfare costs to the Dutch society amount to around € 393 million in 2003.[2]
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METHODS AND RESULTS
Table 1. Gauging station Titel

The period in which the analysis of the water level of the Tisza river on
gauge station Titel was carried out is from 1950 to 2013. Data analysis are
showing changes that has happened on the Tisza River, and therefore to some
extent affected on water level.Hydrograph is the curves of water level.
Hydrograph is marked in the particular time (reading from gaugin lath) or
continuously (by limnigraphs). Figure 3 gives a hydrograph of observation
period between 1950 and 2013 on the underside of the Tisza on the basis of data
measured on gauge station Titel obtained from Republic Hydrometeorological
Service of Serbia.
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Fig.3. Hydrograps for all years and envelope of maximum, minimum and
average water levels curve in the reference period (1950-2013)

From the diagram it can be seen that the peak recorded in April, June and
July, and that was about 799 cm. The highest water level recorded in April 2006
and that was 818 cm. The off peak water level recorded in January, November
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and December, about -55 cm, thereupon the water level dropped to a value below
zero, while the minimum value recorded in January and has a value of -80 cm.
Figure 4 shows the change of the average of the maximum, minimum and
mean annual water level in the reporting period (1950 to 2013) on gauge station
Titel at the bottom Tisa. The diagram shows the highest, lowest and average
values as well as the mean water level variations. The maximum was recorded
of 818 cm and the minimum of - 80 cm.
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Fig.4. Change in average maximum, minimum and mean annual water levels in the
reference period (1950-2013)

The graph (Figure 5) shows the monthly and annual changes in water level,
where you can see the difference between the first observation period (19501975) compared to the second (1976-1994) and the third period (1996-2013)
where the water level in the second period is much lower compared to the first
and third period.
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Fig. 5. Change of average monthly and annual water levels during the reference period
(1950-2013)

In the first period, amplitudes of oscillation are expressed between the
maximum and minimum values, there are high and low water levels. In the
second period, amplitudes of water levels are less pronounced than in the first
period, fluctuations are much smaller, but still there. Last, the third period is
characterized by frequent occurrence of higher water levels, water level is almost
balanced with occasional fluctuations.All these periods have common that, the
maximum water levels occur in March, April, May and June, while the minimum
values occur in September, October, November and December.
CONCLUSIONS
Climate changes observed at the global level, have a significant impact on the
water level of rivers and therefore impact on the flow of water transport by
inland waterways. But when it comes to the water level of the Tisza river, which
was discussed in this paper, comes to the conclusion that climate changes does
not affect a substantial extent in this case.
By analysis of the readings of water levels on the gauge station Titel at the
bottom of the Tisza, the study results indicate changes in the Tisza. The data
analyzed were obtained from the Hydrometeorological Institute and covers the
period from 1950 to 2013. Data were analyzed on a monthly and annual basis.
Based on these results it can be seen smaller impact of the Hydroelectric power
plants Djerdap 1 and 2 in Kladovo, respectively, after their construction can be
seen slight fluctuations in water levels on the lower Tisza. The biggest impact on
the water level of the Tisza has dams Novi Bečej, which regulates the flow rate
of the river Tisza to Titel.
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Marking and analysing water level are essential in order for the water
transport as well as for hydraulic engineering, irrigation and flood protection. To
get a true picture of the observed water level of the river it is necessary to
analyze a number of years, which would allow to predict the way of movement
of water levels in the future. Results of the analysis are widely used, such as:
development and management of water resources, research, calculations of
characteristic values, hydrotechnical design phases of water management
facilities, etc.
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Abstract
Today, railroad is at the second place in terms of volume of cargo
transportation (after the water traffic) and transportation of passengers (after the
road traffic) and is considered that represents the "greenest" way for
transportation of goods and passengers.
This paper analyses the effects of the planned logistics center in the
industrial zone of city of Vršac and railway traffic, as part of the centre, on the
environment. Subjects of research were the effects during the construction of a
logistics centre and impact of the exploitation of the logistics centre on air
quality, quality of surface and ground water, soil, impact on flora, fauna and
population, as well as possible risk and accidents during the railway
exploitation.
The conclusion is that the construction of logistics centre has a temporary
negative impact on the environment but on the other hand all transhipment in
transit traffic will be carried outside of the city and thus achieved significant
positive effects in terms of reducing pollution in the centre of the city.
Keywords–environment; freight transport; logistics centre; pollution;
railway
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INTRODUCTION
Railroad and operations carried out in logistic canter have unavoidable
consequences for the environment, such as the disruption of the landscape,
pollution of soil or exhaust emissions and noise.
Other effects such as emissions of pollutants in the workshops, pollution of
ground and underground waters, pollution through accidents to a great extent
depend on the equipment and care with which the work is performed.
This research analysed the environmental impact of the planned logistics
centre and railway traffic which will be carried out at the proposed location in
the city of Vršac, Republic of Serbia.
TEMPORARY EFECTS
Environmental impacts of logistic railway traffic can be direct, indirect and
cumulative. According to their nature, these three impact categories can be
further seen as temporary and permanent.
Temporary or current impacts are those impacts that cause temporary and at
the same time reversible changes in the surrounding area, after a certain time
period the changes just disappear. Temporary impacts on air quality can be seen
as the increased quantities of fumes, dust and suspended matter in air during the
construction of the structures which form a part of the logistics centre.
Sedimentation of combustion products can temporarily have an effect on the
quality of the surrounding soil and surface and groundwater in the vicinity of
the centre. High levels of noise produced by machines can cause disturbance
and changes in the paths of ornithoflora as well as other animal species that
commonly inhabit this area. The increased activity of the construction machines
within the logistics centre can have an impact on the life quality of the citizens
of Vršac who live on the outskirts of the town, closest to the planned centre.
IMPACT OF THE EXPLOITATION OF THE LOGISTICS CENTRE ON
AIR QUALITY
Building a logistics centre in the industrial zone of Vršac would enable
reloading in transit traffic out of town and thus achieve significant positive
effects when reducing air pollution in the city centre is concerned. Air quality in
this area to a large extent depends on the traffic intensity since there are no other
significant pollutants on the planned location. Due to the increased number of
vehicles that will operate within the logistics centre and on the access roads, air
pollution caused by traffic is limited to the area of the logistics centre. Air
pollution is likely to be caused by evaporating substances which are used for the
railroad switch maintenance. For the estimation of air quality as a consequence
of the increased traffic and the activities in the logistics centre, it is common to
apply a model[1] where the input parameters are data on the average annual
daily traffic for certain vehicle categories intended to be used within the
logistics centre.
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Combustion product analyses of the internal combustion engine showed that
there are several hundreds of organic and inorganic compounds which occur
during this process [2][1]. All these compounds are not ecotoxicologically
significant. Therefore, several indicators are monitored with the aim of
estimating aero contamination: carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NO,
NO2), sulphur oxide (SO2), hydrocarbon (CxHy), lead (tetraethyl lead or Pb still
present in the atmosphere although in our country it has not been added to
gasoline since 2010) and soot particles (CC).
Meteorological conditions, in the first place wind speed, affect the
concentrations of aerocontaminants. In accordance with the data on frequency,
speed and direction of winds in the meteorological station Vršac, the most
frequent wind is the southern wind with the velocity of 5 m/s [3]. By modelling
the behaviour of air pollutants it is possible to predict the concentrations of
pollutants at different distances from the pollutant source.
Bearing in mind the modernization of vehicle fleet in the future and
significant restrictions when the quality of exhaust fumes is concerned, pollutant
concentration decrease should be expected.
IMPACT OF LOGISTICS CENTRE ON GROUNDWATER AND
SURFACE WATER
Permanent and temporary pollution of groundwater and negative impacts of
the logistics centre on surface water (Mesić stream) and groundwater are likely
to occur. These types of pollution are not permanent and after the construction
works are finished and necessary protection measures are taken, the phenomena
are reduced, i.e. they completely disappear after some time.
During the construction works on the location, there are activities that can
cause negative impacts on the flow regime and water quality:
Construction works (deep excavations, destroying and removing of
natural surface layer and the like). In this way, disturbances of natural feeding
directions are possible and at the same time by removing the surface layer and
creating new drainage areas, cloudy or in some other way dirty water is easily
drained into the ground as well as into surface water.
Construction machines – a potential hazard from pouring or accidental
leakages of oil and oil derivates, disposal of motor oil and similar waste.
Uncontrolled depositing of dug material, placing bases for
mechanization or asphalt bases in the vicinity of surface water.
Usage of inadequate construction material.
Uncontrolled drainage of sanitary water in the places where workers are
staying, where smaller contaminations due to food preparation processes and
sanitary blocks are possible.
Therefore, the need for this problem analysis arises taking into consideration
real relationships relating to the spatial characteristics of the logistics centre, as
well as the watercourse characteristics of possible recipients of atmospheric
water and groundwater.
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IMPACT OF LOGISTIC CENTRE ON SOIL CONTAMINATION
General problem in the relationship between the logistics centre and the
environment is the most intensive when the impact on soil as a recipient of
contaminating substances is concerned. Soil is a very complex system, very
sensitive to different impacts since it reacts to minor changes which cause
degradation of its basic characteristics.
The vicinity of the road and rail traffic can cause soil contamination[4].
Contaminating substances in road traffic are combustion products (polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons) or lead which is formed from the presence of
antidetonator- tetraethyl lead that was used as fuel additive until recently. The
content of these contaminating substances decreases with the distance from the
roads. Soil may also be contaminated by motor oil in places where road vehicle
repair is performed. Rail traffic, besides combustion products, can be the source
of polychlorinated biphenyl that were applied in transformers and condensers of
electric locomotives and which can be found in higher concentrations in the soil
near railroads.
Chemical suppression of weeds that is seasonally performed may be of a
great significance as an impact on agricultural soil. In non-agricultural areas
weed treating is performed once or twice a year depending on the situation on
the field, that is, depending which part of the rail route can be cleaned from the
present weed species and the quantity of vegetation that can be tolerated. Soil
herbicides are applied in the period of intensive weed growth, from April to
May, and foliar herbicides at the beginning of May and during June before the
full blooming of weed. It is important to bear in mind that during the period
from 2001 to 2006 railways were partially treated, mainly priority locations, in
accordance with the economic possibilities of JP Železnice Srbije. Vegetation
control on the railways is performed by rail treating with total herbicides. Dozes
of these herbicides are usually very high which endangers groundwater as well.
Depending on weed vegetation, the following herbicides are applied:
flumioxazin, triclopyr, glyphosate, flazasulfuron and combinations: flumioxazin
+ glyphosate, flazasulfuron + glyphosate, triclopyr + glyphosate[5].
As a consequence of traffic, solid particles, dust, soot, parts of asphalt, liquid
substances (fuel, motor oil, liquid for glass washing, defrost liquid and the like)
are commonly found in the soil. Emission of different types of salts for snow
thawing (salts NaCl and KCl) also occurs which endanger the soil structure.
Railway exploitation, that is, regular traffic has a minimum impact on the
environment which is significant only in the first impact zone (next to the
railroad). It comprises activities within the regular maintenance of infrastructure
and regular rail traffic which involves the following: maintenance of metal
parts, roads, signals, platforms, the remains of lubricant leakings, corrosion,
toilets in carriages, friction between rails and wheels.
In the available documents about soil contamination in the vicinity of the
objects relating to traffic, the presence of a wide range of harmful substances
was found and in the concentrations that frequently exceed maximum allowable
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ones when soil exploitation is concerned (for growing certain agricultural
cultures). Namely, it is about fuel components, such as hydrocarbons, organic
and inorganic carbon. MTBE. nitrogen compounds (nitrates, nitrites and
ammonium. A special group of elements comprises heavy metals, such as lead
(fuel supplement that has not been used since 2010 except for old car models),
cadmium, copper, zinc, mercury and nickel. These element traces can be
detected at even longer distances from the emission site.
NOISE AND VIBRATION IMPACT OF LOGISTIC CENTRE
Generally speaking, noise represents a significant factor in environmental
pollution. In accordance with regulations the maximum allowed outside noise
levels in populated areas on the location of the logistics centre are 65 dB(A) per
day, that is 55 dB(A) per night. Bearing in mind that the logistics centre is
located on the outskirts of the town in the vicinity of Kormanterska forest,
which can simultaneously play a part of the buffer zone for noise absorption, it
can be concluded that a negative noise impact occurred due to the operations in
the logistics centre is minimal.
Vibration impact, caused by the operations in the logistics centre during its
construction and exploitation, on people and objects is analysed through the
parameters for the projected solution and characteristic sections and is estimated
on the basis of quantitative parameters which are characteristic for the nature of
emission and transmission taking into account previously defined threshold
values.
The construction phase, when vibrations are concerned, is characterised by
mechanisation works and facilities located along the logistics centre that is
being built. Construction organisation of an object such as the logistics centre is
characterised by the arrangement of construction mechanisation on a relatively
wide area which nevertheless, enables interventions on the environment from
vibrations in this phase using noise barrier methods. Exposure to these impacts
is time-limited, temporary and of smaller intensity.
In order to make an objective evaluation about negative vibration impacts
occurred during the exploitation of the logistics centre and the traffic that will
flow in the centre, it is necessary to reach the indicators which will enable the
forming of such an evaluation based on concrete location characteristics.
Vibration intensity depends on the characteristics of moving the large masses,
flow, characteristics of moving surface, soil characteristics expressed through a
muffling coefficient and other characteristic spatial relationships that occur
during transmission from the source to the recipient. Bearing in mind the nature
of the impact, negative consequences are seen in relation to people and objects
on the location of the logistics centre, where there are objects that could be
exposed to negative vibration impacts since the first residential objects are
several hundred meters away and in the vicinity there is the zone of
Kormanterska forest which can significantly lessen the effects of noise and
vibration spread.
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IMPACT ON FLORA, FAUNA AND POPULATION
Taking into consideration the presence of the structure and the arrangement
of certain biocomplex categories within the logistics centre zone as well as the
fact that the location is situated on agricultural soil, the construction will have a
negative effect on agricultural biodiversity.
Impacts on agricultural vegetation and ruderal flora during the exploitation
can be reflected as the increase of the combustion product quantities of transport
vehicles within the logistics centre which can negatively affect the quality,
habitus as well as fertility of agricultural and fruit and winegrowing products.
Hydrotechnical objects may have a positive effect on habitus and ecological
amplitude of plant species, and due to synergic activities and interactions on the
relation pedosequences – waters – vegetation structure and floral composition of
agricultural type. During the exploitation, agricultural and ruderal flora can be
particularly affected by the higher intensity of traffic which results in the
concentration increase of different exhaust fumes (SO, C02 ,N02) and heavy
metals leading to dryness and leaf curls, as well as fruit itself, some types of
corn, vegetable cultures and with the weakening of the root system, a decrease
in oxygen production and chlorophyll which can have adverse implications on
the agricultural validity and biodiversity expressed through a decrease in yield
as well as different negative phases in the reduction of permanent or temporary
growth and advancement.
The logistics centre is intended to be located on the outskirts of the town of
Vršac and it consists of two spatial units separated by a railway. Ecological
corridors connect spatial units of isolated natural habitats. They enable seasonal
migrations to be performed and genetic material exchange between partially
isolated and/or spatially distant habitats and their passability ensures
biodiversity preservation of the area.
Ecological corridors represent the habitats for amphibia, reptiles and birds,
among which there are protected species as natural rarities, with the biggest
number of individual animals in the period of seasonal migrations of birds and
Amphibia. Busy asphalt roads are the barriers for the majority of animal species
and thus the possibility of rare species extinction is increased and genetic
diversity of game that is hunted is decreased. Since the logistics centre location
represents an agricultural ecosystem during the construction and exploitation
may have a negative impact on the area biodiversity.
The construction of the planned logistics centre will have positive socioeconomic effects on the population in this area. Namely, it will provide new job
opportunities for a certain number of people as well as a better logistics
connection with the supplying centres, traffic communication and large-scale
goods flow between settlements and the wider area.
Health impacts of the logistics centre on the population within the city zone
of Vršac are essentially positive. These impacts comprise a decrease in noise
level, vibrations and aero contamination (oil combustion and exhaust fumes).
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POSSIBLE RISK AND ACCIDENTS DURING THE LOGISTICS CENTRE
AND RAILWAY EXPLOITATION
Danger of accidents during the exploitation of the logistics centre on the
outskirts of the town of Vršac is present and occurs as a consequence of traffic
accidents and possible damages to freight vehicles which transport hazardous
substances.
The most frequent accidents that occur on the roads relate to oil derivates
that leak from reservoirs and cause soil contamination in the vicinity as well as
groundwater and surface water pollution and the destruction of flora. Two types
of accidental situations may occur – without burning of flammable materials
and with their burning. If burning of transported substances happens to occur it
causes soil contamination in the vicinity and through the soil groundwater and
surface water pollution. By contaminating soil and water, hazardous derivates
occurred due to combustion processes have an impact on flora and fauna within
the wider area of the logistics centre. Oil and its derivates represent highly
flammable liquids and as such can be easily ignited by heat, sparks or open
flames in the presence of oxygen. In conditions which enable the production of
large quantities of energy, dispersed fuel and oil from vehicles heats and
evaporates and explosive mixture is reached in contact with air, thus damages,
fires and explosions are likely to occur. Fire and explosion occurrence on roads,
except for material damage to vehicles and possible passenger injuries, can also
cause the emission of a large quantity of chemical combustion products in the
air, which are commonly dangerous for the environment.
There is a danger from the explosion due to evaporation from the inside,
outside or in the sewage outlets, that is flammable liquids released into sewage
can cause fire or explosion. It is a fact that most contaminating substances,
especially oil derivates, when penetrate aquifiers and groundwater remain there
for a longer period of time since there is no significant dilution when they come
in contact with groundwater which could reduce their concentration. Bearing in
mind that there is no biodegradation in groundwater polluted by oil derivates,
filtration from the aquifers is a very slow process. In the aquifer layer there is
delamination of oil phase to hydrocarbons lighter than water which are present
in the upper layers and hydrocarbons heavier than water which settle in the
lower layers of the endangered aquifer.
In case of road accidents caused by transport vehicles, carrying hazardous
substances, soil, groundwater and surface water will be endangered in the first
place. The scale of ecological consequences in case of accidents will depend on
physical and chemical characteristics of the substances that are dispersed in the
environment as well as on water conductivity of the terrain and filterability
coefficient in the vicinity of the road section, the level of groundwater and the
vicinity of watercourses.
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CONCLUSION
Impact analysis on the environment when construction and later exploitation
of the logistics centre on the outskirts of the town of Vršac are concerned shows
that this centre will have a certain level of impact on the existing state of the
environment on the proposed locality. Protection measures which would
minimize negative consequences to acceptable limits comprise a range of
activities for every noticed impact in the phases of both construction and
exploitation of the centre.
Design and implementation of monitoring of environmental quality at the site
of the logistics center on the outskirts of Vršac to obtain information that will
initiate appropriate action of protection in order to prevent or minimize further
degradation of environmental quality and established an early warning system.
Continuous control of relevant environmental parameters is performed in
order to assess the quality status. The global objectives of the monitoring are
collecting data for quality management of the environment and to maintain the
state of the environment. Objectives of maintaining quality are promoted
according to the needs in a given time period for a specific parameter of the
environment. The ultimate goal of monitoring is to maintain environmental
quality, and based on the information obtained to show you where it is
necessary to take adequate measures to protect.
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Abstract
In order to manage safety on the roads, road authorities must have good
insight in to the level of traffic safety, in to the variables that explain traffic
safety, as well as in to the anticipated effects of the planned improvement
measures on the traffic safety. Also, analysis of the effects of design solutions
on road safety is crucial in preparation of road designs. Having this in mind, the
aim of this paper is to determine the impact of road and traffic characteristics on
the level of traffic safety. A method of regression analysis is used to determine
the relationship between the number of accidents and the road and traffic
characteristics. Field research are carried out to collect road geometry and traffic
data. The results of this paper could be used by road designers, planners,
decision makers and other experts involved in traffic safety.
Keywords-Traffic accidents;traffic safety;road characteristics
INTRODUCTION
Road safety modelling has attracted considerable research interest in the past
four decades because of its wide variety of applications and important practical
implications. Public agencies, such as State Departments of Transportation, may
be interested in identifying accident-prone areas to promote safety treatments.
Transportation engineers may be interested in identifying those factors that
influence accident frequency and severity to improve roadway design and
provide a safer driving environment. The very high cost of highway accidents
paid by societies around the world makes highway safety improvement an
important objective of transportation engineering. An overwhelming majority of
previous studies have indicated that improvements to highway design could
produce significant reductions in the number of crashes[1]. Therefore, in the
development of feasibility studies it is necessary to properly determine the
1
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impact of road and traffic characteristics on traffic safety of a specific design
solution.
Kalakota&Senevirathe[2]developed accident prediction models for two-lane
roads in northern Utah. In this paper the following variables were selected as
independent variables: section length, the degree of curvature, shoulder width
on the right side of the road, gradient and some combinations of these
variables.Vogt & Bared [3]investigated the dependence of the number of traffic
accidents on various geometric and functional characteristics of two-lane rural
roads. This paper examined the influence of the following variables: AADT2,
section length, lane width, shoulder width, bendiness of horizontal curvature,
curvature of the vertical convex curve, gradient, roadside hazard rating,
driveway density, speed limit and the share of commercial vehicles in total
traffic flow.Fitzpatrick et al. [4]developed accident prediction models for twolane rural roads in Texas. In this paper the influence of the following variables
was examined: lane width, shoulder width, section length and AADT. Cafiso et
al. [5]conducted a survey on two-lane rural roads, which are located in Italy.
This paper examined the influence of the following variables: bendiness,
tangent length, cross-section elements, access density and roadside hazard
rating. Turner et al. [6]developed accident prediction models for two-lane rural
roads in New Zealand. The developed models represented the quantified
mathematical relationship between traffic accidents and traffic volumes, road
geometry, cross-section, road surfacing, roadside hazards and driveway density.
The aim of this paper was to determine the individual impact of independent
variables (horizontal curve radius, carriageway width, longitudinal grade,
roadside hazard rating, the share of no passing zones, the density of access
points and speed) on the dependent variable (the number of accidents per
kilometer per year).
METHODOLOGY
In order to examine the impact of road characteristics on traffic accidents it
was necessary to collect the data on traffic accidents and road geometry. The
data on traffic accidents were obtained from the database formed by Road Traffic
Safety Agency and the data on road geometry were taken from the database of
the Public Enterprise “Roads of Serbia”. The sample consisted of the sections of
two lane rural roads in Serbia.
A statistical modeling approach is used here to investigate the relationship
between traffic accident and various possible influencing factors. The following
steps were followed in the development of regresion models, including:
• Data integration: data from the different sources were obtained and
integrated sections as the common reference.
• Exploratory data analysis and development of Regression models.

2
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In order to determine the individual impact of independent variables
(horizontal curve radius, carriageway width and longitudinal grade on the
dependent variables (the number of accidents per kilometer per year and the
number of injury traffic accidents per kilometer per year) a univariate regression
analysis was conducted using Table Curve 2D software v5.01. The models of
various forms were defined by this analysis, and then those models that were
statistically best fitted were selected.
RESULTS AND DISCUSION
The impact of the horizontal curve radius on the number of traffic accidents
Results of regression analysis showed that the increase of the horizontal
curve radius (R) reduces the number of traffic accidents per kilometer per year
(Fig. 1). For radius up to 100 (200 m) is recorded sharp decline in the number of
traffic accidents. For engineering application the following model is proposed:

1.608

937.281

⁄

Fig. 1.The model of the dependence of the total number of accidents on the
horizontal curve radius

Several studies concluded that the rate of traffic accidents fell with the rise of
the radius of horizontal curve until the size of the radius became approximately
400m to 500m. The decrease of traffic accident rate was not recorded for the
radii larger than 500m[7][8]. So, the results of this research are in accordance
with the former research.

The impact of the longitudinal gradient on the number of traffic
accidents
Regression analysis showed that the increase of longitudinal gradient reduces
the number of accidents per kilometer per year (Fig. 2). However, the resulting
model explains only 7% of the variability of the dependent variable. The
equation of the model is of the form:

4.4333

18.052

⁄
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Fig. 2.The model of the dependence of the total number of accidents on the gradient

The number of traffic accidents rises with the increase of gradient, at the rate
of 1.6% at each percentage of gradient increase[9]. However, Mayora et al.
[10]found out that the rate of injury traffic accidents decreased with the increase
of gradient and this result is in accordance with result of our research.
The impact of the carriageway width on the number of traffic accidents
Regression analysis showed that the increase of the roadway width reduces
the number of accidents per kilometer per year (Fig. 3). The resulting (obtained)
model, which had the best fit, explaining 97.2% of the variability of the
dependent variable. The equation of the model is of the form:

3.002

0.0007

Fig. 3. The model of the dependence of the number of accidents on the carriageway
width

Increasing the width of a traffic lane on two-lane rural roads decreases the
number of traffic accidents [4][7]. Keeping this in mind it can be concluded that
the results of this research are in accordance with the foreign researches.
The impact of the roadside hazard rating on the number of traffic accidents
The roadside hazardis ranked on the scale from 1 to 7, where 1 represents the
best rating and 7 the worst rating. The results of this research have shown that
the number of traffic accidents is bigger when the rating of roadside hazard is
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higher, i.e. the larger number of traffic accidents occurs at the sections with
poorer roadside characteristics (Fig. 4). The following model was the best:

3.829

16.394

/

Fig. 4. The model of the dependence of the number of accidents on the roadside hazard
rating

The impact of the share of no passing zones on the number of traffic
accidents
This paper has determined that the rate of traffic accidents rises per kilometer
annually with the increase of the share of no passing zones (PNP) (Fig. 5). The
following model was the best fitted:

0.563

0.004 ∗

∗

Fig. 5.The model of the dependence of the number of accidents on the PNP

Mayora et al. [10]determined that the variable signifying the share of no
passing zones in the total section length statistically significantly correlates with
the rate of traffic accidents. The results have shown that the rate of traffic
accidents rises with the increase of the share of no passing zones, until the share
of no passing zones reaches 20% of the section’s length.
The impact of the density of access points on the number of traffic accidents
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This research has shown that the increase of the density of access points leads
to the rise of traffic accidents per kilometer annually. The obtained dependability
is represented in Fig. 6. The following model was the best fitted:

1.605 ∗

/

.

Mayora et al. [10]in their research have shown that the rates of traffic
accidents are constant for the values of access points’ density lower than 0.5
access points per kilometer and then they start increasing. The rise becomes
abrupt for the densities of access points bigger than 1.5 access points/km.

Fig. 6. The model of the dependence of the number of accidents on the access points

The impact of the operational speed on the number of traffic accidents
This research has shown that the increase of operational speed leads to the
rise of traffic accidents per kilometer annually (Fig. 7). The following model was
best fitted:
4.253

6758.932 /

Fig. 7. The model of the dependence of the number of accidents on the speed

One of the most frequently used and well-regarded sources is Nilsson’s
‘Power Model’, which illustrates that a 5% increase in average speed leads to
approximately a 10% increase in all injury accidents and a 20% increase in fatal
accidents.
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CONCLUSION
Traffic accident prediction models, also known as the functions of traffic
safety indicators, represent a direct method of analyzing the relationship
between the traffic safety indicators and different characteristics of a road
segment. Traffic planners and engineers can use a traffic accident prediction
model as a tool for improving the safety of the existing roads and designing new
safer roads. In order to manage traffic safety on roads, practitioners such as
policy creators and the authorities competent for traffic jobs should have
comprehensive insight into the level of their roads' safety, about the variables
which define this level and about the expected effects of their plans about road
safety, which is facilitated by the accident prediction models.
Therefore, there are numerous applications of traffic accident prediction
models. The traffic accident prediction models developed in this paper can be
used in road and traffic engineering in Serbia and in the region, primarily in cost
benefit analyses, traffic analyses, traffic safety analyses, ecological analyses,
multi-criteria analyses, etc.
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Abstract
Pedestrian behaviour plays an important role in analyzing the operations of
unsignalized intersections and isolated crossings, because a pedestrian creates a
complex of interactions with vehicles at such locations. A crossing manoeuvre
involves the pedestrian making a decision to accept a particular gap in the traffic
flow. The “yes/no” nature of the decision gives gap acceptance a unique set of
conditions that can be used in the analysis. The aim of this paper is to
investigate pedestrians’ traffic gap acceptance for street crossing in urban areas.
The paper presents the most important studies that have been done in this area.
Beside the basic concepts and methods of determining parameters such as
accepted and the critical gaps, the paper shows the influence of certain factors
on the length of the pedestrian delay, such as: pedestrians waiting time, the
presence of illegally parked vehicles, built environment, the vehicles’
characteristics (speed, size), pedestrians’ characteristics (gender, age), etc.
Keywords-Pedestrian behaviour; unsignalized crossing; accepted gap;
critical gap
INTRODUCTION
A pedestrian road crossing depends on a lot of factors which influence their
decision and the way of road crossing (age and gender of pedestrians, drivers’
behaviour, vehicles characteristics, road geometry, built street surroundings,
etc.). Data base on factors which influence pedestrians’ behaviour are formed on
the basis of traffic video recordings, and often the experiments in controlled
laboratory conditions are used. A special attention is directed to the span
between the approaching vehicle and the pedestrian. A pedestrian road crossing
includes his decision whether to accept the certain gap between the approaching
vehicles in the traffic flow. For each gap between the approaching vehicle, the
pedestrian has to make a decision ‘yes,or ‘no’, that is, whether the offered gap is
1
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to be accepted or refused. This decision gives the pedestrain’s accepted gapsa
unique setoff conditions which can be used in statistical analysis and the
analysis of pedestrian behaviour. The factors from the formed data bases
represent the dependent or independent variables which are, by means of
statistical tools, used for the evaluation of influences on pedestrian’s decision.
In such way, certain models are modelled, and they are used for evaluating the
probability of the accepted crossing gap. A logistic (logit) curve is most often
used for the evaluation of accepted and refused gaps and it actually represents
the probability of accepting gaps of certain lengths.
BASIC CONCEPTS OF PEDESTRIAN GAPS
A thorough review of pedestrian gap acceptance requires a familiarity with
the various kinds of gaps that are encountered. There are gaps defined by the
characteristics of the site (referred to as adequate gaps and critical gaps) and
gaps dependent on the conditions present at the time a pedestrian attempts to
cross (referred to as available, accepted, and rejected gaps) [1]. The available
gap is the gap present for a pedestrian. If the pedestrian accepts the available
gap (i.e., crosses the street within that gap), then it is an accepted gap;
otherwise, it is a rejected gap. The adequate gap for a site is determined by
dividing the crossing distance by the walking speed and adding an appropriate
start-up time. However, while an approximate walking speed is used for such a
calculation, the actual walking speed for each pedestrian will vary, largely
depending on age and physical ability, along with the conditions present at the
site.
The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) defines the critical gap as “the time
in seconds below which a pedestrian will not attempt to begin crossing the
street. If the available gap is greater than the critical gap, it is assumed that the
pedestrian will cross, but if the available gap is less than the critical gap, it is
assumed that the pedestrian will not cross” [2]. The term “adequate gap” used in
some studies is the same as the critical gap in the HCM.
There are several methods for determining the pedestrian accepted gaps.
According to Yannis, accepted gaps are based on two time points: At the first
point, the pedestrian is just ready to set foot on the street. In the second point,
the head of the vehicle has just passed through the vertical virtual line indicating
the pedestrian’s crossing path. Therefore, the traffic gap accepted was calculated
as the difference in seconds between the two time points [3]. In a study
conducted in the U.S. for gap acceptance analysis, the time each pedestrian
arrived at the crossing and the time each vehicle entered the crossing were
recorded. For vehicles that entered the crossing, their travel lane and stopping
behaviour were recorded. The length of each gap was then calculated from the
differences between the arrival times of two consecutive vehicles [1].
Using the data base of the accepted gaps for each location, the interval length
and the pedestrian’s attempt to cross the road are analysed. These analyses
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resulted in the graphs showing cumulative distribution of the accepted
pedestrian gaps for road crossing. Figure 1 is the example of such a graph.

Fig.1. An example of cumulative distribution of accepted pedestrian gaps [1]

Values of the 85% of the accepted gaps in analyses are compared to critical
pedestrian gap calculated for the certain speed in order to determine unsafe road
crossings. Critical gap determination for road crossing which demands the speed
value of pedestrian moving implies a strong connection between the speed of
moving and the accepted gap. The value which has been chosen as average
speed for a certain location determines the length of the critical gap.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Observing individual pedestrians’ characteristics, such as the gender, it has
been proved in research studies that women have higher values of time loss in
relation to men, that is, they wait longer for the appropriate crossing interval
[4,5]. In accordance with this, the research studies have shown that women
spend 27% of time longer waiting at the pedestrian crossing [6], while the
crossing speed is higher with men in relation to women [7,8].The waiting time
of pedestrians for road crossing, as one of the parameters which appears in
research studies, shows that with the increase of waiting time pedestrians
become more impatient and accept shorter crossing gaps[9]. The same authors
have concluded that the probability of accepting shorter time interval rises with
the increase of the missed opportunities for road crossing.
The ability of different pedestrian groups to choose appropriate gaps depends
on their ability to estimate the speed of the approaching vehicle and the time
necessary for road crossing at the pedestrian crossing. This ability mostly
depends on age and physical characteristics of pedestrians.
The experiment where the system of virtual reality was applied for
simulation of the real traffic, implies that children aged 5-14 are those who
perform most of the unsafe crossings, in relation to the older groups of the
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survey participants (older than 19) [10]. Also, the decision about road crossing
is more often based on the distance than on the speed of the approaching
vehicle. In another study [11] the authors have concluded that the participants
mostly based their decisions on time interval (which included distance and
speed), than just on vehicles’ distance. The time for making the decision did not
significantly influence the younger population replies. However, the older
pedestrians made wrong decisions more often in relation to the length of the
certain interval, if they were made to decide quickly. A similar research was
carried out by a group of authors [12] who divided the participants into three
age groups (aged 20-30, 60-70 and 70-80). The results showed that all age
groups choose longer distances and shorter accepted gaps for the crossing at the
vehicle’s speed of 60 km/h compared to the speed of 40 km/h. This confirms the
effect of the speed of the approaching vehicle on the accepted gaps as a risk
factor which influences the decision about pedestrians’ crossing for all age
categories in the conditions of limited time for decision making. Choosing
shorter gaps for crossing at speed increase, as well as choosing longer gaps for
the older pedestrians has been proved in articles of many authors[13].
Observing the position of vehicles and pedestrians, the analysis of the
participation of the pedestrians who accepted the gaps which lasted shorter than
2 s showed that these short gaps we usually chosen in case when pedestrians
waited at the position which was closer to the trajectory of vehicles moving
[14]. At the pedestrian crossings with the refuge island it was proved that
pedestrians accept shorter time intervals between vehicles for road crossing
when they have previously gone across the road part to the refuge island. Also, a
part of the road from the refuge island to the opposite curb is crossed with
shorter waiting time. This behaviour while road crossing is interpreted as
pedestrians’ adaptation to the traffic conditions and in that way reduces the total
time necessary for the crossing [5,15].
The research carried out on the territory of Asia has shown that pedestrians
who move in a group choose shorter gaps. Therefore, their behaviour in a group
is more aggressive, and the procedure of road crossing is more risky. The
authors explain this result with the fact that pedestrians found in a group might
feel safer, therefore they behave more aggressively[16,17]. Taking into
consideration the fact that in completely different traffic conditions, regulations,
habits, as well as traffic culture, the results of the research studies carried out in
Europe gave opposite results to those performed in Asia[3].
Influence factors from the data base which can be seen as independent
variables serve for forming different mathematical models used for estimating
the probability of accepting certain crossing gap length, as well as the
probability of pedestrian road crossing as an independent event. One of few
research studies of accepted pedestrian gaps carried out in Europe was done in
Athens[3]. Based on the research results, a lognormal regression model was
formed, and the results of the statistical analysis of elasticity showed that the
distance between a vehicle and a pedestrian has the biggest influence on the
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accepted pedestrian gap. The following factor which has a big influence on the
accepted gap is the presence of irregularly parked vehicles, because their
presence near pedestrians make them become more cautious, therefore they
choose longer gaps for road crossing. Also, vehicles’ size influences the choice
of gaps. When a vehicle of bigger dimensions approaches, pedestrians choose
longer crossing gaps. The analysis of sensibility made for this model shows that
the probability of road crossing decreases with the increase of pedestrian’s
waiting time.
Table 1. Connection between pedestrian level of service and the probability of accepting
the interval of a certain length [18]
Level of
Average time loss
HCM 2000 risk evaluation
service
per pedestrian
Small probability of accepting the
<5s
A
interval less than tc
≥ 5 and ≤ 10 s
B
Average probability of accepting the
>10 and ≤ 20 s
C
interval smaller than tc
>20 and ≤ 30 s
D
Big probability of accepting the
> 30 and ≤ 45 s
E
interval smaller than tc
Very big probability of accepting the
> 45 s
F
interval smaller than tc

Apart from determining the influence of many factors on the pedestrian’s
decision when crossing a road and the choice of the interval of certain length,
the aim of the analysis in this research area was firstly to determine whether the
accepted models at the observed locations were, actually,
less than the
calculated critical gaps. Linking pedestrian level of service at unsignalized
crossings and the probability of accepting the gaps of a certain length which was
analysed in relation to the crossing critical gap, HCM 2000 has given
recommendations shown in Table 1. Critical gap is the time in seconds below
which a pedestrian will not attempt to begin crossing the street. For a single
pedestrian, critical gap (tc) can be computed using pedestrian speed, crosswalk
length and pedestrian start-up time [18].
CONCLUSION
Much of the research was based on the examination of factors that influence
the acceptance gap of a certain length that is chosen by a pedestrian to perform
the manoeuvre of crossing the road. Pedestrian crossing decisions (to cross the
road or not) may be associated with traffic conditions and with vehicle and
pedestrian characteristics. The pedestrian must make a decision for each gap in
traffic that occurs (accepts the gap or rejects it). This gives gap acceptance a
unique set of conditions that can be used in analysis. The evaluation of actual
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accepted and rejected gaps provides the probability of accepting a gap of a
certain length depending on many factors.
Most of the above mentioned research studies were carried out in Asia and
the United States, where traffic conditions are significantly different from the
region of Southeast Europe. As a consequence, the results of these research
studies cannot be transferred and used in a national setting like the one of the
Republic of Serbia, because our road and transport network has different
characteristics and operational conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to do local
researching this area: in that way the influences and specific qualities of the
local environment and traffic flow characteristics would be valued, which was
not the case until now. That would contribute to a more precise determination of
LOS at pedestrian crossings.
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Abstract
Electrochromism is the phenomenon of reversible and steady colour change
of materials with the action of applied electric field. Electrochromic materials
change their optical properties, such as: reflectivity, transmissivity, absorptivity
when a small voltage is applied. The optical device which incorporates
electrochromic materials is called an electrochromic device. The electrochromic
materials, incorporated in electrochromic devices can be used in various fields,
including automotive auto-dimming rearview mirror, electrochromic smart
glass, electrochromic display, sunglass and goggles, military camouflage gear,
sensor, optical shutter or optical modulator.
Keywords–electrochromic materials; rearview mirror; automotive industry
INTRODUCTION
Electrochromism is a colouring phenomenon observed in some materials
when they are placed in a presence of an electric field. Such materials exhibiting
reversible colour changes are known as an electrochromic (EC) materials. The
electrical field dependent transition phenomenon from an uncoloured state to a
coloured state is called optical switching.When no electrical field is placed on
the EC material, it is uncoloured and transparent and thus one can look through
it. On the other hand, when it is subjected to an electric current, it colours
thereby reducing the amount of light transmitted through it or reflected by it.
The reduction of light transmission may be partial or total thereby either
reducing the amount of light which passes through it or eliminating it
altogether.Electrochromism in W oxide films was first discovered by Deb in
1969 [1].
An electrochromic device is essentially a rechargeable battery with the
electrochromic electrode separated by a solid, gel, or liquid electrolyte from a
charge-balancing counter electrode. There are many possible electrochromic
device construction. The standard configuration of an electrochromic device
1
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aimed at practical utilization of electrochromism is: glass/ transparent
conductor/ ion conducting layer (electrolyte)/ electrochromic layer/ transparent
conductor (ion storage layer)/ glass. All layers are several micrometers thin.
When a voltage is applied between the conductors ions are moved uniformly
into and out of the electrochromic film. The charge balancing counterflow of
electrons through the external circuit then leads to variation of the electron
density in the EC material and thereby a modulation of their optical properties,
which remain stable for a long period of time [1].The colour of electrochromic
materials in their coloured and bleached state depends on the material used and
the voltage applied between the electrodes. The applied voltage is small, only a
few volts. Commercial devices require EC materials with a high contrast ratio,
high coloration efficiency, long cycle life, high write-erase efficiency and fast
response time.
Since Deb put forward the concept of electrochromism for the first time, EC
materials and devices have been a hot area of research globally. EC materials
are currently attracting much interest in academia and industry for both their
fascinating fundamental spectroelectrochemical properties and their commercial
applications. A large number of transition metal oxides such as WO3 , TiO2 ,
NiOx , V2O5, Cu2O etc., have been investigated as electrochromic materials [14]. Today a large number of electrochromic materials are available from all
branches of synthetic chemistry, too.
APPLICATION AREA FOR ELECTROCHROMIC DEVICES IN
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
As the ionic transport, and thus the change in optical properties of the
electrochromic material is reversible. That is why electrochromic coating, when
incorporated in electrochromic devices offers dynamic reflection/ transmission
modulation of radiant energy. There are many uses of materials whose optical
properties can be varied reversibly and persistently by a low voltage signal. As a
result, electrochromic devices have fascinating possibilities to be used in the
automotive industry, too.
Electrochromic glass represents an important step forwards in the use of
glass, both in the field of building construction and in the car industry, as glass
of this kind can modify its transparency and reflectivity as required, when an
electric field is applied for a specified time.
Electrochromic (EC) auto-dimming mirrors
Headlight glare in the mirrors from trailing vehicles can make it very
difficult to see the road in front. This is particularly dangerous on dark rural
highways with cross-traffic. Drivers who have driven at night on dark roads
know that the light from incoming traffic is not the biggest problem, but the
seconds after that light has disappeared, leaving utter darkness in its wake. Even
after the glare is removed, an after-image remains on the eye's retina that creates
a blind spot for the driver. This phenomenon, known as the Troxler effect,
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postpones driver reaction time by up to 1.4 seconds. At 100 km/h, a car will
travel about 38 m in this amount of time. Human factors studies relate driver
discomfort to incident glare and the results are incorporated into a fully
automatic mirror whose reflectivity varies dynamically to suit changing driving
conditions [5-7].

Fig. 1. Regular and auto-dimming rearview mirror

Auto dimming rear-view mirrors, both the interior mirror at the top of the
windshield and the exterior side mirrors, are intended to counteract the Troxler
fading effect andincrease driving safety by eliminating glare that can impair
vision. Electrochromic mirrors have variable reflectivity and this offers an
opportunity to select a reflectance level that avoids glare, but that maintains rear
vision. In automatic mode, the electrochromic mirror responds appropriately to
all driving situations, and mirror operation is transparent to the driver with
smooth response and no unexpected change.
A dimming mirror is just a piece of glass, but with some interesting
characteristic. The glass' main feature is the ability to turn from a clear
(uncoloured) to a tinted, colored state, when subjected to light (Fig. 1). In order
for the dimming mirror to be effective, something must tell it when it’s time to
act. Dimming mirrors used in the automotive industry are fitted with sensors to
detect the intensity of the light. Usually, there are two sensors, one pointed to
the front and the other to the rear. The interior mirror's sensors and electronics
control the dimming of both interior and exterior mirrors. The sensors, when
active, are constantly looking for low ambient light. Poor lighting tells the
sensors that the driver is driving at night and they begin looking for a glare
source which may impair driver’s vision. When they detect a change in light
intensity, they trigger an electrical charge to be applied to the glass through a
low-voltage power supply. The electricity travels through an electrochromic
gel placed between two pieces of glass during manufacturing, which have been
treated with an electrically conductive coating. As a result, the mirror darkens
automatically and proportionally to the light detected by the sensors
(proportionally to how bright the glare is). When the glare is no longer detected,
they revert to their idle (clear, uncoloured) status.
Many of the components of the automatic-dimming mirrors (sensors, circuit
boards, micro-controllers, etc.) can be shared with other advanced features to
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save cost and space, while reducing part counts and overall vehicle complexity.
They're also easy to install, allowing vehicle manufacturers to bring the new
features to the market quickly and efficiently across different vehicle platforms.
Automatic-dimming mirrors are easily accessible, simplifying diagnostics and
service. If necessary, they can easily be replaced.
U.S. Gentex is the first company that materializes automotive auto-dimming
rearview mirrors, producing 29 million sets in 2014, about 90% of the global
market share. Gentex introduced the first dimming rear view mirror in 1982, but
it was only in 1987 when the first electrochromic-based dimming technology
came to be. At the time, such mirrors were available only for interior use,
the exterior versions of the technology being developed only in 1991 [5-7].
Electrochromic (EC) windows -are architectural or automotive windows
with EC coatings that allow them to darken and lighten upon the application of
a very small electric voltage. Key factors promoting the use of smart automotive
glass include enhanced energy efficiency, safety, comfort and style. These
factors are not new to the auto industry but ongoing technology improvements
allow smart glass firms to better create value with their products.They have
variable transmittance so that a desired amount of visible light and/or solar
energy is induced. Such windows can lead to energy efficiency as well as
comfortable indoor climate. EC windows are an advanced technology which can
be used in the automotive industry (Fig. 2).Maintenance of color intensity
requires a small current, negligible in a car.
In addition, this technology is also used in motorcycle visors, using an EC
foil which consists of thin oxide layers laminated between two flexible polymer
sheets. The foils are first coated with transparent electrically conducting layers
and then with active electrochromic layers. The lamination process uses a
special ion-conducting electrolyte that makes it possible to charge and discharge
the electrochromic layers, thus getting them to absorb or not absorb visible
light. This application is said to be able to greatly reduce the amount of
accidents caused by changing light conditions.

Fig. 2. Smart EC glass in automobile
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Information display – This device of small or large size embodies an
electrochromic film in front of a diffusely scattering pigmented surface. It is
possible to achieve excellent viewing properties with better contrast –
particularly at off-normal angels than in the conventional liquid crystal based
displays, without constantly drawing power [1]. Today such displays are
available at some railway and bus stations.
Adaptive camouflage - carmeleon - This system is aimed to change the
color of car bodies to fulfill two needs: safety and aesthetic pleasure. The
system consists of an insulating substrate/ conducting layer/ electrochromic
layer/ electrolyte layer/ conducting layer/ insulating substrate. When a voltage is
applied to the device, an electrochemical reaction takes place and the
electrochromic layer changes its colour. As a safety device, the system allows
broken-down vehicles to change their colour into a certain specific colour,
which must be accepted and approved by authorities, which will inform others
of its state and thus, approach the broken-down vehicles with caution and
reduced speed. The problem of low visibility of vehicles due to certain
environmental conditions such as heavy rain and fog can be solved by changing
their colour and thus increasing their luminance and making them more visible
to other road users. By allowing car owners to change the colour of their cars by
pressing a button, they beautify their cars with greater efficiency and at a
minimum time, thus saving time and efforts.
CONCLUSION
Electrochromism is a reversible and visible change in the transmittance
and/or reflectance of a material as a result of electrochemical oxidation or
reduction. The field of electrochromism is rapidly expanding in novel systems
of applications.
The most widespread commercially available device at present is the car
rear-view mirror. Research shows that during nighttime driving, headlight glare
from the vehicles traveling behind can be blinding. Electrochromic autodimming mirrors make nighttime driving safer by detecting glare and
automatically dimming to protect driver vision.
Electrochromic glass represents an important step forwards in the use of
glass, both in the field of building construction and in the car industry, as glass
of this kind can modify its transparency as required, when an electric field is
applied for a specified time.
Electrochromic displays have good visibility in a variety of conditions and
viewing angles, without constantly drawing power.
Moreover, maybe adaptive camouflage of vehicles will be the modern way
to change the colors of vehicle’s bodies in the years to come, fulfilling two
needs: a safety device and aesthetic pleasure.
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Abstract
Highly developed countries, ambitiously and seriously engage in quality
management system for road traffic safety. Their vision is to reduce the number
of deaths and injuries in traffic accidents, using a wide range of effective
measures to increase road safety. The concept of well-developed traffic and
transport system lies in the analysis and application of appropriate tools and
methods and scientific research that help reduce or eliminate the shortcomings
of the transportation system.
Statistical tool Meta-analysis, which applies to evaluating the effectiveness
of safety measures in road traffic, is a method that practitioners and researchers
in highly developed countries regularly use. The methodology is the statistical
analysis of the results of the surveys and it is growing rapidly as an independent
scientific discipline.
The aim of the paper is to indicate the need for applying the method of Metaanalysis in the field of road traffic safety, based on international practices and
experiences, as well as its application so far in the Republic of Macedonia. This
approach will allow the inclusion of professionals and researchers to contribute
to the improvement of effective measures affecting safety in road traffic.
Keywords -road safety; Meta–analysis; traffic accidents
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INTRODUCTION
Road safety systemis a subject to constant technical and technological
changes that seeks permanent management and maintenance. In order to control
the road safety system, many countries worldwide use different methods to
improve road safety. Institutes, agencies and universities for road safety conduct
research, analyse and invest in reducing deaths and serious injuries in traffic
accidents.
To evaluate the effectiveness of road safety measures, researchers and
practitioners use the methodology of Meta-analysis by researching studies,
reports and projects.The methodology helps investigate the effective measures
used in road safety. Meta - analysis is a statistical method that is used to answer
a specific question or test the hypothesis. It is an invaluable research tool, which
is growing rapidly as an independent scientific discipline.
The purpose of Meta-analysis is to submit balanced and impartial report on
existing research that would enable effective decision-making, based on all
relevant studies of adequate quality. This approach provides a quantitative
assessment of the statistical advantages, summarized in all included studies. A
meta-analysis provides a rational way of dealing with numerous practical
difficulties, all those who are trying to get positive effects of the research.
This paper will help researchers and practitioners in the Republic of
Macedonia, whose main interest of research is road safety, to start applying such
method in order to evaluate the effectiveness of road safety measures.
AN INTRODUCTION TO META – ANALYSIS
The method of Meta - analysis first appeared in the 12th century in China,
when the famous philosopher Chu Hsi (1130-1200) built his philosophical
theory by summarizing a series of related literature. This research was called
"Theory of systematic rules."2 While in the western countries, the roots of Meta
- analysis originate from the 17th century. The researchers studied in the field of
astronomy. The British statistician Karl Pearson3 used the approach of Meta –
analysis in his studies. He studied the effects of the vaccination against typhus,
and in 1904,he published the first paper in the British medical journal.
However, the first Meta-analysis of all conceptually identical experiments
conducted by independent researcherswas published in the book "Extrasensory
perception after sixty years". The authors of the book were J.G. Pratt and J.B.
Rhine4 and their collaborators who did the research in the field of psychology.
The application of sophisticated analytical methods using Meta-analysis began
in 1970 with research in education. The effects of using different methods in

2

http://ir.lib.ntnu.edu.tw/retrieve/52215/
www.british.medical.journal
4
www.еxtrasensory/perception/after/sixty/years
3
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education were studied by the researchers Gene V. Glass, Frank L. Schmidt and
John E. Hunter.5
The approach of Meta-analysis is widely used in medicine, psychology,
epidemiology, sport, education and road safety. Meta – analyses techniques in
road safety are used to evaluate the effects on road safety measures such as
effects on mass media campaigns against drink and driving, texting on mobiles
while driving, wearing seat-belts; measures for traffic calming, roundabouts;
speed and road accidents etc.
META ANALYTICAL STUDIES ON ROAD SAFETY
Many studies have been concluded using the method of Meta – analysis in
the field of road safety. The authors Rune Elvik, Peter Christensen, and Astrid
Amundsen have investigated the effects of changes in speed on the number of
road accidents. They have analysed 98 studies and the results show that there is
a strong statistical relationship between speed and road safety, respectively
when the mean speed of traffic is reduced, the number of accidents will usually
go down and vice versa.
The following authors F. Bunn, T. Collier, C. Frost, K. Ker, I. Roberts, and
R. Wentz have used Meta – analysis and researched 16 studies on traffic
calming for the prevention of road traffic injuries in high-income countries. The
results were that area-wide traffic calming in towns and cities have the potential
to reduce traffic injures. Rune Elvik from the Institute of Transport Economics
in Norway conducted a Meta – analyses of 37 studies evaluating the safety
effects on public lighting as accident countermeasure. The outcome showed that
fatal accident in night-time were reduced for 65 percent, severe injuries were
reduced 30 percent and there was 15 percent reduction in night-time propertydamage. The team from the British organization „Transportation research
laboratory” have evaluated the effects of road safety at traffic signals and
signalized crossings, searched literature mainly from UK, Australia, New
Zealand and USA, and identified 145 studies. The results showed that
signalization reduces accidents by 15% at 3-arm junction, and 30% at 4-arm
junction.
THE EFFECTS OF LEAD AGENCIES FOR ROAD SAFETY – META ANALYSIS
The authors of this paper have used the method Meta – analysis to evaluate
the effects of appointedleadagencies for road safety on road safety. The aim of
the evaluation was to indicate the need to establish a lead agency for road safety
in the R. Macedonia and propose a model of the lead agency.
35 studies of papers and reports were included for further investigation and
data collecting. The research was based on Internet and hand search literature
published from 2000 – 2014. Web pages of some lead national agencies,
5
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universities and institutes for road safety were also included in Meta – analysis.
27 countries and their lead agencies for road safety were included. The
following countries were subject to research: Serbia, Slovenia, R. Srpska, Italy,
Spain, Greece, Germany, France, Holland, Finland, Poland, Russia, Sweden,
UK, Ireland, USA, Argentina, Australia, New Zealand, China, Malaysia, India,
Indonesia, Ghana, South Africa, Zambia, and Cameroon and the number of
fatal accidents per 100.000 population for these countries.
The studies were selected upon few criteria, respectively the studies had to
answer the following questions: What rathermodel the lead agency for road
safety has? What are the working elements of lead agency for road safety? Does
the appointed lead agency for road safety successfully manages traffic and
transportation system and to what extent?
After thorough research of the studies the following working elements of
lead agencies for road safety, which represent the safety measures, were
defined: model and role of the lead agency; financing, national strategy, action
plan, political support, horizontal and vertical coordination, cooperation,
knowledge and experience transfer, marketing and promotion, research and
development, monitoring and evaluation, interventions, identifyingrisk
groupsofroad users, preventive measures, certification, licensing and trainings,
education and conference organization, collection andprocessingof accidents
data; identifying dangerous road spots and road safety system management.
Collected data was processed by using SPSSstatisticalsoftware program.
The results for the processed data are presented in the following graphs. The
first graph shows the normal plot of the regression standardized residual that is
expected cumulative probability and observed cumulative probability of the
dependent and independent variables used in SPSS program. Dependent
variables present the fatal traffic accidents, and independent variable present the
working elements of the lead agency for road safety for the selected countries.

Fig.1. Normal P – P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
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The second graph the Scatterplot represents theregressionstandardised
residual and regression standardized predicted value for the dependent and
independent variables.

Fig.2. Scatterplot

The results showed that 60% of the lead agency for road safety working
elements, have effects on road safety, respectively decrease the number of fatal
accidents, 30% have light effects and 10% have no effects on decreasing the
fatalities on road accidents.
DISCUSSION
The results of our research shows that the method Meta – analysis is widely
used by researchers and practitioners in almost every field of study such as
medicine, psychology, sport, education, and especially inroad safety, the field of
our interest. Highly developed countries like UK, Germany, Norway, Australia,
Canada and others, use the methodology to evaluate the effects on safety
measures used in road safety, where they conduct research and surveys. The
methodology helps future development and management of road safety system,
as well as modelling the system according to its needs. The countries that have
seen the need of using the trending methods for road safety have increased the
road safety, which is decreasing the number of fatality and injuries in road
accidents.
Unfortunately, a growing trend in road accidents in the Republic of
Macedonia is reported on daily basis. The country’s situationimposes the needto
act appropriately for increasing roadsafety. Therefore,it is necessary
toapplyadequateexperiencesand
practicesfrom
the
world
countries
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andstartidentifying and using the appropriate methodologies to coordinate,
control and manage the road system.
International experiences and practices in using Meta – analysis in road
safety was our main aim, and practitioners and researchers in the Republic of
Macedonia should start using the methodology in order to evaluate the safety
measures on road safety.
CONCLUSION
Meta – analysis is a statistical technique designed to summarize the research
findings, evaluate and clarifies the results of the research findings. The method
requires the identification of primary studies, coding the information from them
and testing the model using Meta regression analysis.It offers systematic and
quantitative approachto synthesizing evidence in order to answer important
questions.
This paper indicates the importance and the need of using the method Meta –
analysis in road safety. The methodologyof the studycan serveas a good basisfor
further researchin the field of road safety. Synchronizedactionsand cooperation
with relevantinstitutions, organizations, the business sector, government and
non-governmentalorganizationsdealing withissuesof road safety, can contribute
to increasing the road safety.
International experiences and practices have many successes in
implementing the methodology and should not be ignored by the researchers
and practitioners in the Republic of Macedonia.
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Abstract
In today’s fast-moving world of changing technology, it is crucial that
designers and engineers in facilities all around the world have a sound
knowledge of International Standards. International Standards are among the
most important management tools. Standards help an enterprise manage
business-critical issues, such as quality, environmental performance and safety.
A particular region of the world might have different regulatory standards than
another one, but the use of International Standards forces us to judge our
operations against the best in the world and steers us toward the use of best
practices to accomplish business requirements. International Standards prevent
trade restrictions and promote access to global markets.
Keywords - International Standards; Business-Critical Issues;
Management Tools; Business Requirements
INTRODUCTION
Every organization is under growing pressure to create value for their
customers, stakeholders and employees. This pressure continuously calls for
better capabilities to innovate, manage risk, improve performance, comply with
the regulatory environment, develop talents, enhance customer and supplier
relationships and improve sustainability. Reliable management system standards
are needed to help meet these diverse challenges and achieve tangible business
benefits. The International Standards open doors for company’s products
worldwide. Every organization should be a global player with globally located
research, development and production sites. Therefore, they need to observe
global standards. These serve to increase work efficiency in their research and
development, planning, procurement, production and after-sales operations and
simplify the strong cooperation to enjoy with our technology partners. The
1
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process of globalization means that uniform, globally recognized standards will
become increasingly important. International Standards must be incorporated in
national regulations to promote uniform global conditions for the automotive
industry. Such a process would continue to strengthen confidence in
International Standards.
For a worldwide active company, it is extremely important that uniform
International Standards are developed quickly and efficiently. International
Standards prevent trade restrictions and promote access to global markets.
National and regional standards result in increased expense within the
automotive industry, and often lead to incompatible stand-alone solutions. For
ISO, it is a unique opportunity to integrate activities and develop standards that
can be applied around the world. Only common standards, e.g. ISO with IEC,
SAE and SAC, help the industry and create uniform worldwide general
conditions. This will provide the groundwork for a definitive breakthrough for
the mobility of the future. Quality isn’t just about profits and loss or beating out
a competitor. It’s about safety, delivering on a promise and meeting the very
basics of customer expectations. But, by meeting quality standards, companies
often reap better profits and reduce losses. Those that exceed quality standards
stand out above their competitors and further their potential for profit and
consumer loyalty.
METHODS
Nearly 1,000 ISO standards have been developed for the automotive industry
covering all aspects: safety, ergonomics, performance, test methods, the
environment, and the roll-out of innovative technologies. A few highlights are
the following: Ergonomic aspects; ISOFIX - attachment system for connecting
the child car seat to the vehicle; Diagnostic communication over Internet
Protocol (DOIP); Diagnostic communication over Controller Area Network
(DoCAN); Brake lining friction materials; Communications access for land
mobiles (CALM); Driver’s eye location; Symbols for controls, indicators and
tell-tales; Electronic registration identification (ERI); ITS service and
multimedia provision in vehicles; Pedestrian protection – impact test methods;
Electrically propelled road vehicles; Adaptive cruise control systems; etc. The
methodology to achieve costumer’s satisfaction is through the implementation
of an active quality management system (QMS) based on ISO 9001. It ensures
the quality of processes and procedures and their continual improvement within
the organization. This is necessary to fulfil the claim to be a premium
manufacturer. Therefore, the QMS is a core element of the corporate processes.
The QMS needs to be structured in accordance to Quality standards, such as
ISO/TS 16949, ISO 14001, ISO 26000 and ISO 50001, which serve as a
framework for businesses. Clearly defined standards and requirements make it
easier for companies to meet what their consumers consider “quality” and they
improve the overall vision of what the company should work toward.
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The ISO/TS 16949 standard is a worldwide standard developed by the
International Automotive Task Force (IATF), a group of the world’s leading
manufacturers and trade organizations. It defines the quality management system
(QMS) requirements for the design, development, production, and when
relevant, installation and service of automotive-related products. ISO/TS 16949
brings together under one standard the quality management principles of ISO
9001 with aspects of various regional and national automotive standards such as
AVSQ (Italy), EAQF (France), VDA6 (Germany) and QS-9000 (USA). The
ISO/TS 16949 standard defines manufacturing as the process of making or
fabricating production materials, production or service parts, assemblies or heat
treating, welding and painting. Automotive is understood to include Passenger
Cars, Light Commercial Vehicles, Heavy Trucks, Buses and Motorcycles; but
exclude Industrial, Agricultural and Off-Highway (Mining, Forestry,
Construction) vehicles. An environmental management system is a set of
management procedures and processes created to allow organizations the ability
to analyse, control, and reduce the environmental impact of its operations and
services. The EMS can be used as a tool to help an organization achieve cost
savings, streamline regulatory compliance, and achieve greater overall oversight
and efficiency. ISO 14001 is a voluntary international environmental standard
created by the International Organization for Standardization meant to meet the
needs of both the private sector and government organization as well as to
monitor their environmental performance and impacts on finite and natural
resources such as air, water, soil, and raw materials. The ISO 14001 standard
requires companies to identify “environmental aspects” and the “environmental
impacts” they cause by analysing the process flow of their facilities. Aspects
may include air emissions, wastewater effluents, solid wastes, the potential for
spills, energy and resource consumption. Environmental impacts may include
air pollution, groundwater or soil contamination, resource depletion, habitat
destruction and nuisances (e.g. noise, vibration and odour). ISO 26000
standards provide guidance to corporate social responsibility among interest
groups and encourage the implementation of best practices of corporate
social responsibility. International Standard ISO 26000 provides guidelines on
principles to integrate social responsibility in terms of strategies, systems and
processes and it can be used by all types of organizations. Furthermore, it is the
need to strengthen CSR management in areas related to the company’s main
strategic goals. Social Responsibility Charter is not just a declaration, it is part
of management philosophy and vision, which is the core of global operations.
Very important goal is the recognized need for ISO 26000 at an early stage and
its involvement from the very start. These standards create the conditions under
which industrial companies can operate. They demonstrate the industry’s
willingness to interact responsibly with its environment and provide a
sustainable benefit to the company. Therefore, both ISO 26000 and ISO 50001,
should be integral elements of every corporate strategy. The social
responsibility aspects form the basis for corporate actions and are monitored by
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Corporate’s Sustainability Board worldwide. ISO 50001 - Energy management
systems Requirements with guidance for use, is a new voluntary International
Standard that establishes a framework for large and small industrial plants and
commercial, institutional and government facilities to improve the way they
manage energy. Improved energy performance can provide rapid benefits for an
organization by maximizing the use of its energy resources and energy-related
assets, thus reducing both energy cost and consumption. With more than a
billion estimated road vehicles in use worldwide, it is the automotive sector that
uses state-of-the-art standards. The challenge has always been, therefore, to
bring the famous plant up to the standards of the 21st century automobile
manufacturing.
RESULTS
There are many benefits for the industries that implement these ISO
standards and maintain the ISO focus. Clearly defined standards and
requirements make it easier for companies to meet what their consumers
consider “quality” and they improve the overall vision of what the company
should work toward. ISO TS 16949 has both external and internal benefits for
the companies. Some of the external benefits are the following: Improves
customer focus; Boost international acceptance and credibility; Places the
company in an elite category of businesses; Keeps the company prepared for
external audits and inspections; Facilitates continual improvement; Provides
competitive advantage etc. The internal benefits of
an ISO/TS
16949:Transforms operations from detection mode to prevention mode; Creates
consistency throughout the organization built around "best practices"; Improves
business performance; Lessens dependency on key individuals; Provides
blueprint for controlled, disciplined growth; Ensures consistent training;
Improves management oversight. Companies that implement the ISO 14001
standard will be ready to support their customers’ environmental needs sooner,
rather than later. The benefits are: Reduced costs – achieved through reduced:
energy consumption, waste oils and solvents, use of raw materials and solid
waste; Reduced liability -Once the potential incidents are identified, they can be
addressed accordingly and prevented. Not only is the risk of an accidental
release significantly decreased, but the potential financial and legal impact may
also be reduced because due diligence can be proven; Employee buy-in - ISO
registrars have been impressed by the level of employee support for ISO 14001.
Initially an over - looked benefit, employee buy-in may be one of the most
important benefits of an EMS, as they become aware that they can contribute to
minimizing these impacts, as well as to other environmental projects of the
plant. The results and benefits that can be achieved by implementing ISO 26000
are the following: Competitive advantage; Reputation; Ability to attract and
retain workers or members, customers, clients or users; Maintenance of
employees’ morale, commitment and productivity; View of investors, owners,
donors, sponsors and the financial community; Relationship with companies,
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governments, the media, suppliers, peers, customers and the community in
which it operates. The organisation will accrue some of the numerous benefits
implementing the ISO 50001, including: Reduced greenhouse-gas (GHG)
emissions and carbon footprint; Informed decision-making processes from
system design through to operation; Increased energy awareness among staff
members at all levels; Structured approach to the Right First Time
methodologies; Improved corporate image and credibility with all stakeholders
and customer; Enhanced security of energy supply and reduction of energy risk
exposure in areas within the organisation and commenced processes; Improved
operational efficiencies and maintenance practices.
CONCLUSION
The automotive industry is an important industry in manufacturing sector.
The opportunity to play a part in the creation of International Standards, based
on experts from different countries reaching agreement, is vital to those
corporations which are determined to succeed in the decades ahead. ISO
standards provide specifications for safety, quality, performance and
environmental impact (benefits for the manufacturer); Harmonized requirements
enabling outsourcing, fair competition, the participation of suppliers from
developing countries and drive down costs by facilitating competitive tendering
(for a supply chain); The technical basis - regularly reviewed and improved –
for legislation on aspects such as safety and pollution (for regulators); ISO
standards make it simpler and safer to drive vehicles, while protecting
passengers (especially children) and pedestrians, and lower the cost of buying
vehicles (for consumers and users);They facilitate innovation and the roll-out of
new technologies by providing globally harmonized terminology and consensus
on health, safety and environmental aspects (for research and development). The
opportunities for innovation and standards need to go hand in hand. It is the
only way to advance innovation and address seriously the great challenges of
pollution, security and energy savings. There are many examples of available
technologies that have not found their way to the market because it was missing
an agreement as to what standard should be used. Some organizations struggle
with the concepts of quality standards or they see it as a complex system. But
with a little bit of information, help and a clear understanding of why quality
standards can benefit them, organizations can learn to embrace quality standards
rather than buck against them. The need and purpose of quality standards is
crucial.
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Abstract
Incline of traffic in most of the developed countries, brings us to higher
demand for new intermodal terminals, or for developing existing. This paper
presents existing container terminals in Belgrade. In the paper is analysed
existing cargo flows and prediction workload terminals in future.The aim of the
paper is presenting the project and defining new location for container terminal
in Belgrade.
Key words - container terminal;location;Belgrade;cargo flow
INTRODUCTION
Container transport means the transport of goods in unique ISO standard
containers in the complete transport chain. The application of this kind of
transport allows rationalization of transportation of goods system “door to door”
relative to classic transportation system with unadjusted implementation phases.
Due to the high efficiency, container transport has developed into an
international system for the transport of goods, which in addition to the
application of ISO standard containers requires the use of special means of road,
rail, water and air transport, the development of a unified information system,
training of personnel at a high level and a great investment. A special place in
the infrastructure of this type of transport occupies container terminals.
Container terminals represent space equipped with the appropriate equipment
and machinery for manipulation with container operations (loading, unloading,
handling, sorting, storage, possibly filling, emptying and repair, etc.). The
terminals are organized in major ports, railroad hubs, distribution and trade
centres.

1
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EXISTING CONTAINER TERMINAL IN BELGRADE
Container terminal ŽIT BEOGRAD is located in the city centre, close to the
main railway station in Belgrade, with which it is directly connected. At the
time of its construction, the terminal was ideally located considering that
enables easy and efficient distribution of containerized goods to end users. It
should have in mind that the people on the territory of Belgrade were mostly
located in the narrow central part of the city.
Intensifying the total traffic flow in the urban area of the city, there is a need
for the introduction of emergency measures with the aim of facilitating the main
road traffics of freight road vehicles, which identifies the current location of the
terminal as unfavourable.
Container terminal ŽIT BELGRADE occupies an area of 12,000 square
meters. Length of the terminal is 400 meters and width 30 meters. The facility
to track, sus pensive line and passing lines of trucks occupies an area of 600
square meters. The possibility of extending does not exist, because at the very
start of construction, all possible facilities are utilized. Basic infrastructure
facilities in the terminal ŽIT Belgrade are:
• checkpoint,
• administrative building,
• plateau for storage containers,
• workshops for maintenance and repair of containers,
• road traffic,
• railway tracks and
• gantry crane.
At container terminals there is only open warehouse, because the lack of
space at stunned location not leave the possibility of building a closed
warehouse.
The main part of the storage container is under the gantry crane. Most in the
terminal can be stored empty containers. Exactly 90% of the space is used by
shippers who terminal ŽIT BELGRADE used as their own authorized depot. As
additional storage terminal use warehouse owned by ŽIT BELGRADE, but only
for duty-paid goods.
Primary reloading tools for manipulating load units of intermodal transport is
a portal crane PF 600, which is in operation since February 1988.
Crane bridges the two manipulative tracks, three traffic lanes for storing and
stacking of containers and one passing lane for trucks. Overall height is 12
meters and crane range is 22 meters. Length of crane track is 180 meters.The
depth of crane (the distance between thepillars) is 12 meters. Crane starts with
four synchronized electric motors. Lifting height 11 meters. The capacity of the
main crane hook is 400 kN, and the capacity auxiliary crane hook is 100 in.
Maximum weight lifting 40 tons.
Gantry crane serves about 3,600 square meters. In three of the unloading
lane, stay 216 TEU and each lane has 24 fields in which to arrange three
containers in height. The crane can simultaneously serve 16 Rgs wagons or 24
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wagons series Kgs. In addition to the crane largest part manipulation and
reloading is done by forklifts. The terminal has three large forklift load capacity
8 t, 10 t and 12.5 t. With three forklift 3.2 t and one of 3.8 t realize all reloads,
loading-unloading containers at the terminal.
The terminal is mainly manipulated with dry-box and open-top containers
for bulk cargo, and is dominated by open-top containers designated for the
transportation of bulk materials. Freight containers are of different sizes, height
starting from the 5', 6', 8', up to 8'6''. Overseas traffic goes with dry-box
containers of standard size 8'6'' for all types of container length 20', 40 'and 45'.
The last decade of the terminal largely dominated 40' HC (high cube) containers
of 9'6'', height of 2.90 meters, and working intensively with tank containers of
20' and 24'.
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CARGO FLOW AND PROGNOSIS OF
VOLUME IN THE NEXT PERIOD
ŽIT BELGRADE, container terminal start receiving the first containers in
July 1988. It practically represented pioneer start and it took time, work and a
lot of marketing to inform the public and to gain confidence. Real beginning
with a complex business and a significant amount of work is related to the year
1989, when the intermodal transport in Serbia, as well as containerization gain
in importance. Large shippers and companies, owners of containers, container
terminal ŽIT BELGRADE authorizes depot for its containers. This effectively
meant that with this terminal could be carried on each distribution container,
both empty and full. In the following years the quality of work and services
increases greatly thereby gained the trust of clients. This trend growth remained
until 1992, when starting wars in the former Yugoslavia come practically to a
standstill transportation of containers in international transport. The introduction
of sanctions was the end of expansion and conquest of new markets and fight
the competition.
Until the 2004 it appears again flows of containers in international traffic
when slowly begins to revive the trade situation Serbia via the Adriatic ports.
As a new start can be considered as 2005, when the port of Rijeka moved
aggressively to conquer the Serbian market and the region. The peak in the
volume of transport after the war was reached in 2007, followed by appearances
global economic crisis that has hit almost the entire world market and has
significantly affected the volume of trade situation in the world. But in 2009
began a new arrest and fall within the scope of the terminal, and then in 2011,
the greatest scope of work in this period. Number of manipulations of the
container terminal ŽIT BELGRADE by years and months is shown in Table 1:
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Table 1. Work at ŽIT BELGRADE container terminal by age
Work on container terminal
Work on
Internal
International
containerization
Total
transport
transport
(TEU)
(TEU)
TEU
Tone
3842
8612
708
13867
13162
4502
8931
751
14226
14184
5712
9964
10042
16842
25718
4006
13916
854
17745
18776
4244
15764
870
15834
20878

Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Table 2. Assessment of the expected number of TEUs
Work on container terminal (TEU)
Internal
International
Transit
transport
transport
4846
20059
1107
6184
27483
1517
7524
35919
1982
8513
41640
2298
9632
48272
2664

Year
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040

Total
26012
35184
45426
52451
60568

It is estimated that in this container terminal in 2020. will be overload about
26,000 TEUs, and in 2040 about 60,000 TEUs, with a win over transit flows,
the volume of work could increase significantly.
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DEFINITION OF LOCATIONS AND PROJECT OF NEW CONTAINER
TERMINAL BELGRADE
Container terminal in Batajnica
Intermodal terminal in Batajnica was the first planned terminal of this type in
Serbia in Batajnica, near the railway station, in an area, master plan of the city
of Belgrade is defined as an area intended traffic. One of the reasons for
selecting this location is well connected with road and rail European corridors
passing through Serbia. The intermodal terminal through the service road of the
Belgrade bypass road is linked to the traffic loop Batajnica, which is part of
corridor X. The terminal is connected to the industry track railway station
Batajnica which is also part of the railway corridor X.
Intermodal terminal in Batajnica was designed with several functional parts:
• administration and control part (parking),
• road and rail access,
• transfer sidings,
• lanes for loading/unloading trucks and bypass lane and
• handling and the storage part.
The most important part of the manipulation area in a terminal, consisting of:
• 3 tracks: 2 transfer sidings for loading and unloading of containers
and 1 extra handling track for locomotive
• 4 lane for the passage of trucks: 1 passing, 1 loading-unloading, 1
spare lane and 1 lane for emergency exit,
• Container storage: 3 container line for temporary storage of
containers, frigo-containers, exchangeable transport tanks and
containers with dangerous goods.
The realization of this project was abandoned for now.

Fig. 1. Container terminal Batajnica
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Container terminal at the station Belgrade - marshalling yard
Container terminal at the station Belgrade Marshalling is planned in the field
of classification – departureyardof station, from 60 to 77 tracks in the V and VI
group, in its final size.
The preliminary design phase is foreseen construction of container terminals
in three phases.
Phase 1a
In this phase are planned following activities at the container terminal:
• at the entrance of cargo transportation center facility where they will be
carried control inputs and outputs, which also is used for video
surveillance and fire alarm,
• the access and internal roads that should provide easy access to the
container terminal and easily shunting within it,
• 2 new transfer siding 1 and 2, for handling operations with a cargo of
container units by means of manipulators,
• existing tracks 75, 76, 77 and 78 for side tracking, formation and
splitting up of shunting trains,
• lanes for road vehicles,
• handling areas enough capacity to accept the load during the movement
of loaded road vehicles and reloading container manipulators,
• storage area with three lanes on which you can dispose of about 1,000
TEUs, while empty containers and those that will be a long time in the
terminal along storage terminal for at least 1,000 TEU, as well as
connections for 20 frigo containers,
• part handling and storage area provided for manipulation and
accommodation around 60 containers for the transport of dangerous
goods (except classes 1 and 7 RID),
• parking for reloading machinery, commercial vehicles and passenger
cars,
• services and workshop,
• Customs duty office.
For pension administration and administrative staff of container terminal is
planned ground floor annex of the existing office buildings, and a renovated
warehouse building dock to accommodate the staff of terminals and
warehouses.
Each vehicle that approaches the complex will perform registration or
revocation at the reception. Containers are transported by road trailer or rail car.
Reloading is performed container manipulator (reach stacker) on manipulation
area, with tracks 1 and 2 or directly from railroad cars to road vehicles and vice
versa.
In Phase 1 and, after completion of transfer and possible customs clearance,
is made from forwarding containers of container terminal rail car or road
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vehicles. Customs inspection of goods can be carried in the vehicle, in container
or in the warehouse, on the border crossing is the only passport control staff
accompanying or driver.
If there is no direct transfer, containers are unloaded from railroad cars or
road vehicles in the appropriate part of one of the lane to leave until their
loading. Containers that require loading or unloading, storage is also an open
store. For their manipulation of the terminal is planned telescopic forklift. The
containers in which there is a demand for servicing, repair or washing
transported to the workshop. Empty containers after unloading cleaned, washed,
disinfected, repaired immediately or stored, immediately loaded with goods are
delivered or the next user.
If the containers transported by railway car in the homogenous trains, and the
recipient has an industry track, containers are shipped directly to him, and if you
they drive like a car or group of cars in mixed trains, going first in the
marshalling yard, and from there the industry railway track of the recipient.
Dispatching of containers of container terminal will be done with the railway
wagon or road semi-trailers.
Phase 1b
According to the preliminary design, at this stage it is planned that the
container terminal, also in the area of group VI-track classification – departing
yard, set gantry crane with overhang, range of 29.25 meters, the length of the
crane track 350 meters in whose area of work is located 4 tracks 2 lanes for road
vehicles and 3 lanes for storage containers.
Phase 1b gantry crane used for operations of vertical loading in the useful
length of the track. In the second half of the track to the exit of the park ''B''
transhipment container carries a manipulator (Reach stacker).
Tracks 1 and 2, which are located beneath the crane, as well as the
reconstructed tracks 75 and 76 who are under the overhang gantry crane used
for transhipmentoperations. It is planned that the reconstructed tracks 77 and 78
are used for side tracking, formation and splitting up of shunting trains and for
weighing wagons is planned track 78.
When the load units at the terminal for long, their storage is planned on one
of warehousing lanes out of the action gantry crane. These and other necessary
manipulations are performed container manipulator (Reach Stacker).
Phase 2
In this stage crane path will be an extended to 650 meters and will set up
another gantry crane, achieving the capacity to handle that exceeds the
estimated volume of work on the terminal. Unloading and loading operations
are performed on the entire length of new reloading tracks 1, 2, and on the
tracks 75, 76 and on tracks 77 and 78, will be performed side tracking
andformation and splitting up of shunting trains. It is planned to construct a new
track 78a for side tracking.
At this stage manipulative area in group V classification – departing yard is
intended for movement Reach Stacker and storage of containers, parking of
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passenger and freight road vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers, as well as to set
the open and roofed enclosures for housing and other makeshift workshop with
tools and accessories.
Container terminal under the RTC BELGRADE
In the "Master Plan of Belgrade 2021" was defined locations for construction
of RTC BELGRADE, in the area of the Makes fields, an area of 170 hectares
which will be an integral part of the container terminal (Figure 2).
Container terminal is composed of four tracks in the classification-departure
yard, four rail track under the crane tracks, roads and storage containers in the
area of the crane.
The terminal will be performed transhipment of transport equipment by
technology B and C by two cranes capable of lifting 40 tons, at the one-half of
the total length of the terminal. Crane track "Gantry", length 750 m and is
mounted on a reinforced concrete foundation.
Containers which are less retained in the terminal will be deposited in the
storage area under the crane with a capacity of 2,500 TEUs in stacking the three
levels in height.
For empty containers and those that will be a long time on the terminal is
provided with a storage terminal for at least 1,000 TEU, with 36 ports for frigocontainers.
RoLa terminal will be an independent part of which will perform the
loading and unloading of vehicles with an escort, according to the technology A
(cars are slipway onto wagons self-propelled), and consist of two tracks useful
lengths of at least 550 m at a distance of 6 m.
At the ends of track is needed to build manipulative surface, in length of 110
m on each side, where the tracks to be drowned, to allow loading of vehicles
onto wagons.

Fig. 2. Cargo transport center Belgrade
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CONCLUSION
The development of intermodal transport in Serbia directly increases the volume
of work of container terminal directly or indirectly depends on several factors, such
as industrial development, the level of competitiveness of products on the market,
the size of the international exchange of goods and so on. Detailed analysis of the
location of container terminals was considered and the impact of the cost of
construction and development of terminals at the locations shown, relative to the
available infrastructure which is necessary to build. The relocation of container
terminal ŽIT BELGRADE from the existing location at the station Belgrade
Marshalling yard, will come to relieve traffic congestion in the city and divert a
large number of road vehicles which they do not belong.. Also, the existing space
will be used for continuation of construction work on the project "Belgrade
waterfront", which is of great importance for the city of Belgrade.
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Abstract
The purpose of the article was to analyze the impact of fleet cards to
optimize transport companies by identifying a wide range of card functions. All
the functions mentioned support decisions in all functional areas related to
planning, organizing and controlling the vehicle fleet of a transport company.
Thepaper contains basic information about fuel cards, and their development
into fleet cards. It also presents attractiveness of usability, different protection
possibilities and cashless payment procedures. A comparative analysis of
selected Polish fleet cards was made to show a comprehensive access and
universality of cards in the Polish market. Benefits of fleet cards introduction
for employees of transport companies, such as shippers, accountants and
drivers, were also presented.
Keywords-fuel card; fleet card; transport company
INTRODUCTION
Currently, optimization of transport costs are regarded as one of the toughest
and most complex problems in transport, forwarding and logistics sector.
Transport companies agree that half of the expenditure incurred related to the
current activities of the company is precisely fuel costs. The situation on the fuel
market is intensifying as a result to constant fluctuations in fuel prices in the
global market.
Fuel cards meet their expectations. Fuel card used for non-cash settlement of
goods and services at petrol stations. Initially, they were actually used only for
non-cash purchase of fuel, but with time they became a tool for fleet
management and for this reason more and more often they are called fleet
cards.This cardsare issued by an issuer which is usually a fuel company. It is a
1
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kind of "electronic money", to which is inscribed as the limit specified in the
gross value of the Polish zloty. Fixed amount allows you to purchase products
or services after the completion of the transaction using the card in the range of
specified limit. Only a small percentage of the transport industry decided not to
use the cards. By using the fuel card company does not have to provide each
employee money to buy fuel and expect systematic settlement because the
company usually makes a collective consideration transferred to the account of
fuel concern every one of two weeks.
The current fuel cards offer the possibility of paying for most of the services
offered by oil companies, starting with the payment for fuel ending with the
clock roadside assistance and a car wash. Today, fuel cards are one of the most
popular elements of payment occurring on Polish and international market.
Fuel cards can be particularly beneficial for countries in which there is an
unstable exchange rate of local currencies. In this case, it is possible to buy fuel
according to a predetermined prices [7, 8].
DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLEET CARDS
Competition in the market of fleet cards is large, which is why companies
are trying to make additional services. Some companies mutually accept their
cards. An example would be a network of affiliated stations in Routex
agreement, which was concluded by the BP, Statoil, Aral, IMV and Agip
companies [5]. Today it involves 560 fuel stations in Poland and 20,000
European stations. Fuel cards can be divided into general and those which are
issued by a specific network of fuel depots, such as the European Shell or
national Orlen. General fuel cards, which are offered by external suppliers are
usually powerful tools when a company uses a variety of stations and it is not
possible to select only one or two brands. This type of card issuers typically
charge an extra fee, which makes the use of the card less profitable. However,
the big advantage of the card is that issuers themselves provide a refund of VAT
for the fuel tank of gas abroad. This is called VAT REFUND. In contrast, fuel
cards issued by a specific network allow to refuel at all stations in Europe. Some
of the cards of this type have the ability to pay for services also on partner
stations. However, in contrast to the general card issuers do not charge
commissions, but also do not offer the procedure of VAT REFUND. Table 1
presents a comparison of two types of fuel cards described.
Of course, entrepreneurs can enter into an agreement with two or three
service providers to ensure their company more coverage stations operated by
the company transport routes. Finally, the number of invoices will still be lower
than a traditional purchase. Both of the above mentioned variants of cards
provide optimization of enterprises, especially in the field of accounting. The
company does not have to collect and store receipts for purchases and services
and get a clear and detailed invoice. As a result, instead of dozens of accounting
transactions, one invoice settlement is being performed.
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Table 1. Comparison of one station and general fleet cards
Advantages and disadvantages
Minimizing operations in the
accounting department
No commissions
Reimbursement for the purchase
of fuel abroad
A clear picture of transactions
The possibility of issuing
a duplicate invoice
Electronic invoice

One station fleet card

General fleet card

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

However, when choosing fuel card entrepreneurs must first of all pay
particular attention to the security system that protects the card, and hence the
financial resources of the company. If the card is stolen and attempt to be used
by unauthorized person, three kinds of preventive security measures should
work. The first one is to check the PIN code, other is to check the registration
number refueled the car and the third is the driver card number.
ANALYSIS OF FLEET CARDS AVAILABLE IN POLAND
Currently, fuel cards using not only the large companies from the transportforwarding-logistics sector, but also a growing number of companies from the
SME sector. This is still a developing market, but the number issued
executioner of fuel continues to rise. On the Polish market we are offered fuel
cards issued by both the oil companies, but also by independent companies that
have contracts with the selected petrol station networks. Most cards as much as
80% is issued on the basis of the registration number of the vehicle. The
remaining 20% of the cards are issued to a specific person or bearer [1]. Issued
cards may have a range of both national and international. However, with a
range of international cards they are more usability, because they can pay for
highways, bridges or tunnels rides, service, car or use a car wash.
Table 2 presents an analysis of the most popular fleet cards available in
Poland showing also most important advantages and conditions of usage for the
company.Theprevalence of cards in the Polish marketwasconcurrentwith

the introduction ofa system of automatictoll collection viaTOLLin 2011.
FLEET CARDS FUNCTIONS
Fleet cards are considered to be a very useful tool in the optimization of the
rolling stock and drivers also through the use of modern online tools. This is
possible because they have many functions, which are shown schematically in
Figure 1. Analysed the functions relate to an area of strategic, operational and
tactical management of a transport company.
One of the basic functions of fleet cards is information management,
enabling to reduce the costs associated with accountancy up to 80% [2]. The
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company has an insight into the history of operations performed on the card,
analyse invoiced and current transactions and get detailed information about each
transaction (number, type, amount, station name, etc.). It is even possible to
monitor the VAT paid abroad, reclaim of VAT and excise duties. The main role
of fleet cards is a cashless refuelling and ensuring rebates thus obtained.
Usually this is done in two ways: either through the bulk purchase of fuel at one
or more stations or discounts for fleets using the selected stations located along
major transportation routes. Cashless payments are also possible for repair
service, towing, roadside assistance, full range of washing and cleaning of
vehicles. It is possible to restrict assortment list of goods and services assigned to
the fleet card or set a limit of a single purchase or periodical limits, as well as
emergency cash withdrawal at the station by the driver.
A novelty in the market of fleet cards is the DKV Novum holding a free
website with current prices of more than 14 thousand stations in Germany. This
is a valuable tip for optimal route planning [3]. It is possible to get help in
finding stations or repair shops offering additional services (car wash, shower,
parking, service, tire changes).
A very important function of the fuel card is the possibility of toll billing also
in Polish viaTOLL in prepaid mode and in the form of deferred payment. The
benefits of this are not only financially measurable but also relate to a lack of
vehicles’ downtime on routes. For this reason, there was also developed another
function of ferries booking.
All these features of fleet cards allow transport operators to fully control
expenses related to the vehicles and on an ongoing basis to make decisions that
optimize the maintenance costs. Many benefits for shippers, accountants and
drivers [4] of the fleet cards usage can be easily deduced at different managing
levels of the company, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 2.A comparative analysis of selected Polish fleet cards
Petrol
station
Orlen

BP

Statoil

Shell
Lukoil

Lotos
Neste

Moya
UTA
DKV

Advantages

Conditions

• biggest number (over 1700) of petrol stations
in Poland
• wide package of services and products
• cooperating with DKV thus allowing
customers to use fuel cards for 20000 of
DKV stations across Europe
• facilitated settlement for viaTOLL charges
• offer for small and large enterprises
• 540 stations in Poland, 20 000 in 36 countries
in Europe
• BP Fleet Export - fleet management program
• Routex card consultation - possibility of
refueling stations on BP, ARAL, Statoil,
OMV and Agip
• Two card types: national and european
• Routex card consultation - possibility of
refueling stations on BP, ARAL, Statoil,
OMV and Agip.
• 400 stations in Poland, 20 000 in Europe
• Small configurable services on the card
• attractive offer price.
• no stations across Europe, small number of
stations in Poland
• prepaid card offer
• attractive offer price
• possibility of refueling at Esso stations
• prepaid cards contain discount on every liter
of fuel
• no discount on fuel with credit cards
• card is limited to the purchase of ON and
Pb95/98

• Flota: minimum
amount of fuel - 1000
l/month
• Biznestank: minimum
amount of fuel - 500
l/month
• Tankbank: prepaid
card without limits
• BP PLUS: minimum
amount of fuel - 1000
l/month

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

attractive offer price for prepaid cards
not large network of petrol stations.
complex fleet solution,
one of the largest stations network
30-day terms for invoice payment
complex fleet solution.
the largest number of stations in Poland and
Europe

• Statoil FIRMA
and EUROFIRMA:
minimum amount of
fuel 400 l/month.
• no minimum monthly
fuel consumption
• Lukoil Fleet Card:
declared minimum fuel
consumption 300l of
any fuel per month
• minimum monthly fuel
consumption is 1500 l
• prepaid cards for private
and institutional clients.
• credit cards only for
companies with no
minimum fuel
consumption

• all terms are negotiated
individually
• no minimum monthly
fuel consumption
• no minimum monthly
fuel consumption
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cashless
payments

accountancy, taxes
management

introduction ofa single
purchaselimitandperiodical
limits
information
management

cash
withdrawal

FLEET
CARDS
FUNCTIONS

regulation of the rebates
and discounts level
route planning
service, garages map

toll, tunnels, bridges,
parking payments

ferries booking

Fig.1.Selected functions of fleet cards

•
•
•
•

Table 3. Benefits of using fleet cards for company employees
Shipper
Accountant
Driver
navigation and
• saving time
• safe travel without cash
monitoring drivers
• collective invoice
• the possibility of collecting
the ability to track a
instead of a stack of
points loyalty program
vehicle
fuel bills
• fast service at the station control of drivers' hours • simplified VAT
without waiting for the
assessment of driving
accounting
issuance of invoices for fuel
• driver adviser to adjustments
style
• deferred payment
terms
for eco-driving

CONCLUSIONS
Fuel cards allow to support decisions in all functional areas related to
planning, organizing and controlling the vehicle fleet of a transport company [6].
Using fuel cards in the enterprise is one of the most effective methods to
manage and control the fleet. By monitoring the cards over the Internet
entrepreneur always knows where, when and at what amount the driver had used
the card. All these features combine to make better use of working time and
minimizing the costs of the enterprise.
On the Polish market there are a number of fleet cards and their choice should
be dictated by the number of vehicles, and thus: the monthly amount of fuel
consumed, but also other decisions, such as the service area of transport
companies.
What is most important is the fact that all fuel cards are able to minimize the
cost of the purchase of fuel by up to 30%. But the cards optimized not only the
costs associated with the purchase of fuel, but also to streamline the work of
accounting. The company does not have to keep receipts for purchases, while
getting one collective, transparent invoice which eliminates the need for dozens
of accounting transactions. This solution eliminates the possibility of errors by
employees and significantly reduces operating time. Uniform invoice also
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facilitates the recovery of VAT for the purchase of fuel for the country, because
it speeds up the inspection of foreign tax authorities.
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Abstract
The standard container 20 ft that is used today is the result of 200- year
evolutionary process. The use of steel containers in a different dimensions,
began in 1950. Innovative solutions in container transport, which today appear
as a novelty, contribute to reducing transport costs, environmental protection,
development of inter-modality in the transport process, or simply contribute
these innovative solutions for sustainable transport system. During the global
economic crisis, the transport of empty containers leads to increased costs to the
carriers, the owners of containers, as well as users themselves of the transported
goods. Since the space in transport is the mostimportant, the idea of assembled
container is of great importance, especially for shipping, travel carriers, and
container terminals. Accordingly, the next step in the evolutionary process in
container transport will be the assembled containers.
Keywords – assembled containers; intermodal transport
INTRODUCTION
Existing researches on transport handling units, were mostly focused around
saving space and means of transport during the transportation process. There are
also some innovations, but research in this field is still ongoing. Many of the
studies about transport handling units have proven unsuccessful because of their
handling, the amount of time for their assembling and disassembling, and the
poor materials from which these units were made.
Of all the innovations which have come about transport handling units, two
solutions for switching containers, as modern transport handling units look
realistic and enforceable . One solution is created by professors at the Indian
Institute of Technology (Indian Institute of Technology), New Delhi in India.
Alternatively, the product of the Dutch company "Cargoshell" (Cargoshell BV).
1
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ASSEMBLED CONTAINER TYPE – IIT DELHI
The assembled container type "IIT Delhi" was initiated by a former banker Avinder Bindra. He approached the Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (IIT
Delhi) about the development of the assembled container and thus initiated the
development of the project. In developing the design part Anupam Cowley
(Anoop Chawla) and Sudipto Mukherjee (Sudipto Mukherjee) from the
institute.
The two professors, redesigned a standard container that can be folded
laterally and can be loaded from above. During the assembly (Figure no. 1) the
walls, doors, upper and lower parts are arranged in four layers in length. It is
claimed that this design can be assembled or disassembled hydraulically in four
minutes. For this purpose it’s used a hydraulic platform, a container that is a
quarter of the original.

Fig.1. Phases of assembly " IIT Delhi "

This design enables the switching container ships to carry more containers in
the space otherwise occupied by a container . In this way it is cut the number of
required means of transport, and costs as well. On the other hand, the turnover
of the transport facilities is increasing.
Assembled container of this type has the dimensions of a standard 20 ft
container, and the added equipment such as cranes and forklifts should not be
modified. The team investigating this platoon assembled container calculated
that they can save about 25 million TEU yearly in ocean freight. This savings
represented half of the total amount of empty shipping containers, so with this
kind of switching containers would be saved up to 1,000 USD for each empty
container.
However, for this type of containers, special hydraulic platforms for
assembly and disassembly are needed. From all this it can be drawn two
important questions:
• The availability of hydraulic platforms;
• The time required to assemble or disassemble a container.
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All ports and transport terminals should be equipped with such special
platforms because otherwise jointed container would be useless. Also, because
of planning a larger number of switching containers, more hydraulic platforms
will be needed. One platform is expected to have a value as two empty
containers.
ASSEMBLED CONTAINER TYPE - CARGOSHELL
On June 29, 2009 in Rotterdam was held the official presentation of the new
concept of container - "Cargoshell"-(Picture no.2).
Although it kept the good features of the previous containers, Cargoshell
offered numerous innovations in terms of the material they were made

Fig. 2. Container "Cargoshell "

Just like the model " IIT Delhi " and " Cargoshell ",the container occupies
only a quarter of its size when folded . This means that the trips by boats, trucks
etc. will be reduced, energy will be saved and emissions reduced.
Instead of hydraulic platform assembling "Cargoshell " container , you need
a truck that has a built-in hydraulic lifting system (Figure No. 3 ) . It can be ,
etc. " spider " vehicles which are used for lifting incorrectly parked vehicles.
That way, the assembly of " Cargoshell " it becomes much more accessible and
economically justified . Besides,the time it takes for its assembly or disassembly
is much smaller. It can be performed for an incredible 30 seconds.

Fig. 3. Hydraulic truck and assembled " Cargoshell "
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The volume of steel containers remains the same regardless of whether they
are full or empty . But with the new design of switching containers, vehicles can
carry up to four empty containersin the space, which otherwise has so far
occupied an empty container . This means that the demand for vehicles will be
reduced by 75 %. In particular, for maritime terminal in Rotterdam, it would
mean a reduction of 10,000 ferry trips a year and around 250 trucks a day would
be less present on the roads.
If the same activity makes fewer trips it indicates that energy is significantly
saved. Because it is generated from fossil fuels, with each saving the level of
CO2 emissions are reduced. Also, because of the reduced traffic movement,
traffic safety and pollution are significantly improved.
Energy is also saved when handling empty containers. With the new concept,
manipulative transport means that with one step you can move four
containers.Thereby, the reduced time needed to manipulate, directly increases
efficiency.
Pollution is reduced because it does not allow containers that for example,
would drop from a ship, sunk to the bottom of the sea (Figure No. 4 ) , but are
taken out from the floating marine area.

Fig.4. -Containers falling overboard during transport

To be protected from corrosion, steel containers should be protected with
artificial colors. The new material from which the assembled containers are
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made, does not corrode when in contact with air or sea water, and therefore does
not require protective paints and coatings. Also, due to the ability of the material
to be in different colors even during production itself, there is no need of any
coloring because of decorative or advertising reasons. So, over the entire life
durability of the container, there is no need to renew the external color, which is
quite different from steel containers in which the process should be repeated
several times. When we take into account the huge number of containers that
exist in the world , it becomes clear how much quantity of color is saved using
these switching containers.
REPRESENTATION OF EMPTY CONTAINERS IN THE TRANSPORT
PROCESS
The exploitation of a container ranges from 10 to 15 years, depending on
how the container was used. A well-maintained container can be usable up to
20 years. Still, the total period of utilization of the container, on average 6% of
the time accounts for transport by road, 16% of the time spent on the terminal
belongs, 16% for ocean transportation, 6% for repair, and the remaining 56%
for the exploitation period of the container for the time spent without load.
Previous analysis show that the role of empty containers in the overall process
of transporting goods is of great importance.
Empty containers were never something desirable for mobile terminals. One
reason is because they occupy big space that could be used for another purpose.
Most often when containers are sent from one terminal to another, they must
be returned empty due to lack of cargo. In this way, more unfavorable effects
are created, including larger financial costs, that lead to bigger product pricing.
With the new concept of assembled containers, this problem can be overcome.
Let’s take for example, the transportation from Shanghai to Los Angeles. If
on that relation went four ships filled with containers after unloading of the
goods the empty ones can be brought back only in one ship.
The remaining ships will certainly have to come back , but instead of empty,
can now be loaded with other goods .
Savings with such transport are enormous. The cost calculations show that
the same relation ( Shanghai - Los Angeles ) use the boat type "B9 - Emma
Mærsk" obtained the following effects :
The ship is 400 meters long , 56 meters wide and can carry 15,200 20 ft.
containers. The fuel consumption is of 13,000 kilograms per hour. Because
diesel fuel weighs 900 grams per liter, it appears that consumption will be 13.4
m3 per hour, or 345 m3 per day. That is a cube with sides of 7 m.
Shanghai and Los Angeles are located at a distance of 8,700 nautical miles
(16,112 kilometers) . If you are traveling at full speed - 25 nodes per hour, the
trip will last 15 days. The number of days multiplied by the amount of fuel
consumed per day ( 345 m3), and all that multiplied by 3 (the number of empty
vessels ) gives an amount of fuel the size of a cube with sides of 25 meters
(Figure no. 5 ) .
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Fig. 5. Display of a cube with a side length of 25 meters

Fig. 6. View the largest cargo ship for transporting containers

The Danish company Maersk built the largest container ship in the world for
the transport of containers, the ship is 400 meters long and high as a twentystory building.
The cargo ship is so long that it cannot pass through the Panama Canal, and
the depth of the bottom cannot be docked at any harbor in North or South
America. This ship can transport more than 18,000 containers filled with goods
in them or for example that is 111 million pairs of shoes. The Danish company
Maersk is a leading container transport and has ordered construction of 20 such
giants at a cost of 185 million dollars for one. The sole purpose of these vessels
is transportation from major ports in East Asia, such as Shanghai, Hong Kong
and Singapore to ports in Northern Europe or Rotterdam and Hamburg.
Fitting into the European transportation network, with full appreciation of
modern transport technologies, technical and other technological advancements,
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market adjustment, and improve the energy balance of the country, Macedonian
require new traffic system quality and higher speed service. Respecting the
situation, and recognizing the real needs of the Macedonian economy in the
European transition, our country approached to the reconstruction of traffic in
all its branches, how could be involved in the European process and to become a
full member of the European traffic system 21st century.

Fig. 7. View the latest wagons procured in Macedonia

From a total of 150 wagons , 75 will be allocated to container transport and
the rest to transport ore, coal and similar.
Organized by the Chinese company "Kosko", which manages the Greek port
of Igoumenitsa in Piraeus and forwarder "Schenker" as organizer of shipping
MR-Transport rail tested three test rail compositions loaded with goods from
Sony factories (computer parts and monitors) in Győr, Hungary (which were
taken for a great time of 52 hours of driving) and Hewlett Packard factory in
Pardubice, Czech Republic. It is a new rail container transport, first from the
south to central Europe, that so far walked from the north, from Hamburg to the
south of the continent.
All trains havd 36 to 38 containers at the request of the " Schenker " MR Transport provided their wagons . All this shows that Macedonia is making
quite modernization of transport means in handling all traffic branches.
CONCLUSION
Classic steel containers have proved very convenient means of transporting
goods. They are common all over the world, and there is almost no place on the
planet where it hasn’t arrived some container . But one of their main weakness
is the space they occupy when they are empty, and the participation of empty
containers in the overall transport is really big. That is why there were created
switching containers. The ability to conquer the market with two models - "IIT
Delhi " and "Cargoshell ."
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Their main feature is that when folded,they take up only a quarter of the
space when disassembled . It would mean :
• saving a great deal of space in ports ;
• fewer trips by boat ;
• fewer trucks on the roads ;
• Tackling the less manipulative means;
• increase efficiency;
• increasing the capacity of the ports ...
All this contributes to energy savings , in other words, saving money and also
reducing CO2.
Other improvements apply only to " Cargoshell ." It is made from strong
plastic fiber and are achieved multiple benefits . In fact , this new material:
• is 25 % lighter than steel ;
• not subject to corrosion, must be protected with paint and varnish;
• offers the possibility of writing the advertisements even when casting of
plastics ;
• allows smooth satellite tracking ;
• serves as an insulator ;
• easy to clean and maintain .
In addition , there have been innovations in a way that opens the door (such
as rolling ) and the ability to sail in case of falling into the seawater.
As a fundamental flaw appears the initial investment and prospects of
success depend on several factors, including the interest of transport companies
to this new concept, as well as their willingness to invest for the purchase of
switching containers.
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Abstract
Transport systems of Macedonia and European Union in historical
retrospective were formed partly on equal and partly on divergent principles,
interests and influences. As a candidate country for entry to the EU, Macedonia
is adapting its transport policy to that of the EU. Institutional adaptation will not
be controversial, but practical implementation of the policy compliant with the
European one can be subject to delays due to historical heritage and present
limitations. The paper presents the problems between transport policy in the
Republic of Macedonia and transport policy of European Union.
Key words - Transport policy; Republic of Macedonia; European Union;
challenges to transport policy
INTRODUCTION
Transport, in its theoretical and practical aspects, is one of the basic factors
of economy in every country. Furthermore, the effective economic growth and
development, mostly depends on traffic policy and total development of the
traffic.
Traffic policy in the Republic of Macedonia, as well as in the other transitional
countries, is not sufficiently given enough attention, nor is practically applied all
relevant factors which influence on the development of the traffic and transport.
On account of the positive influence which the developed transport system can
hold the economy of one country, it is necessary to research the role of the
traffic policy in the Republic of Macedonia and its economy.
The existence of the economy market inevitably follows the development of the
traffic system. The necessity to include the Republic of Macedonia in the
European traffic flows, as well as its interest to associate with the European
Union is imperative which is set for the Government of the Republic of
Macedonia and its citizens. The advanced inter correlation in the economy with
the linearization of the goods and services flow, as well as creating conditions
1
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for capital flow, should follow with a previous consistent traffic policy. In spite
of developed traffic policy, as well as for better organization of the traffic
system, it is possible to increase current flow and to create a new market flows,
which could have an effect on the export –import balance.
The traffic policy model elements in Republic of Macedonia are: 1) traffic
infrastructure, 2) traffic supra-structure, 3) subject of transportation, 4) Modern
transportation technologies, 5) connecting the different branches of transport, 6)
environmental protection costs and sustainable development costs, 7) law frame
traffic services production, 8) logistic activities in the area of traffic and
transport, 9) integrated information traffic system, 10) management and
leadership element, 11) organizational culture, 12) gross domestic product, 13)
intellectual capital and 14) other elements .
This traffic policy model includes values representing quantitative traffic policy
elements for the year 2007, and assumed values for 2012. The Republic of
Macedonia ought to be a joined party of European Union, and values for the
year 2017. The Republic of Macedonia is planned to be the European Union full
member.
This was forecast for traffic policy model, but some changes are happened in
Macedonia. Their influence has direct or indirect implications in the traffic and
transport area.
By setting up a traffic policy model, a base for further transport system
development is given which should bind national traffic flows to European
traffic flows
TRANSPORT POLICY TO DATE
Macedonian transport policy has been formed over a long history. The
transport policies of the Turkey Empire, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia after the
First World War and Socialist Yugoslavia after the Second World War, have
left behind more negative than positive consequences. After the long historical
period and then Independence, key strategically tasks for Macedonian transport
policy remain and are as follows:
• Quality transport links of Eastern and Western Macedonia.
• Quality transport links among Macedonia and its neighbors - Greece,
Albania and Serbia.
• Improvement of transport links between Macedonia and European
Countries.
• Intensive inclusion of Macedonia in international rail transport system.
• Intensive inclusion of Macedonia in international air transport system.
• Intensive inclusion of Macedonia in international interposal transport
system.
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Fig. 1. The Republic of Macedonia
Recource: http://www.factmonster.com/atlas/country/macedonia.html

Only after Independence (8th September 1991), was Macedonia able to
formulate and apply transport strategies and policies. From Independence till
today is too short a period to remedy all the negative inherited consequences
which are present in the Macedonian transport network. Transition and the
relatively short period of independence, have even more so reduced the
economic means needed to radical changes in the development of transport.
However, the emphasis of transport policy has been put on investing in new
transport infrastructure (the construction of highways and motorways), and on
the development of the rail and air transport systems. Less attention has been
given to the maintenance, reconstruction and modernization of the transport
system. Equally neglected is an orientation towards modern organization and
quality business operations and removing imbalances between particular sectors
of transport. Rail and air transport are seriously underdeveloped in relation to
road transport.
Current transport policy attempts to remedy the weaknesses in transport
policy prior to Independence. It is aimed at the development of a transverse
transport network, especially Pan – European corridors.
FUNDAMENTAL STRATEGIES OF MACEDONIAN TRANSPORT
POLICY
Fundamental strategies of Macedonian transport policy emerge from official
documents, laws and regulations passed by the Macedonian Parliament and
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Government. The document, which is of particular importance, is the document
on Proposal National Strategy for integration on Republic of Macedonia in
EU. The starting point for transport policy is based is Macedonia’s interests in
appropriately evaluating are most important transport routes. Of special
importance are: Pan – European corridors VIII and X across Macedonia, then
geopolitical changes in the Macedonian geographical environment, structural
changes to the Macedonian economy related to transport and the application of
modern technology and ecological standards to transport.

Fig. 2. European Road Corridors in Republic of Macedonia
Recourse: http://www.roads.org.mk/cor-e2.htm

Macedonia’s developmental transport policy is based on the following
strategic goals:
• Evaluation of Macedonia’s geographical transport position within the
European main transport corridor network.
• Appropriate development of transport infrastructure and transport
operations to include the Macedonian economy in international processes
and economic development.
• Creating opportunities for direct foreign investment and international
financing for infrastructure development programmes.
• Developing integrated transport.
• Constantly raising the level of safety within transport activities.
• Balancing transport development with protection of the environment.
• Restructuring large state – owned transport companies thereby providing
them with market oriented approach.
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• Regulating relations in administration, construction, and use of transport
infrastructure, in particular that which is public property.
The functioning of the Macedonian transport system places the above
mentioned goals in an international context, which assumes a strict application
of the rules and norms from international conventions signed by Macedonia.
Equally, the implementation of transport development is focused on minimizing
total construction and usage costs of the transport system.
Taking into account transport strategy and developmental policy, which are
gradually implemented by the measures and instruments arising from current
transport policy, and other supporting policies and the necessity of coming into
line with the European model of transport, the following framework of
Macedonian transport policy is proposed:
• Focusing on the integration of the Macedonian transport system into the
European. This means the formation of the integrated transport network
based on the principles of intermodality and subsidiarity, especially in
main transport routes, that is, international European corridors.
• Balancing thedevelopment of transport sectors, with the emphasis on
appropriate price policies and an increase in transport system efficiency.
• Strengthening domestic and international dimensions of the transport
market, with an emphasis on attracting international carriers.
• Restructuring the transport system: (a) restructuring nationaltransport
companies, (b) privatising carriers and the management of routes, (c)
separating transport management, carriers and route management, (d)
increasing transport competitiveness in a free transport market, (e)
creating conditions for the commercial management of infrastructure.
• Focussed management of transport routes, with an emphasis on
complementary and regulatory transport policy, and consistent intersector
cooperation in formulating regional, investment, fiscal and social policy,
taking into account social issues in transport policy.
• Harmonising transport laws, regulations, norms and standards with those
of the EU.
• Compensating for the negative consequences privatisation, deregulation
and liberalisation of the transport market.
• Removing or reducing the damaging consequences of transport on the
environment with the emphasis on programmes that stimulate
ecologically acceptable modes of transport, for example, rail, air, public
and combined transport.
• Continuous formulation and application of programmes that increase
transport safety.
• Efficiently satisfying individual transport needs focusing on sustainable
mobility especially in populated urban areas.
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• Unifying all transport authority within the Ministry of transport and
regulating this by law.
• Formation of a multidisciplinary body in charge of transport policy,
planning and management, and which is regulated by law.
CONCLUSIONS
EU legislation in transport and transport policy is focused on improving the
function of the internal transport market. In this sense, efficient and ecologically
acceptable transport services in road, rail and air transport are promoted. EU
transport standards also comprise: liberalization of the market, technical safety
and social regulations and norms in the context of a unified European transport
market. Equally, Stabilization and Association Agreement between the EU
and the Republic of Macedonia contains regulations on: infrastructure
development, railways, combined transport, easier access to the transport
market, simplifying transit procedures, and the application of technical,
ecological and social norms in land transport.
From the above – mentioned point of view, a practical and institutionalized
Macedonian transport policy is contained in the laws and documents of the
Macedonian Parliament, government and other central and decentralized
government institutions, and is in extenso complemented by fundamental EU
strategies and demands. Macedonia has started and is in the process of making
its transport policies compatible with those of the European Union. However,
the European Commission findings show what enormous efforts Macedonia
must still make pre- and post - entry to the EU. This also applies to transport
infrastructure, which has sufficient capacity, but for the most part, is in average
to poor condition. The Commission findings point to increased efforts needed in
the administration of the transport system, with an emphasis on road, rail and air
transport so that the structure of the transport system comes more into line that
of the EU.
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Abstract
Each society makes everyday trials for improved management with
communal waste. Each innovation that offers enlarged quality represents
possibility for future improved strategy. Imperative of every man today is
healthy living environment and maximally healthy way of living. Therefore in
this paper one quite different concept will be represented – solution of the
problems that the communal waste could create. If it is known that this
phenomenon is inevitability and there is no possibility that no men could be
exempted from the need to create a communal waste then this be solved
upgraded and improved. The best and most suitable is every solution to be
supported with a model. Here as a model is the desired quality of the service
with completely justified scientific maintainability would be the presented
logistic model - LMMCW about management with the communal waste and the
possibility for qualitative and maintainable development with distinguished
contributions for the people.
Keywords-Logistic model-LMMCW; benefit; concept – solution;

influence;communal waste
INTRODUCTION
Innovative solutions of the management with the communal waste MCW,
are more and more present in the contemporary analyses. Consideration of new
logistic model for management with the communal waste (LMMCW) and new
logistic strategy about management with the communal waste (LSMCW) are
1
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possible only with the scientific rules product of the logistics concretely for
these problems of the traffic transportation communal logistics.
The purpose of this paper is with scientific methodology to put the main
parameters and indicators of LMMCW and LSMCW considered for Republic of
Macedonia (RM) as a concrete example. Having in mind this the theoretical
purpose is the possibility which is offered by the scientific methods and the
possibility to allow application of measures and solutions from the domain of
management with the communal waste (MCW). Concretely this has to allow
successful identification, solution and implementation of the benefits for each
resident, expression of quality which the new LMMCW and LSMCW possess.
With this the social benefit of the development of new LMMCW represents a
top quality and desired level of service in this domain.
PURPOSE ANDHYPOTHETICAL FRAME OF THIS PAPER
The purpose of this paper is the positive influence of the model strategically
to feel every man.
The main hypothesis Is the creation and development of new LMMCW.
Separate hypotheses are:
• The considered – logistical aspects, concepts, tasks, functions, levels and
approaches really to portray the PARAMETERS of LMMCW (phase 1 of
LMMCW).
• The trustworthy data about the populated places, the population, the
communal waste (CW), the area, the density, the households and the
apartments represented to give contribution as INDICATORS, (phase 2 of
LMMCW represented officially through the State institution for statistics of
Republic of Macedonia (SISRM).
• The proposed policies to be applicable in the future decisions expressed as
output logistical elements and that is through development of real six
SCENARIOS with by five ALTERNATIVES for each scenario and with by
ten POSSIBILITIES as OPTION for each alternative represented as (phase
3 of LMMCW).
• This kind of concept represents an innovation in this domain.
SCIENTIFIC METHODS
During the analysis, research and the realization of this paper, the following
scientific methods will be applied: (( method of analysis, synthesis and
classification), (inductive and deductive method of conclusion), (method of
abstraction, concretization and generalization), (method of description and
comparison), (method for collection of data), (method of interpretation),
(methodology of modelling of systems), (application of series of logistical,
mathematical, computer and statistical methodologies and procedures), and
(systematically approach)).
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LOGISTICAL MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMUNAL
WASTE
Concrete steps during modelling of this unique LMMCW are:
• STEP 1: Defining of system or problem of LMMCW.
• STEP 2: Establishing of criteria for decision or purposes of LMMCW.
• STEP 3: Formulation of the connections between the parameters and criteria
in other words forming of the model (LMMCW) really supported with real
data indicators.
• STEP 4: Generating of certain alternative conditions product of LMMCW,
and
• STEP 5: Selection of certain action with which the most number of the
alternatives will be fulfilled as output elements of LMMCW and access in
LSMCW.
Defined like this it should work out and allow clear precision of the logistical
performances about the DESIRED STATE of desired optimum when it is MCW
in question and also its possibility for future DEVELOPMENT.
BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE LOGISTICAL MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT
OF THE COMMUNAL WASTE
The basic elements of LMMCW are chain, centre, technology, system,
process, principle, expense and control.
IDENTIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LOGISTICAL
MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT WITH THE COMMUNAL WASTE
The performance of the model most often is in phases and that is:
• Phase 1: Defining of the problem and the necessity (defined in this paper),
• Phase 2: where and how the logistical model shall have certain effect (RM as
a state),
• Phase 3: which will be the connections and relations that will be base or
foundation of the model (the entire road and organizational infrastructure for
MCW in RM – as an input through defining the parameters and indicators of
LMMCW),
• Phase 4: how the functionality of the model will be (selection of scenarios,
alternatives and possibilities as options as output elements),
• Phase 5: how certain benefits of the model will be realized (concrete
estimation and influence expressed with clear and precise explanation), and
at last,
• Phase 6: how the model will be controlled (transition from alternative into
alternative or higher scenario with clear and precise economical, technical
technological or ecologically useful action).
The performance of LMMCW is defined through the following scales of
influence of the model are defined a sequence of scales of influence. Concretely
for LMMCW is modified one scale of values which are in function of
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performance of the concrete LMMCW. These tables of performance of the
concrete LMMCW are given in the following table number 1, respectively
interpreted.
Table 1. Logistical aspects, concepts, tasks, functions and levels and approaches as
indicators part of LMMCW

Coefficient
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6

Influence
Very little
Little
Medium
Medium high
High
Verihight

Interpretation
*
*
*
*
*
*

*interpretation is different for aspects, concepts, tasks, functions, levels, approaches.
TESTING, FUNCTIONALITY AND APPLICATION OF INDICATORS
IN THE LOGISTICAL MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE
COMMUNAL WASTE
The testing is a procedure which should offer maximally desired conditions
of desired quality of all elements.
The functionality would be for one state that is divided regionally and at
municipal centres. The application is given with coefficients for influence for
one state. That is given in table 2.
The application of LMMCW offers unique ranked conditions for phase 1 of
LMMCW and is represented in table 3 and ranked condition for phase 2
represented in table 4 of logistical model is different in different variants.
Table 2. Populated places, Population, CW, Area, Density, Households and
Apartments, as parameters part of LMMCW
Table 2.1 Populated placesTable 2.2 Population and CW
Number Class Estimation
Number of Communal
Estimation
Waste
of P.P,
and
residents
and Influence
Influence
1 - 20
1-9000
1
0,1
(Very 1 - 10000
0,1
(Very
little)
little)
21 - 40
41 - 60

2
3

61 - 80

4

81 - 100
Over 101

5
6

Table 2.3 Area

0,2 (Little)
0,3
(Medium)
0,4
(Medium
high)
0,5 (High)
0,6
(Very
high)

10001 - 30000
30001 - 60000

9001 - 27000
27001 - 54000

60001 - 80000

54001 - 72000

0,2 (Little)
0,3
(Medium)
0,4

(Medium

high)
80001- 100000
Over 100 001

72001 - 90000
Over 90001

Table 2.4 Density

0,5 (High)
0,6 (Very high)
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Area

Class

1 - 200

1

Estimation
and
Influence
0,1 (Very little)

201 - 400
401 - 600

2
3

0,2
0,3

601 - 800

4

(km²)

(Little)
(Medium)
(Medium

0,4

Density
1 - 20

Estimation
and
Influence
0,1 (Very little)

21 - 40
41 - 60

0,2
0,3

(Little)
(Medium)

61 - 80

0,4

(Medium
(High)

high)

high)
801 - 1000

5

0,5

81 - 100

0,5

Over 1001

6

0,6 (Very high)

Over 101

0,6 (Very high)

Table 2.6 Apartments
Apartments
Estimation
and
Influence
0 - 2000
0,1 (Very little)
2001 - 5000
5001 - 15000

0,2
0,3

15001 - 25000

0,4 (Medium
0,5 (High)
0,6 (Very high)

Table 2.5 Households
Households Class

(High)

0 - 2000

1

Estimation
and
Influence
0,1 (Very little)

2001 - 5000
5001 - 15000

2
3

0,2
0,3

15001 - 25000

4

25001 - 35000
Over 35001

5
6

0,4 (Medium high)
0,5 (High)
0,6 (Very high)

(Little)
(Medium)

25001 - 35000
Over 35001

(Little)
(Medium)

high)

Table 3 Rank for aspects, concepts, tasks, functions and levels and approaches, as
parameters part of LMMCW
Coef
0,1

Influence
Very
little

0,2

Little

0,3

Medium

0,4

Medium
high

0,5

High

Interpretation

Aspects (to 0,5); Concepts (to 0,3); Tasks, functions and
levels (to 0,3) and Approaches (to 0,5)
Remark that all influences are minimal (the limit of influence
is minimal). RANK A
Aspects (to 1); Concepts (to 0,6); Tasks, functions and levels
(to 0,6) and Approaches (to 1)
Remark minimum one influence not to be minimal, or all
influences are in second limit (the limit of influence is of
minimum one minimal influence to all influences to be
maximally in second interpretation). RANK B
Aspects (to 1,5); Concepts (to 1); Tasks, functions and levels
(to 1) and Approaches (to 1,5)
Remark minimum one influence not to be in second limit, or
all influences are in the third limit (the limit of influence is of
minimally one second limit to all influences to be maximally
in third interpretation). RANK C
Aspects (to 2); Concepts (to 1,4); Tasks, functions and levels
(to 1,4) and Approaches (to 2)
Remark minimum one influence not to be in third limit, or all
influences are in fourth limit (the limit of influence is of
minimally one third influence to all influences to be
maximally in fourth interpretation). RANK D
Aspects (to 2,5); Concepts (to 1,8); Tasks, functions and
levels (to 1,8) and Approaches (to 2,5)
Remark minimum one influence not to be in fourth limit, or
all influences are in fifth limit (the limit of influence is of
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0,6

Very
high

minimally one fourth influence to all influences to be
maximally in fifth interpretation). RANK E
Aspects (to 2,5); Concepts (above 1,8); Tasks, functions and
levels (above 1,8) and Approaches (above 2)
Remark minimum one influence not to be in fifth limit, or all
influences above fifth limit (the limit of influence is of
minimally one fifth influence to all influences to be maximally
in fifth interpretation). RANK F

Table 4 Rank for Population, Populated places, CW, Area, Density, Households and
Apartments, as parameters of LMMCW
Coef
Estimation
Logistic influence
From 0,7
Populated places, (Population,
Very bad A
CW),(Area and Density) (Apartments
and Households)
PP, P, CW, AD, AH
From 0,71
PP, P, CW, AD, AH
Minimal B
to 1,4

PP, P, CW, AD, AH
PP, P, CW, AD, AH
PP, P, CW, AD, AH

From 1,41
to 2,2
From 2,21
to 2,8
Above 2,81

Good C
Optimal D
Maximal E

POSSIBILITY FOR STRATEGICVIW OF THE LOGISTICAL MODEL FOR
MANAGEMENT WITH COMMUNAL WASTE
The possibilities that are offered by LMMCW are six unique scenarios:
Scenario 1 – Scenario with very small influence, Scenario 2 – Scenario with
small influence, Scenario 3 – Scenario with medium influenceScenario 4 –
Scenario with medium big influence, Scenario 5 – Scenario with big influence
and Scenario 6 – Scenario with very big influence
These possibilities from LMMCW offer unique access in LSMCW. These
possibilities modelled and programmed are represented in the following title of
this paper where six windows are represented, that are compound part of the
new LMMCW.
PROGRAM VIEW OF THE LOGISTICAL MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT
WITH COMMUNAL WASTE
The program view of LMMCW modelled and formed with the previous
scientific methodology is represented at the following figure number 1. At
figure number the basic first window of LMMCW is represented. The textual
further explanation is valid, which is the following: LMMCW as a model
modelled and formed upon previous scientific methodology is functional with
that at the start it must clearly be defined the state for which the research is
performed, the number of regions in that state defined with concrete name, the
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number of municipalities defined with concrete name and at last defined the
character of the municipalities (urban or rural). In the phase one of LMMCW
the adequately represented data of table 1 defined with parameters as influences
of the logistical aspects, concepts, tasks, functions and levels, and also
approaches for each municipality (as real and also desired) – expressed as
logistical estimations. In the phase 2 (represented influences in the table 2) are
represented the indicators as real data for each municipality as an influence for
the inhabited places, the population, the communal waste, the area, the density,
the households and the apartments – expressed as logistical influences. And at
last phase 3 selection of real and desired scenario represented in table 5 as one
segment of the six possible scenarios which LMMCW offers as options. The
model offers possibility for selection of state, region and community,
calculation of the logistical estimation, logistical influence and offers selection
of concrete scenario. That is given in the following figure 1 where it is
emphasized the selection of state, region and community and also the
calculations of the logistical estimation and influence and also the selection of
the alternative in other words the real scenario.

Fig. 1 Program view for REAL CALCULATIONS

CREATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL LOGISTICAL STRATEGY ON A
BASE OF LOGISTICAL MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT WITH
COMMUNAL WASTE
The creation of LMMCW is on a base of the input parameters, the input
indicators, the output elements as scenarios, alternatives and possibilities that
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are product of LMMCW with desired application of valid and verified
alternatives and possibilities represented in table 6.
Table 6 Application, validation and verification of LSMCW – through LMMCW
APPLICATION would be final logistical solution LMMCW and LSMCW for
the needs of MCW in RM considered by traffic transportation character.
VALIDATION means new LMMCW and new LSMCW as a unique model and
strategy.
VERIFICATION is the maintainable application of LMMCW and LSMCW in
RM as state constituted legally defined entirety, tested anywhere and on any
state constituted legal entirety.

SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION OF THIS PAPER
After finishing this paper the following results are offered: (Proof about the
validity of the logistics at MCW. Scientifically analysed logistical parameters
expressed through adequate logistical estimation. The planned division of the
regions in RM should be scientifically and legally defined. Scientifically
analysed logistical indicators expressed through adequate logistical influence.
The methodologies are scientifically represented (with their latest phases) for
creation, forming, modelling and programming of new LMMCW and new
LSMCW with application of the methods at multi criteria analysis, influences
and decisions for obtaining optimality at this field with survey of RM. At the
end it has proof for the applicability of LMMCW through application,
valorisation, validation and feasibility of technological, effective and
productive) viewing the matters.
At last this paper should have to offer the following theoretical and practical
scientific contributions in applicative sense, and that is:
Theoretically: development of theoretic frame (new LMMCW and LSMCW)
at level of regions in RM, based on the behaviour of the users, and the technical
possibilities that are available in RM in accordance with the valid Laws.
Methodologically: This paper is justified because for the first time aspects
and policies for creation new LMMCW and LSMCW in RM were outlined.
Practically: through considering of more aspects, a possibility was created
for analysis and prediction of the behaviour of the individuals in new LMMCW
and LSMCW and establishment of the most effective (cost effective) way of
offering of better logistic services in the process of MCW in RM.
BENEFITS OF THIS PAPER
Encircled in this way this paper deserves scientific view which fulfils the
requirements of such one research. The benefit of this work should have the
whole science which comprises the technological disciplines with a special
accent on the traffic transportation engineering. The basis for scientific
contribution is the logistics, transportation logistics and the communal logistics
as disciplines which are unbreakable part of the traffic transportation
engineering and planning.
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Abstract
In this paper I addressed the position of Kosovo's road network and the
harmonization of this network in connection with the Balkan road network and
the possibility of organizing multimodal transport. Taking to consideration that
Kosovo is a "hub" in the center of the Balkan area I have analyzed the
importance of Multi-Modal development through the use of models of road, rail
and sea transport.
Organization of logistics centers in the Ballkan region with the main
objective the use of multimodal transport and the role that Kosovo has for the
development of this transport, as transport hub from where will be achieved
shorter routes of transport, safer and faster services with lower costs. This paper
also will considered the evaluation of the priorities of the national transport
policy and treatment of important initiatives for the development of roads and
transport corridors in the Balkans.
Keywords – Multimodal Transport; Transport Corridors in Balkans;
Networks
INTRODUCTION
The transport is an integral part of economic and social activities and is
regarded as the key to economic development for development of a country in
particular and development of the whole world in general, hence there is a need
1
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for development of a transport with rapid and quality services, and more
efficient through integrated multimodal transport systems. Therefore, from my
perspective the organization of transport is viewed in a new vision of Ballkan
and European integrated network, in order to minimize the shortcomings and
disadvantages of multimodal transport.
Developed global economy, enhanced ICT (Information and
Communications Technology) and improved communication network have
contributed to major changes in transport.
Similarly as in EU developed countries and other European countries (of
Central and Eastern Europe) and in Balkans, the rapid economic development
imposes introduction and development of transport to a higher degree. The
developed and modern transport has advantages of speed, availability,
accessibility, reliability, security, sustainability, transparency and focusing on
the last, which is the user. The developed transport leads to more effective use
of the existing infrastructure with reduced environmental adverse impacts.
Balkans has an important geostrategic position, which represents an
important intersection linking European countries with Asia, Africa, etc. The
suitable geographical position provides an advantage of transiting of the goods
transportation from many European and World countries through the “Balkans
Bridge”.
PAN-EUROPEAN TRANSPORT CORRIDORS
Pan-European Transport Corridors and transport zones have been
conceptualized and decided in the meeting of European Ministers of Transport:
1. Prague in 1991,
2. Crete on 14-16.03 1994, and
3. Helsinki in 1997.
Pan-European Corridors (shown in table 1) variously encompasses road, rail and
waterway routes.
Table 1. Pan-European Transport Corridors
No. of
Corridor
I

II
III

Designation of
Corridor
(North-South)

(East-West)

Corridor Route
Helsinki - Tallinn - Riga – Kaunas and Klaipeda Warsaw and Gdansk
Branch A (Via/Rail Hanseatica) - St. Petersburg to
Riga to Kaliningrad to Gdansk to Lübeck Branch B
(Via Baltica/E 67) - Helsinki to Warsaw
Berlin - Poznan – Warsaw- Brest - Minsk Smolensk - Moscow -Nizhny Novgorod
Brussels - Aachen - Cologne - Dresden - Wrocław Katowice - Kraków - Lviv – Kiev 1. Branch A Berlin - Wrocław
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IV

Dresden/Nuremberg - Prague - Vienna -Bratislava Gyor - Budapest - Arad -Bucharest - Constan'a
/Craiova - Sofia -Thessaloniki / Plovdiv - Istanbul.

V

(East-West)

VI

(North-South)

VII

(The Danube
River)

Venice - Trieste/Koper -Ljubljana - Maribor Budapest - Uzhhorod -Lviv - Kiev. 1,600 km (994
mi) long. Branch A - Bratislava - Žilina - Košice –
Uzhhorod Branch B - Rijeka - Zagreb – Budapest
Branch C - Ploce - Sarajevo - Osijek –Budapest
Gdansk - Katowice - Žilina, with a western branch
Katowice-Brno.
(Northwest-Southwest) -2,300 km (1,429 mi) long.

VIII

Durrës - Tirana - Skopje - Sofia - Plovdiv -Burgas Varna. 1,500 km (932 mi) long.

IX

Helsinki - Vyborg - St. Petersburg - Pskov -Gomel Kiev - Ljubashevka - Chisinau -Bucharest Dimitrovgrad - Alexandroupolis.3,400 km (2,113
mi) long. Major sub-alignment: St. Petersburg Moscow - Kiev. Branch A - Klaipeda - Vilnius Minsk –Gomel Branch B - Kaliningrad - Vilnius Minsk –Gomel Branch C - Ljubashevka - Rozdilna –
Odessa

X

Salzburg - Ljubljana - Zagreb - Beograd – NišSkopje - Veles - Thessaloniki. Branch A: Graz Maribor – Zagreb Branch B: Budapest - Novi Sad –
Beograd Branch C: Niš - Sofia - Plovdiv Dimitrovgrad - Istanbul via Corridor IV
Branch D: Veles - Prilep - Bitola - Florina –
Igoumenitsa Burimi: SEETO

Out of 10 abovementioned corridors, six corridors pass via Balkans, namely:
Corridor IV (Rumania-Bulgaria), Corridor V (Croatia-Bosnia and Herzegovina),
Corridor VII (Serbia, Rumania, and Bulgaria), Corridor VIII (Albania,
Macedonia and Bulgaria) Corridor IX (Rumania-Bulgaria), and Corridor X
(Croatia-Serbia-Bulgaria-Macedonia).
SOUTH EAST EUROPE CORE REGIONAL NETWORK
DEVELOPMENT – SEETO (South East Europe Transport Observatory).
SEETO is regional transport organization established by the Memorandum
of Understanding for the development of the Core Regional Transport Network
(MoU) signed on June 11th 2014 by the Governments of Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Croatia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
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Montenegro and Serbia and United Nations Mission in Kosovo on behalf of
Kosovo.
The core road and railway network consists of corridors and roads. The
Corridors are defined and are Pan-European. Corridors are as follows: V, VII,
VIII, IX, X, which provide international links with European Union. Routes, of
which seven are road network and six railways, complete the core network
aimed at linking capitals within the region and neighbouring countries. The goal
is free movement of people, goods and services, thus giving the regional
economy development opportunities. The total length of the Core road network
is around six thousand kilometres, consisting of three thousand kilometres of
corridors and over three thousand five hundred other roads.

Fig.1. Regions on T-v Diagram

The software Trans Cad is used to carry out the road and transport corridors
analysis in Balkans, and main roads in Kosovo (route 6 and 7), which provides
the option of analysing O/D (ORIGIN-DESTINATION).
Taking into account the topic of research: ROUTES AND TRANPSORT
CORRIDORS in Balkans, as an opportunity of Multimodal transport
development, the studying field is analysed as a space laying between PanEuropean Corridors (TEN-T) South East Europe Core Regional Network
Development (SEETO), define the travelling distances for vehicle, rail and sea
transportation in Balkans, also the flux of goods and passengers with different
types of transport is analysed based on the travel distribution model (Matrix OD). For this purpose Trans Cad uses Gravitational Model according to
mathematic algorithms as below:
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(1)

Where:
i & j - Origin and Destination Zone
Tij – Traffic passenger flow (road transport) between zones i and j
Gi - The number of trips generated by zone i
Aj - The number of trips attracted by zone j
Cij - Barriers to travel between zones i and j (in function of travelling time between
zones i and j)

Equivalent flow in cars per hour for one lane is determined using the following
equation:

(2)
Where:
Vp – 15-minute passenger-car equivalent flow rate
V - hourly volume
PHF - peak hour factor
fHV - heavy vehicle adjustment factor
fP – driver population factor (drivers)
Values for the driver population factor, fp, range from 0.85 - 1.0.

The density of vehicles:

(3)
Where:
D – density,
vp – flow, and
S – average speed of a passenger vehicle.

In the OD analysis of traffic of goods and passengers, not only the Western
Balkans zone into the SEET is included, but also other important zones out of it
which are generator of traffic and/or impact centroid-joints in this network:
Chisinau (Moldavia), Lviv (Ukraine), Kiev (Ukraine), Odesa (Ukraine),
Istambul (Turkey), which are also important joints of Pan-European corridors.
Centroid-joints which are away from the impact area for road network of
Kosovo are not included in the system. In figures 2 and 3, are given the maps of
study zoning done with Trans Cad.
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Fig.2. Map of study zoning – European States done with Trans Cad

Fig. 3. Kosovo’s road and corridor network, done with Trans Cad

The data are the inputs of program structured by the matrix formats of
tabular data in the form of Excel: xls, xlsx, which serve as basis for conversion
into transferable formats in Trans Cad: dbd, bin, mtx, dbf and tab.
Through Trans Cad software program, the calculated sizes of traffic flow and
respective distances between different areas and (Fig. 2 and 3), seaports of
Constanta, of Varna and Burgas in the Black Sea, and ports of Durrës, Bar-
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Montenegro and Igoumenitsa (Greece) in Adriatic sea, derive, which results that
Kosovo presents the shortest road distance:
From the seaport of Constanta (Rumania) to Durrës (through Corridor
VI and VII) for 150 km shorter compared with the trip to the seaport of Bar
(Montenegro), 97 km shorter than to Igoumenitsa seaport, 36 km shorter
compared to the route VIII through Skopje.
From the seaport of Varna to Durrës (through Corridor VI and VII) with
178 km shorter than to the seaport of Bar (Montenegro), 61 km shorter than
through route VIII through Skopje, and 122 km shorter than to Igoumenitsa
seaport.
From the seaport of Burgas to Durrës (through Corridor VI and VII)
157 km shorter than to the seaport of Bar (Montenegro), 40 km shorter than
through Route VIII through Skopje, 100 km shorter than to Igoumenitsa seaport.
Road distances from Black Sea ports to Balkans ports, that of Adriatic and Ion
are presented on table 2.
TypeTable 2. Distances between centroids and seaports in Ballkan
No
1
2
3
4

Line
Constanta - Nish - Prishtinë - Durrës
Constanta-Nish - Prishtinë - Bar (Montenegro)
Constanta - Sofia - Thessaloniki - Igoumenitsa
Constanta - Sofia - Skopje - Durrës

Type
Road
Road
Road
Road

Distance km
1215
1365
1312
1251

1
2
3
4

Varna - Sofia - Nish - Prishtinë -TDurrës
Varna-Sofia-Nish-Prishtine-Bar (Montenegro)
Varna - Sofia - Skopje - Durrës
Varna - Sofia - Thessaloniki - Igoumenitsa

Road
Road
Road
Road

960
1138
1021
1082

1
2
3
4

Burgas - Sofia - Nish - Prishtinë - Durrës
Burgas-Sofia-Nish-Prishtinë-Bar(Montenegro)
Burgas - Sofia - Skopje - Durrës
Burgas - Sofia - Thessaloniki - Igoumenitsa

Road
Road
Road
Road

910
1067
950
1011

1
2
3

Durrës - Bari (Italy)
Bar (Montenegro) - Bari (Italy)
Igoumenitsa - Bari (Italy)

Maritime
Maritime
Maritime

220
247
380

ROADS AND CORRIDORS OF KOSOVO AND ALBANIA TRANSPORT
IN TERMS OF BALKAN TRANSPORT CORRIDORS
Kosovo geographical position is an important factor for the connection
between states, corridors, connections between Adriatic Sea and Black Sea.
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Kosovo through Routes 6 and 7 is connected to the important transport corridors
and lines in the Balkans and beyond in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as
with the Black Sea regional countries, it connects Pan European states and
corridors with seaports and centres in the Balkan region (Table 2).

Fig. 4. Kosovo’s and regional primary road directions network (Source: Kosovo’s
multimodal strategy)

Multimodal sustainability
Kosovo in the Balkan Peninsula has a central position, because it is
approximately the same from Thessaloniki in the south and Belgrade in north,
Sofia in east and Shengjin in west, on the Adriatic coast. Distance from Ferizaj
to Thessaloniki is (300 km) same as Mitrovica is from Belgrade (320 km), or
the distance from Prishtina to Sofia (260 km) same as to Shengjin in Albania
(250 km).
The motorway Durrës-Kukës-Prizren-Prishtinë-Merdare has an essential
importance for including Kosovo to international road corridors. That is the sole
long-term solution and is the shortest road to incorporate Kosovo into the
European roads network.
The aim is to promote a truly multimodal approach in the projects discussed
as a result of assessment of all investment in infrastructure, in the light of the
alternatives offered by other modes of transport or other roads, and in relation to
the intermodal complementarity in order to combine the specific advantages at
any
way.
The criteria of multimodal consistency enables the evaluation of infrastructure
projects in terms of efficiency of transport chain and quality interfaces between
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modes, or between the burden of traffic over long and short distances, with the
final purpose to create a truly scheme of pan-European multimodal transport.
Balkan meridional axis which runs through the valley of Morava and Vardar
gets closer to Kosovo at Bujanovc area at approximately 10 km, while the
meridional secondary axis, which through the valley of the Ibër, Fushë Kosovë,
Kaçanik gorge exits in Skopje is connected to the primary axis.
Trans-Balkans road advantage is that it provides much shorter connection,
compared to existing alternative routes, with the Mediterranean coast in an
almost completely flat route. This route would provide the transport primarily of
goods to the European and Mediterranean countries with a much lower cost and
in a shorter period of time than presently. This road would connect Romania,
would go through central Serbia where it would intertwine with the motorway
to Bulgaria. The road will enter Kosovo in Merdare border point. From Kosovo
it would go through northern Albania at Morinë border crossing point
(Vërmicë). From this point it would be connected to the ports of Durres or
Shëngjin in Albania.
The construction of this Trans-Balkan route is of great importance to the
Balkan states, as well as those of Europe. More economically developed
countries with the larger populations such as Rumania, Bulgaria and Serbia will
have greater advantages. Kosovo’s interest for the motorway is of great
importance. Through this route, Kosovo will get closer to European, African
and Asian states.
Trans-Balkan motorway provides shortest distance to many gravitating
countries compared with existing roads, especially with the port of
Thessaloniki. Transport through the port of Thessaloniki is indirect, and by
Shengjini (or Durres) is directly with the shores of the Mediterranean countries.
For Serbia, the path towards the Albanian coast is closest, namely: the
destination Nis - Prishtinë - Shëngjin is 340 km, while the destination Nis Skopje -Thessaloniki is 450 km, or 110 km closer than Vardar motorway. It
should also be noted that transportation through the port of Thessaloniki is very
indirect, whereas from Shëngjin is direct with the Italian coast, France, Croatia,
Spain, the Suez Canal, Magrep states, etc.
CONCLUSION
Development of multimodal transport in the Western Balkan countries
would accelerate the integration of regional countries into the European road
and railway network. With regard to such matters, in the past few years several
specific initiatives were presented at various meetings of senior officials of the
European Union (EU) with the leaders of Western Balkan countries.
Cooperation of Western Balkans countries with the EU in this field will
undoubtedly facilitate the movement of people and goods within the region and
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beyond, and will increase cooperation and help overcome transport difficulties
which are present in the region.
Existing road and railway corridors network in the European Union have
enabled the development of a fast and also safe transport in countries which are
connected to these corridors, whereas on the other hand, countries that are not
connected to these corridors continue to face great difficulties in transport.
These difficulties were present particularly in the 90's, as a result of the wars in
the former Yugoslavia, where noticeable destructions of road and railway
infrastructure occurred.
After the review and analysis on this matter, namely the development of a
multimodal transport in countries of the region due to EU infrastructure
investment projects, I consider as follows:
-

-

Development of multimodal transport system in the countries of the
region would enable a faster, more efficient and cheaper transport, thus
also increasing trade exchanges between countries in the region.
Development of infrastructure projects, with particular emphasis in
connecting to regional road and rail network to the Pan European
corridors would encourage the development of multimodal transport.
Cooperation between countries of the region on finding solutions based
on the construction of joint terminals (two or more countries), the
application of a multimodal system would help reduce transport costs
and increase transport speed and safety.
Construction of the road network and re-operationalization of the
railway network in Kosovo but also in the region would enable
connection to existing corridors, thus helping in faster integration of the
region into Europe.
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Abstract
Efficiency of freight transport system is vital to the economy of each
country. It is often said that freight transport is life-blood of the economic
organism of the country. However, in contrast to the importance of freight
transport, this sector of transport is less investigated and its performance is at
least known among decision makers and even among professionals. Issues
related to how much cargo is transported, where the cargo is being shipped, by
which mode the freight is transported, what is the efficiency of the transport
process, very often remain without precise answer. Without clear answers to
these and other similar questions we cannot know the real state of the transport
system. In fact, we only feel the consequences of inadequate functioning of the
system. For creating transport policies and making strategic business and
economic decisions at all levels, it is necessary to have information on the
freight transport system and its performance. The term performance in this case
means a parameter or group of parameters which are interdependent and which
are the main indicators of efficiency of the freight transport system. In this paper
we consider the following five performance criteria: freight transport intensity,
freight transport productivity, truck fleet utilization, costs of trucking
operations, and service quality. Consideration of these criteria is supported by
an empirical example which is based on available data on freight transport in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Key words – Measuring; Freight; Transport; Performance; Bosnia and
Herzegovina
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INTRODUCTION
Transportation problems have become quite pronounced and widespread in
developed and in developing countries. Economic growth has generated traffic
demand exceeding the capacity of a large part of the transportation
infrastructure. Years of under-investment in certain traffic branches in certain
regions resulted in low traffic offering, so that the transportation system is often
perceived collapse, even under conditions when the traffic demand was slightly
higher than the average. Efficiency of freight transport system is vital to the
economy of each country. It is often said that freight transport is life-blood of
the economic organism of the country. However, in contrast to the importance
of freight transport, this sector of transport is less investigated and its
performance is at least known among decision makers and even among
professionals. Issues related to how much cargo is transported, where the cargo
is being shipped, by which mode the freight is transported, what is the
efficiency of the transport process, very often remain without precise answer.
Without clear answers to these and other similar questions we cannot know
the real state of the transport system. In fact, we only feel the consequences of
inadequate functioning of the system. For creating transport policies and making
strategic business and economic decisions at all levels, it is necessary to have
information on the freight transport system and its performance. The term
performance in this case means a parameter or group of parameters which are
interdependent and which are the main indicators of efficiency of the freight
transport system. The freight transportation is usually measured and described
by quantity of commodity moved, expressed in tons or by quantity of
commodity moved multiplied by distance, expressed in ton-kilometres. Also the
freight transportation can be measured by vehicle movements expressed by
number and types of freight vehicles. The freight demand, which is highly
qualitative and differentiated, is derived from the socioeconomic system. The
transportation of different kind of goods such as raw materials between specific
locations in defined times, satisfies the people needs and influences economic
and social development.
The term “performance” in this case means a parameter or group of
parameters, which are interdependent and which are the main indicators of
efficiency of the freight transport system. In this paper we consider the
following five performance criteria: freight transport intensity, freight transport
productivity, truck fleet utilization, costs of trucking operations, and service
quality.
FREIGHT TRANSPORT INTENSITY
Freight Transport Intensity (FTI) may be defined as the ratio of tonkilometres (t-km) to an economic output measure such as Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). There are very wide variations of FTI, because of the
differences in economic structure, activities and average value of freight in
different countries. The production and export in developing countries are
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characterized by low value of primary product that have moved in large
quantities. Figure 1 shows amount of GDP generated per ton-km (which
represents FTI) for some European countries. The FTI in Bosnia and
Herzegovina is declining in recent years as a result of the economic crisis and
the overall political situation in the country (Figure 2.)

Fig.1. Freight transport intensity
(Source: [1], [4], [5] and author’s calculation)

Fig. 2. Freight transport intensity in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Source: [4], [5] and author’s calculation)

FREIGHT TRANSPORT PRODUCTIVITY
The term “productivity” is usually defined as the ratio of outputs such as tonkilometres or vehicle-kilometres, to inputs such as fuel, vehicles or labour. In
other words, productivity is the ratio of results to resources. However, in our
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case, we will transform productivity into measure of efficiency by converting
resource into activities. Therefore, the term "Freight Transport Productivity"
means the amount of transported cargo in tons, or transport operation performed
in ton-kilometre per unit of time. Productivity, which refers to the total
(calendar) time for the truck fleet is called the full productivity and it is obtained
when the recorded volume of transported tons or ton-kilometres is divided by
the total calendar time. Productivity related to working time vehicles is called
working productivity and it is obtained when the amount of transported cargo in
tons or realized transport operation in ton-kilometres in a period of time is
divided by number of hours the truck fleet works during this time period. Full
productivity at the same denoted symbols WU and WQ, while working
productivity denoted symbols WU` and WQ`. According to the definitions given
full and working productivity will be:
Full productivity:
Working productivity:

and
and

Where:
-Full productivity expressed in ton-kilometer or ton per
available hour
-Working productivity expressed in ton-kilometre or ton per
working hour
-Vehicle-days available per year
- Working vehicle-days per year
- Available hours per year
- Working hours per year
The full and working productivity of truck fleet in Bosnia and Herzegovina
are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Fig. 3. Road freight transport productivity (in tkms/hour) in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Source: [4], [5] and author’s calculation)

Fig. 4. Road freight transport productivity (in tons/hour) in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Source: [4], [5] and author’s calculation)

TRUCK FLEET UTILIZATION
Truck fleet utilization may be considered through several parameters related
to utilization of time, vehicle capacity, path (distance), etc. Let’s put that factor
value X represents the influence of elements which are related to the average
carrying capacity of truck fleet and utilization of that capacity. [3] The value Y
is in direct relation to the truck fleet utilization (proportion of time when it is
available for work rather than under repair) and utilization of available time
(proportion of time in operation during 24 hours). This factor directly reflects
the quality of the company's management activities. The value Z represents the
influence of elements related to path (route) utilization (proportion of loaded
and unloaded distance travelled) and average speed. Thus, this factor expresses
the influence of back-haul possibilities, demand patterns, availability of freight
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forwarding, road, traffic, and vehicle conditions. The value F represents the
influence of lost time and distance of transport with load. Therefore we can
write: [2]

;

;

Where:
- Coefficient of vehicle capacity utilization
- Vehicle capacity
- Coefficient of vehicle fleet utilization (proportion of days when vehicle is
available for work and total available days in a certain period of time)
- Coefficient of time utilization (proportion of hours of operation and 24 hours)
- Coefficient of path utilization (proportion of kilometers empty running and
the total kilometers)
- Average speed
- Lost time
- Distance of transport (average length of loaded truck run)
The average values of operational parameters for truck fleet sample which
consists of 7472 trucks and its corresponding value factors are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Average values of truck fleet operational parameters and its corresponding
Operational parameter
Coefficient of vehicle fleet
utilization (
Coefficient of time
utilization
Coefficient of vehicle
capacity utilization (
Average vehicle capacity
( -ton
Coefficient of path
utilization (
Average speed (
Average lost time
(
Average distance of
transport (

value factors
Value
X
0.61
0.56
0.68
14.0
0.72
35.0
6.0
140.0
(Source: [3])

Value factor
Y
Z

F
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The European Union (EU) statistical directives relating to road freight make
the collection of only one utilization metric mandatory for member states, the
percentage of truck-kms run empty (the European Commission, 2012). As a
result the EU’s statistical agency, Eurostat, has by far the most comprehensive
set of truck empty running statistics in the world, expressed in terms of distance
travelled and trip numbers, and split by type of operator (own account and hire
and reward) and between domestic and cross-border movements. This European
data set reveals wide international variations in empty running ranging from
43% and 36% of truck-kms in Cyprus and Greece, respectively, to 7% and 12%
in Luxemburg and Denmark, respectively (Figure 5). No attempts have so far
been made to explain these variations or assess their sensitivity to differences in
government freight transport policy. Empty running can be considered clear
evidence of the underutilization of transport capacity, leaving carriers exposed
to the criticism that they are not using their assets efficiently. This, however,
would be a misinterpretation of much of the available empty running data.
Several studies have shown that there are often good reasons for empty running,
including geographical imbalances in freight traffic flows, short lengths of haul,
tight delivery scheduling and vehicle compatibility issues. Trucks’ empty
running in Bosnia and Herzegovina was 32% (Figure 6.) which is significantly
over the EU average (23%).

Fig. 5. Proportion of truck-kms run empty in the European Union
(Source: [1])
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Fig. 6. Proportion of truck-kms run empty in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Source: [4], [5] and author’s calculation)

COSTS OF TRUCKING OPERATIONS
The main factors that affect costs of trucking operations are [3]:
• Truck size and its utilization
• Back-hauls possibilities (demand pattern)
• Empty running
• Availability of freight forwarding and other services
• Road and traffic conditions
• Input of factor prices (labor, vehicle, spars and fuel)
• Quality of management
While cost is usually the single most important aspect of trucking services,
customers also require fast, secure and reliable door-to-door delivery of goods.
The vehicle utilization (vehicle-km per year) significantly affects the balance
between fixed and variable costs. The typical proportion of transport costs for
efficient trucking operations (in low and medium income countries and medium
vehicle utilization) is given in Table 2. Higher than expected proportion of fixed
costs could indicate vehicle utilization much less than 100 000 km per truck per
year. The low truck fleet utilization is often caused by the following factors:
• Poor conditions of roads due to inadequate maintenance
• Poor conditions of vehicles due to absolute trucks, inadequate
maintenance and poor driving habits
• Inadequate management and operational practices
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Table 2. Typical proportion of truck transportation costs
Type of costs
Costs Item
Proportion of operating
costs [%]
Fuel Costs
20-30
Variable Costs Lubrication Oil
1-5
Tires
10-15
Spare Part
15-20
Drivers
10-20
Fixed Costs
Other Labor
5
Depreciation
and
15-20
Interest
Overhead and Other
10-15
(Source: [6])

Using the data for value factors (Table 1.) together with the estimated fixed
= €1.5/hour and variable transportation costs
transportation costs
€2.8/hour, we obtain the truck transportation costs:
0.075 €/tkm.
SERVICE QUALITY
The service quality, generally, is a relative concept. Measuring the quality of
freight transport services should be related to some kind of norms, or it must be
compared with similar data for other countries with similar overall conditions.
Supply-side metrics used to assess the quality of a country’s freight transport
system need to be accompanied by surveys of the perceptions from the
companies using it. There are numerous examples of successful measurements
of quality of service in freight transport at the company level. However,
measuring the quality of logistics and transportation services at the national
level is more difficult since there are no norms or criteria for such
measurements. Also, the difficulty is the fact that the basic criteria are
essentially the same at the micro and the macro level, consisting of the average
transport time, the degree of reliability and condition of cargo on delivery.
Quantifying these variables at the national level is very difficult. The World
Bank (2014) effectively captures and synthesizes this in its bi-annual LPI
survey. Freight transport variables, such as timeliness, track-and-trace and
infrastructure feature very prominently in this survey as they clearly have a
strong influence on managers’ rating of a country’s overall logistics capability.
The trade flow data used, however, is monetary rather than weight-based or
volume-based and the levels of trade are clearly influenced by many factors
other than the quality of a country’s transportation links. The quality of freight
transport service at the national level can be expressed through parameters of
performance measurement presented in this paper and its combination. Thus, for
achieving satisfactory freight transport service quality, it is necessary to seek to
achieve maximum value for FTI (Freight Transport Intensity) and FTP (Freight
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Transport Productivity), the optimum value of operational parameters for TFU
(Truck Fleet Utilization) and minimum values for CTO (Cost of Trucking
Operation).
DISCUSSION
Efficiency of freight transport system is vital to the economy of each
country. However, in contrast to the importance of freight transport, this sector
of transport is less investigated and its performance is at least known among
decision makers and even among professionals. Transportation professionals
must be able to communicate with diverse groups that are made up of other
professionals, practitioners, elected officials, and the public. In this paper the
following five important performance criteria or parameters are considered:
freight transport intensity, freight transport productivity, truck fleet utilization,
costs of trucking operations, and service quality. There are very wide variations
of freight transport intensity, because of the differences in economic structure,
activities, and average value of freight in different countries. The freight
transport intensity in Bosnia and Herzegovina is declining in recent years as a
result of the economic crisis and the overall political situation in the country.
The freight transport productivity means the amount of transported cargo in
tons, or transport operation performed in ton-kilometre per unit of time. The
value of this parameter in Bosnia and Herzegovina is between 40 and 45 tkm
per working hour. Truck fleet utilization in this paper is considered through
several parameters related to utilization of time, fleet, vehicle capacity and path,
which have significant influence on transportation costs. The important
conclusion of this paper is that considered parameters require additional
investigations and should be checked with different types and sizes of truck fleet
in different environment. The special attention should be given to the
investigation of the service quality, which is generally a relative concept and
whose quantification is very difficult.
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Abstract
The basic aim of the paper is to represent a real problem of a modern
industrial entity, which can be primary resolved with an initial solution (primary
solution than in other fazes could be optimized) in terms of minimizing the cost
of procurement of suitable raw materials that could be used for smooth
operations into the industrial entity. For that purpose the paper represents
methodologies such as: methodology that combines the lowest purchase price
and the northwest corner methodology.
Keywords - transport problem; decision making; initial solution
INTRODUCTION
The basic aim of the paper is to represent a real problem into a business
entity which is spotted while purchasing raw materials for smooth functioning
of business processes at lowest cost. In practice most of the industrial entities
for smooth operations cooperate with suppliers that bring them quality raw
materials that are necessary for the smooth functioning of business processes.
But on the other hand considering the business philosophy for optimal
operations in terms of supplying raw materials within the requirements of the
industrial entity and optimizing the same processes in a matter of minimizing
the costs associated with the purchase of the raw materials (transport costs and
the cost of raw materials), new techniques and methodologies which could lead
to business savings and improving the business performance could be used. This
is the reason why in addition to the paper a business problem which considers
the problem of purchase of raw materials for smooth functioning combined with
the possible distribution centres where raw materials could be purchased is
presented. So this is the basic reason why two methodologies are presented into
1
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addition. Both of them are methodologies which are used in operation research
as a science, especially in solving transport problems such as: methodology that
considers lowest prices and the northwest corner methodology.In addition to the
paper, using both of the previous mentioned methodologies and comparing the
costs for purchasing the necessary raw materials (including cost of transport per
piece and a single purchase price of the piece), a simulation of the initial
decision making of the business processes is presented. The same one means a
significant financial savings, but also a possibility for continuous business
improvements and finally a competitive purchase product price (less than
previous).In the considered case the sale price would be reduced if projected
savings from procurement of raw materials are used to create a competitive sale
price or the same one could be used to detect potential product development and
proper development of the same one (rather reinvestment in the production
processes). In addition of the paper the process of initial solutions and getting an
solution in terms of defining the purchase price is shown.
PRESENTING A TRANSPORT PROBLEM
In addition to this part of the paper, we will present a problem that takes in
mind the purchasing of raw materials necessary for smooth operations of the
specified business process. The problem presented in to the paper is a part of the
goal of every single company that in terms of business problems means how to
reduce the costs in terms of supply of raw materials, while the quality of the raw
material is identical as well as before. Considering the business problem shown
into the paper the same one could be shown also in a matter of the supply
solutions – for example there are multiple suppliers which offer raw materials
with different prices. At the moment most of the companies considering the way
of purchasing raw materials have the same considerations – business entity that
could be seen as a significant business companion form which they can purchase
as many as possible products for their needs and at the same time to shorten the
delivery time. After that, most of the companies consider different business
entities as distribution centres to fulfil their needs that aren’t fulfilled from the
business entity that is a full time business partner. The same one as an example is
presented into addition where into the lower part the demand of terms of raw
materials is represented (1,2,3,4) and into the right corner corresponding
suppliers which have the capacity to meet the needs with appropriate number of
pieces are presented (in the case 5 suppliers).Also in order to perform the process
of getting the initial solution considering the cost of purchasing in any of the
fields into the presented matrix into the upper left corner the purchase per unit’s
costs are given (the same one includes costs of raw materials, but also calculates
the cost of transporting costs of the same unit as one of the key criteria’s).
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Table 1. Overview of the transport problem
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The problem presented into the tabular view number 1, classically is resolved
into the business entity in a way with lowest number of contacts with distribution
facilities which solve the problem of supplying the necessary raw material (for
example in a distribution capacity which is cooperating the business entity takes
as possible raw materials, and even when the same one does not fulfils the needs
the business entity contacts other distribution centres). Best example for
presentation of the previous said is the tabular view number 2, which represents
the northwest corner strategy for the chosen problem.
Table 2. Solution of the problem by applying the methodology of northwest corner
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In fact the standardized way of purchase of raw materials from suppliers
known in general is the way of purchasing raw materials from known suppliers.
The same methodology represented into the tabular view bellow brought us to
the total amount of 2580 monetary units, presented into the equation bellow. (1)
Z= 17x40 + 12x10 + 13x40 + 15x20 + 10x20 + 9x10 + 11x30 + 17x20 = 680 +
120 + 520 + 300 + 200 + 90 + 330 + 340 = 2580 monetary units
(1)
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However, guided by the current market trends of business competition in
terms of quality and sales price, any business enterprise must think about ways to
reduce the costs associated with business processes. Therefore as a suggestion to
apply the methodology than considers the lowest cost prices, the process of
getting an initial solution for the process of supplying (better than the previous
one) is led by the lowest cost of the raw material at the same level of quality of
the delivered material, which is the initial solution at the moment and the same
one could be optimized using other methodologies such. For this purpose the
best illustration of reducing the purchasing costs is given into the tabular view
number 3 in which the same transport problem is solved by withdrawing raw
material from distribution centres on the principle of the same quality and the
lowest price.
Table 3. Overview of the transport problem solved by the methodology that considers the
lowest cost prices
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Whit the process of getting an initial solution that could be better at the
moment of procurement conducted actually with consideration of the lowest
purchase price for the same number of resources with the principle of withdrawal
of resources from various distribution facilities, the same purchase leads to the
total purchase price of in total 2400 monetary units, represented into the
following equation. (2)
Z= 12x30 + 14x20 + 16x40 + 15x20 + 9x30 + 11x30 + 11x20 = 360 + 280 + 640 +
300 + 270 + 330 + 220 = 2400 monetary units
(2)

Considering the fact that the total savings of 180 monetary units are more
than significant for the business entity, and on the other hand that this is a
repeatable process it is more than significant the application for this kind of a
methodology. Having in mind that the business entity despite this process has
other relevant business processes, the implementations of this kind of
methodologies are more than important. Therefore the application of
methodologies such as the presented one is more than significant for business
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entities in a matter to get a better solution at the moment (that could be optimized
by using other methodologies), to create a proactive business process and to
develop the business capacities.
CONCLUSION
Into the paper a segment of everyday business operations from an industrial
entity is presented. The purpose why this segment from the business operations is
presented is because it is one of the segments where most of the savings could be
done. On the other hand the paper presents the way how the business entity
could drag a raw materials from multiple distribution centres on the principle of
minimum purchase price, and the same one could lead to crucial and significant
business savings.
This fact certainly in combination with methodologies for quality control of
raw material at intake can lead to development of business entity to a higher
business level. For this point into the paper a significant application is presented.
The same one is only a one of few that could bring significant savings with
appropriate reinvestment in the company’s development, and the same one’s
could lead to business results which the company could raise to a completely
different level.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Abstract
The thesis analyzed the problem of multi-criteria analysis of combined
transport. This paper describes the problem of multi-criteria decision-making in
case of selection of optimal transport routes. Based on the large number of
criteria and factors that influence a choice, each option transport routes will be
scored and ranked, with each criterion carries a certain weight, or influence on a
choice. In addition to processing theoretical assumptions for decision-making
treated concrete case studies of: optimal transmission times.
Keywords -Combined transport; container terminals; multi-criteria
analysis; decision making criteria
INTRODUCTION
New transport technologies of integrated transport systems as part of the
overall transport chain for the transportation of goods from producers to
consumers require necessary rationalization in the overall economy and directly
affect the competitive ability for the integration of the national economy in the
international division of labor. In order to decrease the costs of transport,
storage and transshipment and consequently the price of the final product, it is
necessary to find the most appropriate transport route. The choice of the most
appropriate route plan is a problem that cannot be solved in quantitative nor
qualitative way. The most effective method for selecting the transport route is
the use of multiple criteria decision analysis.
Container transport is a major component of intermodal transportation and
international trade and its importance is reflected in this paper. Intermodal
transport is not only about containers and intercontinental trade, as a significant
part of international trade which moved to the containers does not include ocean
1
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shipping. Land transportation represents an extension of the intermodal chain.
[1]
This study applies multiple criteria decision making to the selection of
optimal routes for intermodal transport of manufactured goods. It identifies
fifteen potential routes of intermodal transport for the transportation of one full
40-foot standard container on its way from the port of Shanghai to a distribution
center in Bedford, Pennsylvania. For all the selected routes, the cargo is
transported from the port of Shanghai to a US port by ocean freighters. The
main criteria for the selection of optimal transport routes are price, duration of
transport and environmental pollution i.e., CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.
The objective of multiple criteria decision making was to choose the cheapest
option for the transport route.
In season 2011 the transport of products proceeded from the port of Shanghai
by overseas transport to the port of Baltimore on the Atlantic coast, continuing
from there by road transport to Bedford. This route was used as a basic
transportation route (main alternative). In addition, for the purpose of this study,
a 40-foot standard container is taken as a functional unit load (or two equivalent
TEU units).
On the basis of the collected data we obtained fourteen different combinations
of alternative routes and means of freight transport which provided the basis for
our analysis and the choice of the most appropriate route plan. (Table 1.)
Table 1. Routes and modes of transportation for data collection
Origin
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Seattle
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Cleveland
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Seattle
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Columbus
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Seattle
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Northwest
Ohio
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Oakland

Destination
Route 1
Port of Seattle
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Cleveland
Bedford DC
Route 2
Port of Seattle
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Columbus
Bedford DC
Route 3
Port of Seattle
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Northwest
Ohio
Bedford DC
Route 4
Port of Oakland
BNSF Chicago

Mode

Carrier

ocean
rail
rail
road

Maersk
BNSF
CSXT
N/A

Ocean
rail
rail
road

Maersk
BNSF
CSXT
N/A

ocean
rail

Maersk
BNSF

rail

CSXT

rail

N/A

ocean
rail

Maersk
BNSF
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BNSF Chicago
CSXT Cleveland
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Oakland
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Columbus
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Oakland
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Northwest
Ohio
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart
NS Harrisburg
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart
CSXT Cleveland
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart
NS ColumbusRickenbacker
Port of Shanghai
BNSF Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart

CSXT Cleveland
Bedford DC
Route 5
Port of Oakland
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Columbus
Bedford DC
Route 6
Port of Oakland
BNSF Chicago
CSXT Northwest
Ohio

rail
road

CSXT
N/A

ocean
rail
rail
road

Maersk
BNSF
CSXT
N/A

ocean
rail

Maersk
BNSF

rail

CSXT

road

N/A

ocean

Maersk

rail

BNSF

NS Harrisburg

rail

BNSF-NS

Bedford DC
Route 8
Port of Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart

road

N/A

ocean

Maersk

rail

BNSF

CSXT Cleveland

rail

BNSF-CSXT

Bedford DC
Route 9
Port of Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart
NS ColumbusRickenbacker

road

N/A

ocean

Maersk

rail

BNSF

rail

BNSF-NS

road

N/A

ocean

Maersk

rail

BNSF

rail

BNSF-CSXT

Bedford DC
Route 7
Port of Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart

Bedford DC
Route 10
Port of Long
Beach
BNSF Los
Angeles Hobart
CSXT Northwest
Ohio
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CSXT Northwest
Ohio
Port of Shanghai
Port of Miami
FEC Miami
CSXT Baltimore
Port of Shanghai
Port of Savannah
CSXT Savannah
CSXT Baltimore
Port of Shanghai
Port of Charleston
CSXT Charleston
CSXT Baltimore
Port of Shanghai
Port of Newark
Port of Shanghai
Port of Baltimore

Bedford DC

road

Route 11
Port of Miami
ocean
FEC Miami
road
CSXT Baltimore
rail
Bedford DC
road
Route 12
Port of Savannah
ocean
CSXT Savannah
road
CSXT Baltimore
rail
Bedford DC
road
Route 13
Port of Charleston
ocean
CSXT Charleston
road
CSXT Baltimore
rail
Bedford DC
road
Route 14
Port of Newark
ocean
Bedford DC
road
Route 15 (baseline)
Port of Baltimore
Ocean
Bedford DC
road

N/A
Maersk
N/A
FEC-CSXT
N/A
Maersk
N/A
CSXT
N/A
Maersk
N/A
CSXT
N/A
Maersk
N/A
Maersk
N/A

METHOD
Multiple criteria decision making is one of the most popular branches in
decision-making and is widely used in solving real life problems. Since classical
optimization methods use only one criterion in making a decision, this
significantly reduces the possibility of their application in solving real life
problems. Models of multiple criteria decision making facilitate the adoption of
optimal decisions in situations where a large number of various, often
conflicting criteria, are present.
The selection and description of the factors that influence the choice of optimal
transport chain were performed in the second phase of the multiple criteria
analysis of the observed situation. This phase focused on gathering information
and data for the purpose of detailed description of the transport routes defined in
the first part of the analysis.
Data were collected on:[2] distance, costs, transit times, GHG emission factors.
Emission factors that are related to ocean transport were obtained from
Maersk and refer to 2011 and partly to 2010. While the emission factors for
freight transport are mainly expressed in relation of the mass of CO2 and tonkm, emissions for container transport are usually expressed through the relative
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weight of CO2 and TEU-km. Of course, as an ocean carrier, Maersk Line
follows this practice of expressing greenhouse gas emissions.
Data on the prices of overseas transportation of goods were taken from the
Maersk Web Site (Maersk Line), and refer to November 2012. Maersk's tariffs
refer to container and different rates apply for different types of containers. The
costs of road transport were taken from PC*Miler software application. We used
the basic settings of PC*Miler software, with major components determining
the price of road transport being: fuel, tolls and driver costs. It was assumed that
these costs are charged per container, regardless of the type of container.
Transit times for overseas and rail transport were obtained from the schedule
published on the web site of the carriers for each mode of transport individually
(Maersk Line); (BNSF Railway Company, 2012); (CSX Transportation, 2012).
As for the rail transport, one additional day of transit time was added on the
directions that do not have seamless exchange ofcargo.
RESULTS
The aim of the applied method of multiple criteria decision in choosing the
best transport route from the available 15, was the observance of the principle of
minimal value of the three observed criteria: costs, transit times and emissions.
The study applied a simple adding model for this multicriteria problem. [2] As
already mentioned above, the goal was to calculate the utility of each route by
using the following equation in (1):

U r = WCU rc + WtU rt + WeU re (1)
First, outcomes of each attribute were converted to rankings as listed in
Table 2.
Table 2. Ranking of attributes
Route

Costs

Transit time

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

8
10
11
12
13
14
15
6
7
9
5
4
2
1
3

6
7
5
9
10
8
3
4
2
1
11
12
13
14
15

GHG
Emissions
2
3
6
7
9
10
8
1
4
5
15
14
13
12
11
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Next, a range of best and worst levels were defined for each attribute. The
levels could simply be set at the best and worst outcomes of the alternatives
under consideration, or chosen otherwise. For the purpose of this study, the
former was employed as described in Table 3. [2]
Table 3. Range of attributes
Best
Worst

Cost
(USD)

Transit Time
(d:hh:mm)

GHG Emissions
(kg CO2)

5,999
8,547

13:13:06
41:14:26

2,086
2,521

CONCLUSION
Multiple criteria decision analysis is a very important area that has found its
application in transport. Specifically, in this study, multiple criteria decision
analysis has been used in the case of making decision about the optimum
transport route. In making the decision, three most common criteria that affect
the transport chain were considered: transportation costs, transit time and GHG
emission. Multiple criteria decision making was applied to the case study of
selecting optimal route for the transportation of goods from Shanghai port to the
distribution center in Bedford (United States). Each route involved the
transportation of goods by sea container from the port of Shanghai to the US
ports. The subsequent transport to the distribution center depended on the US
port where the goods arrived from Shanghai. The most optimal route for
transportation in the analyzed case was from the Shanghai port to the US port
Newark by maritime container transport and then by road transport to the
distribution center in Bedford.
Serbia’s geographic position has the advantage of being at the crossroads of
corridors and in the hinterland of many ports (Thessaloniki, Rijeka, Bar, Koper,
Constanta, Varna). In addition, a few navigable rivers flow through Serbia, the
largest and most exploited being the Danube, which is the European corridor
VII. However, due to poor infrastructure, especially the railway, poor utilization
of waterways and the lack of logistics centers and terminals, the share of
combined transport is very small. It is mainly based on the transit transport, with
no direct contact with our ports or the available terminals. The development and
improvement of railway infrastructure and transshipment terminals, both road
and river, would make Serbia a serious competitor in the region and exploit its
position in South Eastern Europe as a "gate" between East and West. The
construction of distribution centers and the increased share of combined
transport would influence shippers, both domestic and foreign, and their
decisions to use our infrastructure in choosing the optimum transmission routes.
In addition to the advantages of Serbia’s geographical position, major
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investments are needed in order to enable combined transport to advance and
reach the level of the highly developed European countries.
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Abstract
Every day a dilemma appears in the transport of dangerous goods: whether
particular cargo should be transported by ADR rules or in accordance with the
exceptions of ADR. The dilemma is reduced to economic justification of
packing cargo in approved type packaging or in the auxiliary packaging. For a
sender it is preferable to pack dangerous materials in handy packaging, but in
accordance with the provisions that allow us to pack in limited quantities.
Dangerous materials packed in limited quantities are not subject to the
provisions of ADR, except in some cases. For each UN number it is stipulated
which amount an individual package shall not exceed so that the package would
be marked as limited quantity and therefore acquitted of the provisions of ADR.
This paper discusses the topic whether this packed cargo meets all requirements
for safe transport, both for humans and the environment and whether possible
savings in transport performed in that way are profitable.
Keywords–dangerous goods; emballage; packaging;safety
INTRODUCTION
The transport of dangerous materials by road is defined by the European
Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road
(ADR). Packaging for dangerous materials means one or more receptacles and
1
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any other components or materials necessary to fulfill the function of reservoir
and a security function for accepting and safe storage of the contents [1].
Dangerous goods must be packed in packaging, including IBC and large
packaging of a good quality. Packaging must be strong enough to withstand the
shocks and stresses, which may occur under normal conditions of carriage,
including transhipment between transport units and handling of pallets and
packaging units[2]. Packaging for dangerous goods shall be so constructed and
closed to prevent any release of the contents from the packaging under normal
conditions of carriage. Also, it must be closed in accordance with the
instructions provided by the manufacturer.
APPROVED PACKAGING
A participant in the transport of dangerous goods is required to use the type
of packaging that meets the requirements prescribed by ADR, or the approved
packaging (Fig. 1). Packaging for dangerous goods can be produced only by a
company or other legal entity that has the approval for the type of packaging.
The approval code for the type of packaging must be included on each
individual packaging that a manufacturer places on the market.

Fig.1.Approved packaging [3]

The packaging for dangerous goods must have a UN number, a label and a
packaging code (Fig. 2). Packaging code contains a letter that indicates the
packaging group whose structural type is successfully tested. These are the
letters X, Y and Z:
X - for packaging groups I, II and III;
Y - for packaging groups II and III;
Z - for packaging group III.
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Fig.2.Types of packaging

Dangerous goods are classified in three packaging groups according to the
degree of danger:
a) Packaging group I: Substances of great danger,
b) Packaging group II: Substances of medium danger and
c) Packaging group III: Substances of minor danger.
Depending on the type and dimensions of the packaging the price changes as
well, especially if it is talked about the approved packaging for the transport of
dangerous goods. The price of this package is significantly higher than ordinary
so the shippers often opt to inadequately packaged goods and thus carry out
transport improperly.
According to the Law on transport of dangerous goods, criminal provisions
in Serbia range from 600,000 to 3,000,000 RSD for economic offense if a
participant in the transport of dangerous goods uses the packaging that has not
been approved or does not have a valid Test Report [4]. Danger that may arise
in this case is classified as a Category I risk and in this case there may be
imposed the prohibition of carrying out an economic activity from six months to
three years. Such penalties should certainly compel all participants in the
transport of dangerous goods to comply with all legal requirements.
The type of packaging categorizes a packaging for test purposes according to
the kind of packaging and its material characteristics (Table 1).
Table 1. Tests required for packaging types[1]

Type of packaginga
Tests required
Primary
Water
Cold
Additional
Drop
Puncture
Stack
receptacle
spray conditioning
drop
Rigid outer
packaging
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
Plastics Other
samples samples samples samples
samples samples
2
Fibreboard
x
5
5
10
Required on
Required on
box
x
5
0
5
2
three samples
one sample
Fibreboard
x
3
3
6
2
when testing
when the
drum
packaging is
a „U”x
3
0
3
2
intended to
marked
Plastics
x
0
5
5
2
contain dry
packaging as
box
x
0
5
5
2
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Plastics
x
0
3
3
ice.
2
defined in
drum/jerric
6.3.5.1.6 for
x
0
3
3
2
an
specific
provisions.
Boxes of
x
0
5
5
2
other
x
0
0
5
2
material
Drum/jerric
x
0
3
3
2
ans of other
x
0
0
3
2
material
a
„Type of packaging” categorizes packagings for test purposes according to the kind of
packaging and its material characteristics.

Tests are carried out on the package ready for shipment and in the case of
combination of packagings on the used inner packaging.
There are several types of tests: drop testing, leakproof testing, internal
pressure testing, stacking testing and the like. When cardboard is tested it must
be kept in climate conditions of regulated temperature and relative humidity for
at least 24 hours.
Concerning the IBC packaging the testing is performed depending on the
type of material from which it is made (Table 2).
IBC containers shall be subjected to the testing of construction type and
possibly the first and periodical inspection and testing. All rigid plastic IBC
containers must be checked before putting into operation and then at intervals
not longer than five years.
All of the above tests raise the cost of packaging for a certain percentage.
Table 2. Following information which may appear on a corrosian-resistant plate
permanently attached in a place readily accessible for inspection [1]
Additional marking

Category of IBC
Rigid
Metal
Composite Fibreboard Wooden
plastics
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Capacity in litres a at 20 °C
Tare mass in kg a
Test (gauge) pressure, in kPa or bar a,
x
x
if applicable
Maximum filling / discharge pressure
x
x
x
in kPa or bar a, if applicable
Body material and its minimum
x
thickness in mm
Date of last leakproofnes test, if
x
x
x
applicable (month and year)
Date of last inspection (month and
x
x
x
year)
Serial number of the manufacturer
x
Maximum permitted stacking load b
x
x
x
x
x
a
The unit used shall be indicated.
b
This additional marking shall apply to all IBCs manufactured, repaired or remanufactured as
from 1 January 2011.
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CASE STUDY
Dangerous goods are transported on Euro pallets measuring 1200 × 800 ×
2000 mm (Fig. 3) in boxes sized 275 × 195 × 300 mm [5]. There could be 96
boxes on a pallet in total. 33 Euro pallets are loaded on a semitrailer of standard
dimensions 13.6 × 2.45 × 2.70 m, which makes 3,168 boxes in total. A tested
and approved box for packaging of dangerous goods costs 1.97 euros [3], which
makes the total cost of 6,241 euros where transport costs, import customs duties
and warehousing costs are not included.

Fig. 3.The packaging of dangerous goods on a pallet

If a tested and approved IBC container measuring 1200 × 1000 × 1150 mm
(Fig. 4) is used for transport of dangerous goods, 52 items can be loaded on a
semitrailer of standard dimensions 13.6 × 2.45 × 2.70 m. The price of one item
is 170.5 euros [6]. The total price of an IBC container is 8,866 euros, where
transport costs, import customs duties and warehousing costs are not included.

Fig. 4.IBC container
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If a packaging that has not been tested and approved for packing of
dangerous goods is used, the calculation for the same vehicle and the same
amount of goods would be as follows.
A classical Euro pallet measuring 1200 × 800 × 2000 mm and classical
boxes sized 305 × 210 × 91 mm are used for transport, which gives a total of
331 boxes per pallet. The box of above dimensions has been considered because
there are no standard boxes of the same size as the used certified box for
dangerous goods. There could be 33 euro pallets loaded on a semitrailer of
standard dimensions, or the total of 10,923 boxes. One box costs 0.92 euros,
which gives the total price of 10,049 euros where transport costs, import
customs duties and warehousing costs are not included.
If an IBC container sized 1200 x 1000 x 1150 mm is used for transport, 52
items could be loaded on the semitrailer of standard dimensions 13.6 × 2.45 ×
2.70 m. The price of an IBC container is 164.5 euros, so that the total price is
8,554 euros, where transport costs, import customs duties and warehousing
costs are not included.
There is a difference in price between the approved packaging for the
transport of dangerous goods and ordinary packaging because certain tests have
to be carried in order to approve the packaging.
CONCLUSION
Analysis of the situation with regard to the transport of dangerous goods
indicates the need for compliance with the provisions of ADR and the Law on
Transport of Dangerous Goods. In order to put the transport of dangerous goods
completely under control it is necessary to take all measures to secure transport,
as well as preventive measures for testing the quality of packaging by accredited
laboratories, if already certified packaging for certain substances are not bought.
In this way, the cost of transport is increased as presented in this paper, but the
danger to humans and the environment is minimized. The paper presents that
the cost of a classic box is 10,049 euros and the cost of the tested and approved
boxes for dangerous goods is 6,214 euros, except that there are three times as
many classic boxes as the latter ones due to differences in dimensions. When
packaging dangerous goods in IBC containers it is easier to compare the costs of
classic and certified packaging, since the used IBC is of the same size. The costs
of packaging of dangerous goods in the tested and approved IBC container are
higher for 312 euros per semitrailer.
Transport of dangerous goods in certified containers should not be called
into question only because of the increase in costs, because if an accident
happens the consequences are far greater than the "money saved". One of the
measures for increasing the use of certified packaging is stricter control of
application of existing regulations.
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Abstract
Logistics sub-system of purchase causes certain expenses with significant
influence on complete supply chain. Therefore, optimisation is necessary in the
first phase of logistics, ie. purchase, in order to make possible the total
operation’s efficiency. The aim of this paper is indeed optimisation of
purchasing process by usage of multi-criteria analysis method. Model is being
done based on nine quantitative and qualitative criteria, using the AHP method,
TOPSIS method, and combination for these two, where the AHP is used for
determination of weighting values, and TOPSIS method for choosing the best
out of group of potential solutions. Also, comparative analysis of results
obtained by applying these methods is shown.
Keywords–Multi-criteria analysis; procurement; AHP; TOPSIS

INTRODUCTION
Literature and various publications dealing with these or issues similar to
ones from this paper, there can be found great number of criteria for supplier
evaluation. However, one question arises: how to make right selection from
certain group, which will assist in finding the best solution. Some authors in[1]
tried to answer this question at the end of last century, so they examined criteria
for selection of supplier in production and retail trade surrounding. Criteria’s
were given in 74 documents published between 1966 and 1991. Group of
1
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authors came to conclusion that following criteria are dominant: quality,
delivery and price; while geographic location, financial status and production
capacities belong to secondary group of factors. Then, [2] commenced
examination among big number of managers with the aim to examine in which
way to make compromise during supplier selection. Their research pointed out
that managers are paying the most attention to the quality as the most important
suppliers’ attribute, before delivery and price. Research about influence of
criteria in the supply chain is continuing on during the beginning of this century
as well, so authors in [3] took reliability of delivery as a criteria for choice
making while authors in [4] used four criteria for evaluation of suppliers: price,
quality, technology and service. In [5] for optimization of the import also used
four criteria: material price, quality, and transport distance and delivery time.
In this study is using nine criterion for ranking five alternatives which
explained in chapter numerical example.
AHP METHOD
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) developed by[6] and, AHP is a
theory of measurement by pairwise comparisons and relies on the opinion of
experts to derive priority scales.Saatyin [7]defined the axioms which the AHP is
based on: the reciprocity axiom. If the element A is n times more significant
than the element B, then element B is 1/n times more significant than the
element A; Homogeneity axiom. The comparison makes sense only if the
elements are comparable, e.g. weight of a mosquito and an elephant may not be
compared; Dependency axiom. The comparison is granted among a group of
elements of one level in relation to an element of a higher level, i.e.
comparisons at a lower level depend on the elements of a higher level;
Expectation axiom. Any change in the structure of the hierarchy requires recomputation of priorities in the new hierarchy.
Some of the key and basic steps in the AHP methodology according to [8]
are as follows: to define the problem, expand the problem taking into account all
the actors, the objective and the outcome, identification of criteria that influence
the outcome, to structure the problem previously explained hierarchy, to
compare each element among them at the appropriate level, where the total of
nx(n-1)/2 comparisons is necessary, to calculate the maximum value of own
vector, the consistency index and the degree of consistency.
Let {A1, A2, ..., An} be n alternatives, and {w1, w2,...,wn} be their current
weights. The pairwise comparison is conducted by usage the scale (1–9), [6]
A pairwise comparison matrix that is defined as follows:
…
=

=

…

…
……
…

…

(1)
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This matrix A=[aij] represents the value of the expert's preference among
individual pairs of alternatives (Ai versus Aj for all i, j = 1,2,...,n).
After this, the decision-maker compares pairs of alternatives for all the possible
pairs. Based on that, the comparison matrix A is obtained, where the element aij
shows the preference weight of Ai obtained by comparison with Aj.
1
=

=

…
1 …
……

…

…

…
1

(2)

The aij elements estimate the ratios wi / wj, where w is the vector of current
weights of the alternative.
The matrix has reciprocal properties, which are aji=1/aij.
The matrices are formed after all pairwise comparison and the vector of weights
w= [w1,w2, . . . ,wn] is computed on the basis of Satty’s eigenvector procedure in
two steps. First, the pair-wise comparison matrix, A = [aij]nxn, is normalized, and
then the weights are computed.
Normalization:
∗
=∑
(3)
for all j = 1,2,..., n.
Weight calculation:
=

∑

∗

(4)

for all j = 1,2,..., n.
The consistency of the pairwise matrix (CI) is checked for a valid
comparison.
=

(5)

where λmax is an important validating parameter in AHP and is used as a
reference index to screen information by calculating the Consistency Ratio (CR)
of the estimated vector. CR is calculated by using the following equation:
=

(6)

where RI is the random consistency index obtained from a randomly generated
pairwise comparison matrix.
This coefficient is recommended depending on the size of the matrix, so we
may find in the papers [9, 10]. that the maximum allowed level of consistency
for the matrices 3x3 is 0.05, 0.08 for matrices 4x4 and 0.1 for the larger
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matrices. If the calculated CR is not of the satisfactory value, it is necessary to
repeat the comparison to have it within the target range [11].
TOPSIS METHOD
The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS) was first proposed by [12]. The basic idea for this method is to
choose the alternative, which is as close to the positive ideal solution as
possible and as far from the negative ideal solution as possible. The positive
ideal solution is a solution with maximized benefit criteria and minimized cost
criteria. The negative ideal solution is a solution, where the cost criteria are
maximized and benefit criteria are minimized.
The following are the steps of the algorithm for solving the multi-criteria
tasks of TOPSIS method:

X = xij

m×n
Initial matrix
(7)
Step 1 - normalization of the initial matrix:

X → R

R = rij
Rij=

(8)
(9)

m×n

Xij
m

∑ Xij

2

i− 1

(10)
Step 2 - weighting of the normalized matrix:

R → V

(11)

V = vij = W ⋅ rij
'
j

(12)
Step 3 - forming the positive ideal and negative ideal solution:
A+ - the positive ideal solution, which has all best features regarding all criteria:
A = ⎧⎨⎛⎜ max v j ∈ K ' ⎞⎟ i ⎛⎜ min v j ∈ K ' ' ⎞⎟⎫⎬ = {v , v , ..., v ,..., v }, i = 1, m
⎠⎭
⎠ ⎝
⎩⎝
(13)
+

i

ij

ij

i

+
1

+
2

+
j

+
n

K ' ⊆ K → K ' is a subset of K consisting of max type criteria.
K ' ' ⊆ K → K ' ' is a subset of K consisting of min type criteria.

A¯ - the negative ideal solution, which has all worst features regarding all
criteria:
A = ⎧⎨⎛⎜ min v j ∈ K ' ⎞⎟ i ⎛⎜ max v j ∈ K ' ' ⎞⎟ ⎫⎬ = { v , v , ..., v ,..., v }, (i = 1, m)
⎠ ⎝
⎠⎭
⎩⎝
(14)
Step 4 - calculating the distance (Euclidean distance) of each alternative from
the positive ideal and negative ideal solution:
S1+ - distance of an alternative from the positive ideal solution
−

i

ij

i

ij

−
1

−
2

−
j

−
n
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n

S i+ = ∑ ( v ij − v +j ) 2
j=1

(15)
S1 - distance of an alternative from the negative ideal solution
-

Si− =

n

∑ ( vij − v −j ) 2
j=1

(16)
Step 5 - calculating the relative closeness of an alternative to the ideal solution:

S i−
Ci = −
Si + Si+ (17)
0 ≤ Ci ≤ 1.

(18)
Step 6 - ranking of alternatives:
Ranking of Ci values arranged in descending order (from the highest to lowest
value) corresponds to the ranking of Ai alternatives (from the best to worst).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Criteria applied in this study are: price of materials, pipe length, delivery
time, way of payment, transport distance, quality, reliability, flexibility and
communications system that are still in operation are marked with C1-C9
respectively. Therefore, there are three criteria, quantitatively expressed and five
criteria which are qualitative. Prices of materials, pipe length, delivery time are
the quantitative criteria that are easily expressed as they represent stabile
measures, i.e. specific values.
Price of materials indicates the money value of goods established by the
supplier based on investment in the form of materials, energy, labor, etc.
Pipe length is a parameter that is expressed in meters and which in this case
plays an important role due to the fact that customers often require delivery of
pre-insulated pipes with precisely defined length, which allows easier use.
Delivery time is the time interval between the moment of getting the order
and the time of availability of goods to the customer. It is most commonly
expressed in days, but can be in other time units as well.
In contrast to the above, the remaining criteria are qualitative, they represent
soft measurers and are not so easy to express, so they should be presented by a
descriptive mark.
Payment represent compensation in money for delivered goods as
determined between the contract parties. During research, it was established that
payment can be done as advance, postponed with bank guarantee, or percentage
of total amount as advance, and the rest is paid postponed, what can be shown in
following way: bad, acceptable, good and excellent.
Way of delivery represents a qualitative criteria that can be expressed as
good, average and bad, depending of the fact whether the transport is calculated
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in the price of material – is it free of charge, or delivery of goods is to be done
by vehicles of examined company. If it is the second option distances of
suppliers must be taken into consideration, as well as expenses caused by that.
The quality of materials is the level of fulfilling the requirements of
regulations and standards, on the one hand and the level of fulfilling customer's
expectations on the other side. It can be described as good, very good, excellent
and outstanding.
Reliability is probability of the established time for delivery. Any failure to
comply with previously agreed terms of delivery may cause some confusion to
the customer for example: disruption of production due to lack of materials, cost
increase, etc. It can be described as satisfactory, good and excellent.
Flexibility means the ability of delivery systems to respond to customerspecific requirements, which include: the amount of goods to be taken over, the
moment of delivery, method of delivery, a variant of transport, the possibility of
delivery by invitation. It is expressed as poor, average and good.
Communications system is represented by kindness of the staff, the ability to
provide the necessary information, and can be acceptable, average, good, very
good and excellent.
After comparison criteria and calculation with software Expert Choice we
obtained following results which presented on the figure 1.
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0.103

0.139

0.162

0.161
0.085

0.09

0.089

0.088 0.082

Fig. 1. Weight of criteria

The most important criterion for the decision on the selection of suppliers is
a third criterion: delivery time with a relative importance of 16.2%, and sixth
criterion quality with importance 16.1% while pipe length have importance 13.9
% and follow immediately after the time of delivery, while the other criteria
have a somewhat lower value. The delivery time and quality criteria in great
number of practical researches dealing with similar issues are of great
importance. However, pipe length as a criterion is rarely used and even more
rarely is of great importance as it is the case in this study. Consistency
Ratioregarding the comparison of criteriais0.00, which means that the results
arevalidbecause itislowerthan0.10 and no subjectivity in decision making.
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0.4
0.2
0

0.2850.244 0.22 0.146 0.105

Fig. 2. Ranking alternatives using AHP method

After comparing the alternatives per criterion by applying the described
methodology in chapter AHP method, the calculation for each alternative is
performed and, based on the obtained results, the ranking is made, i.e. the
selection of the optimal alternative (supplier). The figure 2. shows the ranking
alternatives and their values. In this case supplier A is optimal solution.
For Topsis method, first it is required to determine the orientation of criteria,
so thatthey need to beminimized ormaximized. The first and thirdcriterionneeds
to be minimized, since it ispriceanddelivery time, while theothercriterianeedto
be maximized. The first three criteria are quantitative, while the other must be
quantified. Quantification is performed on thescale from one tofiveand
theyshould also bemaximized, for example, the aimforpayment methodcriteria is
“delayed”aslonger as possibleperiod.
Table 1. Initial matrix
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Wj
Wj'

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

78.3
88.5
89.6
91
95.5
5
min
0.10

12
12
11.6
6
11
7
max
0.15

0
0
6
3
30
9
min
0.19

0.9
5
1.7
0.9
3.2
3.5
max
0.07

0.6
0.6
5
4.5
1.2
4
max
0.08

5
1.7
3
1.7
1
9
max
0.19

2.5
2.5
5
2.5
1.3
4
max
0.08

2.5
2.5
5
1.3
1.3
4
max
0.08

5
2.9
2.9
1.5
0.8
3
max
0.06

By applying previously described steps of Topsis method, results represented
by the following figure were obtained.
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1
0.5
0 0.734 0.621 0.693 0.569 0.147

Fig. 3. Ranking alternatives using TOPSIS method

On figure 3, it is visible that the alternative, ie. supplier no. 1 has the highest
value and represent the best solution according to previously conducted steps. In
contrast to ranking alternatives using AHP method in this case where for
ranking using Topsis method supplier no. 3 is on second place.
Many publication in this area using combination of this two methods, AHP
method for determination of weight criteria and TOPSIS method for ranking
alternatives. Results obtained using combination AHP-Topsis is presented in
figure 4.

1
0.5
0

Fig. 4. Ranking alternatives using combined AHP-TOPSIS method

After all calculation obtained in this paper using three different way of
method multicriteria analysis supplier no. 1 is optimal solution for company
which needs material for production. In table 2 presented all results.
Table 2. Ranking alternatives using different methods
Rank
AHP
TOPSIS
AHP-TOPSIS
1
1
1
Supplier A
2
3
3
Supplier B
3
2
2
Supplier C
4
4
4
Supplier D
5
5
5
Supplier E
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CONCLUSION
In day-to-day business, making decisions which will, on one side lessen the
expenses, and on the other side fulfill user’s needs, certainly represents a
challenge. Accordingly, decision makers are bearing great responsibility when
modeling supply chain which includes the above mentioned.
Company must strive to enlarge the quality of product itself, so the end user
is satisfied with provides services, what would make him a loyal user. Due to
above mentioned, it is necessary, during the first phase of logistics, ie.
purchasing logistics, to commit good evaluation and choice of supplier, what
can largely influence the forming of product’s final price and in that way
accomplish significant effect in complete supply chain.
Depending on market demands, changes of criteria importance, as well as
company’s needs, current rank of alternatives could change, even in near future;
what requires constant monitoring of own performances and performances of
potential suppliers.
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Abstract
The construction of a logistics centre with intermodal terminal includes the
construction of infrastructure facilities - complex (roads, superstructures, open
and closed storage, utilities, etc. So, a very important question that arises even
in the planning stage, is to define the model of governance. This paper presents
the possible models for managing the logistics centres that consider several
factors: who is the founder of the logistics centre, legislation, good practice, and
macro and micro sites.
Keywords-logistics centre; management; models; public-private
partnerships
INTRODUCTION
Considering that in most cases, local governments, and sometimes states
occur as initiators for the establishment of logistics centres in this work are
especially developed models for managing logistics centres when they appear in
the role of the public partner. In cases where as the founder of the logistics
centre appears a private entity interest is only one - profit. From the point of the
public partner aims of the logistics centre terminal are: greater investment
inflows, improvement of the economic structure of the municipality and the
region, creating conditions for the general promotion of regional development,
higher employment, transfer of knowledge and new technologies, improvement
of the efficiency of the entire distribution system, improvement of the transport
structure, reducing the external costs of transport, protection and enhancement
of the environment, attraction of the flow of goods from neighbouring countries
1
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- expanding the gravitational zone of up to 150 km, the possibility of the
partnership realization on the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) principle etc.
ANALYSIS OF THE MODELS FOR LOGISTICS CENTER MANAGEMENT
IN EU
Logistics Centre Cargo Centre in Graz (CCG) was founded by four regional
freight forwarders, Styria and three regional banks on PPP basis. Eight logistics
centres in Austria were founded by the Austrian State Railways (3 Combi Cargo
Terminals, 3 RoLa terminals, 2 terminals for RoLa Cargo and Combi). The City
of Vienna is the founder of Wien Holding GmbH, which among other activities
appears as 95% founder of the Wiener Hafen GmbH Logistics Centre. Logistik
Zentrum Hamburg operates under the B2B Network International AG Company
which is a private company. Yana Container Terminal (Ecologistics) in Sofia is a
private logistics centre. The majority owner of the logistics centre DESPRED
JSC Sofia is a private investment company CSIF JSC.
Based on the analysis it can be concluded that different managing models are
used in logistics centres. Basically, the choice of model management depends on
who is the founder of the logistics centre at a particular location, the extent to
participate in the management and what the interest of users of the logistics
centre is. Founders of the logistics centre may be:
•
Public sector (state, regions-provinces, the local governmentsmunicipalities and in some cases railway companies),
•
Combined public and private sector (shippers, carriers, logistics
companies, banks, investment funds-companies), on the PPP basis and
•
The private sector.
ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS FOR LOGISTICS CENTER
MANAGEMENT
In these study will be discussed organizational models for managing logistics
centres in which state or local government limitedly or entirely occurs as the
founder. Models for managing the logistics centre that appear in practice, in
terms of the founders of the logistics centre can be classified into the three
following groups: complete management, partially limited management and
limited management models.
Each management model has its advantages and disadvantages. The
suitability of a particular model for the specific needs of the logistics centre
should be evaluated based on the extent to which it helps the achievement of
defined goals of its founders.
After defining the objectives alternative solutions and alternatives should be
developed and evaluated. The results arising from the choice of any specific
variants should be particularly analyzed. The necessity of proper selection and
application management model contributes to the fact that the provision of
logistics services has become an activity with an increased risk due to high
competition. Increased competition among logistics centres imposes an
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obligation on quality investment planning and designing additional activities that
can increase the competitiveness of logistics centres. Therefore, the selected
management model must enable an efficient system operation in order to
implement the defined goals of the founder and the willingness to fight fierce
market competition.
Complete management model
This model was applied to the late 1980s. However, in certain logistics
centres in developing countries the application of this model can still be found.
In ports this model is known as the Public Service Ports[1]. The public sector is
the owner of the land, infrastructure and equipment, and it provides services.
Usually, the public sector establishes a company (or public enterprise) that
manages the logistics centre (director). Thereby the public sector can control all
activities in logistics centres, particularly those considered to be strategic. The
director owns, maintains and manages all the available assets (fixed and mobile),
and the manipulations of the load are carried by the workers who are employed
by the logistics centre.
Partially limited management model
The public sector is the owner of the land, infrastructure and equipment, but it
rents the equipment and space to private providers of logistics services in the
short term. In other words, the public sector owns and manages the use of land,
reloading equipment, while private companies sign contracts with the owners of
the goods on the provision of additional services (storage, consolidation and
fragmentation of parcels, repackaging, dressing, etc.), as well as the manipulation
of the so created consignments shipped directly from the warehouse. In ports this
model is known as the Tool Ports[1].
Limited management model
It has become a dominant management model recently. In this model the
public sector is responsible for all administrative functions and thus it directly
controls strategic activities in the logistics centre and monitors the financial
affairs. This model of governance is implemented through the PPP model. The
public sector owns the land and infrastructure. The private sector carries out
long-term logistical services obtained through concessions or through BOT
contracts (Eng. Build-Operate-Transfer BOT) concluded with the public sector.
BOT is a contractual arrangement where the private sector takes on the
construction of certain infrastructure facilities, including design (creation of
technical documentation), and financing as well as its maintenance and the use
after the construction. The private sector runs the object in a certain time period
in which it is allowed to charge appropriate user fees and other charges that
allow him to recover funds for investors. At the end of the set period, the facility
shall be submitted to the public sector or through public auction to a new private
partner. In ports this model is known as the Landlord Ports [1].
In addition to these models, there are also models for managing logistics
centres in which the private sector is the founder on the whole. The private sector
owns all land, infrastructure and equipment and provides logistics services. The
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use of such models is very limited. This model applies to logistics centres that
are given to the full concession. In ports with logistics centres this model is
known as the Private Service Ports[1].
The port concession framework can be applied successfully to intermodal
terminals, and the framework facilitates identification and comparison of
deficiencies[2]. Such analysis can be use- full both to public sector managers
seeking the best concession for their terminal, as well as private sector terminal
operators seeking the most appropriate and profitable location to enter the market
in a particular country or region.
Bergqvist and Monios considers a selection of contracts between rail
infrastructure owners, terminal owners, terminal operators and rail operators in
order to determine the incentives, commitments and risks involved in specifying
such responsibilities between actors. The two markets analysed are Sweden and
the UK, with similar histories of liberalization of rail operations [3].
From the perspective of institutional organization in the European Union
logistics centres are established as a limited partnership, limited liability
company (LLC), or joint stock company (JSC) within a group of companies. The
most common group is in the form of a holding company.
POSSIBLE PPP MODEL IN LOGISTICS CENTER
There are different models for involving a private partner in a PPP and they
can be classified into two main groups of projects, including: contractual and
institutional PPPs. The two basic models are defined by the Law on PublicPrivate Partnerships and Concessions of the Republic of Serbia [4].
Contractual PPP is the one in which the relationship of rights and
responsibilities of local governments and private partners is regulated by a public
contract that is concluded for a limited time [4].
Brdarević emphasize that most of the PPP projects (e.g. roads, ports, landfills,
marketplaces, water and sewer distribution networks, etc.) are realized by the
contractual PPP model[5]. Contractual PPPs are best suited for the construction
of infrastructure and public facilities, because they:can be contracted for a period
of 50 years,define the competencies of partners throughout all stages of project
implementation: design, financing, construction, maintenance, use and closure of
the project, define output performances of the project and services, transfer larger
part of the project risk to the private partner, except those it cannot manage well
and they are taken by the public sector.
Contractual PPPs can be implemented with or without the element of
concession.
The most important advantage of the concession is to transfer full
responsibility for investment and management in the private sector, for which the
concession is an attractive option when there is a need for substantial investment
in capacity expansion, or improvement of quality of service. "Greenfield"
projects means that the private partner build an entirely new infrastructure and
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facilities, or joint venture of the private and public sectors [6]. A typical example
is the BOT, BOO rarely (build-operate-own) or DBO (design-build-operate).
In European practice it is possible to meet a type of contract known by the
term Private Finance Initiative. These are contracts under which the private
partner finances, builds, maintains and manages the building for the public
partner, who is responsible to pay compensation for the availability of the
property to the private partner.
Institutional PPP is based on the relationship between public and private
partners as well as members of a joint business entity (special purpose vehicle SPV), which is a project leader in the implementation of PPP projects, where the
relationship can be based on the founders' shares in the newly formed business
company or the acquisition of proprietary interest, i.e. the capital increase of the
existing company [4]. This means that joint venture is necessary to establish a
joint business entity for the realization of public projects and the provision of
public services. The analysis of the existing PPP model in terms of the
construction of transport infrastructure and provision of logistic defined three
possible models of PPP:
•
PPP model in which end users pay fees to the private sector,
•
PPP model in which end users pay fees both to the public and private
sector,
•
PPP model in which a public partner pays fees to the private sector and
•
PPP model with partial commercial operation.

PROPOSED ORGANIZATION MODEL FOR LOGISTIC CENTER
MANAGEMENT
Conducted analysis of existing organizational models for management with
logistics centres showed that transport-logistics centres are mainly established as
a limited liability company (LLC) or joint stock company (JSC) and less
frequently as limited liability partnership (LLP) but within the group of
companies. The most common group is in the form of a holding company.
Lately becomes dominant a model of limited management. In this model the
public sector is responsible for all administrative functions and thus directly
controls the strategic activities in the logistics centre and supervises the financial
affairs. This model of governance is implemented through the PPP model. The
public sector owns the land and infrastructure. The private sector carries out
long-term logistical services obtained through concessions or through BOT
contracts (Eng. Build-Operate-Transfer BOT), concluded with the public sector.
Therefore recommended organizational model for management with logistics
centre is:
LIMITED MANAGEMENT MODEL WHICH IS IMPLEMENTED THROUGH A PPP IN
WHICH END USERS PAY FEES BOTH TO THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNER
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The public sector owns the land and infrastructure, while the private sector
carries out long-term logistical services over the signed contract through a
public-private partnership (Fig. 1). This model represents the institutional PPP.

Fig.1.Recommended management models for the construction of the logistic centre

In this model, the private partner and the local authority form a joint SPV for
the implementation of an investment project and the risk distribution is shared in
the agreed amount. The ratio is based on the founders’ share or capital increase.
Examples of this PPP model are: Cargo Centre in Graz (25% public partner
capital), Dresden GVZ in Germany (25% public capital indirectly through
German Railways), Interporto Bologna SpA in Italy (52% public partners
capital), Adriatic Gate Container Terminal in Rijeka (49% public capital
indirectly through the Port of Rijeka), Rofersped S.A. in Romania (91.76%
public capital indirectly through the state railway carrier in freight traffic CFR
Marfă SA), BILK Kombiterminál in Hungary (85.48% public capital indirectly
through the state railway operator in Austria, Hungary), Klaipeda Logistics
Centre in Lithuania (15% public capital) etc.
In order to implement this model it is necessary:
•
Establish a joint company for special purposes (SPV) to manage the
logistics centre in accordance with the provisions of the law governing the status
of companies. This company should be institutionally established as a joint stock
company on PPP basis wherein the public sector and the private sector would be
interested private entities.
•
It is recommended that the public partner in the SPV as equity entries
expropriated land with the work carried out, the infrastructure (sewer, water,
electric. energy), roads and basic elements of a logistics centre (intermodal
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terminal, parking area, a customs terminal, business information and basic
storage system).
•
Experience and the recommendations of the entered value shows that the
capital of SPV shall not be greater than 50% [7],
•
Private entities (one or more) through PPP contracts or BOT contract
build other elements of the logistics centre.
•
As part of the SPV control logistics centre recommended the existence
several limited liability companies (e.g. Intermodal terminal LLC, Storage
system LLC etc.),who’s founder would be holding SPV.
•
SPV that manages the logistics centre is responsible for rational financial
operations.
Income of the common SPV come from user fees for the performance of
logistics services from non-core users in the logistics centre mainly through
commercialization of SPV assets. Return on investments in the logistic centre to
the public and the private partner comes through dividends, that is, the part of the
profit that SPV achieves as a result of positive business.

CONCLUSION
State or local government, mostly, do not have sufficient funds for the
construction of capital facilities such as logistics centres. However, given their
importance for economic development, transport system and the region, have an
interest to participate in their management. Taking into account this fact, as well
as on the basis of the conducted analysis of existing models of management of
logistics centres in the European Union, in this paper was recommended the PPP
model in which end-users pay fees to public and to private sector. The most
important characteristic of a PPP contract is risk sharing. The implementation of
the PPP model in the construction of a logistics centre involves long cooperation
between the public and private partners. Therefore, the risk-sharing takes into
account solely the total life cost of the project (construction costs of the logistics
centre and its maintenance in a usable condition for the provision of logistic
service). As under the PPP project performing of certain tasks are entrusted to
the private partner (in a wide range of design to providing logistical services),
this PPP project is characterized by the transfer of most (not all!) risks from the
public to the private partner. Private partner has a better knowledge and skills
(know-how), and has a more innovative approach to solving the technical
problems which means that it can more effectively manage the overall life costs
of the project.
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Abstract
Problems related to locations nowadays represent the wide field of interest,
so methods contributing to their solving are already in day-to-day use. The aim
of this paper is to create the model that mean the integration of fuzzy AHP and
TOPSIS methods which enables us to estimate and valuate three potential
locations for logistics centre construction in the territory of Republic of Srpska.
Valuating is done on the base of six criteria compared between each other based
on fuzzy triangular numbers and by applying Chang’s extent analysis, what
gives us high valued values for each criteria that greatly influence final rank of
alternatives.
Keywords–Fuzzy AHP; Logistics centre; TOPSIS; location
INTRODUCTION
The choice of the logistics centre location is based on an integrated decisions
and risk methodology for the selection of the best locations. The integration
process involves general steps as listed below:
The initial step forms a schedules collection and acceptable spatial alternatives.
Step 1 defines a set of criteria for decision making, step 2 identifies the initial
weight of the relevant criteria, step 3 uses the AHP as one of the techniques for
multiple criteria decision making (MCDM), step 4 establishes a ranking list of
alternatives using TOPSIS method. The final step selects the most suitable
alternative.
Defining more alternative locations for logistics centres is necessary in order
to perceive the different technical and technological sides of the issue and
1

Original scientific paper
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perform their comparison. Alternatives are first defined in the major hubs of
traffic and goods flow (macro and micro level). So, a set of acceptable
alternative locations is initially formed in order to choose optimum alternative
in the following steps. For better comparison of allowed alternative it is
necessary to define and quantify the spatial, traffic and geographic parameters
and criteria.
So far, numerous MCDM approaches are applied or investigated to select
the most suitable location of logistics centre. In [1] wasused fuzzy cluster
analysis to LC location determination. Li et al.in [2] applied axiomatic fuzzy set
and TOPSIS methodology to solve LC location problem. Fuzzy AHP and
TOPSIS in [3] was using for evaluation Study on location selection of logistics
centre.Erkayman [4] with help of fuzzy TOPSIS approach developed a model
for selecting LC location. In[5] used fuzzy Additive ratio Assessment to
determine LC best location.
AHP is often used in combination with other methods andfor the purpose of
solving location problem, this paper uses the combination of methods of multicriteria analysis. Fuzzy analytical-hierarchy process (FAHP) had been used for
determination of significance of criteria, which compares criteria based on
fuzzy scales for comparison, while Topsis method was used for alternatives’
ranking.
CONVENTIONAL AHP METHOD
Analytic hierarchy process is created Thomas Saaty [6] and according to
him [7] AHP is a measurement theory which is dealing with pairs comparing
and which relies on expert opinion in order to perform the priority scale. With
AHP according [8], it is possible to identify the relevant facts and connections
existing between them. Parts of AHP method are problem decomposition,
where the goal is located at the top, followed by criteria and sub-criteria, and at
the end of the hierarchy are potential solutions, explained in more details by [9].
Some of the key and basic steps in the AHP methodology according to [10]
are as follows: to define the problem, expand the problem taking into account
all the actors, the objective and the outcome, identification of criteria that
influence the outcome, to structure the problem previously explained hierarchy,
to compare each element among them at the appropriate level, where the total
of nx(n-1)/2 comparisons is necessary, to calculate the maximum value of own
vector, the consistency index and the degree of consistency.
AHP in a certain way solves the problem of subjective influence of the
decision-maker by measuring the level of consistency (CR) and notifies the
decision maker thereof. If the level of consistency is in the range up to 0.10, the
results are considered valid. Some authors take even greater degree of
consistency as valid, which of course is not recommendable. This coefficient is
recommended depending on the size of the matrix, so we may find in the papers
of [11, 12] that the maximum allowed level of consistency for the matrices 3x3
is 0.05, 0.08 for matrices 4x4 and 0.1 for the larger matrices. If the calculated
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CR is not of the satisfactory value, it is necessary to repeat the comparison to
have it within the target range.
CHANG’S EXTENT ANALYSIS
When it comes to decision making using fuzzy AHP method, various
approaches were developed as expanded fuzzy AHP method based on triangular
fuzzy numbers [13] fuzzy preference programming developed by [14]
logarithmic fuzzy preference programming originated from the above
mentioned access by its expanding, which was developed by [15].
The theory of fuzzy sets was first introduced by [16] whose application
enables decision makers to effectively deal with the uncertainties. Fuzzy sets
used generally triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian fuzzy numbers, which
convert uncertain fuzzy numbers numbers. Fuzzy set is a class of objects
characterized by function of belonging, in which each object is getting a grade
of belonging to the interval (0,1). Triangular fuzzy numbers, which were used
in this work are marked as (lij, mij, uij). The parameters (lij, mij, uij) are the
smallest possible value, the most promising value and highest possible value
that describes a fuzzy event, respectively.
Let’s assume that X = {x1, x2,...,xn} is number of objects, and U = {u1,
u2,...,um} is number of aims.
According to the methodology of extended analysis set up by Chang, for
each object an extended goal analysis is made. Values of the extended analysis
"m" for each object can be represented as follows:
(1)
where
are fuzzy triangular numbers. Chang's extended
analysis includes following steps:
Step 1: Values of fuzzy extension for the i-ti object are given by the equation:

(2)
In order to obtain expression

(3)
it is necessary to perform additional fuzzy operations with "m" values of the
extended analysis, which is represented by the following expressions:

(4)
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(5)
Then it is necessary to calculate the inverse vector:

(6)
Step 2: Possibility degree Sb > Sa is defined:

(7)
where „d“ ordinate of a largest cross-section in point D between μSa andμSb as
shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Intersection between Sa and Sb

To compare S1 and S2, both values V(S1 ≥ S2) i V(S2 ≥ S1) are needed.
Step 3: Level of possibility for convex fuzzy number to be greater than
„k“ convex number Si (i =1,2,...,k) can be defined as follows:
( ≥ , , … , ) = min ( ≥ ), =
( )
(8)
, = 1,2, … ,
( ) = min ( ≥ ),
(9)
The weight vector is given by the following expression:
′

′

= (d (

′
′
1 ), d ( 2 ), … . , d (

)) ,
(10)
Step 4: Through normalization, the weight vector is reduced to the phrase:
= (d( ), d( ), … . , d( )) ,
(11)
where W does not represent fuzzy number.

TOPSIS METHOD
The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS) was first proposed by [17]. The basic idea for this method is to
choose the alternative, which is as close to the positive ideal solution as possible
and as far from the negative ideal solution as possible. The positive ideal
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solution is a solution with maximized benefit criteria and minimized cost
criteria. The negative ideal solution is a solution, where the cost criteria are
maximized and benefit criteria are minimized.
The following are the steps of the algorithm for solving the multi-criteria
tasks of TOPSIS method:

X = xij

m×n
Initial matrix
Step 1 - normalization of the initial matrix:

(12)

X → R

R = rij

(13)
(14)

m×n

Xij

Rij=

m

∑ Xij

2

i− 1

(15)

Step 2 - weighting of the normalized matrix:

R → V

(16)

V = vij = Wj' ⋅ rij
(17)
Step 3 - forming the positive ideal and negative ideal solution:
A+ - the positive ideal solution, which has all best features regarding all criteria:
A = ⎧⎨⎛⎜ max v j ∈ K ' ⎞⎟ i ⎛⎜ min v j ∈ K ' ' ⎞⎟⎫⎬ = {v , v , ..., v ,..., v }, i = 1, m
⎠⎭
⎠ ⎝
⎩⎝
(18)
+

i

ij

+
1

ij

i

+
2

+
j

+
n

K ' ⊆ K → K ' is a subset of K consisting of max type criteria.
K ' ' ⊆ K → K ' ' is a subset of K consisting of min type criteria.

A¯ - the negative ideal solution, which has all worst features regarding all
criteria:
A = ⎧⎨⎛⎜ min v j ∈ K ' ⎞⎟ i ⎛⎜ max v j ∈ K ' ' ⎞⎟ ⎫⎬ = { v , v , ..., v ,..., v }, (i = 1, m)
⎠ ⎝
⎠⎭
⎩⎝
(19)
Step 4 - calculating the distance (Euclidean distance) of each alternative from
the positive ideal and negative ideal solution:
S1+ - distance of an alternative from the positive ideal solution
−

i

ij

i

−
1

ij

−
2

−
j

−
n

n

S i+ = ∑ ( v ij − v +j ) 2
j=1

(20)
S1 - distance of an alternative from the negative ideal solution
-

S−i =

n

∑ ( vij − v −j ) 2
j=1

(21)
Step 5 - calculating the relative closeness of an alternative to the ideal solution:
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S i−
Ci = −
+
Si + Si (22)
0 ≤ Ci ≤ 1.

(23)
Step 6 - ranking of alternatives:
Ranking of Ci values arranged in descending order (from the highest to lowest
value) corresponds to the ranking of Ai alternatives (from the best to worst).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
There is a number of criteria that can be studied in relation to the choice or
ranking of alternatives. In order to define the relevant criteria, hierarchical
structures were established, defining the group of high-level and lower-level
criteria. The hierarchical structure of criteria used in this study for the choice of
logistics center's location consists of 3 group criteria and 6 criteria (Table 1).
Criteria were chosen in accordance with the standards for defining a set of
criteria to be used in solving these problems.
Table 1. The hierarchical structure of the relevant criteria
Group criteria
Criteria Level
Type
Spatial
available surface
Numerical
Land price
Geographic
geographical location
Linguistic
macro-micro level of location
Traffic
affiliation to the form of transportation
Numerical
approach ways accessibility of transport Linguistic
equipment to the logistics center
Following the methodology described for decision making to get the required
results is necessary to perform criteria comparison on the basis of fuzzy
triangular numbers, as shown in Table 3. The comparison was made based on
the scale shown in Table 2 as defined in [13].
Table 2.Triangular fuzzy scale table
Linguistic Scale
Just equal
Equaly important
Weakly more important
Strongly more important
Very strongly more important
Absolutely more important

Triangular
Fuzzy Scale
(1, 1, 1)
(1/2, 1, 3/2)
(1, 3/2, 2)
(3/2, 2, 5/2)
(2, 5/2, 3)
(5/2, 3, 7/2)

Triangular
Fuzzy
Reciprocal
Scale
(1, 1, 1)
(2/3, 1, 2)
(1/2, 2/3, 1)
(2/5, 1/2, 2/3)
(1/3, 2/5, 1/2)
(2/7, 1/3, 2/5)
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By comparing them, weight value criteria is determined, and that criteria
plays very important role in the further implementation of methods, because on
the base of these values the optimal solution is determined.
Table 3.Comparison of criteria on the base of triangular numbers
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

C1
(1,1,1)
(1/2,2/3,1)
(2/3,1,2)
(2/3,1,2)
(1/2,2/3,1)
(2/5,1/2,2/3)

C2
(1,3/2,2)
(1,1,1)
(1/2,1,3/2)
(1/2,1,3/2)
(1,1,1)
(2/3,1,2)

C3
(1/2,1,3/2)
(2/3,1,2)
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
(2/3,1,2)
(1/2,2/3,1)

C4
(1/2,1,3/2)
(2/3,1,2)
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
(2/3,1,2)
(1/2,2/3,1)

C5
(1,3/2,2)
(1,1,1)
(1/2,1,3/2)
(1/2,1,3/2)
(1,1,1)
(2/3,1,2)

C6
(3/2,2,5/2)
(1/2,1,3/2)
(1,3/2,2)
(1,3/2,2)
(1/2,1,3/2)
(1,1,1)

To determine Fuzzy combination expansion for each one of the criteria, first
value for each row of the matrix.
we calculate ∑
C1 = (1+1+1/2+1/2+1+3/2; 1+3/2+1+1+3/2+2; 1+2+3/2+3/2+2+5/2) = (5.5; 8;
10.5) etc.
value is calculated as:
The ∑ ∑
(5.5; 8; 10.5) + (4.333; 5.667; 8.5) + (4.667; 6.5; 9) + (4.667; 6.5; 9) + (4.333;
5.667; 8.5) + (3.533; 4.833; 7.667) = (27.033; 37.167; 53.167)
Then,

=∑

× ∑

∑

:

S1 = (5.5; 8; 10.5) x (1/53.167; 1/37.167; 1/27.033) = (0.103; 0.215; 0.388) etc.

Now, the V values (preference order) are calculated using these vectors.
(S ≥ S ) = 1 (S ≥ S ) = 1 (S ≥ S ) = 1 (S ≥ S ) = 1 (S ≥ S ) =

1

0.103 − 0.314
= 0.770
(0.152 − 0.314) − (0.215 − 0.103)
0.088 − 0.314
(S ≥ S ) =
= 0.907
(0.152 − 0.314) − (0.175 − 0.088)
0.088 − 0.314
(S ≥ S ) =
= 0.907
(0.152 − 0.314) − (0.175 − 0.088)
(S ≥ S ) = 1 etc.
(S ≥ S ) = 1
The priorities of weights are calculated using:
d' = (C1) min (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) = 1
d' = (C2) min (0.770; 0.907; 0.907; 1; 1) = 0.770
d' = (C3) min (0.852; 1; 1; 1; 1) = 0.852
d' = (C4) min (0.852; 1; 1; 1; 1) = 0.852
d' = (C5) min (0.770; 0.907; 0.907; 1; 1) = 0.770
d' = (C6) min (0.680; 0.902; 0.813; 0.813; 0.902) = 0.680
After the equation is applied (10), weight values are obtained, and from the
equation (11) normalized weights of criteria are received:
(S ≥ S ) =
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W'=(1; 0.770; 0.852; 0.852; 0.770; 0.680) W=(0.20; 0.16; 0.17; 0.17; 0.16;
0.14)
After determination of criteria, it is clear that the first criteria ie. available
surface for this study represents the most important criteria during the
evaluation of potential locations. By applying previously described steps of
Topsis method, results represented by the following figure were obtained.

A1

A2

A3

Fig. 2. Ranking of alternatives

On figure 2, it is visible that the alternative no. 2 (location Šamac) has the
highest value and represent the most suitable location according to previously
conducted steps.
CONCLUSION
The relative weight of the criteria has a major influence on the final decision
to solve problems using methods of multi-criteria analysis. This influence can
be best reflect the the comparison with [18], where the same problem is solved
by classical AHP method and where the highest priority has the second
criterion, ie. the price of land, and rank different alternatives ie. first location is
the most suitable.In this case, with the increase of importance first criteria ie.
available surface first alternative becomes the best solution as compared to the
other has the biggest space about 40 hectares.
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Abstract
Quality engineering and especially the automotive industry, is facing the
advanced challenges arising from global changes in the technical, economic and
social environment. There is accelerating the need for products with higher
added value, based on the customer needs and satisfaction. The responsible and
continuously innovative agile approach, aimed to increase the level of product
quality, as well as the quality of innovation process, is for the European
countries the only possibility, how to compete with both mass production of
low-cost. Submitted article analyzes the approaches to advanced product quality
planning, with a primary focus on the automotive industry.
Keywords–Advanced Product Quality Planning; agile approach; customer
needs and satisfaction; innovation;
INTRODUCTION
Present development in the all fields of automotive industry is connected
with increased requirements for product quality.The need to face new
challenges arising from global changes in the technical, economic and social
environment creates the pressure on reducing the innovation cycles and
increasing the overall quality of the product and process. The essential influence
on products quality belongs to quality planning. Automotive industry challenges
are: Innovation, more complex product, Reduce new product development
times, Complicated Supply chain and increasing customer and quality
requirements. It is important to recognize that the automobile is becoming more
complex. Market and social forces are driving the industry to create vehicles
with higher levels of performance. This applies not only to their traditional
purpose of safely transporting drivers and passengers, but also to the driving
experience itself. Technology changes are occurring in every aspect of the
vehicle. This situation creates complexity not only because the systems
1
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themselves are complicated, but also because the interaction between the
systems is often difficult to understand and predict. Further, while the market
forces demand these systems in the product, they must be designed and
produced at lower cost. Besides the market forces mentioned above, additional
factors are driving the industry to structural changes. The industry is getting
more efficient, and market share is shifting between companies. This factor has
led to overcapacity in the industry, which in turn leads to consolidation. Further,
in an effort to lower cost, companies are outsourcing the manufacture (and to
some degree the design of subsystems) to suppliers. These suppliers are
generally distributed worldwide; they are quite competent and have a lower cost
structure. Advanced Product Quality Planning is a structured method to assure
that a product satisfies the customer (both internal and external). The goal of
APQP is to facilitate communication with everyone and to assure that all
required steps are completed on time. Particular emphasis must be placed on
identifying high risk long lead requirements or items which require focused
upfront, effort. It means planning before acting, anticipation and prevention of
issues, validation before moving towards and overall facilitation. The product
quality planning cycle have four sequenced various phases: Plan, Do, Check,
Act (PDCA). They represent planned timing to execute and emphasize:
-Up-front product quality planning through product/process validation
and
-The act of implementation as the last stage of the PDCA cycle.
Fundamentals of APQP are: Organizing the team, Defining the scope,
Training, Simultaneous engineering, Control plans, Costumer and Organization
involvement, concern resolution, Product quality timing plan and Plans relative
to the Timing chart.
METHODS
The never-ending cycle of Advanced product quality planning is a pursue
towards a continual improvement, that can only be achieved by taking the
experience from one program and applying it to the next program. Quality
planning represents many of activities, which decide about resulting quality.
The summary is that we should first design quality (DFMEA, PFMEA), then
manufacture quality (control plans, process flow diagrams, measurement system
analysis, capability analysis, process validation, run at rate, etc.) and satisfy all
costumer needs and specifications (PPAP, first article inspection, tooling,
testing). The key methods and elements to assure the APQP are the following:
- Product/process design (Process Flow Chart - PFC, Failure Mode
Effects Analysis – FMEA and Control Plan- CP)
- Product/process validation (Measurement System Analysis – MSA,
Capability Study).
PFC is a visual diagram of the entire process from receiving through
shipping, including outside processes and services. Its purpose is to help people
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“see” the real process. Process maps can be used to understand the following
characteristics of a process: Set-by-step process linkage; Offline activities
(measurement, inspection, and handling); Rework, scrap. It’s used to understand
how a process is done and prior to completing the PFMEA. Process Flow must
include all phases of the process: Receiving of raw material; Part
manufacturing; Offline inspections and checks; Assembly; Testing; Shipping
and Transportation Process Mapping. It provides Inputs to: Potential Failure
Mode Effect Analysis; Control Plan; Capability Studies and MSA.
FMEA allows us to take a proactive approach to what can go wrong in a
process and manage our risks better. Process FMEA is a tool used to identify
and prioritize risk areas and their mitigation plans. Its purpose is to: Identify
potential failure modes, causes, and effects. Inputs come from the process flow
diagram. It also identifies key inputs which positively or negatively affect
quality, reliability and safety of a product or process. It Denotes Special
Characteristics of Product/Process that impact the ultimate safety/performance
of the end product. We should use it after completion of the process flow
diagram and prior to tooling for production. It is important to note that the
PFMEA should be completed using a cross-functional team.
In each instance, the assumption is made that the failure could occur, but will
not necessarily occur. Each failure mode should be credible. There should be a
description of non-conformance. We should assume that incoming parts are
correct and remember to consider subsequent operations. Potential causes are
defined as how the failure could occur, and described in terms of something that
can be corrected or controlled. After listen the Current Controls for each Cause
we should assign Severity, Occurrence and Detection ratings.Severity can only
be improved by a design change to the product or process. Occurrence can only
be reduced by a change which removes or controls a cause. Examples are
redundancy, substituting a more reliable component or function or mistakeproofing. Detection can be reduced by improving detection. Examples are
mistake-proofing, simplification and statistically sound monitoring. In general,
reducing the Occurrence is preferable to improving the Detection. Than we
calculate the RPN – Risk Priority Number followed by determination of
Recommended Actions to reduce High RPNs. We should take appropriate
Actions and Document and Recalculate RPNs.
All high RPN process concerns should be carried over into the control plan.
All critical failure modes must be addressed like: Safety; Form, fit and function;
Material concerns etc.
It is a tool used to define the operations, processes, material, equipment,
methodologies and special characteristics for controlling variation in key
product or process characteristics within the manufacturing process. Its
objective or purpose is to: Communicate the supplier's decisions during the
entire manufacturing process from material receipt to final shipping; Verify
existence of production controls at each step defined in the Process
Flow/PFMEA; Define reaction plans at each step should a non-conformance be
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detected; and Denote Special Characteristics of Product/Process that impact the
ultimate safety/performance of the end product. We should use it after
completion of the process flow diagram/PFMEA for a Prototype, Prelaunch and
Production; Implementation of new process and Implementing a process
change.
Since Auditing is an important tool for control, Audit plans can be included
in the control plan as a separate line. Process auditing should be a key element
of the quality system of a business. Audits generally cover: • Effectiveness of
controls • Control plan (say) vs. what is actually done (do).
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The MSA is a statistical tool used to determine if a measurement system is
capable of precise measurement. Measurement systems must be analyzed
BEFORE embarking on process improvement activities. MSA helps understand
how much observed variation is from the measurement system. Its objective or
purpose is to determine how much error is in the measurement due to the
measurement process itself; to quantify the variability added by the
measurement system and to be applicable both to attribute data and variable
data. We should use it on the critical inputs and outputs prior to collecting data
for analysis and for any new or modified process in order to ensure the quality
of the data. Everyone that measures and makes decisions about these
measurements should be involved in the MSA. The involvement of people is the
key to success, so we need to involve the people that actually work the process
and the supervision. The Involvement of the suppliers and customers of the
process is also another key element. We should notice that the observed
variation in process output measurements is not simply the variation in the
process itself; it is the variation in the process plus the variation in measurement
that results from an inadequate measurement system. MSA will tell us about the
repeatability, reproducibility and discrimination. Sample selection is very
important – sample during normal production to capture total range of process
variation MSA should be done on a regular basis. An MSA primarily addresses
precision with limited accuracy information. MSA should be done on a regular
basis once per year.
CAPABILITY STUDY
Capability studies are measures of how well the process is meeting the
design requirements. In performing a capability study, the team determines from
sample data the process average and a spread (capability) of the process, and
compares this variation with the specifications Capability ratios are used to
compare the Voice of the Customer (specs) to the Voice of the Process (natural
process limits). For a capability ratio to be a good predictor of future
performance, the process must be stable. Otherwise, the ratio is just a descriptor
of past performance! The two key ways to improve process capability are to
reduce variation and to improve centering. A capability ratio should never be
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interpreted without also looking at a control chart to verify stability and a
histogram of the process to ensure normality. The supplier should set warning
tolerances and track changes – to give a pre-emptive warning. We must ensure
that the results are acceptable, and that the process is stable and capable of
producing a quality part, because PPAPs (Production Part Approval Process)
should only be approved if the capability is greater than 1.67 for critical
dimensions and greater than 1.33 for non-critical dimensions.
RESULTS
Manufacturing process functions that are clearly planned, validated,
documented and communicated will result in: Robust and reliable designs;
Reduced process variation; Enhanced confidence in supplier’s capabilities;
Better controlled process changes; Defect free launches; Improved Customer
satisfaction; Improved Delivery and Service; Maximum Risk of Investment;
Minimum Waste and Minimum Cost of Non- Conformities. The aim is to
achieve values like: Integrity- strengthens relationships across businesses and
functions; Innovation- there is always a better way; Customer Satisfaction future depends on serving as customer advocates; Sustainability - the efficient
use of resources to benefit all people and the planet; Employee Engagement foster a culture that promotes excellent performance, teamwork, inclusion,
leadership and growth. The employee and leader diversity mirror in global
markets and population.
CONCLUSION
Quality is responsible for driving continuous improvement for all automotive
industry brands to deliver top quality products and services to delight
customers. It can be concluded that the customers, product quality and product
cost and are the significant factors governing theAPQP. The organizations are
trying to implement these techniques and methodology as per their requirement,
applicability and economical conditions. Advanced Product Quality Planning is
one of the best techniques for new product development in now days. It
incorporates all the advantages of Six sigma, QFD as-wellas Lean Product
Development. APQP helps build confidence in a supplier’s engineering
practices by proving the consistency of a product’s quality. However, the
process for acquiring approval can take some time. Fortunately, the value of
APQP is increased in that its streamlined nature helps facilitate faster PPAP. At
each of the stages, Advanced Product Quality Planning provides multiple
benefits to both the supplier and customer. Not only does it inherently improve
quality, it lowers costs and ensures a streamlined - more efficient manufacturing process. This translates into better customer satisfaction and
increased revenue generation.e
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Abstract

This study discusses the basic characteristics and significance of multi-modal
passenger terminals, as one of the fundamental elements of multimodal
transport system. Also, is mentioned the basic advantages and disadvantages of
“Park and Ride” systems. Finally, are given examples of cities that have
successfully implemented this solution. Certainly, those cities are examples of
good practice and cities in Serbia should come up with a solution based on this
practise.
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INTRODUCTION
Urban transport systems with its performances (efficiency, capacity, speed),
technology (types of subsystems), quality, cost (investment and exploitation)
and the impact on the environment, is one of the important factors affecting the
operation, location, size and structure of modern cities, their economy and social
relations.
The possibility of movement is a basic human right and need. However, that
movement needs to be somehow enabled which is a prerequisite for creating
conditions for sustainable mobility.
Today, many traffic engineers and planner, look for a solution in multimodal
transport system which offers the opportunity that the existing modes of
transport may be used in the way that would provide maximum efficiency. This
approach creates a new "modal merge" concept, which should replace the
traditional concept of separation ("modal split") [1].
Multimodal transport system, is system that is using two or more transport
modes for a trip between which a transfer is necessary.

1
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The functioning of the multimodal transport system requires full integration
and co-operation of all subsystems of mass transport with each other, as well as
coordination with other alternative systems.
Such a system looks like an interesting approach to solving today's problems
of transport related to the reduction in the availability of city centres, increased
congestion and environmental impact.
In this way, a passenger can travel from point A to point B by combining
different modes of transport in the way that will highlight their strengths and
avoid their weaknesses. This practically means that, in accordance with its own
characteristics, rail can be used for the main part of the trip, or to connect the
main transfer centres, while the bus service can service the feeder lines. Also,
alternative modes (bike, walking, "car share", "park & ride", etc.) can play the
role of feeder modes, which will increase the quality of service and provides the
opportunity to travel by "door to door".
Public transport systems designed according to the system of multi-modality
are called balanced transport systems and are representing the highest form of
Public Passenger Transport. These systems are functioning in a way that each
subsystem of public urban passenger transport in synergy with others (including
flexible transport systems) contributes to maximum efficiency and quality of the
entire system.
The fundamental elements of the multi-modal public transport system:
• Multi-modal passenger terminals,
• Integrated passenger ticket,
• Integrated timed transfer (ITT),
• ITS and real-time information’s.
ANALYSIS
Multimodal passenger terminals – interchange hubs on the field of
integration that links different transport modes in one location, while also
improving the efficiency of land use and other resources.
These facilities are multifunctional objects that allows the traveller easy and
quick transfer from one means of transport to another and which has to be
adapted to allow access for people with disabilities. Transfers between transport
modes and services should be seamless, setting new standards for the design of
transfer nodes and for the synchronisation of time-tabled transport services.
Transfer, or transitioning can be viewed as a reason for the delay. Time spent
at the station waiting for a next line, it is often seen as lost time, so it is
necessary that these terminals are comfortable and safe, easily accessible, and
provided with signs to guide passengers, equipped with facilities for relaxation
and with a good system of information’s. In this way, the impression of
"wasting time" is reduced [2].
In the odder hand, too many transfers could be tiresome for travellers and
can act repulsive to them, so is necessary to take laborious research work to
determine potential locations of multimodal passenger terminals.
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MODERNIZATION OF THE EXISTING PASSENGER STATION INTO
THE MULTI-MODAL TERMINALS
Multimodal terminal can simultaneously service the air, rail and road
transport. The main and basic problem of multimodal passenger terminals is that
they are very expensive facilities and require long-term planning and
researching. The main questions that must be answered are primarily those
relating to the location of these stations. Many cities are facing the problem of
providing space. And even if the space was provided, it is often very difficult to
secure funding for construction.
Terminal designing is mainly guided by principles that the main facility is
rail, so accordingly to that, it is common to reconstruct the old railway stations
and modernize into the modern multi-modal passenger terminals.
The basic principle is based on the modernization and rehabilitation of the
existing railway stations, as follows:
• The construction of an additional stops for the public transport buses
within the station and replacement of a large number of lines that will
pass there. This will secure integration of regional and intercity trains
with urban public transport.
• The construction of new or expansion of the existing parking spaces,
with an adequate parking price. It is desirable that this parking facilities
are designed in form of Park&Ride system.
• It is necessary to connect station with other importance traffic hubs (e.g.
airport), as well as an important economic and cultural centres in the
city and region.
• The construction of safe bicycle parking within the station, which will
ensure bicycles against theft, damages and weather conditions.
• Integration with other alternative modes of transport like: „bike share”
station, „car sharing” and taxi station, etc.
• Ensure some attractive content, which would increase the attractiveness
of stations.
Accessing this solution will ensure physically integration of different modes
of transport within one location, so that the passenger upon arrival at the station
can choose how he will continue his journey. It is obvious that multimodal
passenger terminal is one of the fundamental elements of multimodal transport
system.
„PARK & RIDE“SYSTEM
„Park&Ride” are terminals that are used for the integration of private and
public transport. This terminals are usually located at the city centre boundaries
with good connection with public transport. The system allow passengers to
safely park his car and to continue his journey to the centre of the city with
some of the subsystems of public transport. Parked vehicles are safe during the
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day and upon returning, traveller takes his car back again. In this way decreases
congestion in urban centres while ensures savings of time and money for
drivers.
It is usually that the users of P+R system has some benefits, like free parking
or free churching e-vehicle, etc. Of course, this benefits its conditioned by
purchasing passenger ticket for public transport.
Tariff integration should provide an integrated travel document (ticket),
regardless of the ownership structure and subsystems. This ticket will allow
combining several modes of transport by purchasing only one ticket, which are
which is valid for all means of transport in one area.
To make the P+R system work it is necessary to meet certain conditions,
primarily optimized public transport services and the location of facilities that
must be the result of the analysis of the target user group.
In modern urban environments the target groups are daily travellers who
works in the city. In addition, the location of P+R needs to attract tourists and
users whose purpose of travel is recreation or shopping which results in
promoting the use of P+R system outside working hours.
Construction of "Park & Ride" system has multiple advantages, including
[3]:
• Private car drivers are redirected to public transport, which
automatically means less pollution, less noise, less accidents, less
needed space for parking in the city centre and more space for nonmotorized traffic,
• Avoiding driving under stress and large crowds on the local network, as
well as lower wasting of time due to the searching for free parking
places.
• Special suitable for those passengers who live above the acceptable
pedestrian distances from railway or bus stations or bus stops,
• Can be equipped with chargers for charging batteries of electric vehicles
to encourage the use of cleaner transport.
• Can be meeting place for travellers who use the "car pooling" system
(concept in which people who travel to the same destination can share
their vehicle and travel cost with others.).
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EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTISE
Creating a modern intermodal transport hub in Ghent (Belgium)2
„Gent-Sint-Pieters“is an old railway station in Belgium, built during about
100 years, with 50,000 daily visitors. Because of an increase in the number of
people using the station, it is being remodelled into a modern multimodal hub
where travellers can comfortably and efficiently transfer to train, bus, tram or
bicycle.

Fig.1. Rail station Ghent-Sint-Pieters (Ghent, Belgium) [5].

The city of Ghent is situated in the province of Flanders and has
approximately 250 000 inhabitants. The Ghent-Sint-Pieters station is situated at
the crossroads of two important train connections: one connecting Lille (France)
to Antwerp and one connecting the Belgian coast to Brussels.
In 2007, 37.000 people were taking the train daily at Ghent-Sint-Pieters,
rising to 50.000 people per day in 2014. The number of people arriving by bike
at the train station has risen from 3.500 in 2007 to 7.500 in 2014.
The construction work started in 2007 and will continue until 2024. During
the construction period the station will be kept in operation. Whenever a part is
finished it will immediately become operational. The following works are being
carried out to remodel the station:
• Narrow tunnels leading to train tracks on the first floor are being
replaced by a 36.000m2 hall;
• The ground level of this hall will have four tram tracks to be used by
two trams. The tracks are also adapted so that new Flexity 2 trams,
which will be introduced in the coming months, can use them;
• A new bus station next to the hall with 12 platforms each designed to
station two buses is being created. The hall will be equipped with ticket
machines, shops and information desks;
2

http://www.eltis.org/discover/case-studies/creating-modern-intermodal-transporthub-ghent-belgium
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•

Comfortable slopes, elevators and stairs will take passengers to the
underground Park & Ride, bicycle parking and train platforms.
Results:
Even though the modernisation of the train station will not be finished before
2024, some major results have already been achieved. For instance, increasing
the capacity of the train station is realized without increasing the number of
train tracks. By reducing the number of switches, increasing the number of
tracks and better technical solutions trains can enter and leave the station at a
higher speed.
The underground parking for 2.700 cars has been finished. The road
connecting the ring around Ghent with the underground parking has been
realised and is in operation.
A first part of the covered bicycle parking has been finished providing free
parking for almost 2.400 bikes and the first two underground pick-up and dropoff points (Kiss and Ride) are in use.
„Millbrae Intermodal Terminal“(Millbrae, California)
Millbrae Station is the largest intermodal terminal in the United States west
of the Mississippi. Terminal integrate the two greatest rail subsystem in
California (BART and Caltrain) [5].
BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) is a heavy-rail rapid transit system serving
the San Francisco Bay Area. Caltrain is a California commuter rail.
The station has three ground level tracks for BART and two for Caltrain. The
station is also a regional bus transit hub. Millbrae Station has about 2.900
parking spaces, including a five-story parking garage and surrounding surface
parking.
Station represents an important multi-modal transport hub because it
represents a connection to one of the biggest airport in San Francisco.
This station is surely one of the examples of good practise, because within
one location there is physically connected regional metro system (BART),
suburban rail (Caltrain) and regional bus station. In addition to this, there is big
parking spaces for private cars and bicycles.
THE POSSIBILITY OF CREATING A MULTIMODAL PASSENGER
TERMINAL IN CITY OF NOVI SAD
The City of Novi Sad is the largest city of the Autonomous Province of
Vojvodina, the northern province of the Republic of Serbia. According to the
2011 census, the population of the administrative area of the city stands at
341.625 people.
Novi Sad is one of the few cities in Serbia which has all the prerequisites for
creating a modern multi-modal passenger terminal, with the aim of developing a
unique multi-modal transport system.
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Within one location it is physically integrated Regional Bus Station (MAS),
the railway station and terminus for the vehicles of public transport. In addition
to these subsystems within the location there is parking space for taxi vehicles
and private cars, parking for bikes and the possibility to rent a bike ("NS Bike“).
However, although there is physical integration, above mentioned subsystems
operate separately and there is not a co-operation between them. Timetables are
not harmonized and there is no kind of integration beyond the physical.
So, following examples of good practise, Novi Sad could resolve the
problem and integrate existing subsystems into a single multimodal terminal. Of
course, for such solution is necessary to invest a lot of effort and energy, and
initially to reorganize each subsystem special and then access their integration.
Multimodal passenger terminals in Novi Sad could be the first step towards a
fully integrated public transport system, which is guided by principles that the
different transport modes can be applied according to their strengths and
advantages. The implementation of an integrated public transport system can be
made through the minimum three levels of integration:
1. Physical (network) integration, which should provide that the lines of
different subsystems of Public transport are facing at the same time or at
defined intervals in one or more transfer points,
2. Tariff integration, which should provide a unique system of cards,
regardless of the ownership structure and subsystems,
3. Logical (informational) integration, which should provide adequate
selection of information to be appropriately present to the transport
operators, dispatchers, drivers and passengers.
By modernization of the railway station, Novi Sad would obtain modern
multimodal passenger terminal, which can be an initiator for implementing a
full integrated public transport system.
CONCLUSION
Integration of traffic into a multimodal system and efforts to establish an
environment in which different forms of transport could be used to provide
maximum efficiency, have led to major changes in attitudes towards some parts
of the transport processes and the technical resources necessary for the
implementation of these processes.
The common basis of all these attitudes and technical solutions is that they
enable easier change of means of transport, and easier transfer from one to the
other types of transport routes. This can be achieved only by reorganizing and
modernizing the existing terminals in the multimodal or building new ones.
The construction of such facilities and development of multimodal systems
is already common practice in some parts of the world. Newly planned
multimodal passenger terminal in Atlanta (Georgia) representing the future of
multimodal terminals and systems (Figure 2.)
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It is a modern and stylish multifunctional object that would consist several
structural levels. The station will provide fully physical integration of local
busses, regional trains, metro and park&ride system. As part of the plan is
planned complete reconstruction of the existing road network around the
locations in order to improve bike flows as well as increasing the safety of
pedestrians. At the very top of the building is planned park with greenery and
entertainment content.

Fig.2. Multimodal passenger terminal, Master Plan (Atlanta) [6]
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Abstract
The stochastic nature of the train standing times at metro stations directly
influence the minimum operational headway that can be sustained over longer
period of time as well as the possible delays on the line. Therefore, any analysis
of the performance of a metro line by a simulation of its operation is closely
related to the problem of modelling the station dwell times. The model
presented here has been based on the data collected from the Bloor metro station
in Toronto, Canada. Metro trains were videotaped during two-hour study period
and data were obtained on the time needed for boarding/alighting of different
number of passengers per train door. The results of the statistical analysis have
shown that a family of Gamma distributions with parameters that are function on
the number of passengers per door appear to be a good model to represent the
passenger boarding and alighting times.
Keywords - Modelling; station dwell time; simulation of boarding and
alighting times; metro
INTRODUCTION
The capacity of metro line has been defined as the maximum number of
vehicles that can pass a point during one hour of operation. The common
approach (see [1], [2], [3]) is the one that says that it is directly determined by
the minimum headway that can be operated at the station with the longest dwell
time. However, this approach would be correct only if the operation were
deterministic: that is dwell times at all stations are constant and the movement
of trains between stations is pre-programmed and same for all trains. Though
the second premise can be achieved with the automated metro systems, dwell
times at stations are still random variables. The consequences of this are very
important: though all trains may depart from the starting station on time, at
scheduled (constant) headways, due to the random dwell times at stations along
1
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the line, the headways between trains will be also random. Therefore, some
trains will find themselves behind, others ahead of the scheduled times. When
trains operate at short headways (near capacity), trains that follow a train that
has fallen behind the schedule, will experience delay due to the need to keep
safety distance between trains.
Therefore, any attempt to catch the stochastic nature of a metro line
operation that operate near capacity, must begin with developing a model that
can catch the stochastic nature of the station dwell times.
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In order to analyse the station dwell time more closely, an introduction of the
following definitions are proposed:
Definition 1:The summation of the alighting and boarding times at each particular
door is the door utilization time. The utilization time at door d of the train,
denoted as t u, d is therefore equal to
t u,d = t a,d + t b,d ,

(1)

Where t a,d and t b, d are the alighting and boarding times, respectively, and
Definition 2: The door with the maximum number of boarding plus alighting
passengers is the maximum door - dmax.
Definition 3: The door that has maximum utilization time is the critical door - dcr.
Definition 4: Time interval from the moment when a train enters the station and
comes to a full stop to the moment when it closes the doors and is ready to leave
the station will be referred to as station dwelltime - t d . It comprises the time for
door opening and closing toc and the maximum utilization time (the utilization time
at the critical door)
t d,k = t oc + Max (t u,d ) = t oc + t u,d cr = t oc + t a,d cr + t b,d cr .
(2)
d

With these definitions in mind, it is important that the reader notice several
important points:
1. The maximum door is not necessarily the critical door;
2. The time for door opening and closing toc can be treated as a constant, so the
variability of dwell time depends on the stochastic nature of the boarding and
alighting times. In addition, since the dwell time is determined by the
maximum utilization time, which usually happens at the door where great
number of passengers board and alight, it seems reasonable to assume that
boarding passengers will first let the alighting passengers to exit and then start
to board. At least this assumption was quite true for the survey data from
Toronto;
3. The dwell time definition does not include any time loss that might happen if
the train is forced to stay at the station for some additional time after the
alighting/boarding process has been completed due to the safety distance
requirement or other operational reasons.
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Given the above consideration, the focus of the research presented here is on
the development of model for the passengers alighting and boarding times.
REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Among the early attempts to include the randomness into the analysis of a RT
line capacity, the work done by Welding and Day [2] is the most frequently cited.
Their article described a simple simulation model that took into account the
randomness of the interstation travel times as well as the standing time at stations.
Both variables were simulated using simple formulas that consist of two parts: the
deterministic part which defined their middle value, and the stochastic part which
was represented by a random variable with normal distribution, expectation value
0, and known variance. The simulation results were tested on the existing London
Central Line and then were used to determine the practical minimum headway for
the Victoria Line which was about to open.
Another significant study of station dwell time was done at the University of
Toronto by Mori[3]. The study was based on high-quality data, collected by
videotaping the alighting and boarding process during afternoon peak hour at the
Bloor Station on Yonge subway line in Toronto, Canada. The data included the
number of boarding and alighting passengers per door and per train, boarding and
alighting times for given number of passengers at a door, and headways between
trains arriving at the station. An important finding of this research was the fact the
expected values of the boarding and alighting times for a given number of
passengers at a door and their variances were found to show high degree of
“regularity” that could be described by regression equations. As the number of
passengers per door increased, the mean and variance of the boarding and alighting
times increased too. As a result, when higher number of passengers at a station are
handled, not only longer dwell time is to be expected, but also a higher variance of
the dwell times.
Recent studies on alighting and boarding focus on two aspects: observation
& data statistic and modelling.Since the process of alighting and boarding is
somewhat chaotic, models and simulations of alighting andboarding movement
may be full of factors beyond the knowledge or control of the researchers. The
factorsof focus are also quite different. For observation and statistical study,
measurements of boarding and alightingtimes for different train types were
researched by Heinz [4]. Research on alighting and boarding times atDutch
railway stations [5] was done focusing on the dwell time of trains. Factors
assessedincluded passengers’ distribution on the platform, alighting and
boarding times, station type, type of train service,vehicle characteristics and
period of day. Alighting and boarding in clusters and individual alighting
andboarding were regarded as different phases during the alighting and boarding
process.
Puong [6]presenteda dwell time model based on observations made at seven
stations. The study showed dwell time is a function ofpassenger alighting and
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boarding volumes (linear), and of the on-vehicle crowding level (nonlinear).
The effectof on-board congestion on boarding times for some stations was
emphasized.
Xu and Wu [7] developed velocity–density mathematical models for
Shanghai metro stations using a one-dimensional model for the people near the
train door in the waiting room and a two-dimensional model for people
boarding. In Xu’s models, the ratio of alighting time to boarding time is
supposed to be a coefficient.
Blue and Adler [8] presented a cellular automata (CA) model for multidirectional pedestrian walking simulation. CA models were also applied to the
simulation of pedestrian friction effects.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The data used in this research were taken over from a survey that was part of
the study done by Bruce Mori at the University of Toronto [Mori, 1988].
Within this study, 44 metro trains were videotaped during two-hour study
period. Data were obtained for over 12,500 alighting and 6,700 boarding
passengers at Bloor Station in Toronto.
This type of data collection as well as the size of the sample, allowed reliable
statistical analysis in terms of alighting and boarding times' distributions for
given number of passengers at train door.
ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY DATA
The survey data collected from the Bloor metro station in Toronto have
allowed performing a detailed statistical analysis of the passenger alighting and
boarding times per train door. The mean values of the times as well as their
standard deviations have been computed for given number of alighting and
boarding passengers per door.
Figures 1 and 2 show the sample average boarding and alighting time
plus/minus two sample standard deviations. These graphs clearly show that as
the number of passengers per door increases, the mean and standard deviation
(or the variance) also increase. Moreover, it seems that the variance in service
time increased linearly with the number of passengers per door. That implied
that the variance in boarding/alighting time for n boarders/alighters is equal to n
times the variance for one boarder/alighter. This condition suggested that
successive boarding and alighting events were independent. It was consistent
with the findings of Kraft [Kraft, 1975] who found the individual passenger
service time for transit buses to be independent, following Erlang distribution.
The level of regularity of the sample averages and variances as well as the
suggested independence of the alighting/boarding events that was found in the
Bloor Station data, led to the idea that alighting and boarding times can be
modelled by means of a single probability distribution with parameters that are
function of the number of passengers per door.
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Average boarding time plus/minus two
standard deviations

The attempt to describe the alighting and boarding times as the sum of
independent Erlang distributed boarding and alighting events failed to give a
satisfactory fit. However, as the subsequent analysis showed, it was found that
the Gamma distribution (which is a general case of the Erlang distribution)
seemed to be appropriate model for the alighting and boarding times.
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Fig. 1 boarding time for given number of passengers at a door

The form of Gamma distribution density function and its mean and variance
used in this analysis are
t

β -α tα -1 e- β
Γ (Mean, Var) = f(t) =
Γ (α )
Mean = α Β
Var = α β 2

for t ≥ 0

(3)
(4)
(5)

Average alighting time plus/minus two
standard deviations
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Fig. 2 Alighting time for given number of passengers at a door
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β parameter

The idea that parameters α and β can be expressed as functions of the
number of passengers per door was pursued in the following manner:
1. Maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of parameters α and β were
determined for each group of data (number of passengers per door). MLE were
determined by means of a numerical technique proposed by Choi and Wette
[Choi and Wette, 1969].
2. A regression analysis on the MLE of parameters α and β was performed and
checked whether there was a reasonable correlation between the Gamma
parameters and the number of passengers per door.
The results of the analysis are summarized in Eqs. (6) And (7) and Figures 3
and 6.
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Fig. 3 Alighting time as a Gamma process: Estimation of
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parameter

The regression analysis of MLE of Gamma distribution parameters α and β
gave the following results:
Alighting:
α = 5.36068 * a 0.580521
R 2 = 0.8813
β = 0.397874 + 0.0085966 * a
(6)
R 2 = 0.461
Boarding:

α = 2.54142 * b 0.800859
β = 0.433013 + 0.0081164 * b

R 2 = 0.9725
R 2 = 0.478

(7)
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The hypothesis that the boarding and alighting times for given number of
passengers at a door can be described by the distribution in Eq. (3) with parameters
determined by Eqs (6) and (7) was further tested by means of χ 2 - Goodness-of-fit
test. The test was performed on all samples of size greater than 25. The results of
the analysis are shown in the table 1.
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As can be seen from the table, the tests showed that there was no reason to
reject the hypothesis of Gamma distribution with parameters determined from Eqs.
(23) And (6), for level of significance of the test of 1%, 5% and 10%, in all but two
cases. Both cases were for the boarding time at level of significance of 10%.
Therefore, based on the Bloor Station data, it appears that the assumption that
the boarding and alighting times can be modelled as a Gamma process seems to be
reasonable. The resulting Gamma distribution density functions of the boarding
and alighting times for selected number of passengers at a door are given in
Figures 7 and 8.
Table 1. Boarding and alighting times as Gamma process: results of the
Goodness-of-fit test

PPass.
per
door

Boarding time
Level of test
significance
Sample
size
133
153
128
97
80
57
43
35
28

Sample
size
1
Yes
yes
36
2
Yes
yes
25
3
Yes
yes
33
4
Yes
yes
35
5
Yes
yes
35
6
Yes
yes
39
7
No
yes
53
8
Yes
yes
51
9
Yes
yes
63
10
70
11
60
12
26
no
yes
62
13
52
14
48
15
45
16
35
17
37
18
29
19
29
Yes - the Gamma distribution hypothesis accepted
No- Gamma distribution hypothesis rejected

α =0.1

α =0.05

χ2-

Alighting time
Level of test
significance

α =0.1

α =0.05

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Density
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Fig. 7 alighting time distributions as a Gamma process

CONCLUSION
The analysis of the boarding and alighting times at Bloor station in Toronto, has
shown that this process can be successfully described as a Gamma process or a
family of Gamma distributions for different number of passengers per door. This
results can be very useful in rapid transit line simulation models as well as in any
analysis of the station and rapid transit line performances.
Since this analysis has been based on a data gathered at one rapid transit station,
similar analysis is needed for other RT stations and lines worldwide, in order to
verify or question this model as a reliable model for modelling RT alighting and
boarding times at stations.
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Abstract
By law on Health and Safety at Work, it is an obligation of each company
and employee to develop a Risk Assessment Act for each workplace. The risk
assessment is based on recording and determination of all the hazards and
harmful effects in the workplace and working environment, which may cause
injury, damage to health and illness of the employee. This paper presents the
process of risk assessment for the bus driver workplace giving a risk assessment
procedure description, identifying the hazards and harmful effects and
presenting the risk assessment methodology, as well as measures for reduction
of risk of hazards and harmful effects, i.e. healthy and safe work in the
workplace.
Keywords – act on risk assessment; bus driver; measures of health and
safety at work
INTRODUCTION
Risk assessment is an essential tool that allows employers a comprehensive
insight into the health and safety at work, which is a very important part of the
overall business.
OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health & Safety Assessment Series) standard is
a standard which defines the requirements for the health management system and
safety at work.
The most widely used method in making assessment and managing OHSAS
risks is the Kinny method. According to this method, fulfillment of a risk is
regarded as an occurrence of danger and harmfulness. This way, by identification
of potential danger and harmfulness, the potential risks to health and safety at
work are also determined.
The objective of risk assessment for the bus driver workplace is getting
familiar with the methods used by identifying the level of risk exposure due to
1

Professional paper
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identified hazards and harmful effects at work, as well as considering possible
measures for risk elimination or reduction to acceptable levels.
ACT ON RISK ASSESSMENT FOR THE BUS DRIVER WORKPLACE
Tasks performed by a bus driver taken from the Act on Organization and
Systematization of duties are:
¾ conducting inspection of the vehicle prior to the beginning and after the
completion of the journey,
¾ taking an order for drive from the dispatcher after the vehicle has been
inspected,
¾ justifying the completed journeys with a statement, and keeping records
of the mileage (km),
¾ filling up the fuel tank of the vehicle,
¾ justifying consumption of fuel and other consumables,
¾ driving a bus,
¾ elimination of minor defects on the vehicle, including replacement of
wheels, air cushion and the like,
¾ hygiene maintenance on the outside and inside of the vehicle, battery
storage as well as the engine,
¾ receiving or discharging passengers,
¾ responsibility to dispatcher.
For the position of the bus driver, risk assessment was done based on
the Kinney method.
This method establishes a system of evaluation of each danger and
harmfulness at the workplace. OHSAS risks are changing over the time through
three main categories that Kinny method is analyzing, which are:
• likelihood of danger and harmfulness;
• seriousness of the consequences that the employee suffers from the
occurrence of danger and harmfulness;
• frequency of danger and harmfulness
The parameters of the analysis are numerically evaluated so that the final
risk assessment at the workplace and the working environment is numerically
expressed in the following way:
R = P*E*F
R – risk, P – Probability, E –Effects, F – Frequency (exposure to

hazards).
In determining the data on hazards and harmful effects in the workplace and
working environment, grouping of the hazards and harmful effects was
performed according to the Regulation on the Manner and Procedure of Risk
Assessment in the Workplace and Working Environment.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKING AND AUXILLIARY SPACE,
WORK QUIPMENT INCLUDING MEANS AND EQUIPMENT FOR
PERSONAL PROTECTION AT WORK
Units that are used as working and auxiliary space, as well as facilities in the
open air with all associated installations: the job of the bus driver takes place in a
vehicle on the ground, i.e. on the road while carrying out transport of passengers.
Work equipment (machines, devices, systems, installations and tools): the
means and equipment for the work of a driver of freight vehicles and buses
include: a vehicle, spare parts, tools and accessories along with vehicle, forms
and documents. Means and equipment for personal protection at work: based on
the Review of hazards and harmful effects that require the use of the means
and/or equipment for personal protection at work, the use of the following
means and equipment for personal protection at work is prescribed: working
clothes, sunglasses, protective shoes. Information on the workplace obtained
from employees: based on the statements of employees, the pace of work is
large and requires a lot of endurance and mental and physical strain.
Information obtained by observation and monitoring of the work process: the
rhythm of work is combined and complex. The work mainly requires sitting.
Terms of employment: the III degree of education, a driving license for C or E
or D category, one-year work experience.
IDENTIFICATION AND DETERMINATION OF HAZARDS AND
HARMFUL EFFECTS IN THE WORKPLACE AND WORKING
ENVIRONMENT
Table 1. List of possible hazards for the workplace: bus driver.
No.
1

Determined list of hazards
Hazard in public transport
Free movement of parts, materials or tools during small interventions on
the ground
Internal transport and movement of working machines and vehicles
Use of dangerous substances which could produce an explosion or fire
Inability to timely leave the workplace
Sharp edges, rough surfaces, protruding parts, flooring, treads
Physical workplace instability
Risk of direct contact with live parts
Indirect contact voltage via live parts
Risk of thermal effects of the equipment and installations

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2. List of possible harmful effects for the working position: bus driver.
No.

Determined list of harmful effects

1

Dust and fumes
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Noise and vibrations
Harmful effects of microclimate
Working outdoors (harmful climatic impacts)
Non-physiological body position
Psychological burdens
Responsibility for the safety of passengers
Overtime work
Harmful effects caused by other persons (passengers, other traffic
participants)

9

ADOPTED MODEL OF RISK ASSESSMENT - KINNEY METHOD
Table 3. Categorization of Effects
Effects – E
1
2
3
6
10

Illness or injury that requires first aid and no other treatment
Substantial – medical treatment by a doctor
Serious – disability or serious injury
Very serious – individual accident
Disastrous – Multiple fatalities

Table 4. Categorisation of probability
Probability – P
0.1
0.2
0.5
1
3
6
10

Almost beyond comprehension
Practically unbelievable
There is, but only possibly
Low probability, but possible in limited cases
Little possible
Entirely possible
Predictable, expected

Table 5. Categorisation of frequency (exposure to hazards)
Frequency (exposure to hazards) – F
1
2
3
6
10

Rarely (yearly)
Monthly
Weekly
Daily
Expected to happen permanently, continuously

Table 6. Categorisation of the risk level
Risk level – R
1
2

A

20 – Acceptable

20 R 70 – Low
Caution required, to be resolved by regular procedure – operating
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instructions
3

70 R 200 – Moderate,
Measures required, management liability shall be established

4

200 R 400 –High
A quick reaction by the senior management needed, improvement required
from the immediate superior

5

R 400 – Extreme
Discontinued activities, immediate action by senior management required

GROUPING OF HAZARDS
Table 7. Mechanical hazards
No.

Hazard name

1

Hazard in public transport
Free movement of parts, materials
and tools that can cause injury to the
employee
Internal transport and movement of
working machines and vehicles
Use of dangerous substances which
could produce an explosion or fire
Inability to timely leave the
workplace

2
3
4
5

Effects
(E)
6

Probability
(P)
3

Frequenc
y (F)
6

3

3

3

6

0.5

6

6

0.5

6

6

1

6

Table 8. Hazards that occur in connection with the characteristics of the workplace
No.

Hazard name

Effects
(E)

Probability
(P)

Frequency
(F)

1

3

6

6

0.5

6

Sharp edges, rough surfaces,
protruding parts, flooring,
treads
Physical workplace instability

1
2

Table 9. Hazards that occur using electricity
No.
1
2
3

Hazard name
Direct contact with live
parts
Indirect contact voltage via
live parts
Risk of thermal effects of
the equipment and
installations

Effects
(E)

Probability
(P)

Frequency
(F)

6

0.5

6

6

0.5

6

6

0.5

6
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GROUPING OF HARMFUL EFFECTS
Table 10. Harmful effects that arise or occur in the work process
No.

Hazard name

1
2

Dust and fumes
Noise and vibrations
Harmful effects of
microclimate
Harmful climatic impacts

3
4

Effects
(E)
2
2

Probability
(P)
1
1

Frequency
(F)
6
6

1

3

6

6

1

6

Table 11. Hazards arising from psychological and psychophysiological efforts
No.
1
2
3

Hazard name
Non-physiological body
posture
Psychological burdens - stress
Responsibility for safety of
passengers and goods

Effects
(E)

Probability
(P)

Frequency
(F)

2

6

10

2

3

6

2

3

6

Table 12. Hazards related to work organization
No.

Hazard name

Effects
(E)

Probability
(P)

1

Overtime work

6

1

Frequenc
y
(F)
6

Table 13. Other hazards
No.

Hazard name

Effects
(E)

Probability
(P)

Frequenc
y
(F)

1

Hazards caused by other
persons

6

0.5

6

RISK ASSESSMENT FOR THE BUS DRIVER WORKPLACE
Table 14. Assessment of identified risks
No.

Recognized identified risks

1

Hazard in public transport

2
3

E
Risks of hazards

Free movement of parts,
materials and tools
Internal transport and movement
of working machines and
vehicles

Risk assessment
P
F
EPF

6

3

6

3

3

3

6

0.5

6

108
Moderate
27
Low
18
Acceptable
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4
5
6

Use of dangerous substances
which could produce an
explosion or fire
Inability to timely leave the
workplace
Sharp edges, rough surfaces,
protruding parts, flooring, treads

6

0.5

6

6

1

6

1

3

6

7

Physical workplace instability

6

0.5

6

8

Direct contact with live parts

6

0.5

6

9
10

Indirect contact voltage via
6
0.5
electrical appliances
Risk of thermal effects of the
electrical equipment and
6
0.5
instalations
Risks of harmful effects

6
6

1

Dust and fumes

2

1

6

2

Noise and vibrations

2

1

6

3

Harmful effects of microclimate

1

3

6

4

Harmful climatic impacts

6

1

6

5

Non-physiological body position

2

6

10

6

Psychological burdens - stress

2

3

6

7

Responsibility for the safety of
passengers

2

3

6

8

Overtime work

2

1

6

9

Harmfulness caused by other
persons

6

0.5

6

18
Acceptable
36
Low
18
Acceptable
18
Acceptable
18
Acceptable
18
Acceptable
18
Acceptable
12
Acceptable
12
Acceptable
18
Acceptable
36
Low
120
Moderate
36
Low
36
Low
12
Acceptable
18
Acceptable

ESTABLISHING MEASURES FOR COMPLETE ELIMINATION OR
REDUCTION OF HAZARDS/HARMFUL EFFECTS
Table 15. Measures for elimination and reduction of identified hazards/harmful effects
No.

1

Hazard/Harmful effect

Hazard in public transport

Type of
Risk

Measures

Moderate

Compliance with regulations
on public transport
Vehicle proper condition
maintenance
Checking the qualifications of
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employees for safe and healthy
work
2

Free movement of parts,
materials and tools that can
cause injury to the employee

Low
Acceptable

3

Internal transport

4

Use of dangerous substances
which could produce an
explosion or fire

Acceptable

5

Inability to timely leave the
workplace

Low

6

Sharp edges, rough surfaces,
protruding parts, flooring,
treads

7

Physical workplace instability

8

Direct contact voltage with
live parts

9

Indirect contact voltage via
live parts

10

Risk of thermal effects of the
equipment and installations

11

Dust and fumes

12

Noise and vibrations

13

Harmful effects of
microclimate

14

Harmful climatic impacts

15

Non-physiological body
position

Acceptable

Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable

Moderate

Use of protective equipment
In addition to using protective
equipment, train employees for
communication and correct
conduct when carrying out
internal transport
and displacement of tools and
work materials
Working with these agents may
only be performed by a
professional and trained person
Ensure sufficient free space
needed for the fastest possible
release of employees from the
danger zone
Provide sufficient passage
width near sharp edges
Protect sharp edges
mechanically
Compliance with regulations
on public transport and vehicle
proper condition maintenance
Properly implemented system
of protection against direct
contact voltage
Properly implemented system
of protection against indirect
contact voltage
Application of fire protection
during refueling and oil change
Maintenance of the ventilation
system in the vehicle in good
working condition
Use of protective equipment
By application of measures,
reduce the adverse impact of
microclimate
Reduce harmful climate
impacts to a minimum
Occasional stretching exercises
Correct redistribution of
working hours and rest periods
Application of appropriate
ergonomic measures
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16

Psychological burdens- stress

17

Responsibility for the safety
of passengers and goods

18

Overtime work

19

Harmful effects caused by
other persons

Low
Low
Low
Acceptable

Correct redistribution of
working hours and rest periods
Education according to antistress therapy program
Correct redistribution of
working hours and rest periods
Education for work with clients

SAFETY MEASURES AND PROTECTION AT WORK FOR THE BUS
DRIVER WORKPLACE
Table 16. Measures and deadlines for elimination or reduction of identified risks for the
bus driver workplace
Measures
Compliance with regulations on public transport and vehicle proper
condition maintenance
Occasional stretching exercises
Correct redistribution of working hours and rest periods
Application of appropriate ergonomic measures
Ensure sufficient free space needed for the fastest possible release
of employees from the danger zone
Use of protective equipment
In addition to using protective equipment, train employees for
communication and correct conduct when carrying out internal
transport
and displacement of tools and work materials
Provide sufficient passage width near sharp edges
Protect sharp edges mechanically
Properly implemented protection system against direct and indirect
contact voltage
Application of fire protection during refueling and oil change
Use of protective equipment for protection against noise and
vibrations
By application of measures, reduce the adverse impact of
microclimate
Reduce harmful climate impacts to a minimum
Occasional stretching exercises
Application of appropriate ergonomic measures
Education according to anti-stress therapy program
Correct redistribution of working hours and rest periods
Maintenance of the ventilation system in the vehicle in good
working condition
Education for work with clients
Checking the qualifications of employees for safe and healthy work

Deadline
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Permanently
Every 3 years
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CONCLUSION
Assessing risks in the workplace of the bus driver it was found that the risks
levels are acceptable, low and moderate.
By detailed identification and analysis of danger and harmfulness of the
working position of a bus driver while driving the bus, it can be concluded that
the Kinny method and the methodical procedure for assessment of the OHSAS
risk have fulfilled the purpose and provided the results on the basis of which the
mechanisms of control of the estimated OHSAS risks can be determined.
For the working position of a bus driver, an acceptable, small and moderate
risk is present, with the intention to reduce it even further by applying the
priorities in eliminating the risks (Table 17).
Table 17. Priorities in risk elimination
No.

List of priorities

1

Regular periodic checks for drivers (every three years)
Compliance with regulations on public transport and vehicle maintenance in
proper condition
Occasional stretching exercises
Correct redistribution of working hours and rest periods
Application of appropriate ergonomic measures
Ensure sufficient free space needed for the fastest possible release of
employees from the danger zone
Properly implemented protection system against direct and indirect contact
voltage
Application of fire protection during refueling and oil change
Use protective equipment, i.e. steel-toe shoes (safety shoes)
In addition to using protective equipment, train employees for
communication and correct conduct when carrying out internal transport
and displacement of tools and work materials
Provide sufficient passage width near sharp edges
Protect sharp edges mechanically
Use of protective equipment for protection against noise and vibrations
By application of measures, reduce the adverse impact of microclimate
Reduce harmful climate impacts to a minimum
Maintenance of good working condition of the ventilation system in the
vehicle
Education for work with clients
Checking the qualifications of employees for healthy and safe work

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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Abstract
Systems of urban and suburban passenger transportation, according to the
principles of the European Commission have a key role in achieving the goal of
sustainable development and sustainable transport in cities. The fair system,
tickets system and system for payment have significant impact on the public
urban transport system, primarily because of the charge a fee for transport
services, represents the basic mode of financing of system in addition to
subsidies and grants from the city budget. If the percentage of payments from
ticket sales is high therefore the amount of subsidies and grants will be smaller
and thereby in the city budget remains more resources for the improvement of
transport service. The main objective of this paper is to show the importance of
application of modern ticketing systems and fare collection in relation to the
applied system of public transportation in the cities. Also, authors will show
some existing modern fare systems which are implemented in public transport
in cities.
Keywords–public transport; fare systems; tickets system
INTRODUCTION
Inside the urban area there is a constant need of population movement in
order to meet the various needs e.g. going to work and returning back home,
1
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going shopping, recreation and others. Public City Passenger Transport (PCPT)
is active component in city life and, in that sense, can have the role of initiator
of its development. However, it can often be seen as a component which
represents constraint and limitation of further development.
Public City Passenger Transport (PCPT) development should be focused on
increasing the quality of services that will satisfy modern city consumer. Its
function, for the future, should be to attract the citizens who have their own car,
which would result in reducing the burden of city roads and parking surface.
Having in mind the complexity of the systems, some features and quality
indicators are to be defined in order to point out the effectiveness of relevant
system:
1. Organizational support services – It can be defined as a set of
activities on ensuring the basic elements of transport production
(instruments of labour, buildings and equipment, financial and
human resources, etc.) and their organizational connections through
the transport process, which result in the transport service.
2. Convenience for use of services – This quality service feature most
largely represents the requirements and objectives of the system
users of PCPT. Convenience for use of services includes supporting
or providing support for the realization of services and includes:
• User information system,
• Tariff system,
• The system of maps and billing,
• Vehicle characteristics - comfort.
3. Service availability –Service availability consists of accessibility
and continuity features, and can be defined as the willingness of the
public transportation system to carry out a transport service when it
is required by the user.
4. Service stability – Service stability represents providing
transportation service without some interruptions. This quality
feature of transport services is subject to numerous factors. Stability
of services can be accurately measured as the ratio of the projected
and actual timetable, i.e. can be determined by the difference
between the projected and actual number of departures, as well as
through the number of failures of already started drivings.
5. System production capacity - can be defined as the ability of the
system to meet transport requirements for given needs within the
given internal conditions. The most important quantitative indicators
are the scope of work, distance travelled, time, capacity and other.
6. Exploitation reliability of technical exploitation - It is defined as
the ability of the system to provide, under the given terms, adequate
active resources for the work in order to meet the transport
requirements within the set of requisite internal conditions. The most
important indicators are availability, time when the vehicle was
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technically correct, the number of technically correct vehicles and
other.
From the above, it can be concluded that the tariff system, cards and billing
system have a significant impact on the system of public transport. Primarily
because, their charge of fee for a transport service, is a basic way of financing
together with subsidies and grants from the city budget. As the percentage of
collection from ticket sales raises the subsidies and grants will be smaller and
the city budget will have more funds to improve transport services.
The main objective of this paper is to show the significance of the tariff
system and the system of cards and billing in relation to the applied system of
public transportation in the cities, as well as view of the existing electronic
billing systems and their way of functioning.
Various research methods were applied, such as the collection and analysis
of data from existing systems (Penta - Croatia, BusPlus - Beograd), collecting
data through the Internet and from the professional literature, systematization of
existing work on this subject and textbooks in the field of public passenger
transport was also performed.
DEFINING THE PROBLEM
There are 4 models of tariff systems in public city passenger transport:
• Flat faretariff system,
• The zonal tariff system,
• Sectional tariff system and
• A Combined tariff system.
From the point of billing systems, a flat fare tariff system [1] gives you the
best opportunities for the introduction of a rational system of collection, because
they simplify the billing system and reduce the number of billing types. This
tariff system was the most applied in former Yugoslav cities, while according to
data in European cities most applied is the zonal tariff system.
Most issues during the introduction of modern billing system have the cities
with sectional tariff system [1], since large number of billing types raise a
problem with the issuance and annulment of tickets and control of the
passengers. To some extent, the problem can be simplified by reducing the
number of sections (e.g. English towns). Also, certain simplifications in terms of
reducing the number of billing types can be achieved with the zonal tariff
system, but the fact that it is much easier to rationalize the billing systems in
cities that have a single tariff system, than in those which have zone and
sectional systems remains.
TICKETS FOR LOCAL PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORT
Types of tickets in public transport can be observed as from the point of the
amount of the price to be paid for them, and by way of their sales. According to
the method of the sale there can be individual tickets or individual tickets for
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one ride, that the traveller buys most often in the car or on cells and season
tickets which are bought mostly out of the vehicle and are valid for a certain
period of time (month, week), or certain number of rides.
Since it is obvious that sales of season tickets accelerates handling of
passengers and allows faster circulation of vehicles due to lower retention in the
cell, it is a rule, that season tickets are being sold with a discount in order to
stimulate passengers for their purchases. In addition, there is a financial interest
of Transportation Company, which is reflected in the fact that for the sale of
prepaid cards company receives a share of the income in advance, which can
improve the business.
The objective of introducing a system of prepaid cards is that as many
passengers buy tickets outside the vehicle. This frees staff in the vehicle sales of
individual tickets and accelerates the circulation of passengers. According to
some authors, it should be at least 50% of passengers that buys season tickets if
we want to talk about rationalization of the billing system.
According to some researches, number of passengers that use some kind of
season tickets purchased in advance in the European cities that have introduced
automated billing, is in range between 90-94%, so that only 6-10% of travellers
buy individual tickets [2]. In our cities which use modern billing system and
where passengers are offered a wider range of prepaid cards, such as Belgrade,
Novi Sad and etc. a large number of passengers buy pre-season tickets,
especially tickets for preview (monthly tickets) ( 60-90%) [3] [4].
BILLING SYSTEMS
Billing systems can be divided in several groups. It may come to some
misunderstandings during billing classification caused by mixing subjects of
collection, such as the conductor, the driver or a passenger, automate or other.
Starting from the point that billing subject is the passenger the basic
classification can be made, according to which there are three billing systems:
1. Billing system through the conductor,
2. Billing system over the driver,
3. The self-service billing system.
Rationalization of billing systems has become very relevant to us lately, and
in the last decade in the majority of European cities significant improvements,
and a new streamlined billing systems can be recognized. The main reason for
modifying the current billing system, lies in the fact that wages in the
transportation companies in our country represent 55% from total cost, with a
further tendency to rise, while in Western European enterprises this share is
moving up to 70% of the total costs, so that the tendency is to reduce them.
Rationalization of billing systems for local public passenger transport, should
create the opportunities to transport as many passengers or becoming more
passenger-kilometres with as few workers in traffic. The introduction of more
rational payment system should be preceded by a series of measures, such as
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adjusting the tariff system and the system of prepaid cards, reducing the load of
the vehicle on an appropriate measure, adaptations, preparation and training of
personnel and others.
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
It is quite certain that one of the most important conditions for the
implementation of the rationalization billing systems is suitable selected billing
system. Namely, in the system of work with one man it is necessary to free up as
many drivers’ jobs related to ticket sales, i.e. drivers selling the tickets should be
kept to the minimum possible level. For this purpose it is necessary to create
conditions for the restructuring of passengers to buy tickets outside the vehicle.
Measure to achieve this objective is to conduct a policy of selective price at
which tickets are purchased the most expensive in the vehicle coupled with
permanent adjustment of the rights which give season tickets the real needs of
users.
The difference in the prices of individual tickets purchased on and off-board
in the beginning should not be greater than 30% in order to avoid a drop in
revenues from this type of ticket. In the later stages this difference should be
increased, until the moment of realization of a modern billing system, when
buying tickets in the vehicle will be completely eliminated.
The existing selection of tickets on network lines JGPP in the cities of
Serbia can be characterized as acceptable, but it does not provide the flexibility
to choose the best variant for the payment of transport. This means that the
system of tickets continues to consist of two basic sets, prepaid tickets and the
tickets out of the prepaid regime - individual tickets.
With the introduction of the ETS (electronic tariff system - a system of
payment) ticket range would consist of:
1. Standard paper tickets (individual ticket)
2. Magnetic tickets with size of EUROCARD used as a ticket for a
certain number of rides or monthly tickets
3. Contactless or contact SMART CHIP tickets size of a
EUROCARD to be used as a monthly, semi-annual or annual
tickets.
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Fig.1.Various types of cards supported in ETS

Electronic tariff system allows the sale of individual tickets in the vehicle. It
is done by a special unit that is installed in the vehicle. The advantage of this
method of selling is that it automatically tracks and maintains records of the
number and price of individual tickets sold. Figure 2 shows one of the devices
that are installed in a vehicle used for the sale of individual tickets.
Sales network improvement should be accompanied by the introduction of
ETS. Ticket sales to customers can be conducted in several ways:
1. Ticket sales in shops, kiosks and newsstands, and
2. Ticket sales via vending machines.
Existing terminals that are used for ticket sales should remain in the new tariff
system also, but with the difference that the sales network should extend across
the newsstand shops located along the route of almost all city lines, thus the line
passing through the city street network.
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Fig.2.The appearance of units for sale of individual tickets in vehicle

DISCUSSION
Management of the tariff system, tariff policy and price policy, billing system
and toll system means constantly adapting to changes in the environment,
changes in the characteristics of passengers (standard, level of motorization,
etc.), and travel, mobility, mobility PCPT, the length of driving and travel,
changes in the transportation system (constraints and modes of movement and
parking of vehicles, etc.). This is not possible without reliable information base,
which is only possible through modern electronic billing systems.
In fact, one of the main benefits of modern electronic billing systems is to
provide opportunities for the creation of an information base for system PCPT
management. For this reason, the technology of passenger’s entry in the car and
drive validation, must be such to take full advantage of modern billing systems.
Information that can be obtained in electronic billing system, can be divided
into:
• Public information - any information relating to the tariff system,
the type of ticket, the cost of transport, billing system, the right to
use, grid lines, timetables, tariff frontiers, etc.
• Personal information - information that are subject to the Act on
data privacy (personal data about users, their movements, etc.).
• Business information - information related to the functioning of the
system of maps (data on passengers and travel, structure charts and
earned income), financial transactions, etc.
• Sensitive information - information related to security procedures
and of the movements of some people.
• Very sensitive information - security keys
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Especially important information are the one about the functioning of the
billing system, as well as information related to the design of PCPT and above all
static and dynamic characteristics of the transport network:
• Characteristics of passengers and type: mobility (number of trips and
travel) by categories of users and ticket types, matrix of stopover
passengers (from one line to another) and the matrix source-target
movement.
• Transport requirements: entries and exits, flow rates of the stations,
vehicles, craft, lines, directions, hours, days, average length of
driving and travel, shift of passengers along the lines of, directions,
hours and days.
One of the system that allows the above is a system that is called the
Electronic tariff system (ETS) Corporations ERG TRANSIT SYSTEMS [5].
This system is intended to work on the vehicles of public passenger transport and
can be applied on all its subsystems (trains, trams, trolleybuses, buses,
minibuses, ferries, etc.).
CONCLUSION
The electronic tariff system is a powerful tool for automatic traffic
management, collection and storage of numerous information, which in a
completely technological level and level of the future, gives all conditions to
significantly increase the efficiency of public transport. As part of intelligent
transport systems for support of passenger transport in cities, it provides reliable
information about the journeys of passengers on certain routes, which enables
better planning of capacity utilization, cost of transport and from that safer and
more comfortable journey.
Electronics and telecommunications progress have led to developing
numerous different billing systems which are already in use in certain cities in
the world. Each of the applied billing system has its advantages and
disadvantages, but in relation to the existing billing systems in Serbia
‘electronic’ systems have significant advantages.
Having in mind the above facts it is clear that in order to cover the operating
costs of the transportation company a key source of financing income is from
ticket sales. Accordingly, billing system which enables the realization of
revenue is a key part for the operation of public transport system and the overall
tariff policy and funding.
In addition to increasing revenues ETS enables cost reduction and the ability
to continually monitor the number of passengers in vehicles on certain routes,
based on which it will be possible to optimize the fleet (avoiding empty runs,
achieving optimal capacity utilization, etc.). In this way it can significantly
reduce fuel consumption as a significant portion of total operating costs of the
transportation company.
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According to statistics of producers, the companies that introduced electronic
tariff system, on average, increased their income by about 30% and reduced
their costs by about 20% [5].
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Abstract
The paper deals with classification and basic characteristics of vibration that
act on users during bus exploitation. Some physiological and psychological
effects of vibration acting on bus drivers and passengers are presented. In
addition, this paper shows the results of evaluation of vibration effects on the
users’ comfort (the driver and three passengers) for intercity bus IK-301.
Evaluation has been carried out according to the procedure and criteria
prescribed by two versions of International standard ISO 2631 (1985, 1997). For
the purpose of this analysis, validated bus oscillatory model developed in
multibody software packageADAMS/Viewwas used. The oscillatory model was
excited by road roughness (asphalt-concrete pavement in poor condition)
registered on two tracks at speed of 64 km/h. It was found that the passenger
seating on the seat in the bus rear overhang has the worst comfort and the
shortest allowable vibration exposure time.
Keywords - whole body vibration; comfort; bus users; ISO 2631
INTRODUCTION
The traffic participants, particularly the users of vehicles (both passengers
and drivers) of each means of transport (road, railway, air or water transport) are
affected by vibrations. The drivers of heavy motor vehicles and busesfall into
high risk category[1]. In comparison with car drivers, heavy motor vehicle
drivers are affected by higher intensity vibrations during their 8-hour working
shifts[2]. As a result, the effects of vibrations have certain side effects
(physiological and psychological disorders) which are highly prominent in case
if they are affecting someone for a longerperiod of time. Vibrations have
anegative effect on vehicle user’s comfort and ability to work and if they reach a
certain level, they become heath threatening and decrease safety.
The EU passed a directive 2002/44/EC (directive on vibration)in order to
alleviate the negative influence of vibrations and protect health at work places.
1
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Directive 2002/44/EC defines the indicator of exposure to vibrationsA(8) (A(8)
- daily exposure value to vibrations) which limit values indicatethat
corresponding safety measures should be taken. The bus drivers may be
exposed to Whole-Body Vibrations (WBV)intensity that exceeds daily exposure
action value A(8)which is 0.5 m/s2[3]. During one working day, the intensity of
Hand-Arm Vibrations (HAV), transmitted from the steering wheel to bus
driver’s arms and hands, may exceed daily exposure action valueA(8) which is
2.5 m/s2[3].
The classification and basic characteristics of vibrations that act on bus users
are presented in this paper. Certain physiological and psychological effects of
vibrations are examined, with accent on bus drivers and passengers. In thepaper,
the influence of vibrations on users’ comfort (driver and three passengers) for
intercity bus IK-301 has been carried outaccording to standard ISO 2631(1997,
1985).The acceleration signals from simulationsanalysiswere processed by
programming code written in software package Matlab.
CLASSIFICATION AND BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VIBRATIONS
The vibrations are divided into two categories according to the body part that
is affected: whole-body vibrations and local vibrations (the vibrations of certain
parts(segments) of human body).
WBV occur when body comes in contact with the vibrating surface. This
category of vibrations affects the body in differentpositions (while sitting,
standing or in reclining position). Passengers of motor vehicles are exposed to
the effect of these vibrations. The vibrations are transmitted across the whole
body through passenger’s legs (if the passenger is standing), through the lower
back if the passenger is sitting, and across the whole body if the passenger is
lying.
WBV are particularly important in frequency range from 1 Hz ÷ 80 Hz. The
main resonant points of some organs and human body parts(e.g.head, eyes,
stomach and spine) are located in this frequency range[4]. WBV of extremely
low frequencies (under 0.5 Hz) cause “seasickness” [4].
Local vibrations have an effect on human body parts (arms, legs, head etc.)
in the frequency range from 8Hz ÷ 1000 Hz. HAV in the motor vehicles appear
when driver’s hands contact the steering wheel and other controls (e.g.gear
lever). The intensity of WBVand HAV depend on the bus type, the quality and
the type of the pavement surface and the bus speed [5].
The vibrations are transmittedfrom the bus floor to the passenger’s legs,
through the seat to the passenger’s lower back and through the seat back to
passenger’s back (fig. 1a). The driver’s body is affected by the vibrations, which
are transmitted from the steering wheel to his arms, too (fig. 1b).The
passenger’s and the driver’s body are alsoaffected by rotational vibrations which
are transmitted from their seats.
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Fig. 1. Receiving positions of vibrationsin a vehicle for
a) Passengerand b) driver

In this paper, the three translationalx, y, z-axes vibrations transmitted from
users’ seats to their bodies were taken into account when examining bus users’
comfort. These vibrations have the highestintensities and apparently the most
negative influences on users’ bodies.
THE EFFECTS OF VIBRATIONS ON THE BUS USERS
The results of the numerous studies show that the vibrations may cause
certain disorders of physiological as well as psychological functions of the bus
user’s body. These disorders are more prominent with bus drivers because of the
prolonged exposure to vibrations.
The most important physiological effects of vibrations refer to biochemical
changes, neuro-vegetative system impairments and cardiovascular illnesses
andmusculoskeletal disorders.
The effect of vibrations causes biochemical changes(hormonal changes, uric
acid, enzyme levels, gastric secretions, etc.). Ithas been shown that, even though
they are present, these changes were in within regular physiological range.
Neuro-vegetative reactions were noticed under the influence of low
frequency vibrations and resulted in vertigo, nausea, etc. Vibrations have an
effect on the heart rhythm and blood pressure, too. In Sweden the risk of having
particular types of cardiovascular conditions (e.g. hearth attack) is three times
higher when being a professional driver in comparison to other workers who are
not exposed to vibrations [6]. The death rates caused bycardiovascular diseases
depend on the length of the bus drivers working life [6].
Musculoskeletal disorders such as back injuries and back pain (particularly
the low back pain), damage of intervertebral disc, vertebra injuries and
osteoarthritis are connected to the effect of the vibrations.It is shown that 84%
of bus drivers in the USA and 49% of bus drivers in Sweden suffer from low
back pain[7]. According to [7] 43% of bus drivers suffer from neck pain,
whereas 42% of bus drivers suffer from shoulder pain. Musculoskeletal
disorders arethe most prevalent health problems in bus drivers [8].
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The effects of vibrations on cognitive processes in drivers and passengers is
less researched area. The studies have shown that vibrations have the most
significant effect on short memory [9]. Frequency and intensity of vibrations
have the biggest influence on passengers’ reading and writing ability during
transportation [10].
STANDARD ISO 2631
The international standard ISO 2631 mechanical vibration and shock Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration provides the methods of
measuring, quantifying and evaluation the effects of random and shock
vibrations on human body. Two versions of this standard (ISO 2631 (1997) and
ISO 2631 (1985))are being used to analyse the effect of random vibrations [11,
12].
Standard ISO 2631 (1997) defines the method of quantifying the WBV and
evaluation oftheir effects on health, comfort, perception and the occurrence of
“seasickness”. The standard prescribes the total value of the root mean square
(rms) weighted accelerations as basic quantity for estimating the effect of
vibrations on comfort, expression 1.

av = ( (k x ⋅ &x&rms, w ) 2 + (k y ⋅ &y&rms, w ) 2 + (k z ⋅ &z&rms,w ) 2 )1 / 2

(1)

where αv- the total value of rms weighted accelerationsfrom users’ seats
(m/s2);kx, ky, kz - multiplying factors for rms values of weighted accelerations
alongdirection of x,y,z-axes (values of the factors kx, ky, kzwhen estimating ride
comfort are equal to one); ẍrms,w, ÿrms,w, z̈rms,w -rms of the weighted accelerations
for x, y,z-axes (m/s2) (expressions 2, 3 and 4).
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whereẍwi, ÿwi, z̈wi - samples of weighted acceleration for directions of x, y, z-axes
(m/s2); N- samples number of weighted accelerations signals;
To assess the influence of vibrations on comfort, weighting filtersWk and Wd
are being used (fig. 2). Filter Wkis used for weighting of the vertical
acceleration(alongz-axis),whereas filter Wd for weighting of the horizontal
accelerations (along x, y-axes) [11,12].According to analytical formulas for
these filters, function subprograms are defined in software package Matlab for
accelerations weighting.
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Fig. 2. Weighting filters,ISO 2631 (1985, 1997)

The assessment of comfort was donebycomparing the simulation-established
αv values to comfort criteria in public means of transport defined by ISO 2631
(1997) (fig. 3a).

Fig.3. ISO 2631 criteria a) comfort in public transport - ISO 2631 (1997),
b) limit curves - ISO 2631 (1985)

Standard ISO 2631 (1985) defines the amount of allowable exposure time to
vibrations for three criteria - reduced comfort, workingability and health. When
estimating the allowable exposure time, diagrams with ISO limits curves for
vertical and horizontal directions are used (fig. 3b).ISO 2631 (1985) standard
prescribes filter Wzforweighting of the vertical accelerations[12], (fig. 2).
The process of quantifying the accelerations and determining Root Mean
Squarecurves (RMS curves) was described in detail in [13].
EVALUATION OF USERS’SRIDE COMFORT OF INTERCITY BUS IK-301
Ride comfort of four IK-301 bus users are analysed - driver, passenger in
thebus front overhang (passenger3), passenger in the middle part of the bus
(passenger18) and passenger in the bus rear overhang (passenger 51). The users’
seats are marked in the fig. 5b andfig.5c.
Fig. 3a shows an recorded signal of the asphalt-concrete pavement roughness
in bad condition as a function of travelled distance. It is registered on the road
section of 161 m at the speed of the of 64 km/h [14]. Measuring vehicle has
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recorded roughness on two tracks. The signal was translated in function of time
(fig. 4b) and introduced in IK-301bus oscillatory model by CUBSPL functions.

Fig.4. Roughness of asphalt-concrete pavement in function of
a) distance and b) time

The IK-301 bus is intended for intercitypassengers transport (fig. 5a).
Technical data of the busis presented in [15]. Seat layoutis shown infig. 5b. The
bus has 53 passenger’s seats,a seat for the driver and a seat for co-driver.

Fig.5. Bus a) IK-301, b) seat layout and c) oscillatory model

Driver’s seat is equipped with pneumatic suspension system, whereas
passengers’ seats and co-driver’s seat are rigidly attached to the bus platform.
Oscillatory parameters of the users’ seats are described in [13].
Bus IK-301 oscillatory model has been built in multibody software package
ADAMS/View (fig. 5c). ADAMS/View has an graphic user-friendly interface
that enable the users to model mechanical systems, to simulate and to visualize
the motions of mechanical system parts in space, to analyse and process the
simulation data, etc. These powerful functions are enabled by integrating
ADAMS/Solver
module
and
ADAMS/Postprocessormodule
into
ADAMS/View.
According toGruebler’sequation,oscillatory model has 65 degrees of
freedom. The process of model validation is described in detail in [13].
ADAMS/Solver uses Euler-Lagrange method when automatically forming
differential equations of motion. The Gear Stiff (GSTIFF) integrator is chosen
for numerical integration. The acceleration signals have been sampledon every
0.001 s during the simulation time of 9 s.
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Fig. 6 shows the results of the simulation - bus users’ vertical and horizontal
translational accelerations. It can be noticed that vertical acceleration is
dominant one for every user, while passenger51 is exposed to the
highestvertical accelerations intensity.

Fig.6. Accelerations in the seat of a) the driver, b) passenger3,
c) passenger18 and d) passenger51

Table 1 represents the rms value of weighted acceleration for the x, y, z-axes
direction, as well asthe total rms value αv for IK-301 bus users. In the last
column, the assessment of users’ comfort has been shown.
Table 1. RMS values of weighted acceleration and assessment
of comfort for IK-301 bus users
2

Bus users
driver
passenger3
passenger18
passenger51

2

RMS values of the weighted acceleration [m/s ]

Total RMS value [m/s ]

ẍrms, w

ÿrms, w

z̈rms, w

av

Comfort evaulation
(ISO 2631 (1997))

0.035
0.053
0.058
0.055

0.146
0.126
0.066
0.135

0.301
0.454
0.370
0.640

0.336
0.474
0.380
0.656

little uncomfortable
little uncomfortable
little uncomfortable
fairly uncomfortable

Simulation results from table 1show thatrmsvalues of weighted accelerations
for vertical direction are dominant ones. The lowest total rmsvalue at 0.336 m/s2
has been determined for driver.Driver’s comfort were assessed as “little
uncomfortable”. The same assessment has been determined for passenger3 and
passenger18. Passenger51 has been exposed to the highest totalrmsvalue at
0.656 m/s2, and his comfort was assessed as “fairly uncomfortable”.
Fig.7 represents ISO 2631 (1985) limit lines for ride comfort in z-axis
direction and RMS curves. Peaks of RMS curves define the allowableexposure
time to WBV.
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Fig.7. Allowable exposure time to vibration for z-axis
for the reduced comfort criterion

It can be noticed that the driver has the longest allowable exposure time to
WBV (8 hours), whereas the passenger51 has the shortest one (about 1 hour).
Passenger18 has longer allowable exposure time (little over 2.5 hours) in
comparison to passenger3 (less than 2.5 hours).
CONCLUSION
Passengers and bus drivers are exposed to WBV that are transmitted from
roughnesspavement through seat to their bodies. Vibrations affect the comfort,
work ability and jeopardize vehicle user’s health.
According to simulation results, passenger in the rear overhang of the bus
IK-301has the lowest oscillatory comfort according to criteria of standard ISO
2631 (1997). Among all analysedusers, the driver has the most
favourableoscillatory comfort because of his elastically suspended
seat.According to ISO 2631 (1985), passenger in the back has the shortest
allowableexposure time to WBV (approximately 1 hour), and the driver has the
longest one (approximately 8 hours).
The knowledge about the vibrations intensity, which the bus users are
exposedto,is important for taking proper safety measures by which users’
comfort and health could be improved. Results from simulation researches
could be usedto optimize oscillatory characteristics of the bus systems in order
to increase the bus users’ comfort.
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Abstract
Continuous mobility of citizens implies the need for movement. Public
transport helps and allows residents perform activities of daily living caused by
commuting and has great significance in the functioning and connecting
different parts of the city. Low-floor buses are becoming increasingly popular in
the public transport system compared to standard buses with steps. The number
and height of stairs buses, as well as number of doors, affecting the slower entry
and exit of passengers from buses, accumulation of passengers, longer standing
buses on the stations, prolonged travel time, disorder intervals and timetables.
Time losses cumulatively grow and can’t be recovered. On the other hand, using
low-floor buses may eliminate most of negative elements. This paper will
compare these two types of buses in terms of the retention time on the bus stop
due to the changes of passengers.
Keywords - public transport; quality of service; waiting time; low-floor bus
INTRODUCTION
Passengers, users of public transport, every day meet with one part of the
public transportation system directly or indirectly. So it is very important their
opinions, implementation of their proposals, and appreciation of objective and
subjective suggestions or complaints. Quality of service is based on the
behaviorist approach, the subjective experience of the certain parameters,
transport service, and as a result we have a fair use of public transport, which
are as a rule different from the expected [1]. Aim of this paper is show how the
application of low-floor buses affects the better functioning of the public
transport system in terms of a short stay at the bus stops and faster changes of
passengers. The paper presents the value of the cumulative waiting time of all
passengers on the bus while standing on a bus stops. In the first part of this
paper will be displayed quality of service in terms of passengers, and their
experience of service that is provided in the bus. Shown are the basis of quality
1
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attributes in public transport based on European standards. Chapter 3 presents
the methodology that was used in the study, as well as basic information about
the vehicles and the way measurement were carried out. The last part presents
the results and observations that have been reached.
DEFINING QUALITY IN URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
The indicators of the quality (efficiency) are quantitative expressions of the
function of the goals set by the urban public transportation (UPT) system, and
represent the basis for assessing the degree to which the goals of the system as a
whole are fulfilled. Depending on the author, there are differences in defining
the quality of transportation service. Some authors suggest a method for
“recognizing” quality known as attractive, one-dimensional, and obligatory.
According to the standards of SRB ISO 9000 series (SRB –Serbian), quality is
defined as the totality of features of an entity and its ability to satisfy stated
needs [2]. According to IEC 50-191 (1/191-19-01) standards, quality of service
is defined as the overall effect of service performance which determines the
degree to which users (users’ needs) are satisfied, while it should be noted that
quality of the service determines the characteristics of quality.
PUBLIC TRANSPORT CONVENIENCE AND SERVICE QUALITY
Although convenience is not necessarily synonymous with service quality,
for simplicity, we use the term “convenience” in this paper to encapsulate both
the wider scope of convenience as well as attributes of service quality. This is
consistent with the scope of service quality defined in the two European
Standards created to help define (EN13816,2002) and measure (EN15140)
service quality, as detailed in table 1:
Table 1. Eight attributes of service quality as defined by EN 13816[3]
Availability
Accessibility
Information
Time
Customer Care

Comfort
Security
Environmental
Impact

Extent of the service offered in terms of geography, time
(operating hours) frequency and transport mode
Access and egress to/from the public transport system including
interface with other transport modes
Systematic provision of knowledge about the system to assist the
planning and execution journeys
Aspects of time relevant to the planning and execution of
passenger and train journeys, including journey time, punctuality
and reliability
Service elements introduced to match the requirements of any
individual customer, including staff reaction to customer
complaints and kindness of staff
Including crowding, cleanliness and service elements introduced
for the purpose of making public transport journeys as comfortable
as is reasonably possible.
Offering safety and security to customers for the whole journey
Effect on the environment resulting from the provision of a public
transport service (pollution and noise)
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MEASURING CONVENIENCE
Service quality and convenience is of increasing importance to all
businesses, including public transport organizations. It influences customer
satisfaction, passenger demand,investment decisions and revenue.
Availability of the service and the provision of adequate capacity are at the
forefront of convenience, particularly in large, dense urban areas. High level
measures can include frequency, operating hours, network structure, reliability
(ensuring that passengers arrive at their destination on time) and comfort
(including crowding). Ensuring that public transport is accessible to all,
especially for people with special needs is vital to encouraging public transport
use. Accessibility can be measured in terms of ease of getting to and from stops,
ease of boarding and alighting and of obtaining a ticket [4].
The European Standard EN13816 provides a useful theoretical and practical
framework for organizations to define and set convenience targets. It offers
guidance on methodology for setting targets and measuring quality, and
provides a comprehensive list of areas that together make up the service quality
delivered to customers. The list of areas can help organizations ensure that they
are considering the whole customer experience. For example, whilst aspects of
journey time may be the most obvious aspects of convenience, customers are
also affected by issues such as ease of obtaining information, and operating
hours.
METHODOLOGY
In this research participated two types of vehicles for public transport system
in the city of Nis, with a capacity of 110 seats. The first type of vehicle in which
we have recorded entry and exit of passengers is a standard vehicle with three
axles with a standard height of the floor and the stairs, while the second type is
low-floor single vehicle with three axles without steps. Table 2 shows the
technical characteristics of these vehicles:
Table 2. Summary of characteristics of the buses
Standard
bus
3

Low-floor
bus
3

Door width (mm)
The distance from the ground to the first
floor or steps (mm)
Height steps 1 (mm)

1260

1300

340

340/320

300

/

Height steps 2 (mm)

300

/

The total height of the floor buses (mm)

940

340/320

Number of doors
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The survey was conducted in December 2015, during the period from 9 to 16
pm, on line 1 (Minovo naselje - Niska Banja) with turnaround time of 90
minutes.
Figure 1 shows the middle door with characteristic details, important for this
study, which was recorded at the entry and exit of passengers. In this period, on
the bus stops along the line are measured time entry or exit and the number of
passengers in one and in another type of bus.
The number of passengers who entered or left the vehicle, is in the range
from 1 to groups of 8 passengers in the bus stop and the scope will be binding
for further research. Recording time entries, exits of passengers carried out on
line 1, in the direction A, was done on the second door, in both types of
vehicles, due to the characteristic behavior of passengers and the existence of
important objects along the route of the line.

Fig.1.Standard bus with stairs and low-floor bus

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After completion of the measurement and after analytical work calculated
required values and check the results. The data obtained are arranged in two
tables, where a special category of the average value of a time.
Table 3.Average time to enter and exit one passenger
Type
Standard bus
Low-floor bus

Entries (s)
2.43
1.41

Exits (s)
2.14
1.44

Based on the table 3 we can see that the average time to enter one passenger
in the standard bus is 2.43 seconds, and in the low-floor buses has been
recorded value of 1.41 seconds. The time it takes one passenger to exit from
standard bus is 2.14 seconds, while the low floor needed 1.44 seconds.
Time required for entering or leaving a group of passengers are shown in
Table 4:
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Table 4. Average time for entry, exit groups of passengers
LOW-FLOOR
BUS
Number
Time
of
of
passengers entry
- entry
(s)
1
1.80
2
2.98
3
4.92
4
4.86
5
5.49
6
6.96
7
7.52
8
8.99

STANDARD BUS
Number
of
passengers
- entry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Time
of
entry
(s)
2.83
4.26
7.05
8.16
8.72
12.10
13.46
15.26

STANDARD BUS
Number
of
passengers
- exits
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Time
of
exit
(s)
2.97
3.64
5.20
7.20
8.60
10.14
11.69
13.12

LOW-FLOOR
BUS
Number
Time
of
of
passengers exit
- exits
(s)
1
1.74
2
3.20
3
4.20
4
5.25
5
6.10
6
7.65
7
8.40
8
9.60

Table 4 shows that the time of entry, and time of exit increases with increase
number of the people in the group. This can be represented graphically in the
next diagrams.
Entry of passangers

Time (s)
20

15.26

13.46

15

12.1
8.72

10

8.16

7.05

8.99

4.26

5

2.83
2.98

1.8

0
1

2

3

4

Standard bus - entry

5

7.52

6.96

5.49

4.86

4.92

6

7

8

Number of passangers
Low-floor bus - entry

Fig.2. The time required for entering passengers depending on the type of bus
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Time (s)

Exit of passangers
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13.12
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10.14
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8.6
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5.2
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0
1

2
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6.1

5.25

4.2

4

5

Standard bus - exit

7.65

8.4

9.6

6

7
8
Number of passangers
Low-floor bus - exit

Fig.3. The time required for the exit of passengers depending on the type of bus

According to Figures 2 and 3 may be noted that passengers require more
time to enter in standard bus. The entry time for groups of 8 passengers is 6.27
seconds, which is more than in the low-floor buses. Analogously entries of
passengers, at the exit of passengers was recorded slight difference in times of a
standard and low-floor buses. For a group of 8 people, time of exitis 3.5 seconds
higher than in a standard bus.
Table 5. Continuous waiting time when entering or exiting passengers
Numbe
r of
passan
gers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Entries
(s)

Exits
(s)

Assumed
number of
passengers in the
bus

1.03
1.28
2.13
3.3
3.23
5.14
5.94
6.27

1.23
0.44
1
1.95
2.5
2.49
3.29
3.52

50

Prolonged
periods
during
entries(s)
51.5
64
106.5
165
161.5
257
297
313.5

Prolonged
periods
during
exits (s)
61.5
22
50
97.5
125
124.5
164.5
176

Table 5 shows the difference in the times of entry and exit of passengers at
standard bus in relation to low-floor buses. Assumed number of passengers in
the bus is 50. On this basis, we obtain the value of prolonged waiting time on
bus stop during the entry and exit of passengers. The introduction of low-floor
buses in the normal functioning of the public transport in Nis, would result in
reducing the waiting time at the bus stops caused easier entry or exit of people
from the vehicle. The values of time savings range from 60 sec for one
passenger, even up to 5 minutes for a group of 8 passengers when entering.
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Having in mind importance of the participation of waiting time at stops in the
total travel time, we can conclude that the application of low-floor buses
increased quality of service to a higher level and therefore pleasure travelers.
Also, in the system of public transport will be a more evenly movement of
vehicles on the line, maintenance intervals, reduced turnaround time, increasing
the number of departures and flow bus stop place.
CONCLUSION
Good customer service requests knowledge and skills. Without professional
ethics and work morale they are of little use. It is important to remember that
each passenger is a human being with his or her own rights. Do to others what
you would like others to do to you is a good guidance in professional life as
well. Individuals ‘actions may be small, and they often require more attention
than skills. In the end, these small actions help us make the world a little better
[5].
Applying low-floor buses confirmed less retention buses at stops and
therefore the savings in the travel time for passengers. Specific parameters show
that the average time of entering a passenger is 1.03 seconds shorterin low-floor
buses compared to standard buses, and the time of exits to 1.23 seconds.
This is just the beginning, which leaves space for more detailed future
research in this area.
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Abstract
The public transport system (PTS) is a complex organizational and
technological system by its structure, operation and management. One of the
basic and most important pre-conditions for effective and efficient PTS is an
integrated management. Efficient management of complex PTS implies
computerization of all processes in the system and data collection. In order to
improve management of PTS in Belgrade local municipality has implemented
new vehicle management and fare collection system. The new system is not
only a reliable database and a tool for off-line planning and design of PTS, but it
also enables real-time vehicle monitoring and management. The paper deals
with this particular module of the system. Description of the system’s
architecture is presented with the main functional elements. Emphasis is placed
on the description of the communication system and data structure necessary for
the effective and efficient real-time monitoring and management.
Keywords - Public transport system; monitoring; real-time management
INTRODUCTION
The system of public transport in Belgrade is very complex because there are
several public and private system operators and several mode subsystems
(buses, trolleybuses, trams, minibuses), with considerably deployed resources
(vehicles, staff, energy, finances).
Managing such a complex system cannot be efficiently done without the
computerization of all processes in the system and data collection in order to
create a reliable database.
The question of an integrated tariff system and tariff policy, fare and
ticketing system as well as centralized and integrated management and control
1
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of the transport process represents one of the main and most complex
prerequisites for an efficient and effective system of public transport. It has been
proven in practice that the efficiency of these and similar systems is increased
through the information system based on an extensive database [1].
These issues are important for local authorities as one of the possible tools
for implementing the policy of sustainable development via controlled use of
passenger cars, social policy towards certain population groups, and for
reaching the envisaged level of subsidies, meeting user needs by offering one of
the most important services in the city.
In 2012, Directorate for Public Transport (DPT) of the City of Belgrade has
implemented a new system for managing public transport, which represents a
very powerful tool for reaching the foregoing goals and benefits of all
stakeholders. Two main parts of the system are the subsystem for Tariff and
Fare Collection and the subsystem for Vehicle Management. The part of the
system concerning Tariff and Fare Collection was analysed and presented at an
International Conference [2], also public private partnership for the introduction
of e-ticketing in Belgrade was presented at an International Conference [3].This
paper will focus on the Vehicle Management System and special attention will
be given to the real time vehicle monitoring and management.
VEHICLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Technically, the main elements of the management system (Figure 1) are:
Control Center (CC – Main Dispatch Center), data center (main and support),
other users (operators, clients), communication infrastructure and vehicle
equipment [4].A computer network connected to the Internet, which enables the
operational management and control of the main transport process, is installed at
the Control Center. Main and support data centers archive collected data and
transfer necessary data to the CC.Other system users are operators and
passengers who can access the system information in accordance with their
needs and demands (and in compliance with the defined user rights).
Communication infrastructure provides all necessary functionalities of data
transfer between the vehicle and the CC, the vehicle and the depot, the CC and
the bus stop, the CC and the operator. The type of network which is used for the
transfer of data into the subsystem for vehicle management is the GSM cellular
network, that is, GPRS and SMS communication.
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Fig. 1. The system’s architecture in Belgrade

The equipment installed in the public transport vehicles consists of a
communication device (a complex device made of the GPS/GPRS module with
its equipment, microprocessor, memory and power supply) and the driver’s
panel (the main functions are communication with the dispatch center via the
matching GSM/GPRS module and driver identification via RFID). An overview
of all system elements is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Public transport management in numbers
System elements:
Number:
Servers
13
Vehicles
1950
Depots
39
Ticket issuing points
>60
Workstations
>100
Credit recharge points
>1750
Ticket control devices
>500
Information displays
>15
The system archives and analyses the vehicle data thus enabling a highquality monitoring and control. The main goal and output of auto-location, and
vehicle and staff surveillance in real time is to determine the degree to which
planned and contractual obligations are met.
With a GPS device and a communication device, every vehicle sends two
types of packages of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) data to the CC. A standard
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data package which is sent every 30 seconds and every 2 hours, as well as a
forced data package sent in predefined events. In case of communication failure,
data are stored in computer memory in the vehicle and right after the connection
has been established again, they are sent to the CC.
In order to describe the place and time of predefined events more properly,
the route scheme with a terminal and bus stops is presented in Figure 2. Most
events are related to the zones of bus stops and terminals which are circular and
defined by the adopted diameter of 40 meters. Predefined events are: driver
login/logout, journey start/end, terminal stop in/out, stop in/out.
BACKWARD
DIRECTION

bus stop
out

terminal stop
in

bus stop
zone

(journey end)

terminal stop

bus stop
in

terminal stop
zone

terminal stop
out

bus stop
in

bus stop
out
j+1

(journey start)

FORWARD
DIRECTION

bus stop
zone

Fig. 2. Predefined events on the route

Information relevant for vehicle monitoring which the devices in vehicles
record and send via the UDP package are:
•
Vehicle ID (unique vehicle number), GPS position (longitude, latitude),
sequence number (defined by schedule) and speed,
•
Line code (unique line number) and direction (forward/backward),
•
Trip number (every planned trip has a unique number),
•
Terminal stop ID (unique terminal stop number) and in/out time,
•
Bus stop ID (unique stop number) and in/out time,
•
Bus stop count (number of passed bus stops on line direction),
•
Driver ID (unique driver number) and login/logout time.
The amount and quality of information contained in the packages depend on
the frequency of sending a particular package as well as on the event itself (in
the case of forced data).
QUALITY OF SERVICE
The users of Mass Passenger Public Transport chose ''vehicle comfort'' and
''transport reliability'' as two most important features of the quality of service.
These features were chosen by almost 80% of users [5]. Similarly, according to
users, the two sub-features of transport reliability - regularity and
punctualityhold the first two places among all sub-features of service quality.
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During the transport process functioning, schedule disruption is a common
occurrence. The disruption decreases the quality of service, i.e., leads to the
dissatisfaction of users. It also causes a difference between planned and realized
transport performance. The causes of disruption can be related to the operator’s
performance on a particular line (internal) or to the impact of the environment in
which the public transport system is functioning (external). Figure 3 shows the
main causes of service variability and also indicates which element is affected
[6].

Fig.3. Main causes of service variability [6]

Common operational measures used to eliminate the disruptions are:
•
Reducing/Increasing the waiting time at terminals,
•
Reducing/Increasing the turnaround time on the line,
•
Reducing/Increasing or increasing the planned headway,
•
Replacing the vehicle which “deviates” from the schedule with a
replacement vehicle from the depot,
•
Route changes – service only on one part of the route and/or only on
selected stops.
Dispatcher of the CC are responsible for the implementation the above
measures. The basic prerequisite for the successful elimination of disruptions is
the availability of quality data in real time.
REAL TIME VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM
The vehicle management system in Belgrade monitors transport in space
(routes, stops, terminals, etc.) and in time (schedule, vehicle speed, turnaround
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time, driver’s working hours, shifts drivers work on, etc.).Automatic data
collection provides two different sets of collected data: real time and off line.
(Figure 4).Off line data are used for a detailed and long-term analysis of the
transport process and will not be taken into consideration in this paper. Real time
data are data vehicles send during the transport process functioning in a two-way
communication with the system.
Transport process
Design and
planning
(DPT - KC)
Transport process
control and
management
(DPT)
Providing
information for all
users
(System)

Analyzing transport
realization
(DPT, operators, Apex)
Transport
process
(operators)

Archiving collected
data
(System)

„REAL TIME“

Automatic data
collection
(System)

„OFF LINE“

Fig. 4. Diagram of management process in public transport

The implemented system represents a link between the transport process
functioning (public transport vehicles on the network of lines) and the
management and control sector. The system automatically collects the
information sent by vehicles (data packages) in real time. All collected data are
archived in the main data center and forwarded to DPT CC. At the CC, Real time
vehicle performance module (RTVPM) analyses the data received and following
the predefined criteria alerts the dispatchers about disruptions that occurred in
real time. All disruptions which are controlled and reported for each line and
direction individually.
The module follows five most important parameters of the transport process
functioning. Name of parameters, criteria for activating the alarm and short
description are presented in following table.
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Table 2. Parameters of transport process and criteria for activating
Name

Criteria for activating

Planned headway
disruption (Regularity)

Planned journey start
time violation
(Punctuality)

<

|

− and

−

|>5

=0

Vehicle accumulation

> 150

Route violation

Unrealized
trip

Urban
lines
Suburban
lines

>

−

+

Description
- planned
headway
- realized
headway
- journey
start time (terminal
stop out time)
- planned trip
start time
- number of
bus stops between
two following
vehicles
- vehicle
current position
distance from
defined line route

>5
and

−

> 10
and

- current
system time
- planned trip
start time

The criteria defined in this way enable an easy and quick comparison of data
on the functioning in real time with the data defined according to a plan and
archived in the system’s database.
CONCLUSION
A brief analysis of the new public transport management system in Belgrade
given in this paper clearly shows that the introduction of this system can lead to
an increased public transport management effectiveness and efficiency. In order
to achieve this goal special attention is given to the design of the Real time
vehicle performance module and its elements.
Five parameters of the transport process functioning were defined for the
system of public transport in Belgrade. Accurate criteria for activating the alarm
which warns the dispatcher that a disruption occurred were defined for every
parameter.
In the upcoming period, it is necessary to carry out the research which would
precisely determine and quantify the benefits of the new system and investigate
the possibilities of further enhancement. Further development and improvement
should focus on the introduction of new parameters for the transport process
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control in real time. Besides, the system performance should permanently be
monitored using the analysis of existing parameters and adjusting their criteria
for alarm activation.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
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Abstract
The author's intention with this paper is to show the real obstacles affecting
the traffic flow smooth movement or to show the real impact on the travel speed
and to highlight the most important obstacles that affect congestion of the traffic
flow.
The main purpose of the research was to investigate the public transport
vehicles (PT vehicles) time delays. The analysis started by detecting the
obstacles that shows the greatest influence on the traffic flow. Since, there is a
larger group of obstacles we decided to select those who had the greatest
influence on the traffic flow. The results of the surveys (measuring and
recording), shows that traffic flow delays occurs, so that the situation more than
sufficient to initiate the relevant authorities to urgently take the appropriate
measures for reversal of such obstacles.
Also, the results show that the time lost because of these obstacles is too
large, which directly affects not only the travel time of the passengers-citizens,
but also increase a pollution and increase a noise produced by the vehicles
themselves sand reduce the security of all direct participants in traffic.
Keywords – Public Transport Vehicles; Traffic flow; Congestion; Travel
time; Delay; Urban equipment
INTRODUCTION
The dynamic lifestyle typical of this time, inevitably creates frequent daily
trips across the different destinations within the city and its surroundings.
Citizens detached considerable part of their time on frequent trips. Because of
this reality, each of us seeks or intends to reduce the travel time to the lowest
possible, because lost time is unproductive travel time.

1
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In accordance with their capabilities and their beliefs, citizens are using
different modes of transportation (bicycles, mopeds, motorcycles, passenger
carsorPT vehicles), while some goon foot, and are depending on the size of the
town and the length of the destination travellers.
In most real situations, passengers themselves can influence dwindling travel
time, because it is a complex matter over which affect multiple elements (traffic
density and traffic flow, road and street network, bicycles and pedestrians paths,
traffic regulation, etc.).
The main purpose of the analysis within this paper is to determine those
obstacles that have the greatest influence on the PT vehicles delay, especially
those who directly affect the increase of thet ravel time.
ROAD SURFACE
The condition and quality of the road surface, i.e. its impairment has a great
impact on the traffic flow speed. Damage to the road surface can be caused by
many factors such as wear and tear (wear), poor drainage, irregular cross slopes,
drainage network, dedicated removal etc.

Fig.1.Defects of the pavement surface

LANE WIDTH
For the most of the secondary streets network the traffic lane width is less
than 2.00 meters. Based on the terrain measurements the traffic lane width
moves mostly from 3.60– 3.80 meters, so that each traffic lane has a width of
about 1.85 meter. Taking into account the average width of passenger motor
vehicles which spreads between 1.60 - 1.70 meter, the lateral distance that
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remains between vehicles is very small. Lane width as well as the lateral
distances has the direct impacts on drivers to reduce speed [5], [6].

Fig.2. An example of traffic lanes width

USURPING THE STREET SPACE
There are cases where due tounre solved property and legal relations
between the owner and the local government, part of the traffic laneisusurped.

Fig.3. An example of usurped traffic lanes

APPROACHES AMONG STREETS WITH DIFFERENT RANK
Because of the small radius of curvature of intersections, the speed of the
traffic flow of these places fall to some extent. When a driver coming from the
street side to the approach and intends to turn on the main street, due to small
visibility is forced to stop his vehicle and to flow into the traffic lane from the
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main street by lower speed. This way the driver ensures that can safely engage
the desired way. With only minimal penetration into the traffic lane from the
main street, the driver with his vehicle becomes a real obstacle (potential
hazard) for vehicles moving in the traffic lane and thus affects the reduction of
the speed of the traffic flow. Furthermore, the urban equipment and obstacles on
the streets from the secondary street network, psychologically affect drivers and
its comfort, reduces speed, increase the traffic flow density and minimise the
capacity and street level of service [7].

Fig. 4. Crossroad swith a small radius

URBAN STREETS PRIORITY RIGHT OF WAY
Situations where the streets intersect at the wrong angles are very common in
the secondary road network. Together with the outstanding traffic rules and
regulations, give rise to conflicting points that impede the normal flow of the
traffic.

Fig.5. Unregulated incorrect cross roads
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INTERCHANGE INTERSECTIONS
In rare situations, there are intersections that interchange. That meansturning
to another track goes through various levels. Usually it is through the side walk
or bicycle path. Such traffic failures have a significant impact on the speed of
the traffic flow.

Fig. 6. Interchange intersections

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
Whether it is pointed appropriately or not, pedestrian crossing has a large
psychological effect on drivers to reduce the vehicle speed. The situation is
further complicated when the pedestrian crossing is located in the curve, which
has little visibility or before it has seta bill board which covers traffic sign and
minimise the drivers sight distance.

Fig.7. “Blind”pedestrian crossings

STREETS WITHOUT SIDEWALKS
Much of streets are without or with narrow sidewalk sand dysfunctional.
This means that the movement of pedestrians in some places is disabled, so they
must use the road way, the ruby affecting the speed of the traffic flow.

Fig. 8. An example of narrow sidewalk
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STREET PARKING
Because the race for profit and unplanned expansion of cities with large
residential complexes for collective living, not paid for parking spaces. By 2000
motorization in large cities in developing countries amounted to approximately
one vehicle of a family of four or about 0.25%. Now that number is far higher at
around 1.6 vehicles of a family or about 0.4 to 0.5%, with a tendency to further
increase. This means that among the buildings should provide an adequate
number of parking places, which to us is not the case. Even there are buildings
that do not have any parking place.

Fig. 9. Illegal parking

In the sefacilities produced street parking or driver’s park on sidewalks or
pavements themselves if the pavement is small or does not exist.
SIDE FRICTION OF BILLBOARDS, TREE BRANCHES AND
CONTAINERS
Inappropriate pointed billboards, tree branches and containers reduce the
drivers’ visibility. Commonly placed near the street edge they impede
pedestrian and bicycle traffic. In some situations cover and vertical road signs,
which wrong affect the drivers’safety [7].

Fig. 10. Lateral friction of billboards

Tree branches also represent visual, and in some situations and physical
obstacle that slows the traffic flow.
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Fig. 11. Lateral friction of tree branches

Whetheron the road or pavement, causing the containers side ways friction.
Also when the side walk impedepedestrian traffic flow and pedestrians are for
cedto move down the road with vehicles.

Fig. 12. Lateral friction of containers

CONCLUSION
There are still many obstacles that affect the speed of the traffic flow, but
here included only those who significantly reduce speed and thus travel time.
If vehicles are newer and more modern, then the time for acceleration and
deceleration is less, in terms of what the elderly. Due to the lack of bike paths,
cyclists using the road along with other motorized traffic. Narrower traffic lanes
with bike traffic, greatly interrupt the traffic flow.
Based on the analysis, measurements and recordings traffic flow speed
within this so called critical areas, we found that as result of here presented
obstacles the PT vehicles travel time increased in an average of 15-20%.
Furthermore, it is legally stated that all of these obstacles can be removed
only by the competent institutions with a comprehensive analysis and clearly set
specific solutions based exclusively on professional analysis.
Despite the time lost, delays, traffic flow interruptions, less driver’s safety
and comfort, the analysis shows that greater pollution and noiseis
simultaneously produces.
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Abstract
This paper evaluates rail freight yards regarding the establishment of novel
intermodal technologies. Rail yards are recognized as key factors for the smooth
functioning of transportation service. The most of rail freight yards execute only
the classification of railcars which do not satisfy contemporary needs. Therefore
modern rail yards should be more oriented on the transshipment procedure
between rail and alternative modes. In the shape of case study we analyzed the
rail freight yard in Vršac. Vršac railway yard has a strategic position in the
transportation network and for that reason is recognized as a potential location
for establishing transshipment service.
Keywords–rail-road transshipment yards; layout design; yard operation
INTRODUCTION
Railways participate in transport market offering wagonload service or as a
part of intermodal transport chain. Wagonload service consolidates wagon loads
which are less than full train loads and are collected from different customers.
These wagon loads are assembled to run as joint trains on the mutual routes
throughout the railway network. Wagonload service is based on the system of
marshalling yards that obtains economies of scale benefits. Within intermodal
chain, railway participate as a fast and cheap transport solution in long distances
combined with trucks as efficient solution for the ‘’last mile’’ segmentof
accomplished transport service. In both, railway yards provide space and
operational environment either for consolidation of freight trains on the rail
network or transshipment of loading units between rail and road.
Technical and technological development of yards lead to increase of
railway market share and to reaching the targets set by the White paper in the
European transport area [1].In addition to transport technology development, it
1
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is important to establish a more efficient freight handling and train operating in
railway yards.
This paper evaluates the layout andfunctional design of rail-road
transshipment yard in Vršac. The railway yard in Vršac hasa strategic position
in Serbian railway network but due to years of lack of maintenance it is in an
inadequate state to perform the service relating consolidation of wagonloads and
to serve as interface in the novel intermodal transport technologies.
RAIL-ROAD TRANSSHIPMENT YARDS
Rail-road transshipment yards serve as interchange points between rail and
road where loading units (such as containers, swap bodies or semi-trailers)
change transportation mode. In such a system, trains perform only the long
haulage while pre-haulage and end-haulage is performed by trucks. Rail-road
transshipment yards concentrate various track installations and mobileresources
such as shunting locomotives and handling equipments. The rail-road
transshipment yards were in details analyzed considering layout planning in e.g.
[2] and [3].
LAYOUT OF TRANSSHIPMENT YARD
In order to process freight trains and loading units, the rail-road transshipment
yards are consisted of:
• Track sidings for train arrival/departureinspection purpose;
• Transshipment tracks for the train loading/unloading operation;
• Loading and driving lines for the trucks;
• Storage area for loading units and
• Handling equipment (gentry cranes, reach stackers or forklifts et.).
In common, loading units are transported using block trains that run between
transhipment yards. In the simplest rail- road transshipment yard, a block train
directly arrives on the transshipment track and remains there until its departure.
This simple type of yard enables direct transshipment of loading units between
railcars and trucks without intermediate storage. In processing trains at yards,
sets of operations could be fulfilled at additional track sidings. More precisely,
the sidings are used for technical and additional inspection purpose during either
arrival of inbound trains or departure of outbound trains. Access to the rail
network could be organized from one or both sides of the yard. Also, railcars
with loading units could be transported using conventional freight trains as a part
of wagonload service. In this case, railcars with loading units are firstly
consolidated at classification area and after that shunted to the transshipment
area.
After delivering railcars to the transshipment tracks (either withina block train
or as a block of wagonloads) the operational process oftransshipmentcan begin.
A direct transshipment from the railcar to truck avoids double-handling, but
requires the simultaneous presence of a respective railcar and truck at the yard. If
the truck is not directly available, the loading unit is moved to the intermediate
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storage area. As soon as respective truck arrives, respective loading unit needs to
be retrieved from the storage area requiring additional handling.The operational
process of a rail-road transshipment yard is described in more detail in e.g. [4]
and [5].
RAIL OPERATIONAL PROCESS
Operational planning provides specific plans for the use of yard’s resources in
line with objectives defined on higher levels of the planning hierarhy (strategic
or tactical level). Operational planning requires information about railcar
sequences for delivering to the transshipment tracks, tasks and schedules of
shunting locomotives and handling equipment.
Block trains connect transhipment yards without intermediate stops in the
most economical and fastest way. This concept reduces terminal rail operations
to its minimum. In this case rail operational costs are related to costs of shunting
railcars between track sidings for train arrival/departure and transshipment
tracks. Atherwise, the wagonload service with railcar consolidation suffers the
rail operational costs. These costs mainly depend on the number of shunting
deliveries to the transshipment tracksand consist of the following basic
components: the cost of railcar consolidation and the cost of shunting. The costs
are in function of consolidation parameter ( ), daily number of railcars for
transshipment ( ), the number of shunting deliveries to the transshipment tracks
( ),freight rate per hour per railcar( ); shunting rate per hour ( ); total
duration of all shunting operations per day ( ), duration of one shunting
delivery to the transshipment tracks ( ) and duration of handling operation per
of one shunting
railcar ( ). Based on [6] and [7], total operational costs
delivery can be roughly expressed as follows:

=

+

+

−

.

(1)

CASE STADY: VRŠAC RAILWAY YARD
The current role of Vršac railway yard is to rearrange freight trains passing
through the yard and to classify railcars for further distribution over railway
network in Serbia and border crossing to Romania. Furthermore, it is expected
that Vršac yard obtains additional role in Serbian transportation network through
the development of intermodal transportation. The establishment of the
intermodal terminal and revitalization of railway infrastructure are defined as top
priorities for further development of transport service in the Municipality of
Vršac. In this sense, the existing railway yard in Vršac should be redesigned
(Figure 1) to fulfill the additional requirements for implementation of rail-road
transshipment [8].
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Fig.1. The reconstructed layout of Vršac railway yard

Initially, the transshipment yard would be designed with three tracks in the
area of future logistic center with intermodal terminal nearby Vršac railway
station (Figure 2). Two tracks would be used as transshipment tracks for the train
loading/unloading and one track would be used as a passing track for the runaround operation of shunting locomotives. The minimum usable length of
handling tracks would amount 650 m in order to ensure the smooth reception
even of complete block trains. For the purpose of accompanied transport, the RoLa loading ramp would be installed on one of transshipment tracks. Furthermore,
after the establishment of logistic centre and initiation of intermodal transport it
is possible to expand the capacity of the transshipment yard in terms of extending
existing tracks or increasing the number of tracks.

Fig.2. The layout of the rail-road transshipment yard

In the initial case loading units could be transported using wagonload service.
Totalrail operational costs on annual level in this case are presented in Figure. 3.
Rail operational costs are evaluated as a function of number of deliveries to the
transshipment tracks.In addition to the assumed annual volume of 12800 TEU, a
sensitivity analysis concerning the projected volume of transshipment was
performed for pessimistic and optimistic scenarios, forecasting 9500 TEU and
25400 TEU respectively. The results show that the optimal number of deliveries
in the case of realistic scenario is 4, while the other two scenarios reduce /
increase optimal number of deliveries by one, and amount 3 and 5.

Annual rail operational costs
[10 3 EUR]
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CONCLUSION
This paper evaluates rail freight yards regarding the establishment of novel
intermodal technologies. Rail yards are recognized as key factors for the smooth
functioning of transportation service. The most of rail freight yards execute only
the classification of railcars which do not satisfy contemporary needs. Therefore
modern rail yards should be more oriented on the transshipment procedure
between rail and alternative modes. In the shape of case study we analyzed the
railway yard in Vršac which mainly performs the conventional rearrangement of
freight trains over railway network in Serbia and border crossing to Romania. In
addition, it is expected that Vršac yard obtains more significant role in Serbian
transportation network through the development of intermodal transportation.
The catchment area of the potential Vršac intermodal terminal widely exceeds
borders of the South Banat District because of its favorable position in Serbian
transportation network, near Corridors X, IV and VII. The paper presents the
layoutproposed for transshipment yard end evaluates total rail operational costs
for delivering loading units from classification area to transshipment tracks in the
case of wagonload service.
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Abstract
This paper has particular emphasis on railtransport, and its quality,
therefore the increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. The
measuring of the quality of services in railway passenger transport can be performed
by GAP analysis and SERVQUAL method which are adjusted and implemented in the
proposed single model.
Keywords - service quality; passenger railway transport; SERVQUAL
INTRODUCTION
Since the railway transport companies are providing service therefore it
represents a service company, and like all other companies aimed towards
profits. So the philosophy of its operations must be directed that way, in order to
go through the less "thorny" way for the organization (cost, time, etc.), and at
the same time to be more accessible to consumers (to meet their needs, wishes
and requirements). Also, it’s crucial to know that the product of the railway
operators is the transportation of goods and passengers, which represents a
special category of product called service
.
Every product delivers benefits to the customers who purchase and use them.
It can be described as physical objects or devices and services or actions and
performances. Early research into services sought to differentiate them from
goods, focusing particularly on four generic differences, referred to as
intangibility , heterogeneity (or variability), perish ability of output, and
simultaneity of production and consumption [1].
Another dimension that differentiates the service from the goods is their
marketing mix, which is expanded with special characteristics of the services.
Although it is known that the traditional marketing mix consists of four
elements also known as "4P" (Product, Price, Place, Promotion), when it comes
1
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to services, most authors have expanded the marketing mix of seven elements
("7P"), according Kilibrada [2]:
•
Product;
•
Price;
•
Place:
•
Promotion;
•
People;
•
Process;
•
Physical Evidence;
According to the experts of quality represents a set of characteristics of
products aimed to satisfy the demands, expectations and the needs of the
customers. Taking this into account, according to Harvard professor, David A.
Garvin the quality can be defined through eight dimensions of quality in terms
of consumer, as follows [3]:
•
Performance,
•
Special Features,
•
Reliability,
•
Conformance,
•
Durability,
•
Serviceability,
•
Aesthetics,
•
Perceived quality.
In order to link the needs and desires of consumers to the possibilities and
capacities of the manufacturers or service providers, companies need to have all
necessary information for optimal design of facilities, meeting the needs and
desires of consumers within the possibilities of the company.
In order to the relevant data can affect the right and useful decisions, it is
necessary to gather data in ways that will bring an objective and correct
information. This is done by application of marketing research. Marketing
research is a specific scientific field and part of the marketing, and is problemoriented research activity aimed on collection, process and analysis of data and
the output of that process is an input of basic information for management
decisions [4]
KEY INDICATORS FOR SERVICE QUALITY
As mentioned above, according to marketing standpoint, the quality of rail
services is a set of features whose value corresponds to the demands and
expectations of users. However, one question arises: Which structure and value
of quality characteristics are expected and required by the users? Because it
matters qualitative variables whose values cannot explicitly express the needs,
desires, demands and expectations of the users, they are defined and formulated
in different ways. Mainly, these are linguistic variables like "little", "medium",
"great" or "very important" "important" and "less important" and so on. From
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this vantage point, it was very difficult to define the systems and criteria for
assessment and evaluation of absolute values and the relative importance of the
individual characteristics. Service providers are regularly faced with these
dilemmas and issues especially when they need to meet the transport
requirements, needs, desires and expectations from users. Rail system must
develop procedures and methods of identification, measuring and monitoring
the quality of transportation services.
According to Rahaman R. K. and RahamanMd. A, the indicators of quality of
services in rail transportation can be quantifiable and converted into quantifiable
units, which still would be easily measurable. According to them, the
characteristics of rail transport can be assessed by using the importance odds of
each attribute, by which a weighted environment is produced. However, the
process of subjective assigning weight ratios doesn’t give good results, and
those ratios are dependent on the experience of the assessor, which is a
subjective method.
DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS MODEL (QUALITY GAP MODEL)
One of the most popular methods for measuring the service quality is the
Discrepancy analysis model (GAP ANALYSIS), which in 1985 is proposed by
Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry[5]. The GAP model, service quality is
defined as the difference (Gap) between expected and perceived service by the
user. The initial model recognizes five differences which are important and have
influence on the quality of the delivered service, but in the later papers the
concept has suffered significant expansions and improvements.

Fig.1. Gap analysis model (GAP MODEL)
(Parasuraman A., Valarie A. Zeithaml, and Leonard L. Berry: "A Conceptual Model
of Service Quality and Its Implications for Future Research", Journal of Marketing, Fall
1985th)
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The main difference (GAP) is the gap on the consumer (client) side, which
originated as a result of the difference between consumer expectations about the
service (where the oral propaganda role is the biggest, personal needs and past
experience) and consumer perception about the consumption of service by the
specified company [6].
MODEL FOR MEASURING QUALITY OF RAILWAY PASSENGER
SERVICE - SERVQUAL MODEL
SERVQUAL is a complex and reliable instrument for measuring service
quality. This method is designed by Parasuraman, Zeithmal and Berry [7] in
1985, and is designed to measure service quality in different organizational
models of service sector, which includes railways, such as transport and
logistics companies. The model is defined in 1985 and later modified and
upgraded (1988, 1991, 1994).
This model measures difference between perceptions and expectations of
service users. Under expectations implies hopes and wishes of users, and
standards in planning of services, while the perception means experiencing the
specified service. Because each service has specific attributes which are
determined by the overall quality of services, level of service quality can be
presented with the following equation (1) [8]:
=

−

(1)

Where:
Q – level of service quality;
Pj– perception value of „j“attribute;
Ej – expected value of „j“attribute;
K – number of analyzed attributes (ј=1,К);
Wj – relative meaning of the attribute.
Unlike product quality can be objectively measured by indicators such as
durability and number of damage, service quality is an abstract and difficult for
the three measurable characteristics that are unique to services, and it
intangibility, heterogeneity and the perishibilityof the services from production
and consumption. In absence of negative indicators for measuring service
quality, acceptable approach for assessing the quality of services the company is
measuring consumer perception of quality, which in essence would be an
important measure of quality, because the users are those for whom the products
are designed in the frames of the marketing concept, where their desires and
needs are superlatives to the service providers. The various statements of the
respondents are measured according to their perception, by using the Lickert
scale [9] and is in the range from 1 (total disagreement) and 7 (complete
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agreement). This scale is used for quantifying the qualitative features of the
service and their subsequent comparison.
The agreement or disagreement to the problem it is ranged with numerical
values, which provides an opportunity for determining the appropriate intensity
of agreement or disagreement [4]. This scale is important because it allows to
the intensity of the particular feelings to be shown. The Lickert scale is
constructed so it can obtain the level of the consumer statements and to give
clear believe to the respondents that this scale is easy to understand and allows
them to express the degree of their feelings. The confidentiality of SERVQUAL
measuring instrument is proved by using the Cronbach's "Alpha" coefficient.
The coefficient α is a coefficient which measures the consistency, correlation
between a set of questions in the individual dimensions. The unaccepting point
of Cronbach's alpha coefficient is 0.70 of its value, while the value of 0.90 or
more is recommended reliability of the coefficient and the analysis [10]. In 1988
the authors have reduced the ten components to five main dimensions [11]:
•
Reliability,
•
Assurance,
•
Tangibility,
•
Empathy,
•
Responsiveness.
The scale in the literature often called RATER scale, consequently to the
first words of the dimensions. The authors of the SERVQUAL method are
defining the quality according to the following relation (2):
Q=P–E

(2)

Where:
Е – expectations of the users, measured with 22 elements
P – perceptions of the users, measured with 22 elements. [12]
The model is based on the aforementioned five dimensions (Groups) arising
from the 22 analyzed elements and 22 questions that respondent has answered.
These 22 questions are structured in two sections: one examines the
respondent's perception and the other respondent’s expectation as a user of the
service. If the estimation of perception correspond to the estimation of the
expectations, the customer is satisfied with the service, if the difference between
the established perceptions and expectations exceed the expectations of the user
than he is delighted, and if determined expectations are greater than the user
perception than he is dissatisfied.
SERVICE QUALITY MODEL (SERVQUAL MODEL) FOR REPUBLIC
OF MACEDONIA
The SERVQUAL model determines the quality of the service according the
following prescription:
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•
•

The quality dimension is ranged by the user;
The overview by the user on every aspect of the quality is made based
on his previous experience;
• Differencing the expectations of the users according their perspective of
the quality is done by comparison of the both dimensions (expectations
and experience).
The detection, measurement (comparing) the expectations of users and their
deviation from the quality of service, is a good basis for improving the quality
of service in the future and maximizing customer satisfaction. In this manner an
SERVQUAL survey model was made to fit the main goal such is measuring the
quality of railway passenger transport. From the aforementioned research and
results arising which will be presented in the continuation of this work.
Table 1.Aspects and dimensions which need to be measured bySERVQUALsurvey
Dimension
Tangibility

Assurance

Responsiveness

Reliability

Empathy

Aspects which need to be evaluate
1. Modern equipment (wagons, locomotivesetc.)
2. Facilities (buildings, waiting rooms, stations) attractiveness
3. Staff look.
4. Visual attractiveness of materials (brochures, tickets etc.)
5. Assurance that the service will be performed without error.
6. If the passengers have problem the company shows sufficient
interest to fix the problem.
7. The service is performed in right way every time.
8. The service is performed as it is prescribed by the time table.
9. Insisting of mistake free performance.
10. The employees inform the users exactly when the service will be
performed.
11. The employees are performing in time service.
12. The employees are always helping the passengers.
13. The employees are always at disposal at the passengers and they
are never busy to answer the requirements of the passengers.
14. The behavior of the employees inspiring confidence by the
passengers.
15. The users feel safe and satisfied.
16. The employees are constantly generous towards the passengers.
17. The employees have knowledge to answer the questions of the
passengers regarding the service.
18. The company pays enough personal attention to the passengers.
19. The company has time table according the needs of the
passengers.
20. The company has employees which are performing personal
attention.
21. The company cares about the interest of the passengers.
22. The employees are understanding the specific needs of the
passengers.
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DETERMINING THE CURRENT STATE OF SERVICE QUALITY IN
PASSENGER RAIL TRANSPORTATION IN MACEDONIA BY
APPLICATION OF THE SERVQUAL METHOD
According to the SERVQUAL method, which measures the quality of
services in rail transport, a research was done on the on-line based application,
where the surveyed people were able to complete the survey and to give their
opinion on the specified dimension of the SERVQUAL instrument. Also, this
survey was conducted on classic way with a survey on citizens and passenger in
trains throughout the cities of Macedonia. The above mentioned research arose
results that will be presented in the sequel of this paper. Within the
SERVQUAL method in order to get the final result, the GAP that occurs
between expectations and perceptions of the service, should be multiplied with
the weight (importance) ratio, which will result the average SERVQUAL scores
(table 2).

We can consider that the quality “Q” will be at least satisfactory, if E=P
(expectations are equal to perceptions) or ideal if E<P, but in the case of this
research the expectations are multiple bigger than the perceptions (E>P), which
means that the quality is at low level, and expectations are much more higher
than the perceptions, suggesting that the company should work hard to improve
this state onmany fields of work.
In order to gather best results from this research the SERVQUAL results
should be checked in a certain way, in this case it is done by using the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.
The Alpha coefficient can get any value that is less than or equal to 1,
including negative values, although only positive values have meaning to the
quality. Higher values of alpha are more desirable. According to experts, as a
rule of reliability, alpha should have a value 0.70 or higher.
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Cronbach's alpha is a measure of internal consistency. However, a high
coefficient alpha does not mean that the measure is not dimensional. If, besides
the measurement of internal consistency, we want to provide evidence that the
scale in question is not dimensional we can perform additional analysis.
Technically speaking, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient it is not statistical test,
but a coefficient of reliability (or consistency).
The Cronbach's alpha can be written as a function of the number of subjects
tested and the average correlation between the internal objects. The equation for
standardized Cronbach's alpha (α), for the conceptual needs, is shownbelow
[13]:
=

̅+

∙ ̅
−1 ∙ ̅

(3)

Where N represents the number of items ̅and it is the average internal point
of the covariance between records ̅ and it represents the average
variance.From this equation can be noted that if the number of items arises,
then the Cronbach's alpha is increasing. Moreover, if the average internal point
of correlation is low, alpha will be low. As the average internal point of
correlation increases, so does the Cronbach's alpha too (if the number of items is
constant).
And from the analysis of the research using the software tool "SPSS
Statistics 19" we are coming to the fact that the Cronbach's coefficient is 0.868
(Table 3), indicating that the consistency (reliability) of the survey is at good
level (>0,7).
Table 3. The result of the calculation of the consistency of research
Consistency (reliability) stats
Cronbach's Cronbach's Alpha based on Number of
Alpha
standard questions
answers
0,868
0,865
44

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ANALYSIS CONDUCTED ACCORDING
SERVQUAL
According to the results of the SERVQUAL analysis, biggest "GAP"
occurswhen it comes word to the equipment for providing the transport (cars,
locomotives and stations), timely and flawlessly realized transportation, safety
and satisfaction. The smallest gap occurs when it comes to the realization of
schedule, assistance to passengers, the willingness to provide assistance and
kindness of the staff. But it is noticeable that there is no great perception scores
in any category, compared to their expectations, and in no time the experienced
service has not exceeded the expectations of costumers. It may also be noted
that in average the largest difference occurs in the tangibility of service, then
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comes confidence, empathy, reliability and responsibility of the company in the
process of providing the service.
If we look at the results, the average score, or satisfaction of surveyed
customers is rated with the coefficient of -0.67, which is representing low
quality.
The most important dimensions of service quality which is determined by
surveying people are: appearance, buildings, equipment, staff, and ability to
provide promised service, which follows to conclusion that the tangibility of the
service is one of the most important issues for users.
The analysis of the internal consistency of the survey results, or the
reliability of the results using the software tool "SPSS Statistics 19" shows the
fact that the Cronbach’s coefficient of 0.868, suggesting that the consistency
(reliability) of research is on good level, because it is bigger than 0.7, which is
the lower limit of reliability.
Besides the SERVQUAL method for service quality measuring another way
for measuring quality was conducted by using sublimate method consisted of
the SERVQUAL and conventional surveys which are used for collecting
primary data for the marketing research purposes. The results of this confirmed
survey have confirmed the suspicions that were previously mentioned and
shown, and referred to the quality of services. Notably among other data, the
most important features for one type of transportation should have been:
punctuality and availability, along with comfort and cleanliness. In addition, the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient indicates a high degree of reliability (0.931),
which is sufficient reason to believe that this analysis of survey data has
adequate weight.
With the application of the SERVQUAL method for measuring the service
quality it comes to increased objectivity by using the subjective opinions of
customers, employees, management, etc., and by using this method and testing
its results and statistical software for the consistency coefficient, it can be
obtained objective opinion of the target group about the quality of the services.
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Abstract
Increasing complexity of railway vehicles, also demands enlargement road
of their reliability and durability.On the other hand, maintenance is usually
reduced to a problem when failures occur, to bring the system back into the
projected state. Maintenance procedure should be carried out before the failure
occurrence and in this way prevent or delay the emergence of cancellation. This
kind of maintenance is a preventive maintenance, which appears in the form of
preventive planning and prevention according to the state. Maintenance with
prevention according to the state is based on the diagnosed state of systems. The
increasing possibility of following the real state of the system allows its use
quite effectively, because then, the maintenance can be planned in advance.With
the help of diagnostic systems we would be able to monitor the status of the
vehicle and the parameters of load of thesuperstructure, ensuring constant
quality level and the assurance of trusted legal evidence of the values measured.
Key words -rolling stock; superstructure; wheel; maintenance; diagnostic
INTRODUCTION
Overall quality and life cycle of rolling stock, primarily depends on their
basic (initial) quality, or the quality of the components that are built into the
vehicle during its production. Change of the state of railway vehicles in
operation is inevitable and comes as a result of: wear, corrosion, fatigue, aging,
errors in its component, the conditions of usage, mishandling etc.
Condition of use (including the entire complex of interconnected events that
affect the technical condition of the vehicle), and the main parameters above all
are: profile lines, transport load, number of stops the train, qualifications and
involvement train drivers, seasonal changes in climate conditions, etc.In
addition to these causes, maintenance has a direct impact on the state of change

1

Professional paper
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of transport means. National railway administration establishes regulations and
standards for vehicle maintenance of its fleet. If the vehicles are used in
international traffic, their maintenance must be harmonized with international
regulations and standards for the exploitation of these types.
MONITORING SYSTEMS AND DIAGNOSTIC METHODS
The aim of the railway operator is to transport the greatest possible quantity
of goods, using and at the same time "cheap" rolling stock (minimum
investment in the maintenance), whose performance and condition are worse
than it shows. On the other hand, the interest of the owner of the infrastructure,
is that each service is properly charged. By analyzing the maintenance cost
structure of fixed assets, it can be concluded that a large percentage of income
are spent on rolling stock maintenance and key indicator of the state is
percentage of immobilization.
Special attention must be paid to the irregularities of Class 4 (major fault significantly reduce the usable capacity of wagons and can compromise safety)
and Class 5 (critical malfunctions – has a significant impact on traffic safety
because endangering security can occur rapidly), namely:
• overheated bearings and wheels,
• flat places on the surface of the rolling wheels and
• excessive (or disturbed) axle load.
Dependence of these values are
Heatedet
Heated
as follows:
bearing
wheel
݈ ݐ ݇
ൌ
ܮ
ܶ
Wherein:
l – the length of the flat spot,
L – length of the measuring section,
tp – time of the interruption of
wheel-rail contact point due to the
existence of flat places,
Т– Passage time of wheel through
Materijal
the measuring point section
Acummulation
k – coefficient (correction factor),
Flat spot
which is in a function of speed (V)
Fig.1. The parameters of the flatspot
and the axle load (Q).
The first systems were basically tended to define improper contact, flat spot
area) with rail, which is attainable and not too noisy at low speeds, but by
increasing of speed (more than 40 km/h) contact of the flat spot with rail is lost
but the noise increases drastically. By measuring the time of interruption of the
rail-wheel contact point with rail, leads to the length of the flat due to which
contact was interrupted.
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The parameter h, which represents the depth of the flat spot, and on the
initial stage is not considered, by the time is parameter is defined as well (h max
≥ 1 mm) and is included as a reason for exclusion wagon from traffic, according
to the code 1.6.1 Annex 9 AVV-a [1].
As for the overheated bearings and wheels, the main problem was the
creation of the conditions for non-contact temperature measurement. The basis
of contactless temperature measurement is the fact that everybody which has a
temperature above absolute zero emits electromagnetic radiation depending on
the condition of its heating temperature.
The intensity of the radiation and the wavelength (λ) in which the intensity
of this radiation has a maximum, depends on the appropriate body temperature.
Also, nature and characteristics of surface of the emitters, have an impact on the
energy emission. Only at higher temperatures (> 500 ° C), part of the radiation
is released as visible light. The technology used in overheating detectors of
bearings has been developed has from analog system with rapid thermal
resistors to digitize signal, from pyro electronic sensors to advanced high speed
photon scanners.
a)

b)

Fig.2. Measurement of temperature a) motor, b ) thermo-vision camera

The radiation of heat from the object can be detected with infrared cameras
(Figure 2. a) and b), System uses thermos visional and digital processing of
images to scan the wheel and predicts whether the wheel will slipping instead of
rolling. During normal braking, the speed is reduced and the wheel itself is still
rolling and uniformlyheated along the rim wheel.
In the early seventies of the last century in the United States numerous
technical institutes were included in the analysis of derailment, damage of
wheels, cracked rails, etc. The result of the analysis was the introduction of
"Regulations on replacement of wheels" that define the mandatory replacement
after the noisy point of impact (more than 400 kN).
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"TPD" detectors measures the force wheel/rail by using the sensor unit for
measuring deformation due to the effects of the strain on the tracks on the
selected "S" curves (Fig.3). In addition, some "TPD" detectors can measure and
angle of attack of each axis in relation to the rail. This parameter in combination
with the measured vertical and lateral forces provides far greater benefits for the
passage of bogies through curves.
"TADS" system (Fig. 4)for
acoustic detection in the vicinity of
the track preventive maintenance
system beds and is designed to
identify bearings with internal
irregularities at an early stage
cancellation before the start of
catastrophic
failure
due
to
increased temperatures during
operation. It consists of a series of
microphones arranged in the
housing on both sides of the tracks
recorded weather data on the sound
Fig.3. Measuring deflection points
track of each defective bearing.
deflection in the "S" curve
FUS II EPOS (Progress Rail) [2] is a system where each IC scanner has an
infrared line detector, which is capable of scanning at speeds up to 600km/h.
Standard configuration of the system consists of three to four modular scanner
which cover axlebearings, wheels and brake discs (Fig. 5).

Fig.4. Sound record of each defective
bearing

Fig.5. FUS II detector

With the advent of a number of different infrastructure owners and operators,
there was a problem how to integrate all systems. Association of American
Railways (AAR), started development of an integrated information system of
railways (InterRRIC ™) in 2000 (Figure 6). The integrated system provides the
ability to use information for monitoring a large number of detectors and the
possibility of extending to other systems.
The system allows you to create, the database on the characteristics of the
vehicle obtained from individual sources, which is designed to collect
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measurements from all the detectors condition/feature, and it is in turn linked to
a database containing information on maintenance and vehicles.

Fig.6. Integratedinformationsystem (InterRRIC ™ )

InEurope, theFrenchcompanyCSEETRANSPORT and German Company
Signaltechnik conceptualize, develop and manufacture for more than five
decades of monitoring systems - detection of overheated axle bearings circuits
and overheating of wheels. Extremely positive results were achieved with
HOA80, while with the introduction of high-speed train system HOA FOA/90S represent more appropriate application.

Fig.7. Schematic presentation of the principle of work of Lasca system

Fig.8. Measuring equipment for an axle set

Lasca system is installed on the railway network of the DB since 2001 and it
is based on the same laser scale, which carries the load that the wheel moves
along the rail turning into her deflection. The magnitude of this deflection
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depends on the force with which the wheel press on rail and its relative position
with respect to the sensor. Sensors are attached to the bottom of the rails in the
space between the sleepers, and the entire measuring unit consists of 2x6
sensor.BMW (BrakePadWearMonitoring), system checks the wear on the brake
blocks on the running train or when they are returning to the depot suites.

Fig.9. Device for determining the
profile of the train

Fig.10. Installation the (RFI): Line
Rome –Naples

Tecnogamma-in system that is mounted on the measuring portal above the
tracks and enables verification of functionality of pantograph patterns of all
trains passing through the portal and the principle of measurement is based on
optical contactless technology, laser distance measurement combined with high
scanning frequency.
TCCS is a control system first commercial installation was successfully
tested on RFI (Italian Railway Network) in 2009 at the railway line Rome Naples (F. 10). Laser radars, specially developed for this application based on
the high speed measurement and operating time, of laser rangefinder which
directs the beam reflected from the polygon measurements, providing 800 scans
per second with about 900 measurements[3].
In addition, system can be applied, when necessary, of special restrictive
profiles defined for different types of intermodal transport units (containers,
semi-trailers, etc.) and for special shipments that exceed the boundaries of
standard load profiles.
The system for the detection of overheatedaxle bearings used in Austria by
ÖBB Infrastructure consists of track side equipment (scanner), a unit for
evaluation and management, data transmission equipment and units with a
visual presentation. Equipment next to track arecomposed of rails attached to
measuring equipment with infrared sensors for recording the axle box, wheel
temperature, axle counters and electronics for the management and evaluation,
which is placed in the immediate vicinity of the container [4].
All those systems (Fig. 11) are basically stationary systems for monitoring
and diagnostics, and are mostly located in depots and workshops for the repair,
by the rails or on the track. Monitoring and diagnostics systems in the context of
maintenance of rolling stock can be installed in vehicles/trains, the so-called
(on-board) systems. Stationary systems are periodically perform periodic
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inspection of the condition of the vehicle or its components, while systems in
vehicles/trains (on - board) work continuously during operations.
DREAM system is manufactured by Vibro Acoustical Systems and
Technology Company, Incorporated of Saint Petersburg, Russia. For rolling
stock, the most important values are the values of dynamic forces in areas where
vibrations occur.The (ATC) system, is system of automatic train control i.e. by
sensors that provide information on the speed and direction of rotation.
Temperature measurement is based on termosensors that are adapted to the
same electrical circuit as speed/direction sensors. This allows direct detection of
bearing temperature.

Fig.11. Independent measuring stations preview

As the measuring point are near the bearing, this measurement enables
detection capability that is superior to systems that are more remote, usually
mounted next to the track in order to be used in difficult conditions, highly
sophisticated bearings with sensors are offered. Already tens of thousands of
bearings are entered in exploitation equipped with various types of integrated
sensors. "Pendolino" family of fast trains, with forced tilting body when passing
through the curve, then Italian ETR 500 high speed train, as well as several
Italian and Polish locomotives, several types of mass transportation vehicle, use
these bearings.
SITE SELECTION AND MONITORING SYSTEM
All offered systems basically have more or less similar components and
features with the same aim to detect, and if possible, the measurement of a
certain size(Figure 12). Today it is a large range of products for monitoring the
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state of the rolling stock and products that are directly mounted on wagons or
installed next the rails(the so-called rail monitoring systems).

Fig.12. Maintenance concept

Which will be applied to the monitored system will be applied, in which
capacity and where it will be located, primarily depends of:
¾ analysis of rolling stock exclusion(wagons in particular), with special
emphasis on the reasons and frequency thereof,
¾ track features(mountains, plains, specific conditions of use of brake system
- braking on long downs),
¾ climatic conditions (extreme high temperatures, layers of sand or extreme
cold and snow layers, etc.)
¾ characteristics of the type of goods transported (ores, building materials,
RID materials, various structures, etc.)
¾ characteristics of the wagons that operate on these sections,maintenance
methods (whether the rolling stock are in the ESM systemor not?) and
transport route of the most representative transported goods.
Identification of differences in the dynamic behavior of the vehicle, which
was previously mainly used only as a means to protect the infrastructure of
major damages, it would now reflected on the infrastructureaccesscharges, but
at the same time, on the planning and maintenance of rolling stock and the
infrastructure itself. Controlled condition of the wagons and track, as well as
programs for monitor the situation, combined with models for cost prediction,
can be used in order to determine maintenancestrategy in order to reduce overall
maintenance costs.In addition, the exact declared and promoted system of
maintenance of railway vehicles and infrastructure according to their conditions,
has been declared and promoted exactly, based on the values of the relevant
parameters of the vehicle condition and the infrastructure, primarily obtained by
using the stationary system for dynamic monitoring of the vehicle. As support to
the new concept of maintenance, it is necessary to design a database for
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dynamic values measurement results of the respective parameters of railway
vehicles, at the level of the railway network [7].

Fig.13. System measuring modules configuration

In order to consolidate and harmonize national railway regulations, European
Union established a new system of standardization in the railway sector Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI). European Railway Agency
(ERA) is in charge of implementation of activities on harmonization of the
existing national railway regulations within the TSI system, as well as for the
adoption of new regulations.
Maintaining concept imply the principle by which the plan and maintenance
program are implemented. Maintenance program determines the type of activity
and scope of works to be carried out, while the maintenance plan defines the
moment in which predicted procedures are conducting, as well as the periodicity
of implementation. The main characteristic of preventive maintenance is to
implement maintenance procedures, before the failure occurrence and they are
intended to prevent or to postpone the occurrence of failure.
Corrective maintenance is carried out when the failure occurred in order of
its elimination. In particular it should be borne in mind that in technique of
railway vehicles as well as in the field of maintenance new ideas, equipment and
devices as well as newer methods and technologies of work are continuously
incorporated. The aim of all this: eliminate or reduce the risk of system failure
during its use so it will be ensured that all necessary maintenance to carry out be
realized in the most opportune moment, without disturbing the defined shiftturn
of rolling stock. It has been provided by the concept of preventive maintenance
according to the condition [5].
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For new types of railway vehicles, which are equipped with diagnostic
systems, maintenance interventions are planned on the basis of processing of
signals from the sensors of the vehicle.Monitoring of the conditions has been in
use for several decades, if we count the man observation,(wagon inspector) and
monitoring in service, the ability to assess the situation using the knowledge and
experience. With the help of new technology, the possibility of continuous,
automated monitoring now exists, as a huge advantage, which is reflected
primarily in cases of rapid transition from mistakes to failure or, for example,
when it is necessary to observe a large number of units with regard to the
railway with a large number of vehicles.
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Absrtact
The restructuring process of "Serbian Railways” JSC (Serbian Railways)
was launched in 1991 and due to various reasons has not been implemented
until 2015. After 25 years of "preparation" restructuring process was carried out
in a way that only formally satisfy the government, World Bank, IMF and the
EU and essentially will lead the Company to even greater uncertainty and
struggle for survival. During the last 25 years, the railways has been neglected
and forgotten by the State. In the last two years significant investments are
going on, however the Company is not prepared to enrich the capital and
valorizes it on the transport market.
Keywords – „Serbian Railways“ JSC; Serbian Government; IMF; World
Bank; European Union; Restructuring
INTRODUCTION
Railways represent a unique organizational and technical- technological
system. Failure to adapt to market conditions, the expansion of road transport,
insufficient quality and incompleteness of transport services, high operating
costs, high losses, inadequate organization of system, etc., influenced the
initiation processes of transformation of the railway.
In the year 1991 the EU directives set out the foundation and guidelines for
the restructuring of the railway system and railway companies (Directive 91/440
/ EEC on the development of railways in the future).
REB „Belgrade" has started preparatory activities for the restructuring
process already in 1991, but because of international sanctions imposed by the
international community and because of wars on the territory of former
Yugoslavia, these activities were frozen. The continuation of the restructuring
process was re-launched in 2002, but due to the unwillingness of railways and
several governments of the Republic of Serbia, no significant progress has been
achieved. By signing of the Memorandum between the World Bank and the
Government of the Republic of Serbia in 2014., model of the organization, as
1
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well as the planned deadlines for the establishment and independent work of
newly established railway companies has been defined. By hiring the consulting
firm "Planet" from London, documents that have elaborated the process of
restructuring has been worked out.
By decision of Government of the Republic of Serbia disintegrative changes
were made and consequently, on 10.08.2015. three new companies were
created, which have to deal with core business (Infrstructure, Passangers,
Freight).
Existing Enterprise „Serbian Railways“ JSC should be dealing with:
• Solving historical debts.
• Restructuring of workforce.
• Restructuring of subsidiaries.
• Institutional development of the railway sector.
SUMMARY OF THE CURRENT STATE OF
“SERBIAN RAILWAYS“ JSC

„Serbian Railways” JSC have started the process of restructuring
unprepared, although during the period 2002-2014 several consultants were
working on various segments of the restructuring program. Most of these
programs were conditioned by obtaining EBRD or EIB loans. SR management
as a rule, were adopting these documents as recommendations, avoiding their
obligatory implementation. On the other hand, even at the level of the
Government of the Republic of Serbia in that period, there was no critical mass
for changes in the railway sector.
PREVIOUS WORK OF CONSULTANTS ENGAGED BY “SERBIAN
RAILWAYS“ JSC, THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND SERBIAN
GOVERNMENT
In developig of restructuring program of Public enterprise „Serbian
Railways“ during the period 2002 - 2014, several consulting companies were
engaged in six projects:
• The project of reconstruction of Serbian Railways - Institutional study Consultant Booz Allen & Hamilton.
• The project "Creating a regime of access to infrastructure and catalog data on
the network for the railway sector in Serbia" - Consultant Booz Allen &
Hamilton
• The project "Assistance in restructuring" - BCEOM Consultant.
• The project "Development of a 5-year Business Plan for “Serbian Railways”
and the Contract Agreement between the State and Infrastructure manager on
the level of rail infrastructure services for the provision of the use of railway
infrastructure in Serbia" - Consultant ROLAND BERGER and SPECHT.
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• The project "Technical Assistance to Serbian Railways in the restructuring of
selected areas" - Consultant AT Kearney & TRADEMCO.
• The project "Assistance in restructuring" - Consultant Pricewaterhouse,
Coopers Consulting Ltd. (PWC).
TERMS OF REFERENCE BETWEEN THE WORLD BANK AND
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA2
The Government of the Republic of Serbia has concluded Stand-by
arrangement for the financial support of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
in order to support growth and job creation, in which it has been agreed a
comprehensive reform of the railway sector, which is currently in progress. The
reform that is being applied is based on the Action Plan for the railway reform,
which was jointly prepared by the Ministry of Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure of the Republic of Serbia (MgSi) and the World Bank.
The aim of railway reform is to improve operational and financial
performance of the railway sector in Serbia. The intentions of the reforms are to
achieve the goal by creating a sustainable market-oriented railway companies
whose roles and functions, relations with the Government of the Republic of
Serbia, and the interrelationships between them, are in full compliance with the
EU directives on rail sector and relevant Serbian legislation.
In accordance with the program defined by the Government of the Republic
of Serbia and the World Bank in 2014. in the framework of the Action Plan for
the railways reform, after the accelerated project financed by the EU in 2015.,
are completed, railways reform plans envisage existence of four separated
societies: the former vertically integrated state-owned railway company
“Serbian Railways” JSC, and three new companies created by separation of the
activities and by creation of new State owned companies (corporate separation).
• "Serbia Railways" JSC.
• “Serbian Railways Infrastructure” JSC.
• “Serbia Train” JSC - Passenger Railway Transport”.
• “Serbia Cargo” JSC.
After the creation of IM, this Company has taken the responsibility to ensure
that the railway network is "available" for users. Infrastructure access charge
based on the "offer of the infrastructure services" as described in the Network
Statement of IM is a way of doing this properly.

2

Full text at this point is taken from the ANNEX II: Terms of Reference - Technical
assistance to the Ministry of Construction, Transport and Infrastructure (MgSi) and
railway companies in state ownership in Serbia – Comprehensive reform of railways.
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VIEWS OF MANAGEMENT OF “SERBIAN RAILWAYS" JSC RELATING
TO THE RESTRUCTURING PROCES
The Board of Directors of „Serbian Rilwas“ JSC in February 2015 adopted a
document called ACTIVITY PLAN IN THE RESTRUCTURING PROCESS
OF „SERBIAN RAILWAYS“ JSC, with the following attitudes:
• The restructuring of “Serbian Railways” JSC needs to be performed within
the deadlines defined in the Reform Action plan, prepared by the World Bank
(WB), together with the Ministry of Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure.
• The restructuring of “Serbian Railways” JSC needs to be performed in
compliance with the EU Directives, Memorandum of Understanding on the
development of the South East Europe core regional transport network, and on
the basis of the projects and studies prepared within the EU assistance (in
particular General Master Plan for transport in Serbia, the strategy of railway,
road, inland water way, air and intermodal transport development in the
Republic of Serbia 2008-2015).
• The aim of the restructuring of “Serbian Railways” JSC is to make the railway
companies in Serbia profitable, economically responsible, efficient and
competitive in the long run, under the conditions of liberalized railway
transport market in Serbia.
• State financing of the railway sector should be focused on the basis of
contractual relationship (development and maintenance of the railway
infrastructure and the organization of railway transport, the obligation of
public rail transport of passengers and the development of intermodal freight
transport).
The restructuring of “Serbian Railways” JSC needs to be carried out in
phases, based on defined plans for corporate and financial restructuring, taking
into account the particularities of the railway market and railway heritage in
Serbia. The restructuring of SR implies the following complex processes:
a) Technical-technological modernization.
b) Organizational structure modernization.
c) Modernization of human resources and expert skills - development of
managerial and expert knowledge.
d) Business management model modernization.
e) Introduction of IMS (integration: QMS, EMS, SMS, EnMS, ISMS).
f) The introduction of information systems class: ERP, DMS, MIS, DSS.
g) Financial consolidation.
h) Social program.
Corporate Restructuring of “Serbian Railways” JSC, implies preparation of
organizational structure, which consists of four business companies, including a
variety of technological and business units:
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a) Freight transport company
b) Passenger transport company
c) Rail infrastructure management company
d) Holding Company
• In the later stages, in accordance with results of feasibility studies, the
introduction of outsourcing companies for the following activities: railway
rolling stock maintenance, maintenance of Overhead Contact line (OCL),
Signaling-Safety and Telecommunication systems, for the development of
intermodal centers, for asset management and commercialization of railway
stations, for legal support, etc.
• New companies should start with a healthy balance sheet and without
liabilities and historical debts which should be taken over by the State.
• New companies should start without the surplus of labor and property.
Defining of the labor surplus should be based on the Labor Study, and
defining of the property surplus on the basis of separation Balance Sheet.
• Property surplus and labor surplus has to be taken over by the Holding
Company. The Holding Company, together with the State, needs to solve the
issue of the labor surplus through a social program, and the property surplus
needs to be commercialized and used for repayment of historical debts and
financing of the Holding Company.
• Holding Company should have both, coordinating and controlling function,
compared to the profit companies, and it can, in the long run, take over
corporative functions (strategy and development, consolidated planning,
implementation and controlling of the model of project management – PPM,
running of the business books, preparation of the financial reports and expert
opinions, integrated purchase, legal representation, harmonization of the
interrelations and arbitrations, etc.), if it is shown that their existence in the
profit companies is more expensive and of lesser efficiency. Function of the
Holding and its duration term should be studied carefully, in order to avoid the
mistakes of some railway companies in the region).
• Complete process of restructuring of SR should be carried out in close
cooperation with Ministry of Construction, Transport and Infrastructure, as
well as with Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice,
Ministry of Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Affairs and the Property
Directorate of the Republic of Serbia.
ACTIVITIES OF INTER-MINISTERIAL
GOVERNMENT COMMISSION
In order to manage the process of reforming the “Serbian Railways” JSC,
Serbian government has formed an interministerial Commission composed of
representatives of the Ministry of Construction, Transport and Infrastructure,
Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Labor, Employment,
Veteran and Social Affairs, Railways Directorate and “Serbian Railways” JSC.
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The Commission has worked mainly on the formal requirements for the
implementation of obligations under the Terms of Reference that are related to
creation of normative acts. “Serbian Railways” JSC professional services have
developed all the necessary documents for the initiation of a status changes of
the Company.
ACTIVITIES OF THE CONSULTING COMPANY "PLANET" WHICH HAS
DEVELOPED RESTRUCTURING PLAN
In May 2015. Government of the Republic of Serbia, engaged the consulting
company "PLANET" from London to develop a Program of Restructuring. The
final report from 09.10.2015 has been adopted by the Government of the
Republic of Serbia as a framework program of restructuring railway sector in
Serbia. Institutional improvements have been designed in such a way to
harmonize the railway sector in Serbia with EU laws include the following:
• Limiting the possibilities of the Government of the Republic of Serbia to
intervene in the daily operations of the railways on the basis of the planned
introduction of the PSO (Public Service Obligation Obligation/Obligation of
public transportation), MAIC (Multi Annual Infrastructure Contract) and IAC
(Infrastructure Access Contract/Contract on use of infrastructure) the contract
of 01.01.2016.
• The release of “historical” debt based on the fact that the Government of the
Republic of Serbia should take responsibility for its repayment.
In addition to the fact that the total cost recovery in the rail is 55%
(income of RSD 12.3 billion, the total cost of RSD 22.4 billion in 2014), it is
necessary, in the coming period to achieve financial and business improvements
through key strategies:
•
Rationalization of the railway network on the basis of its contribution to
the Income Statement. This also includes the elimination of transportation that
generates a loss, if it is not specifically financed by the Government of the
Republic of Serbia.
•
Reorganization of activities based on the need for structural changes,
focus on customers, better defined responsibility of business management and
decentralization of levels of the authority and responsibility.
•
The newly formed companies should be rid of non-core activities and
non-functional properties, which through the sale or commercialization should
provide funds for repayment of historical debts which state did not take over.
•
“Serbian Railways” JSC should take the labor surplus, in order not to
burden the operating result of the newly formed companies.
•
Strategy of maintenance that should compensate lack of investment in
maintenance over the past decade.
•
The investment strategy that focuses on priority areas and strictly
comply with the restructuring plans.
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•

Human resources strategy, as a key element for the execution of other
strategies.
Business strategies that will improve business performance such as:
• Increase the effectiveness and efficiency of operations.
• Seek for opportunities to develop additional sources of revenue indirectly
related to accessory services in the transport of passengers and goods.
• Modernization of business processes and improvement of sales.
• Increase productivity by increasing labor and reducing the number of
employees by 6,151 to 2020. Where by the State is to provide 39 million EUR
for social program.
• State is to take over all liabilities for international loans for which guarantees
were issued in the amount of RSD 81.4 billion and liabilities to the stateowned enterprises in the amount of 5,36 million RSD.
• To realize investment plan during the next five years in the amount of:
o 274 million € for "Serbia Train" JSC, whereby investment will focus on
rolling stock (90%), the new ticketing system (5%) and information
systems (5%).
o 458 million € for "Serbian Cargo" JSC, whereby investment will focus on
rolling stock (98 %) and information systems (2%).
o 3.95 billion € for "Serbia Railways Infrastructure" JSC, whereby the
investment will be focused on reconstruction (69%), modernization (29%),
stations and information systems (2%).
• Establish a professional management in all companies.
BASIC PROBLEMS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS OF
RESTRUCTURING
By disintegration of the railway sector in Serbia the process of
restructuring is only initiated. Unfortunately, the Ministry of Construction,
Transport and Infrastructure believes that the process of restructuring of
railways is successfully completed, which is presented to the public and to
representatives of the IMF and the WB. Except for the establishment of new
enterprises, serious progress has not been achieved.
•
By separation balance sheet of property and liabilities newly established
companies have not started without non-core activities, non-functional
properties and historical debts.
•
Labor surplus has not been transferred to the “Serbian Railways” JSC
because the State has not provided funds for social program, so that redundant
workers is still a burden on new companies.
•
State has provide only about 50% of the funds for the Public service
obligations, in accordance with methodology adopted by the Government of
Republic of Serbia, with the obligation of "Serbia Train" JSC to organize
transport on the whole network. "Serbia Train" JSC is not allowed to create
the price of transport in accordance with market conditions although they are
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2-3 times lower than prices for bus transport for the same or better quality of
service. All this will directly affect the quality of maintenance of vehicles,
their reliability - or directly on the quality of service.
•
The liberalization of the market that was made 8.2.2016. Already in the
year 2017. Will directly jeopardize survival of "Serbia Cargo" JSC, because
this Company is not ready for market competition (in the sense of technique,
technology, organization, personnel and information system). Around 70% of
"Serbia Cargo" JSC revenue derives from international transport by foreign
operators driveways at the entrance of our country and taking over the goods
at the exit from Serbia.
•
The State has not developed a five-year national program of
development and maintenance of rail infrastructure, therefore it is not known
how much funding is provided for this purpose.
•
For the year 2016 State has provided insufficient funds for
infrastructure maintenance and traffic regulation. The resources that are at the
disposal of "Serbian Railways Infrastructure" JSC are sufficient only to regulate
traffic and maintain an emergency. All this will lead to a further decline in the
parameters of non-overhauled lines, which will have a direct impact on decline
in the quality of transport services of goods and passengers, substantial
disturbances of security and a significant increase of costs per gross ton km or
passenger km.
CONCLUSION
Restructuring of railways is to be understood as a dynamic and continuous
process. Based on experience of the EU member states, we can conclude that
the application of so-called "learning from mistakes" approach is being
implemented. Due to the complexity of railways, creating of economic organism
that is capable of adopting to the market conditions and to remain firm and
stable when it comes to safety, reliability and quality of service - is very
difficult. First of all, it is necessary to create a critical mass for management of
changes, to raise knowledge and responsibility of every employee at a
significantly higher level.
Restructuring activities should not be seen only as a defensive process (staff
reductions, cost reductions, etc.), but as a potential for the development of
human resources and new technologies, which for the company can secure
stable economic conditions and market competition with the upcoming
competition. This is a permanent activity which t is adjusted according to
specific changes in the environment.
From the experience of EU countries we can notice that holding prevails as
an organizational model. Disintegrated model of organization is mainly applied
in candidate countries for EU membership, with the imposed obligations:
• Increasing the quality of infrastructure by foreign loans whereby, as a rule, the
execution of works and equipment are entrusted to the companies from highly
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developed EU countries. Construction of infrastructure by the EU standards is
a direct consequence of the excessive indebtedness of all candidate countries.
• Payments of the minimum cost of leasing of infrastructure by the operators
(the latest EU regulations), so that biggest part of the costs of maintaining the
infrastructure are borne by the State.
• The liberalization of market, with special emphasis on the commodity
transport, where foreign operators are in a much better position, thus retaining
the only profitable segment of the railways for themselves.
Rapid liberalization of the market (before entering the EU) is direct
consequence of bringing national operators to disadvantage position compared
to private operators, and indirectly, to decrease in the activity of the economy
that works for the railway.
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Abstract
Simulation modelling is the efficient approach to analyse train traffic on a
selected line or on a complex railway node. Simulation model uses an
interaction between rail vehicles and infrastructure according to predefined
procedures and timetable to compute parameters of train movement, track
occupation, and capacity utilization. We propose a High-Level Petri Nets model
that incorporates all interlocking and operating rules, infrastructure data,
timetable and train delays data. In a Petri net environment, trains are tokens,
track sections are places, and transitions are discrete events of train moving
according to interlocking principles. Model has a hierarchy structure where each
specific section is defined as a subsystem. Results from the simulation model
are used to create reports on sections occupancy, train movement, for drawing
of train’s time-distance graphs, and for animation of train movement. Model is
tested on the selected railway line for analyses of the denivelation of the
junction in the Belgrade railway node.

Keywords - railway traffic; Petri Nets; simulation modelling
INTRODUCTION
Simulation models are representations of railway systems and an efficient
approach to modelling railway processes where different trains interact with
each other and with the infrastructure [1]. They require very detailed data about
the infrastructure, the performance of the trains and, most importantly, about the
timetable. The modelling of train movement is based on modular and

1
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hierarchical approach that can simulate the process with all conditions imposed
by infrastructure, signalling and control systems.
Petri Nets are tools for graphical and mathematical modelling of various
systems [2]. High-Level Petri Nets (HLPN; timed, coloured, stochastic and
hierarchical) are tools that can model complex systems and provide good
graphical presentation of the model [3]. Simulation models for analysing
railway systems can be found in the literature over the past 20 years. Basten,
Roland and Voorhoeve [4] created a simulation model for the analysis of
interlocking specification using coloured Petri Nets in the Expect software. Van
der Aalst and Odijk [5] proposed the interval timed coloured Petri Nets
(ITCPN) for modelling and analysis of railway stations, where train delay is
specified by an upper and lower bound, i.e., an interval. Daamen, Goverde, and
Hansen [6] developed a CPN tool for route conflict identification and estimation
of knock-on delay.
This paper is structured as follows. First section defines a High-level Petri
Net (HLPN) model for the railway system. Next Section demonstrates a case
study and the application of the HLPN model to analyse effects of the partial
denivelation of the Junction “G” located in the Belgrade railway node. Finally,
conclusions are given in the final section.
PETRI NETS
Petri nets are mathematical tools for modelling used for analysis and
simulation of concurrent systems [2]. A Petri net is one of several mathematical
descriptions of discrete distributed systems. The theory of Petri nets is based on
the mathematical theory of bipartite graphs. The system is modelled as a
bipartite-directed graph with two sets of nodes: the set of places that represent a
state or system objects and a set of events or transitions that determine the
dynamics of the system.
Petri Net formalism and software are selected based on the requirements and
criteria that enables efficient and simple simulation model of a railway system
[7].
PETRI NET MODEL FOR SIMULATION OF COMPLEX RAILWAY
SYSTEMS
In a proposed High Level Petri net (HLPN) model for railway simulation [8],
places represent sections, transitions represent conditions for train movement,
and tokens represent trains. Model hierarchy enables insulated sections to be
defined as subsystems or modules. An insulated section can be a block section,
switch section and station track section, but a more detailed description is
needed (regarding the position of a section relative to signals, stations and the
junction). A module is defined for each distinctive section type. The model is
created by positioning and connecting modules according to the railway line
and/or station section plan. Although this approach requires more time for initial
programming, it allows the use of defined modules for modelling systems with
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similar processes, such as modelling of traffic processes in the station or on an
open railway line. The system model is created in ExSpect v6.41, where the
High-Level Petri nets have the following dialects: hierarchical, timed,
stochastic, and coloured.
Mostly used module is block section module.It represents block section on
an open line (Figure 1). The module contains places, transitions, and nodes to
store parameters and objects for connecting with other modules. Transitions in
the module enable or prevent entering and leaving the section based on the
storage data. Storage nodes contain information about the state of the connected
sections, the signals and the simulation clock.

Fig. 1. Module of block section and station track

Station Track Section Module (Figure 2)is used to process entering and
leaving of trains in the station tracks. Moduleis connected to a large number of
storage nodes. Some of them storage data that manages logistic conditions and
calculate section occupation time (train travel time on section). There are also
modules similar to those already described that differ by implementation of the
train traffic rules dependent on the location of the section in the system.
After defining the modules, creating the simulation model requires
connecting modules according to the sections layout. The modules shouldthen
be connected to the storage node.
The parameter values kept in storage vary dynamically with train movement.
Train input data are imported to the model before simulation. Places in the
generator module are marked with coloured tokens that contain information
from the train timetable. Trains in the model are defined by the train number,
train type, train route and departure time. Train data are defined in the timetable
database and can be easily changed to enable experimentation with different
train timetables that are deterministic or stochastic. Each storage node of type
info must be marked with initial values: section name, section length, maximum
speed and its type. The simulation program provides data on the movement of
each train through the model as well as data on the state of each section (total
and physical occupancy of each section). The database is customized for
creating quick reports based on queries and for filtering data by train, section,
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signals or train delay time in the model. Data can be presented in tables or
graphs and can be easily validated.
EXAMPLE OF RAILWAY SYSTEM PETRI NET MODEL
Part of the Belgrade railway node encompassing Junction G in the Belgrade
railway node is chosen as an example for the Petri Net simulation model. The
boundaries of the model are the Belgrade Center, Topcider, Rakovica and
Karadjordjev Park stations (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Block section plan of part of the Belgrade node - junction G system

Fig. 3. HLPN model of the part of the Belgrade railway node

In the HLPN model of a part of the Belgrade railway node (Figure 3), a
section occupation time is calculated based on equations of train movement and
maximum speed for the section (and speed limits). The section occupation time
depends on section length and train speed.
When creating a model, one must take into account all of the rules and
operating conditions of a railway system [9]. The algorithm must include
following steps: data sorting and analyzing; creating and defining modules;
creating a Petri net graph by connecting the modules; defining and connecting
storage nodes; defining the input database; defining the database that stores data
from the simulation program; creating the animation window for the section
state according to the section plan.
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The simulation can be observed by viewing the token movement through the
Petri Net Graph, the storage state indicators and the animation window that
shows the state of each section in the model (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Results of the model presented by animation and train time-distance graph

Verification and validation of the HLPN model
The Petri Net simulation model can be validated and verified by the
following: monitoring if token movement is in accordance to operating rules;
inspecting storage indicators; animation window that shows the state of each
section in the model (Figure 4); and data analysis of the simulation results that
are stored in a database from which reports can be generated. Additionally, the
database generates a time – distance diagram (Figure 4). Any irregularities in
the model can be easily identified on the train diagram.
In order to verify the HLPN model, simulation results are tested and compared
with the results obtained from the OpenTrack simulation software for the part of
the Belgrade railway node.
RESULTS OF THE HLPN MODEL OF JUNCTION G
Junction is located on an open track and is a point where train routes are
conflicted. If there are a lot of trains there is a high possibility that junctions can
transfer of train delays and thus affect the total delay of trains and reduce
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stability of the timetable. The effects caused by junctions can be reduced by
organizational and technological actions, but with the high number of trains it is
necessary to consider the partial grade separation of the tracks – denivelation.
We have prepared two simulation models of the junction: the existing tracks,
signals, and section layout, and in Alternative II (Figure 5), the new layout
partially denivelated, with tracks that are separately set and directed to station
Rakovica. In Alternative II, tracks from Beograd Centar and Topcider are
separated and led to Rakovica, while tracks from Rakovica still have junction in
the facing direction of train movements towards Beograd Centar and Topcider.

Fig. 5. Plan of sections for Alternative II – partial denivelation of Junction G

Alternative I
Alternative II

Suburban
Freight
Passenger
Suburban
Freight
Passenger

32.9
0.0
6.5
32.7
0.0
6.6

10.7
31.3
7.0
9.1
26.6
6.0

21.3
0.0
0.0
21.1
0.0
0.0

16.3
26.2
9.2
14.9
24.0
8.5

Beograd
Centar Rakovica
Karadj.
Park Rakovica

Rakovica
– Karadj.
Park
Topcider Rakovica

RakovicaTopcider

Rakovica
- Beograd
Centar

Table 1. Occupation of tracks in the model for a 10 day simulation (hours)

50.2
0.0
10.6
46.7
0.0
9.9

35.2
0.0
0.0
32.6
0.0
0.0

TOTAL
167
58
33
157
51
31

258
239

Results from the HLPN simulation models are presented in Table 1. Total
occupation times of the sections are calculated in a simulation run for a period
of 10 days. Results indicate that there is a difference in results although the
initial timetables are the same for both simulation models. This is attributed to
the additional delays that occurred in Alternative I of the model. Further, we
have run a scenario with variating planned timetables by analyzing the
pessimistic, realistic and optimistic number of trains in a future. Results
presented in Figure 6 also shows that Alternative II has significantly less delays
in the system.
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0.00%
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Timetable I

Alt. II
Timetable II

Timetable III

Fig. 6. Percentage of delays compared by alternatives and timetables

CONCLUSION
The Petri Net HLPN model for the complex railway system is based on a
hierarchical structure with connected distinctive modules. Simulation by HLPN
model can be usedinmanyanalysis of the railway systems (decision making in
investment projects,testing infrastructure or technological designs, analyzing
timetables and line capacity, train delays, etc.).
Future development of the model will be focused on testing ofHLPN model and
improving the application by implementing the model in the software
environment that is easier to adopt, apply and connect to other applications.
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Abstract
The pallet is a loading unit with which a forklift can easily and quickly
manipulate. One of the important services provided by the railways is
transportation of freight in pallets. Loading pallets in railway wagons must
satisfy numerous constraints related to: the order of packing both horizontally
and vertically, the balanced load and characteristics of freight wagons (volume,
carrying capacity, tare weight, length, number of axles, number of openings for
loading, etc.). A number of constraints comes from the category of railway line
by which the goods will be transported. The problem falls into the category of
combinatorial optimization problems which is complex both for modeling and
for solving due to the large number of constraints and numerous exceptions. In
the paper, one model for the problem has been proposed. This paper also
presents a few examples on which the proposed optimization model and its
corresponding software have been tested.
Keywords - loading pallets; optimization; Cutting and Packing problem;
railway wagons
INTRODUCTION
Under the term of pallet we consider an object that is used for packing
multiple pieces of freight until it reaches certain weight or height in order to
protect and create a unified loading unit which can be easily manipulated by a
forklift (to lift it up, put it down, carry it and pack). One of the most important
1
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services which are provided by a railway company is transport of freight packed
in pallet units. The goal of each railway operator is to offer high quality of this
service and to gain as much profit as possible by its realization.
When loading the pallet units in railway wagons certain constraints such as
the order of loading the units both vertically and horizontally, the wagon
carrying capacity, the available floor surface, the available volume of loading
space, balancing the freight in wagons, must be satisfied. There are the freight
wagons different volumes, carrying capacity, weight, length, number of axles.
They differ in type (open closed, special, tanks), number of openings for loading
and unloading the freight, the way of loading and unloading, etc. Certain
constraints are in connection with the freight which is being transported, e.g.
certain types of freight are sensitive to pressure, so that it must be loaded on the
top level. Variety of pallets of different types, dimensions, weight and useful
capacity are being used in railway transport too. In case if there are used two
different types of pallets in the same wagon certain rules that refer to vertical
and horizontal loading must be obeyed. Naturally, the problem becomes more
complex, if we bear in mind, that large number of wagons that have the same or
different destination and are being loaded in the same cargo center can be
loaded simultaneously. A number of the constraints refer to the type of railway
line by which the goods will be transported.
This problem falls into category of combinatorial optimization problems
which have complex way of modeling and solving due to the large number of
constraints and because these constraints are usually difficult to formulate due
to many exceptions. Nowadays we can overcome the volume and complexity of
these tasks by using computer software. The power of modern computers offers
the opportunity of transferring from imperative to declarative programming and
from textual to graphic and multimedia presentation of the solutions that we
have come to.
The rest of the paper is organized as following: The section 2 reviews the
literature dealing with packing optimization. The section 3 describes motivation
for our research in this filed. The fourth, key section sets constraints and
objective function for pallet loading problem. Before the conclusion, section 5
shows chosen numeric examples.
BACKGROUND
Packing optimization of different packages into cargo space of some transport
vehicle is basically the cutting and packing (C&P) problem. C&P problem
appear under various names in literature: vehicle, pallet or container loading
problem, knapsack problem, rucksack problem, nesting problem, bin or strip
packing problem, cutting stock or trim loss problem, etc. Basic structure of C&P
problem is as follows: given are two sets of elements, a set of large objects
(input) and a set of small items (output), which are defined in one, two, three or
alarger number of dimensions [1]. Select some or all small items, group them
into one or more subsets and assign each of the subsets to one of the large objects
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such that all specified constraints are respected and a given objective function is
optimized. We note that a solution of the problem may result in using some or all
large objects, and some or all small items.
In the nineties Dyckhoff has first systemized the difference in terminology,
types and potential applications in his comprehensive survey [2]. According to
Dyckhoff, the basic classification of C&P problems is to C&P in narrow sense
and abstract C&P, Fig. 1.

Fig.1.Types of cutting and packing problems

Our problem is to load a wagon as good as possible and position of the
problem in the classification which Dyckhoff has proposed is shaded on the Fig.
1. In the trading of goods, weight is taken to mean the same as mass, and this
concept has been adopted in this paper.
Even though C&P problems grabbed the attention of researchers for more
than fifty years, in recent period of time there were numerous researches which
have tried to find the solution in this field by using different techniques. At this
point we will present a brief review of couple most recently published papers that
were interesting for our research.
The study described in [3] proposes a hybrid approach that integrates the
genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic in order to assist in the generation of an
optimal pallet loading plan. In this paper, the term “pallet” is synonymous with
the term “cargo space”. The proposed model enables the maximization ofprofits
for freight forwarders through the most efficient use of space and weight in pallet
loading. In order to demonstrate the benefits of the hybrid model, metaheuristics
simulated annealing and tabu search are used to benchmark the results. Also, the
application of the proposed hybrid approach is discussed.
Combination of vehicle routing problem and vehicle loading problem is a
recent domain of research [4]. In packing literature, weight distribution of the
cargo inside the vehicle is achieved by appropriate positioning the center of
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gravity of the load and by balancing over the axles of the vehicle. Since weight
distribution varies with every pick up or delivery, this should be monitored not
just at the point of departure but throughout the journey.
MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH
The previous section clearly indicates that researches have shown an interest
for the problem of packing and loading. It is not necessary to explain too what
practical significance the railway operator has from loading optimization. The
question arises: What is the point of such a research when tens of software
companies claim that they have developed programming systems that solve the
problem: “how to” load the trucks, containers, pallets, wagons, boxes, ... with
single and mixed size products? At this point we are going to mention only
several available systems for loading optimization: CubeDesigner.NET
(http://www.logensolutions.com/VMS/CubeDesigner/Palletizing_Package_Desi
gn_Software_Overview.html),CubeMaster(http://www.logensolutions.com/VMS
/CubeMaster/Cargo_Load_Plan_Optimization_Software_Overview.html),
StackBuilder (https://stackbuilder. codeplex.com/) and Ortec Load Building
(http://www.ortec.com/loadbuilding.aspx).
The following lines should provide the answer to this question.
Namely, it has proved that the effort to apply commercially available
optimization system in practice may be important. Pinedo considers Generic
Systems vs. Application-Specific Systems [5] and concludes that code that has
been developed for acceptance of generic system sometimes may be bigger than
the half of code of final version of the system. The most common reason for this
is that the environment where the optimization should be implemented has
certain constraints or limits which are very hard to “join” with generic software
system. General valid constraints may have “special cases” where process of
coding can be that comprehensive that it would be more useful to build up the
system “from scratch”. It may happen as well that commercial optimization
software does not have necessary interface to make connection with already
present information system of real environment. E.g. software system predicts
the reception of input data from Oracle database (it is common because generic
systems are usually build up as a system upgrade for database management
systems, e.g. Access or Oracle), and the data has been already saved in Excel
worksheets. The following reason to develop its own system is if the user insists
on source code so that it could be possible to maintain the system autonomously.
To represent the solutions in an unusual form may demotivate the user from
using the generic software package at all. User-planner often likes to compare
different solutions and to conduct “what-if” analysis.
Now then, in many cases, commercial optimization software simply is not
suitable and specific system intended for the environment where the optimization
is being done must be developed.
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PALLET LOADING AS CUTTING AND PACKING PROBLEM
International Union of Railways, UIC (French:Union Internationale des
Chemins de fer)recommends the usage of pallets that have base
dimension800x1200mm (UIC 435-2), 1000x1200mm (UIC 435-5)and box
pallets that have base dimension800x1200mm (UIC 435-3). EPAL (European
Pallet Association) refers to these pallets as EPAL, EPAL 3and EPAL-box
pallets, in this order [6]. The standard dimension of 800x1200mm was adopted
in Serbian Railways, even though it is allowed to use pallets of different
dimensions when transporting certain products.
The palletized goods can be transported in closed and opened railway
wagons. The usage of closed wagons is more frequent considering that the
goods that are being transported in pallets are not usually resistant to
atmospheric changes. The Serbian Railways use following types of pallets: flat
pallet, box pallet, column pallet and special pallet.
The subject of this paper is packing the box pallets in single closed railway
wagon, that has to fulfill following constraints:
1. The number of available levels Nhdetermined by the height of pallet and
height of the wagon. Similarly, the number of pallet units lengthwise the
wagon Nldetermined by length of the wagon and length of the pallet, whereas
the number of pallet units in wagon width Nw in width of the wagon and the
pallet.The number of pallets that can be loaded into wagon is:n=Nh⋅Nl⋅Nw.Our
model implies that the wagon is loaded at departure station, in term of
volume, to full extent.
2. The forklift loads the pallet units in closed railway wagon starting from the
front towards the middle and from bottom to top (“vertically”) in order from
the position 1 to the positionn,Fig. 2and 3.
3. The unloading of the pallets is done in reverse order to loading, thus from
position nto position 1. All the pallets are unloading at the same station.
4. The max wagon carrying capacity must not be exceeded.
4
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Fig. 2. The position arrangement on first and last vertical that is being loaded for Nh=2,
Nl=14 and Nw=3
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Fig.3. The position arrangement in the first and the second level forNh=2, Nl=14 and
Nw=3

5. The max axel weight must not be exceeded.
6. The axel construction (left/right) weight ratio has to be respected, Fig 4. This
ratio defines the allowed deviation of freight center of gravity in transverse
direction and depends on both whether the wagon is fully or partially loaded
and the category of railway line for which loading is done. In this model the
axel construction weight ratio can be at most 1:1.25.

Fig. 4. Axel construction weight ratio
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7. In case of wagon with bogies, the bogie weight ration can be up to 3:1.
8. The weight of loaded wagon by meter can increase up to the determined
value.
The most frequent optimization criteria when transporting goods is profit
maximization. Therefore, we have chosen this objective function in our research.
The described problem has been formalized as zero-one linear programming
task. Mathematical model has been coded using OPL (Optimization
Programming Language) and then solved by using CPLEX Optimizer,a solver
for
mathematical
programming
(http://www-01.ibm.com/
software/websphere/products/optimization/cplex-studio-community-edition/).
Declarative nature of OPL, modeling language, has been used in order to
formulate the constraints and objective function with ease. E.g. the constraint
concerning the axel construction weight ratio is simply coded in OPL:
0.8*((sum (i in pallets, j in positions)((s-r[j])/s)*weight[i]*x[i][j])+W/8)<=
((sum (i in pallets, j in positions)(r[j]/s)*weight[i]*x[i][j])+W/8) &&
((sum (i in pallets, j in positions)(r[j]/s)*weight[i]*x[i][j])+W/8) <=
1.25*((sum (i in pallets, j in positions)((s-r[j])/s)*weight[i]*x[i][j])+W/8);

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The box pallets should be loaded in one closed wagon of Hbs(“Habis”) type.
Characteristics of Hbswagon [7] and box pallets are represented in Table 1. The
door of ”H” wagon series can be opened up to 2/3 of side surface which leaves
forklift to enter the wagon and manipulate with goods. All of the box pallets
have the same volumeand bruto weight which depends of the weight of the
goods, Table 2. We will consider that box pallets are homogeneous bodies, i.e.
their center of gravity is in volume center of gravity, in diagonal cross-section.
By transporting the goods the railway companies make profit which depends of
the weight and type of goods. The goods are going to be transported by means
of C2 railway line category, where the top allowed one axel weight is 20t and
the top allowed weight by meter is 6.4t/m, in case of standard track width of
1.435m.
Table 1. Wagon and box pallet characteristics
Characteristic
Habis wagon
Box pallet
length [m]
18.54
1.240
width [m]
2.66
0.830
height [m]
2.50
0.970
carrying capacity [t]
53.50
0.900
volume [m3]
113.40
0.750
weight [t]
26.50
0.085
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Table 2. A task of packing optimization with 10 box-pallet types
P1
Weight of the
goods [kg]
Profit [mu]

P2

P3

Pallet type
P5 P6
P7

P4

P8

P9

P10

200 455 555

505 615 665

695

715

765

895

152 230 320

310 350 220

280

330

350

650

Therefore,
the
number
of
pallets
that
can
fit
in
is:
n=Nl⋅Nw⋅Nh=[18.54/1.24]⋅[2.66/0.83]⋅[2.50/0.97] = 14 ⋅3 ⋅2 = 84 (14 by length
and 3 by width, in two levels). The wagon is being loaded in order, starting
from position 1 to position 84 ( Fig. 2 and 3), up to full volume occupancy.
Example 1. There are no constraints in number of pallet units for any type of
pallets which are waiting to be loaded.
The optimal solution has been found with a profit of 33852 monetary units
[mu]. The wagon has been filled-up with weight of 53.485t i.e. 99.97% of
carrying capacity. The arrangement of pallets in the first and the second level
has been represented in Fig. 5. Taking into account that arrangement of loading
position is represented in Fig. 2 and 3, the arrangement that the forklift will use
while loading is the following: P1, P1, P1, P1, P1, P1, ..., P10, P10, P10, P10,
P10, P10.
Level I
P1
P1
P1

P1
P1
P1

P1
P1
P1

P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10
P1 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P1
P1 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P1

P1
P1
P1

P1
P1
P10

Level II
P1 P1
P1 P1
P1 P1

P1
P1
P1

P1 P10 P10 P3 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10
P1 P10 P1 P1 P10 P10 P10 P10 P1
P1 P10 P1 P10 P10 P10 P10 P10 P1
Fig. 5. Optimal pallet arrangement for Example 1.

P1
P1
P1

P1
P1
P1

The number of suitable pallet types that are due to be loaded has been in the
Table 3.
Table 3. The number of pallets by type in solution of Example 1.
Number
of pallets

P1

P2

P3

P4

41

0

1

0

Pallet type
P5
P6
0

0

P7

P8

P9

P10

0

0

0

42
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Example 2. The number of pallet units of P4 and P10 type which are waiting to
be loaded is 10, whereas for the rest of the types there are no constraints.
The optimal solution has been found with a profit of 28664 monetary units.
The wagon has been filled-up with weight of 53.495t i.e. 99.99% of carrying
capacity. The arrangement of pallets in the first and the second level has been
represented in Fig. 6. The arrangement that the forklift will use while loading is
the following: P5, P5, P5, P1, P5, P5, ..., P4, P1, P1, P5, P5, P5.
Level I
P5
P5
P5

P1
P4
P10

P5
P1
P1

P1
P5
P1

P5
P5
P5

P4
P5
P5

P5
P5
P4

P1
P5
P1

P1
P1
P1

P5
P5
P5

P5
P3
P4

P5
P5
P5

P1
P1
P1

P5 P5 P4 P5 P1 P1 P5 P4 P5
P5 P5 P5 P5 P4 P5 P5 P4 P5
P5 P5 P5 P5 P5 P5 P5 P5 P5
Fig. 6. Optimal pallet arrangement for Example 2.

P10
P10
P10

P10
P5
P10

Level II
P5
P5
P1

P5
P1
P10

P4 P5
P10 P5
P10 P10

The number of suitable pallet types that are due to be loaded has been in the
Table 4.
Table 4. The number of pallets by type in solution of Example 2.
Number
of pallets

P1

P2

P3

P4

17

0

1

9

Pallet type
P5
P6
47

0

P7

P8

P9

P10

0

0

0

10

By transporting the goods in Example 2. the company would make 15.4%
less total profit (5208 monetary units) in comparison with transport of goods in
Example 1. The restricted number of pallet units of P4 and P10 type, has caused
both different optimal solutions and different transport income. Thus, the
Railways income depends on both the optimal arrangement of freight in the
wagons and keeping optimal supplies at place of loading.
CONCLUSION
Loading pallets in railway wagons must satisfy numerous constraints related
to: the order of packing both horizontally and vertically, the balanced load,
characteristics of freight wagons and characteristics of pallets. A number of
constraints comes from the category of railway line by which the goods will be
transported.
In this paper, the problem of loading the pallets in single railway wagon is
being dealt with as C&P problem.The mathematical model in zero-one
programming terms has been formulated and implemented for its solution.
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We tested our model and originally developed software on a number of
examples and only several are presented in the paper.
The directions for further research are numerous and they lead to the
significantly more complex model: solving the problem of simultaneous loading
of multiple wagons in the same cargo centre; possibility to load/unload at
intermediate stations while each loading/unloading on the way requires
checking of balance constraints; relaxation from constraints by which the wagon
has to be loaded up to its full volume; using heuristics in order to find the good
solutions faster, etc.
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Abstract
The focus of this paper is put on the accidents consist of train derailments
and scenarios that lead to them. It is carried out the qualitative analysis of
scenarios that lead to accidents by applying the fault tree analysis (FTA). In the
next phase, the quantification of the fault tree is applied. Considering quantified
scenarios leads to the chain of events that has the highest probability of
realization and which provides insight into the elements of procedure that is in
such a chain the weakest link. As a result, there is a possibility of preventive
react and to reduce the number of accidents as well as reduce severity of
accidents can be realized as the consequences of such events. Research has been
conducted on the basis of accidents that occurred on the Serbian railway
network, in three-year period, 2012 - 2014. The total number of processed
accidents is 1474, of which there were 312 derailments.

Key words - Risk Analysis; Security of Railway; Train Derailments;
Accidents; Fault Tree Analysis
INTRODUCTION
The most common accidents on Serbian railways, are accidents occurring at
level crossings, or derailments if shunting is being considered. In 2012, there
were a total of 20 train derailments on Serbian Railways, which is about 4% of
all railway accidents in Serbia ([1], [2]), and 81 derailments more occurred
during shunting process. These data correspond to the data of EU [3], where in
2012 there were a total of 2294 railway accidents, of which 97 belong to the
derailments (excluding derailments occurred during shunting process).
A derailment takes place when a railway vehicle (wagon, groups of wagons
or train) runs off its rails. But it is not always understood that train completely
fell out of track. Sometimes derailments are minor and imply just one bogy axle
out of rail, without severe consequences. Although most of derailments are
minor resulting in disruption of proper railway operation, they always present
1
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potentially seriously hazardous to human health and safety. Derailments may be
caused by many causes as a collision with another train (or wagon), collision
with an object, the mechanical failure of tracks (broken rails, tiles or sleepers),
mechanical failure of the wheels, etc. Most common cause of derailment is
broken rails or welds with over 15% of all derailments, and then track geometry
with about 7% [4].
Derailment accident severity is often expressed by number of derailed
wagons. The severity of derailment as accident is affected by numerous factors
as train length [5], train speed (or speed of wagon or group of wagons) before
derailment ([7], [8]) and the position of derailed wagon in train ([6], [8]).
The aim of the paper is to identify all the factors (scenarios) that could lead to
derailment of the train or any of its part (shunting wagons). For this purpose, we
used the methodology of fault tree analysis (FTA) that gives good results in
such problems. The fault tree is a qualitative method (that can be quantified),
which makes the possible to clearly determine the relationship between the
events that lead to the realization of the top event (derailment of the train or
shunting wagon), but also to determine the minimal cut sets of the tree [9].
Minimal cut sets of the fault tree are the minimum set of events whose
realizations inevitably lead to the realization of the top event.
In the second phase, FTA allows the quantification of fault tree to be carried
out and determination the probability of scenarios, i.e. events whose realization
inevitably leads to the top event.
The advantage of this method it provides a clear insight into the existing
connections between the events within the considered system and identification
the weak points of it. The qualitative analysis yields of what elements of the
system, in terms of safety, could be improved, increasing the safety in railway
transport.
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
To prepare the models, the first step imply collection of information about
accidents, supported by an accident analysis. This step enables development of
the model structure and providing information of probability of causes and
impacts. Standard fault trees do not show neither specific safety measures nor
functions.
This method consists of direct computation from the probabilities of the
primary events. The method is based on the logically reduced tree, but the
precision of the result is not lost. The procedure relies on the number of terms
calculated using set theory, Boolean algebra and probability theory. The
Calculation is computed by the expression for the top level probability. The
complexity of this kind of calculation arises because the same primary event
may occur in several places in a fault tree meaning the component probabilities
in some cases are not independent. If the minimal cut sets are denoted as M1,
M2, ..., Mn, then the constructed fault tree is logically equivalent to the
expression T = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ … ∪ Mn. This expression need to be evaluated, but
bearing in mind, the minimal cut sets are neither mutually exclusive nor
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independent. So, the general expression for the probability of n arbitrary events
is:

This formula presents the sum of terms each of which is the probability of
the q-th order (q = 2, 3,… , r) of minimal cut sets. The probability of multiple
order minimal cut sets cannot be considered as the simple product of their
individual probabilities. If it is supposed that the primary events are
independent, then the product of the probabilities of all the primary (or
undeveloped) events that occur in any cut set, can take each term exactly once.
As this series has 2N terms (N denotes the number of minimal cut sets), this
kind of calculation can take an unacceptable long time to evaluate all possible
terms in this series, even for fairly small FTA. Fortunately, it is not necessary to
compute all possible terms, so it is used to apply the next approximation:

The first term presents simple sum of probabilities of the first order minimal
cut sets. The increments in the series alternate the sign, so it presents an upper
bound, then the second presents a lower bound, and then again the third term
improved upper bound, etc.
CASE STADY: DERAILMENTS ON RAILWAY IN SERBIA

The model is formed by using a standard fault tree. In the first phase,
the construction of fault tree was carried out using established scenarios
based on which the qualitative analysis was done. In the next phase the
quantification of fault tree was done by determining the probability of
basic and undeveloped events. These probabilities were derived from an
analysis of accident data that have occurred in the three-year period from
2012 - 2014. on the Serbian railway network. There were 312 derailments
of all accidents during this period.
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Developing the model was based on the recommendations of the ERA,
according to which the derailments, by cause, is divided into three basic
categories: derailments caused by failures of the infrastructure facilities
(branch B1 in Figure 1), derailments occurred as a result of failures in the
rolling stock (branch B2 in Figure 2) and derailments caused by errors
railway staff made during operational work and intentional acts of third
parties (branch B3 in Figure 3). The branches B1, B2 and B3 are
associated with the top event by OR logic gate. Table 1 shows the basic
and undeveloped events of the fault tree, constructed for the considered
accidents problem of derailments. For each of the events, there are given
the data code, short description and assigned probability calculated on the
basis of the sample. It can be seen there are a total of 57 events, of which
40 of them belong to the basic events, 16 events (shaded in the table 1)
are undeveloped events. Also, there is one conditional event (denoted as
D26) which refers to cases the wagons are on the loading and unloading
operations. Table 2 contains data codes and a brief description of the
intermediate events appeared in the model.
Table 1. The basic and undeveloped events used in FTA
No.

Label

1

D1

2

D2

3

D3

4

D13

5

D14

6

D15

7

8

No.

Label

0.0018265

30

E20

0.0009132

31

E21

0.0027397

32

E22

0.0018265

33

E23

0.0009132

34

E24

Railway brake insert
detrition

0.0009132

35

E25

D16

Railway brake insert
blockage

0.0009132

36

E26

D17

Other mulfunction of
railway brakes

0.0009132

37

E27

0.0045662

38

E28

0.0082192

39

E29

0.0127854

40

E30

9

D20

10

D21

11

D23

Event
Subsidence
Earth slide (leading
to derailment not
collision)
Washing out
substructure due to
flood or hard rains
Twisted and
breakage of wagon
structures (frames)
Too high twist
stiffness in relation
to length of wagon

Brakes not correct
set with respect to
load or speed of
brake application
(wrong choice of
braking force)
Brakes not properly
checked and tested
Point switched to
new position while

Probability

Event
Other failures of
wheels
Breakage of
bogie structure
parts
The effects of
bogie stiffness in
curved track
Other failures of
bogies
Breakage of
springs in the
bogie suspension
Other failures of
the suspension
system in bogie
Emty and light
wagons before
heavy and loaded
wagons
The number of
wagons with
defective brakes
are greater then
allowed
Wagon is
overloaded
Wagon is
unevenly loaded
Insufficient
fasten and

Probability
0.0009132
0.0009132
0.0036530
0.0036530
0.0018265
0.0009132

0.0018265

0.0009132

0.0036530

0.0036530
0.0027397
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No.

Label

12

D26

13

E1

14

No.

Label

0.3000000

41

E31

Other irregularity
with load

0.0009132

Unscrewed or
removed screw
spikes

0.0045662

42

E34

Engine driver
breakes the speed
limit due to bad
communication

0.0118721

E2

Removed or
breakege of rail
support and
fastening parts and
ties

0.0063927

43

E35

Engine driver
breakes the speed
limit due to any
other reason

0.0063927

15

E5

Failures of switch
point rails

0.0036530

44

E37

improper braking
(stopping) wagns
(brake block)

0.0073059

16

E6

0.0054795

45

F1

Rupture of rails

0.0109589

17

E7

0.0027397

46

F2

too heavy rail
detrition

0.0073059

18

E8

0.0009132

47

F3

Too geasy rails

0.0036530

19

E9

0.0054795

48

F4

Rotting sleepers

0.0146119

Damage of
concrete sleepers

0.0082192

20

E10

21

E11

22

Event
point is occupied by
train
Wagon is located on
loading place or in
shunting

irregular track gauge
of switch (greater or
less of standard)
Blockage of switch
point rails due to ice
or rusty parts
Other failures of
switches
Existing sun kinks
irregular track gauge
(greater or less of
standard)

Probability

0.0100457

49

F5

Irregular rail hight
on curved railway
track

0.0063927

50

F7

E12

Other failures on
railway tracks

0.0018265

51

F8

23

E13

Parts or goods fell
out from wagons

0.0036530

52

F9

24

E14

Large quantity of
snow and ice

0.0127854

53

F11

25

E15

Mudslide

0.0027397

54

G1

26

E16

Rupture of the axle
shaft in bogie

0.0054795

55

G2

27

E17

Rupture of the wheel
bearing

0.0018265

56

G3

28

E18

Detrition of the
railway wheel flange

0.0027397

57

G4

29

E19

Irregular of the
railway wheel profile

0.0018265

Event
secured load on
wagon

The train running
into another train
located on the
railway track
Worker
accidently set the
switch in
incorrect position
(switch point in
intermediate
position)
The switch is in
the incorrect
position by an act
of third party
Improper
stopping wagons
(using brake
block)
Railway staff
accidently set the
switch in wrong
way
The switch is
wrong position
by act of the third
party
Improper movig
wagons from
loading place by
professional stuf
Improper movig
wagons from
loading place by
third party

Probability

0.0063927

0.0127854

0.0073059

0.0118721

0.0100457

0.0109589

0.0082192

0.0063927
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Fig. 1. The branch B1 of the fault tree

Fig. 2. The branch B2 of the fault tree

Fig. 3. The branch B3 of the fault tree
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Table 2. The intermediate events used in FTA
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Label
A
B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
D11
D12
D18
D19

26

D22

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

D24
D25
E3
E4
E32
E33
E36
F6
F10

Event
Derailment
Derailment caused by infrastructure failures
Derailment caused by rolling stock failures
Derailment caused by human failures
Infrastructure failures comprising substructure failures
Infrastructure failures comprising superstructure failures
wheel failures and failures of the axle box and axle shaft
Bogie failures
Wagon structure (frame) failures
Brakes failures
Derailment caused by unfavorable train composition
Derailment caused by irregularities of braking procedures
Derailment caused by irregular switch handling
Derailment caused by breaking the speed limit
Rail support and fastening failures of railway tracks and switches
Failures of railway sleepers and rail tracks
Breakage of movable and unmovable parts of switches
Deviation of standard track gauge
Obstructions on railway tracks
Failures of railway axle set
Failures of railway wheels
Structural failures of bogies
Failures of bogie suspensions
Unfavorable train composition (empties before loaded wagons)
Irregularity of wagon loading
The switch is set in wrong way or incorrect position (intermediate position of swith
point rails)
Speed limit breaking by engine driver's fault
Speed limit breaking caused by workers or third party
Superstructure failures comprising rail failures
superstructure failures comprising frazzle and failures of sleepers
The switch is set in wrong position (straight and diverging track)
The switch is incorrect position (switch point rail is in intermediate position)
improper moving wagons from the loading space
The switch is set in wrong way by human error
Improper move the wagon from the loading place by unprofessional staff

RESULT
The fault tree constructed on this way contains 53 cut sets, of which 47 are
single component section, but 6 of them belong to the class of multicomponent
cut sets. In analyzing, cut sets with higher probability are more significant
compared to cut sets with low probability. It is usually single component cut
sets are with higher probability, because with multicomponent cut sets it is
necessary that all events realized.
The probability of top event is calculated in 5 iterations and asymptotically
approaching to the value of 1.943 · 10-1. Participation of individual unwanted
events defined in the scenarios lead to the top event and whose realization
inevitably leads to derailment is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. The cut sets and its participation in scenarios of FTA
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Label
D1
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D2
D20
D21
D23
D26
D3
E1
E10
E11
E12
E13
E14
E15
E16
E17
E18
E19
E2
E20
E21
E22
E23
E24

Probability
1.8265E-03
1.8265E-03
9.1320E-04
9.1320E-04
9.1320E-04
9.1320E-04
9.1320E-04
4.5662E-03
8.2192E-03
1.2785E-02
2.2438E-03
2.7397E-03
2.9190E-05
1.0046E-02
6.3927E-03
1.8265E-03
3.6530E-03
1.2786E-02
2.7397E-03
5.4795E-03
1.8265E-03
2.7397E-03
1.8265E-03
2.9190E-05
9.1320E-04
9.1320E-04
3.6530E-03
3.6530E-03
1.8265E-03

Contribution
0.94%
0.94%
0.47%
0.47%
0.47%
0.47%
0.47%
2.35%
4.23%
6.58%
1.15%
1.41%
0.02%
5.17%
3.29%
0.94%
1.88%
6.58%
1.41%
2.82%
0.94%
1.41%
0.94%
0.02%
0.47%
0.47%
1.88%
1.88%
0.94%

No
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Label
E25
E26
E27
E28
E29
E30
E31
E34
E35
E37
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
F1
F11
F2
F3
F4
F5
F7
F8
F9
G1
G2
G3
G4

Probability
9.1320E-04
1.8265E-03
9.1320E-04
3.6530E-03
3.6530E-03
2.7397E-03
9.1320E-04
1.1872E-02
6.3927E-03
2.1918E-03
3.6530E-03
5.4795E-03
2.7397E-03
9.1320E-04
5.4795E-03
1.0959E-02
5.2042E-05
7.3059E-03
3.6530E-03
1.4612E-02
8.2192E-03
1.3428E-04
1.2785E-02
7.3059E-03
6.4219E-05
7.0057E-05
2.9274E-05
2.2768E-05

Contribution
0.47%
0.94%
0.47%
1.88%
1.88%
1.41%
0.47%
6.11%
3.29%
1.13%
1.88%
2.82%
1.41%
0.47%
2.82%
5.64%
0.03%
3.76%
1.88%
7.52%
4.23%
0.07%
6.58%
3.76%
0.03%
0.04%
0.02%
0.01%

Considered the table 3, it can be seen that the largest influence to
derailments on the Serbian railways network has the event labeled as F4
(rotten sleepers), with a participation of 7.52%. Point switched to new
position while point is occupied by train, switches mounted in the wrong
direction and the occurrence of snow and ice are following with a
participation of 6.58%.
CONCLUSION
Analysis of railway accidents happened on the territory of the Republic of
Serbia in the period from 2012. – 2014. shows that the derailments make a
significant number of accidents in the total number of accidents of all kinds
during this period.
The aim of this paper was to form a model for determination the probability
of derailment on the Serbian Railways, and to identify scenarios that will lead to
it. On the other hand, it is necessary to determine what events precede the
occurrence of derailments. For this purpose, it was used FTA as the most
appropriate method.
The analysis found that the most common causes of derailment on the
railways in Serbia are bad state (rotten) sleepers and errors made by railway
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staff during handling with switches. In order to reduce the number of events
cause derailments, it is necessary to take measures which include better
maintenance of railroad (especially superstructure) and railway staffs’
responsibility in their service. Measures could be undertaken to make better
maintenance of railroads and rail superstructure should include establishing the
strategy and rationalization of finance invested in these activities and
reconstruction of the railway of higher rank that are in bad condition. As for the
staff, measures that would affect the reduction of the derailment occurrences
imply activities to improve knowledge and training of staff, as well more
frequent examinations and testing.
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Abstract
The introduction of competition in the railway market affects the procedure
of infrastructure capacity allocation. Despite the new entries in the market,
timetable drafting, proposing and capacity allocation remains in the
infrastructure manager’s responsibility. In the literature, this method of capacity
allocation belongs to centralized approach. However, when railway operators
request the same infrastructure capacity at the same time, the infrastructure
manager is often not able to meet all requests. In such cases, conflict requests
can be resolved using a market mechanism. This means that railway operators
are proposing their timetable as a request and infrastructure manager organize
auction for capacity allocation –the decentralized approach. This paper presents
discussion of controversies concerning centralized and decentralized approach
in order to underline their main disadvantages for increasing the railway
infrastructure efficiency.
Keywords-capacity allocation; criteria; railway market; auctions
INTRODUCTION
The current concept for allocation of the railway capacity in Europe dates
back from the time when railway sector was organized as a monopoly. The
concept relies on a central authority in charge for train timetablingand it is
closely involved in re-scheduling (centralized approach). The main criteria in
determining priorities oncapacity allocation, is defined trains ranking that are
not in correlation with the market demands. Deregulationof the railway
sectorand introduction of competition on the trackmakes the currentcapacity
allocation mechanism a limiting factor in fostering on-track competition and
effectiveness of the railway infrastructure utilization.
1

Professional paper
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In Directive 2001/14/EC,the European Commission has defined guidelines
for the allocation of capacity. Actually, Directive only regulates the framework
for capacity allocation procedure. However, in situations where there is conflict
amongtrain path requests of the different railway operators (RUs), the
infrastructure manager (IM) may not be able to meet the requirements of all
interested railway operators. Directive in such cases suggests finding a
compromise solution without clear criteria for resolving conflicting demands.
Following deregulation of the railway system in Europe, the idea of
implementing the market-based mechanism for capacity allocation requires
solving certain controversies. The paper discusses controversies of current
capacity allocation mechanism using priority and market-based mechanisms
using auctions.
CENTRALIZED APPROACH FOR CAPACITY ALLOCATION IN THE
DEREGULATED RAILWAY SECTOR AND DECETRALIZED APPROACH
Before railways market opening in Europe, capacity allocation or train
timetabling2was considered not as an economic or political problem, but
primarily as a technical problem [1]. Vertically integrated railway
companiessolved train-timetabling problem using priority of train service.
Moreover, the order of drawing train paths in timetable depends from
established rules, usually based on service hierarchy. Eventually the intern
authority resolved remaining conflicts between train paths3 of different railway
service. In order to resolve conflict demand, intern authorities mainly used their
experience and an intuition. Therefore, the literature considers this methodology
as an administrated mechanism of railway capacity allocation [2].
Although the advanced software, models and tools for train scheduling are
available, the planning process is still relying on intuition of planers and
manually [3]. In most cases, the train timetable designed using this holistic
approach could achieveoptimized utilization rolling stock and infrastructure.
Still, the solution obtained with this method does not maximize the objective
function:is it neitherprofit maximization nor meeting any other objective of
social efficiency.
Generally,the sizeof requested RUs train path bundles depends on the
demand and a service pattern for previous, current and next year.Besides, the
number of requested train paths depends on availability of the rolling stock and
2

Inthis paper, the train timetabling is considered as a train-path bundle designed from each RU
that request infrastructure capacity from IM. Generally, RUs are designing their train timetable
requests using technical specification of railway infrastructure from IMs Network Statement,
rolling stock performances and service demand and organization. This paper is not considering the
technical aspect of the train-timetabling problem as minimum line headway assessment, train
timetable stability assessment etc.
3
Train-path means requested railway infrastructure capacity needed for train running between two
stops over a given period [6]. Apart from Directive 2012/34/EC, the similar definition of the trainpath can find in UIC code 406.
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infrastructure capacity. In the past, the availability of a rolling stockinvertically
organized railway companies used to reduceservice offer on the transport
market.
The European Commission has defined framework for railway capacity
allocation
in
Directive
2001/14/EC,later
amendedwith
Directive
2012/34/EU.Both directives define subjects in charge for infrastructure capacity
allocation, as well as conditions for subjects allowed to apply for infrastructure
capacity. Article 39of Directive 2012/34/EU enables Member States to apply
their own framework for capacity allocation procedure with specific rules,
respecting the principles of fairness and non-discrimination. The Directive also
foresees procedures for settlement of conflict demands for infrastructure
capacity, as is coordination procedure and dispute resolution procedure. If RUs
are not satisfied with draft working timetable, they could initiate one or both
procedure, in order to mitigate their complaints.
However, a few Member States4 Network Statements are showing that IMs
still do not publish specific rules, priorities or criteria they are using for
designing draft timetable and drawing alternative solutions. Therefore, we
assume thatIMs still have a certain flexibility in drafting train timetable,which is
in line with Article 39 of Directive 2012/34/EU.Otherwise, this procedure lacks
transparency and in some cases brings uncertainty especially to private Rues’
Moreover, no one can expect that once publisheddraft-working timetable will
take a capital revision.
The railway market for on-track competition is formally open. On the other
hand, IMs are still largely use the “grandfather rights” on train timetable
drafting. Even after the introduction of vertical separation for national railway
companies in Europe, the IM keeps drafting timetable using the same criteria
from the era of national railway companies. In other words, this traditional
concept relies on a single authority,responsibletodraft and offertrain-paths to
RUs. In the next step, RUs could response by accepting, rejecting or to request a
limited revision of draft working timetable. Rather, this approach belongs to the
centralized approach of train timetable drafting because the IM has the main
role in capacity allocation and often it has a big influenceon final timetable
design [4].In the very first years after the separation between infrastructure and
operations, the incumbents are usually not ready for challenges on the open
market with on-track competition. In addition, the accompanying institutional
mechanisms and frameworks are not highly developed for dynamic business
environment, especially for drafting train timetable for numerous RUs under the
equal conditions. It means that incumbents need some period to realize
changes.Hence, they are still keeping the traditional – centralized approach of
capacity allocation in use.

4

Network Statements of IMs from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, Germany,
Poland, Romania, Switzerland and Sweden for 2016.
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Following the vertical separation, IM is missing information about potential
and true value of transport service, now collected by RUs. In the same time,
RUs do not have an incentive to reveal their true train-path valuationbecause
they are motivated to pay lower access charge to IM for using railway
infrastructure [5].
Decentralized approach of train timetable drafting is based on RUs
assessment of potential service demands in order to determine a number of
train-paths. Next, the each RU attaches requested departure and arrival time,
with possible stops for every train-path. Therefore, the each RU is drafting their
train timetable as a request that depends from the specific service pattern. For
every train-path request, RU has to assign their private valuation5. Following the
train timetable designing, RUs are now applying their requests for infrastructure
capacity to IM. In situations when a conflict emerges between different RUs
train-paths requests, an IM attempts to find a compromise solution. If
compromise still does not satisfy involved RUs or IM simply could not settle
RUs complaints, the IMorganize an auction for capacity allocation, which
represents marked-based mechanism.
CONTROVERSIES CONCERNING CENTRALIZED AND
DECETRALIZED APPROACHES FOR CAPACITY ALLOCATION
The first attempt to shift from centralized to decentralized approach for
capacity allocation occurred in early 1990s. The Swedish Parliamentwas
decidingthat central railway administration Banverket should conduct the
transition of capacity allocation from administrative to market-based mechanism
by 1995 [1]. This question triggereda certain controversies that initiate a
discussion between proponents of traditional or centralized approach from the
one side, and market-based or decentralized approach from the other side.
Proponents of centralized approach for capacity allocation claim that
decentralized approach for railway capacity allocationis not viable in practice,
especially for dense networks [1]. Furthermore, they declarethat is almost
impossible to allocate capacity those RUs with highest private values for trainpaths, only by auctions. In addition, they raise question is it possible to
coordinate decentralized train-path requests from numerous RUs in case they
want to use capacity in the same time? If this is true, which form of capacity
allocation mechanism will take place in order to suits RUs preferences, IM’s
objectives, and in the same time to be fair and efficient? How much will cost
RUs to participate in this procedure in terms of collecting information for
demand, preparing requests and alternatives, forming private values for each
request and defining bidding strategy?
Opponents claim that the centralized approach for capacity allocation is
obsolete on liberalized railway market. Hence, its replacement is inevitable in
5

RUs could have their private valuations for train-paths, whereas valuations assigned by other
RUs do not affect to particular RU’s valuation to the same train-path [7].
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order to improve the allocation of railway capacity efficiency. Proponents of
decentralized approach show that some features of centralized approach are in
favour of inefficient RUs. Actually, inefficient RUs have advantage over the
competition because they usually run services that have priority in capacity
allocation, but low true value. Besides, the centralized approach largely relies on
preceding train timetable withconsiderably high share of train-paths designed by
IM.Such a situation gives private RUs less railway capacity to design trainpaths and to form requests (Fig.1.). Therefore, development and implementation
of market-based mechanism for capacity allocation that uses auction could
avoid inefficiency and foster competitionin terms of congestion.

Fig.1. Two competingapproaches of train timetable production in terms of trainpaths shares drafted by IM and RUs

The previous discussion of the concerns relatedto centralized and
decentralized approachfor railway capacity allocationcreates several
controversies of both approaches. Initially, we will emphasize three
controversies of decentralized approach for capacity allocation.
The necessitythat other RUs adopttheir train-path requests to the auction
winner presents the first controversy. With elimination of the central authority
for timetable drafting and capacity allocation, creates a different positions for
current stakeholders in railway sector. Nowadays, there are several RUs drafting
timetable separately and they could participate to auction. The consequence is
strong interdependence among RUs requests because the auction winner could
be the only one RU. The other RUs have to adjust their initial requests for
capacity to the auction winner’s timetable. In order to avoid other RUs requests
withdrawal, the IM should initiate adjustments for requests so that use
remaining infrastructure capacity, after the auction. In that case, RUs needs to
accept or reject possible changes proposed by IM as longer train running time,
changing departure/arrival time, etc. With this procedure, the IM offersto those
RUs that failed to win the auction a chance to fulfil their requests partially.
The second controversy is related tothe railway market fragmentation. In
order to maximize its profit, the IM could divide railway network on railway
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lines and offer its usage separately to RUs. Due to the railway market
fragmentation, RUs and IM could face with considerably high transaction cost6.
However, with determining the optimal number of infrastructure segments and
number of possible combination for bidding, the IM could avoid high
transaction cost for RUs. The limitation of possible combinations will make
allocation mechanism less uncertain. On the other hand, the imposing
limitations may not hinder RUs to apply for railway capacity.
Finally, the third controversy of the decentralized approach is related to the
possibility that competitive equilibrium might not exist in every case. Moreover,
some auction types issue is the winner determination, especially with
combinatory auctions7. Therefore, in case of using combinatory auctions, it is
important to determine rules and criteria for winner determination. However,
even without competitive equilibrium existence, the solutionobtained from
market-based mechanism is still more efficient than solution obtained from
current administrative mechanism [1].
On the other side, the experience shows that the centralized approach is not
functioning well in cases when numerous RUs requestthe same capacity at the
same time, under the equal treatment. It does not recognize private values for
train-paths, and this criterion is not included during railway capacity
allocation.The central authority, which runs administrative mechanism,fails to
achieve social efficiency. Rather, the social efficiency could not be achieved
due to information lacking between IM and RUs.To assign priorities correctly,
the track authority must gather the necessary information from independent
RUs, in order to make these decisions. It may not always be in the interests of
the RUs to reveal truthfully this information. Furthermore, as circumstances
change, the information must be gathered repeatedly.
The centralized approach could not release of defined service priority rules
for capacity allocation. This criterion dates back from a single railway
companies’ era, with legislative protection of the monopoly position at the
national railway market. In that period, the infrastructurecapacity was allocated
accordingly to available rolling stock of the single vertically integrated railway
company. Besides, the use of service priority criterion for capacity allocation
still relies on flexibility of the railway freight over passenger transport. The rule
had sense in time when the railway mode was the only alternative for
passengers on long distances, and the monopoly position of the railway on the
transport market. Nowadays, the situation is considerably different on the
6

Transaction cost is a cost incurred when company makes an economic exchange, procuring
resouces and offering goods and services on the market. Transaction cost comprises costs for
information collecting about object of exchange (value, quality and procurement conditions),
negotiation cost and cost of procurement [7].
7
Combinatorial auctions are the sort of auction, where bidders can choose their own packages
they want to procure. In these auctions, bidders are trying to buy one or more goods or services
that are interconnected. Next, bidders apply for one or more bids for different combinations of
goodsor services that they require, and usually the number of bids that one bidder is limited [7]
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market and it is not in favour of railways. Railway stakeholders should have
different objectives, for example improving of service quality that end-users
will recognize and value the most.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents and examines controversies of centralized and
decentralized approaches for the railway capacity allocation in terms of
deregulated railway sector. Nevertheless, it seems that the discussion is still at
the beginning.Objective of examining of the controversies is to reveal weakness
of the both approaches in the liberated market conditions. The main problem is
to how to adopt mechanism for railway capacity allocation in order to mitigate
the requirements of end users of rail transport. Allocation of the railway
capacity to RUs with highest private valuesfor train-paths leads to efficient
usage of the railway infrastructure.
Accordingly,mechanism for railway capacity allocation has to relymore
onRUs private values for train-paths, which is the reason to introduce new
criteria for capacity allocation.Strength of the newly designed marked-based
mechanism shall depend on foreseenobstacles and difficulties. Due to
complexity of this problem, the purposeof controversy discussion for these
approachesis to reveal those difficultiesin order tohelp indevelopmentof a new
mechanism for efficient railway capacity allocation.
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Abstract
Modernization is achieved by encouraging product innovation to adapt to the
user needs. The postal sector is in a good position to adapt to market
transformation, and to new types of services resulting from the combination of
electronic and traditional postal services. UPU provides a platform specifically
dedicated to electronic postal services and ensure that innovation meet in three
dimensions (physical, financial, digital/electronic). It is necessary to restriction
on the kind of activities that postal operators can provide while ensuring fair
competition. The paper is about a new way of delivery of consignments by
using drones. Beside this, research is carried out on terms which would apply in
their implementation.Tests are conducted to investigate the technical capacity as
well as their commercial use.
Keywords – innovation;delivery; drone
INTRODUCTION
A possible big change in the postal delivery which is coming on in the future
is parcel delivery by using a drone. The idea of a package delivery right to
doorstep of clients has always been the goal of the postal companies. Delivery
using drones need to look like this into the future: a drone execute package
delivery, eliminates retention and the waste of time and cost of human labour,
and return to the initial destination.Figure 1 shows an illustration of one of the
drones (position of four propellers, box with the logo of postal services, basic
construction) which will be discussed further below. [1]
Recruiting enough people who is working in the delivery to cover all areas
served by the company makes a very high cost. Although it should be invested
around $ 10,000 in each drone, by using them it is possible to organize fast and
stable delivery, without crowds.

1
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Fig. 1. Illustration of delivery by using a drone

Postal services are focused on the safety of the package and overall control
of delivery to recipient. All clients expect to know what the status of their
packages is during the transportation. Deliveries using drone will be controlled
via a common service. Using cloud-based information, all recipients will be able
to track delivery at any time.
The story of potential service delivery by drone excited consumers, but it
remains a certain number of obstacles while service delivery drone becomes the
norm: there are no restrictions in the mass, distance limitations and restrictions
due to weather conditions. Release drone will be allowed each within its field of
vision, but commercial users must obtain permission from the operator and
allow for activity, they are obliged to apply for a permit for an activity if they
decide to fly a drone in the open, but the permit is not required if the drone
deserted in indoors or in areas that do not affect the general public.
CHARACTERISTICS OF DRONE DELIVERY
The drone has four propellers on his ends. The yellow box, which has the
logo of the postal service, is located in the middle. In the centre there is a box,
and the recipient can recognize and accept delivery using a mobile application
to open the box. A drone has extremely lightweight construction and some even
the possibility of transport loads up to 10 pounds on a single charge.Figure 2
shows the idea of delivery by using drone and specific characteristics of drones
(a product of the purchases, order go to the warehouse, drone picks up the order
and deliver it to the destination). [2]
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Fig. 2. The future of the delivery by drone

The drone is equipped with an improved safety features. There are specially
designed function of verification to ensure that the subject is coming to its
recipient. There is developed atailored solution - application equipped with
safety features and functions for authentication to ensure that the mail and
parcels arrives at the desired recipient. Through this application, users will be
able to choose their desired delivery date and time to suit them. The prototype
application that is developing can allow users to choose when they want to
receive a package using drones. Most often, the drone has a capacity to carry
loads of up to half a pound, flying at a height of 45 meters and cross the
distance of 2.3 kilometres. And there are drones who deliver parcels up to two
kilogramsto local municipalities. GPS will be used to ensure that the packages
are delivered to the correct location. [3]
As part of the plan to be followed, for some types of drones, it is suggesting
the flying in the air space of 200 meters - between 200 and 400 meters from the
ground. What guarantees the greatest security is a requestthat as the level of
complexity of airspace increases, the level of sophistication of the vehicle
should increase. The technology brings a number of security functions that will
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be used to ensure timely delivery. Auxiliary engines will be available for
optimal balancing of weight. [4]
Some types of drones can fly autonomously, following clearly defined,
secure airways, which were set by Cloud software and developed by Mattern's
(American manufacturer of drones). By the time of their actual commercial use
in the near future, there are different requirements that need to be clarified. This
includes the study of the regulatory framework that will be applied when
unmanned aircraft will be sent over the mountain regions, which are interrupted
by a number of remote and isolated villages where delivery by drone can be
helpful. Extensive tests will be conducted to examine the technical limitations
of drones, including limited battery life.
By the current testing, it is successfully and fully implemented automated
transport package by flight consisting of the following stages:
- Taking Off
- Phase of flight
- Landing
- Back to the first station. [5]
Navigation: The drones which are using GPS (differential or otherwise)
don’t have problems that are listed in open areas or landing on the field. It is the
precision of somewhere between 3 and 10 meters, which is fine for most
applications, but not good for landing on the stairs at the entrance of the house,
especially when there are obstacles (such as trees) everywhere. Moreover, how
the drone knows where to go? You cannot just give him the address; it is
necessary to take a precise GPS coordinates. Maps of fields usually aren’t
updated often enough to show the obstacles and if you leave it in the hands of
consumers (through, say, a GPS application), you can get a lot of people who
give the coordinates of their homes to drone with an error of 50 meters.
Avoiding obstacles: If the drone should fly in the area of high population
density, it should possess the equipment for avoiding obstacles. It should avoid
a lot of buildings, power lines, telephone poles, birds, trees and stuff on his
roadand the drone should safely get around them all alone. This is of course
possible, but doing so dynamically at the right time while the drone is traveling,
which requires a large computing power and some relatively sophisticated
sensors, such as (at least) camera that is high enough resolution to distinguish
the black lines from the black pavement. And when the drone reaches its
destination, itwill have the task to locate a safe place to land and drop packets,
which brings us to security issues.
Security and liabilities: To raise the 5 pounds load for 20 minutes with the
release, the drone needs a big engine with large propellers. Even small engines
with small propellers can hurt; however, big engines with large propellers can
probably cause significant harm. The amount of interaction between drones and
people are reduced to a minimum, but these things are related to self-supply
package on the country while in full operation. Adults have the feeling that they
should stay away but what about the children? What about pets? This doesn’t
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enter even into what happens when one of these gadgets actually fell for some
reason, what will be certainly from time to time, if for no other reason, at least
because the weather is unpredictable.
Legality: It is unlikely that air space will be suddenly open for all drones.
What is more likely is that the new rules would allow unmanned aircraft in the
airspace in the public, which is generally 500 - 1000 feet away from any
obstacles (including ground). Operational aircraft (or any other) which is flying
too low over private property constitute a violation of the rights of owners of
property. This means that it will not be probably legal for unmanned drones to
flying over private property below 500 feet, which makes it difficult to carry out
many deliveries.
Price: One of the important questions is whether it will be worth to try to
implement this system for anything other than as a factor of innovation [3].
From an economic perspective, we can easily see how delivery-using drone
could be an elegant technological solution. Economy of delivery is driven by
two main factors, the volume of way and size of the delivery times. The volume
of way is the number of landings that can be made on the way of delivery, often
referred on industrial language as “milk run”'. The size of the delivery is
number of deliveries per stop on the so-called “milk run”. If the drone makes a
large number of deliveries in a short period of time or distance, cost per
shipment will be low. Also, if the drone deliver a large number of postings on
the same location, price per package will be low. The current prototype drone
that companies represented carry only one package, and after drone execute the
delivery, he has to fly all the way back to the initial destination to recharge their
batteries and pick up the next package.
If the goods would be close enough to consumers that drones can deliver
them within 30 minutes, we may be witnessing the delivery by drone that can
cost more than a delivery by truck, because as many consumers cite - The aim is
that fast delivery. Compare the delivery by drone with delivery by trucks. The
number of stops of trucks on delivery is in average around 120. So many people
would tell that a classic delivery is much better. There was not much analysis of
the overall costs of delivery using drone. For now, there are suggestions that the
drones should have the potential to be both faster and cheaper way of delivery.
Currently economically feasible time of delivery of shipments is 1 hour. Are
people willing to pay a large fee for this service, it will be seen in the near
future. [6]
SOME POSSIBILITIES OF USING THE DRONES
When it comes to the use of drones, it is very popular toconsiderits use to
access some isolated areas (mountains, islands, rural areas, etc.). Many states
will certainly provide the funds for this technology to be used in emergency
situations. For example, this may include the delivery of supplies in the areas
that was cut off from the world during the storm.Figure 3 shows the way of an
emergency delivery of specific supplies by using the drone.
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In many cities in underdeveloped countries are scarce paved roads what
makes it difficult to transport goods. For example, the drones can supply blood
samples to clinics and hospitals in which are analysing AIDS. Blood samples
are perfect cargo for drones: small, light, valuable and time-sensitive. In these
cases which are time-sensitive, the cost is much less important factor. Delivery
by drone can save lives by using it to deliver a medication to a patient in a rural
area.Or it can be very useful whensome essential spare part should be
transferred to oilrig, etc. Even in less extreme cases, drones are sometimes more
attractive. The drones only need to beat the cost of private courier. [7]

Fig. 3. Emergency service using drones

Another real option for drone implementation is the emergency transport of
consignments with the highest priority, as well as laboratory tests. The focus of
the tests is the use of drones in special situations or for transport of special
items:
1. If a settlement which is cut off from the rest of the world because of bad
weather, the drones could transporturgently needed things there.
2. People who live in isolated areas that need regular supply of medication may
also receive their shipments via drones.
3. The drones can be used to transmit courier shipments of high priority, such as
laboratory samples. [8]
One of the basic preconditions for using drones is a mutual cooperation vehicles must be able to communicate with each other and to avoid each other
as airspace becomes thicker at low altitudes. The following should be included:
- Sophisticated GPS that tracks the location of other drones in real time;
- A reliable Internet connection;
- Online flight planning for the possibility of mutual communication;
- Communications;
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- Sensor with which avoid other drones and other obstacles.
Equally good case for the use of drone technology is adaptation for use in
dense urban areas. This technology is more energy efficient because it reduces
carbon dioxide emissions, because its work is completely based on batteries. [9]
CONCLUSION
In the case a customer needs something faster than the courier to deliver
some postal item,drone technology is the right choice. A drone lands, pick up a
package, and it came back again to the first station for a small fee. It is
considered also to use the drones for other commercial uses such as delivery of
food. Software of drone is programmable so that it can be used to capture family
moments too. They are used by the military too for reconnaissance and
elimination of threats to the rather secret way.
It seems that the drones are one of the new technological areas that will
really intrigue the human imagination. It is very likely that drones will be very
frequently used in the future for a variety of applications that we could never
imagine. It is expected that the technology continues to progress and many
companies will certainly use the drones for different purposes. [10]
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Abstract
Improving the interoperability of the global postal network is one of the key
elements of the policy of public postal operators, which struggle with the
competition on the liberalized postal market. This issue was discussed at the last
Congress of the Universal Postal Union, where special attention was devoted to
increasing the quality of service, reliability and efficiency of the postal network.
A proper addressing of letters is one way of increasing the quality of postal
service and improving the interoperability. In this paper, the system of
addressing in chosen European countries is analysed.
Keywords – quality; addressing; postal services
INTRODUCTION
Postal system is a complex, unique technical and technological as well as
economic and infrastructure system. As an important element of the
infrastructure, it provides a high quality (fast and secure) transfer of postal, print
and otherwise shaped information, goods and money in domestic and
international traffic. With studying the market raises the question of quality of
service.The quality of service is the only weapon which transport company can
successfully use to face with the challenges of growing competitive and
sensitive, a very demanding market and can be defined as the degree to which
the user is satisfied with the features services.
At Doha in 2012was held XXV Congress of the Universal Postal Union
(UPU). Doha Postal Strategy defines four main goals which at the global level
represent a UPU's milestone as well as the support of all member countries.
These strategic goals, through support programs, act as a guide and starting
point for the further development of the region and sub-alliances within the
Universal Postal Union. The first of the goals is to improve the
interconnectedness of the global postal network: quality, affordable, safe,
effective universal postal service. One of the most important objectives of the
1
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Union is to facilitate the efficient operation of the three-dimensional postal
network: physical, electronic and financial. Interconnection of postal networks
of all member states of UPUis important for the integration of the global postal
transport chain[1].
From a user perspective, the quality of postal services is defined across
multiple parameters. One of them is the quality of transportof postal items
which directly depends on the proper addressing of items. Quality addressing
and postcode systems are essential for national infrastructure and the socioeconomic development of a country. They also form the cornerstone of quality
of postal services, facilitating business exchange and hence contributing to a
country's economic growth.
The UPU seeks to help member states to develop and improve their
addressing and postcode system, with the aim of improving the coverage of the
address infrastructure on a global level. The Union provides technical assistance
in the field of physical addresses, deals with national standards, postal codes
and postal database. Also, the UPU helps member states to develop international
standard solutions to facilitate names and address data interoperability, to enable
validation of address and provide guidance for the construction and maintenance
of infrastructure addresses. This activity is coordinated with other
standardization organizations, such as the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN) and the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) [2].

ADDRESSING OF POSTAL ITEMS
The first postcodes have emerged in the nineteenth century, primarily in
large cities and were based on the principle of zoning. With the increasing
number of items and the development of postal services there was a need to
introduce a system that would explicitly locate the recipient. For this purpose
was introduced address system which represents a group of information
provided in a precise format, on the basis of which it is possible to accurately
locate a city, street, building and apartment of recipient. Technical Committee
ISO in the ISO TC 154 prescribed format 'physical address', and UPU is
compliant with it adopted the document Regulation of letters (Letter Post
Regulation). The document containsspecification of elements which must be
included in the address data.Most member states have adopted a given
specification. Also, the ISO is developed standard ISO19160, which is supposed
to represent a new concept of addressing the items in accordance with the
requirements of modern business, because today many companies use the
contact information (eg. banks, mobile operators, utility companies, etc.) [3].
Proper addressing of postal items will provide fast and safe delivery of the
item to the recipient. If when addressing user provides complete and accurate
address information on the address side of the item and enter additional data, the
item will be transferred and delivered to the recipient as soon as possible. The
address of recipient must be located in the right lower part of the address side of
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the item and must be parallel to its longer side.In envelope with transparent part
the address may be on the right or the left lower part of the address side of the
item. Through the transparent portion may see only the address of the recipient.
Items addressed for abroad, should be addressed according to regulations of
thedestination country. Address of the recipient should we written in Latin
letters and Arabicnumbers, also, it can be written in the alphabet of the
destination country, provided that thelast line of the address, the name of the
destination country, was written in Latin.The postal operator may refuse to
accept items that are not addressed in a manner with acts of the Universal Postal
Union, for itemsin international postal traffic[4].
The accuracy of address information is often ignored by sender and because
of that the items are dispatched with incomplete or incorrect address. In the past
few decades, the postal sector, mainly in industrialized countries, has been very
innovative in the use of advanced technologies. One of the best examples is the
investment in Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems. Since then, the
OCR systems for sorting of items made an unprecedented breakthrough in the
field of reading quality with a huge percentage of recognition accuracy of
machine printed and hand-printed addresses. Modern OCR systems not only
read multiple addresses with a higher accuracy but modern technology also
successfully 'read' those elements of the addresses that previously could not be
read [5].

ADDRESS DATA
Each postal item must contain a legible and clear indication of first and last
names of the addressee/recipient, full address or address code of the addressee,
or an indication unambiguously denoting the addressee.Address block of the
addressee is normally situated in the right lower corner of the address side of the
letter.Address block of the sender is normally situated in the left upper corner of
the address side of the letter, i.e. at the back of the letter, on its folded
part.Stamp or the franking machine impression is placed in the right upper
corner of the address side of the letter.The left lower corner of the letter address
side represents the part of the letter designated for the application of special
labels containing identification number of the specific type of letterpost item, its
weight, or other technological indication [4].
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Fig. 1. Address side format of letter item

Postal item may have only one sender address and a recipient address. The
information that the sender when addressing shipments obliged to state, must be
indicated under each other in the following order [4] :
• title, name and surname or name recipient,
• street, subheading, apartment number or post office box number, or the
number and name of the military post or the word 'general delivery' /
'general delivery',
• the name of settlement (destination),
• postal code and the name of the destination post office,
• the name of the country of destination, in international postal traffic.

EXAMPLES OF ADDRESSING
For sendingpostal items in Serbia in domestic traffic it is necessary to write
postal address code (PAK). Exact written or printed postal address code (PAK)
on the item is the key for rapid and accurate routing.The use of PAK allows
delivery of items within the prescribed period independent of the frequent
changes of street names and the existence of a street with the same name in the
same city or municipality. PAK is a series of 6 digits, unlike the five-digit postal
code that identifies a specific post office, unambiguously defines the smallest
indivisible part of the territory for which the item was addressed. Six-digit
address code reaches the level part of the road, while in densely populated parts
of the territory, going up to the individual object, which unambiguously defines
the municipality, town and street, or an individual object in the street. The plan
is to gradually replace PAK postcodes [4].
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In 2010 Postal address code (PAK) Post of Serbia was included in the
Universal Postal Data base UPU as an example for other postal administrations
in order to address how application of the code can improve the quality of
transfer of postal items in domestic and international traffic.

Fig. 2. Example of addressing letters in Serbia

Postcode type and position -6 digits in separate line, below the number and the
name of the delivery post office
PAK Coding method:
27 - region
23 - delivery zone
16 - delivery point
Address format
Post Serbia has introduced a new six-digit postcode -“postal address code”
(PAK) which goes down to the street level. To address a mail item properly to
Serbia, the PAK shall be included in the address below the number and the
name of the delivery post office. For items that are addressed to P.O box, "poste
restante" or for military address, the PAK is not needed in the address. For rural
address with no official street name assigned, a blank line is left between the
addressee and locality details [2].
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Fig. 3. Finding PAK on the website of Serbia

Fig. 4. Search results address code

Fig. 5. Find a PAK – MAP

Address code unambiguously captures address coordinates of each natural or
legal person, and comprises six numeric characters, with additional, but nonmandatory (alpha)numeric characters denoting entrance number (building
number) and flat number. First six digits of the address code contain
information about the Delivery Post Office and delivery area. Use of address
codes enables sorting of items up to delivery areas, i.e. PACs.
Address code structure:
• first pair of digits denotes a region territory,
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•
•

second pair of digits represents a delivery area,
third pair of digits, in hierarchial order represents a street segment,
unnamed unsurfaced road, facility,
• a number of these segments constitutes a delivery area,
• following six (non-mandatory) digits capture information about a
building number or entrance number, and flat number.
Address register contains all links between PC address data and postal
oganizational levels (postal centre, delivery post office, delivery area, scheduled
mailmen’s routes). Address register information is updated daily, according to
on-site changes. Direct interface between the machine-based software and
server containing data entered in the Address register needs to be provided. At
the moment, in our postal processing, two-tier system of item addressing is in
use - postal code and/or address code (first six numeric characters). Bar code is
used for recorded items. Bar code mark i.e. item reception number structure is a
13-alphanumeric character sequence (VV123456789RS). It unambiguously
denotes the item it is allocated to, and also represents a basis for capturing the
item’s „history“ from the moment of collection to delivery. In PE of PTT
„Srbija“, bar code 39 (Code 39), or bar code 128 (Code 128) is in use [4].

Fig. 6. Bar code label layout

Bar code label parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be subsequently separated, for the
purpose of further manipulation.
At the Congress of the Universal Postal Council in Doha president of the
Universal Postal Union presented the Serbian Post 'Gold Certificate' for quality
management - the recognition of the fastest growing service quality in Southeast
Europe. Out of a possible 2,000 points Serbia Post won the 1,965 and
consultants is most impressed by the commitment to improving the quality of
services.
To send items to Croatia, in addition to the above mentioned addressing of
postal items, it is necessary that a user types the name or abbreviation of the
state for items in international traffic. It is preferably before postcode enroll the
ISO country code.
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Fig. 7. Example of addressing letter in Croatia

Postcode type and position - 5 digits to the left of the locality name and
preceded by “HR”
Coding method
10 - postal centre
000 - post office
Table 1. ISO codes for sending consignments abroad for selected countries
ISO Country
English name
Franch name
Code
MK
Macedonia
Macedonie
RS
Serbia (Rep)
Serbie (Rep)
BA
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bosnie-Herzegovine
Post of Bosnia and Herzegovina has a five-digit address number and Post of
Macedonia has four figures.

Fig. 8. Example of addressing letters in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Postcode type and position - 5 digits to the left of the locality name
Coding method
71 - postal region
000 - post office
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Fig. 9. Example of addressing of letters in Macedonia

Postcode type and position - 4 digits to the left of the locality name
Coding method
1 – postal centre (sorting office)
020 - post office

CONCLUSION
The quality of postal services or some of its parameters can be determined by
measuring (observing the problem or surveying users). Development in the
quality of postal services is today obvious, but still there is a growing
dissatisfaction, which is due to man's need for the services of a higher
quality.This means that the postal administrations became aware that quality has
a great impact on the increase in the volume of postal services, to survival in
real terms and to the need that quality development should be aimed at meeting
the needs of the user. Proper addressing increases transmission speed and
accuracy of delivery of postal items and thus the quality and satisfaction of the
users.
The strategy of the last Congress of the UPU strongly emphasizes the
importance of improving the quality of service delivery and the use of modern
information and communication technologies. A satisfactory level of quality
and a higher quality of service with modern information and communication
technologies will keep the confidence of existing and attract new customers. All
this will allow the postal operators to cope with competition and survive in the
postal service.
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Abstract
A success of the postal companies depends on many factors and is exposed
to the influences and changes based on the global level. Postal services are an
important element of the infrastructure of each country which provides a fast
and secure transfer of all types of shipments, both in the domestic and
international traffic. Every postal provider performs forecasting calculations as
assistance in network or services planning. Accurate forecasting helps operators
to make key investment decisions related to the product development and
marketing, advertising, pricing etc. which should lead to the increase in quality
of service and profit. By using statistical data collected from the database of the
Universal Postal Union, this paper is about forecasting of postal services in the
Post of Serbia by using a direct method. The obtained results are compared to
the forecasts from the postal sector in the neighbouring countries.
Keywords – forecasting; domestic; traffic; postal; sector
INTRODUCTION
The structure of the postal networkand its equipment may vary from state to
state, depending on economic capabilities of operators in each country and by
volume of traffic, formed by customers. In general, business success in the
postal sector depends on the number of customers, and the volume of traffic that
those users of postal services create.
The volume of traffic and the number of customers are of a great importance
for the postal operators. They represent the basic variables that can be used in
the process of forecasting.Forecasting is a more or less successful prediction of
the future, on the basis of observed regularities in the past. In the postal sector,
these regularities are expected to subsist also into the future. At an early stage of
forecasting, it is crucial to declare the main goal of forecast. Also, the time plays
the passive part and marks the moving frontier between the past and the future.
1
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It means that all collected statistical data has to be arranged or systematized into
time series. Time series can represent daily, weekly or annual data, depending
on goals. Forecasting methods can establish the time of occurrence, intensity
and effects of events that are beyond the immediate control of the companies,
but are of importance for the future business.
This paper represents a comparative review of changes in the volume of
traffic in the Post of Serbia, with the volume of traffic in the countries from the
region – Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Postal statistics are
collected from the database of the Universal Postal Union. Collected data
contain the number of: letter-post items, registered items, insured items and
express items in domestic service, sorted at the annual level from 2006 - 2014.
By using the direct method and linear trend, the volume of traffic is predicted
till the end of 2021.Eachservice forecasts are followed by the graphic
illustration.
FORECASTING BY DIRECT METHOD AND LINEAR TREND
Direct method is a regression model with the influence of multiple factors.
This model simplifies mutual relations of many factors from the real world. It
also provides the opportunity to treat observed variable [Y] (in this case the
volume of traffic) from the start as the variable that changes depending on
effects of many factors [x1, x2,..., xn].
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The relationship between these factors can be presented in linear form by
using the linear trend. This method minimizes the sum of the squared effects in
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the parameter values [a0, a1, a2, …, an] are obtained. This process is followed by
forecasting the values of influence factors by using the linear trend.
Figure 1 shows the real statistical data of the number of: letter-post items,
registered items, insured items and express items in domestic service of the Post
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ofSerbia, collected from statistical database of Universal Postal Union, for the
period 2006 – 2014.These values present the basic data for forecasting of future
values.

Republic of
Years:
2006
2007
SERBIA
Letter-post items:
206411309 214661257
Registered items:
44455469 45411989
Insured items:
3364618 4290194
Express items:
1262334 1950128

2008
239592293
46206085
4293427
2632730

2009
2010
2011
Domestic service, number of:
222831835 237092614 243130583
46285872 44901734 49560584
3567229 2759734 2625056
2717231 3233102 4020254

2012

2013

2014

255001419
48425796
2331494
4799189

248331091
48684018
2099648
5467375

208072215
34227621
1210571
5664297

Fig.1. Volume of traffic in domestic service, Post of Serbia.

Influential factors figuring in this model are population(millions) and net
salary (€). The real statistical data of population of Serbia and forecasts of
future population are shown in figure 2. The population of Serbia continuously
decreases over years.

Fig.2. Population by years in millions, Serbia.

Second influential factor is net salary. Figure 3 shows the real data and
predictions made till the end of 2021. The expectations are that the net salary
will increase in future.

Fig.3.Average Net salary by years in €, Serbia.

The future values of influential factors were determined by a linear trend.
Influential factors are expressed linear and as they have an effects on the
determination of values of future traffic volume, these volume of traffic will
also be expressed linear.
Figure 4showscomparison between the real data and forecasted data of letterpost items, in domestic service of the Post of Serbia.
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Fig.4. Comparison of real and expected volume of traffic, for letter-post items, in
domestic service of the Post of Serbia.

The blue line shows the number of letter-post items, starting with January of
2006 and ending with December of 2014. These data present the maximum
volume of traffic made by customers of the Post of Serbia. Black line describes
a trend. The trend shows that the volume of traffic grows through the years. The
red line presents expected values of volume of traffic in future period, till the
end of 2021. Forecasts by direct method cannot describe the true future values
precisely, because those values are unpredictable, but can present themeslinear.
These values show potential grow of expected volume of traffic.
Figure 5 shows forecasted values of expected volume of letter-post items, in
domestic service for the posts of: Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

SERBIA (SRB)
236830078
238082210
239334342
240586473
241838605
243090737
244342869

NUMBER OF LETTER-POST ITEMS
CROATIA (CRO)
MACEDONIA (MK)
258145534
49564528
252556367
51582073
246967201
53599618
241378035
55617162
235788869
57634707
230199703
59652252
224610536
61669797

BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA (BH)
62099279
65811231
69523182
73235133
76947084
80659035
84370986

Fig.5. Forecasts: volume of letter-post items in domestic service for the posts of:
Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

An illustration of the combined volume of letter-post items is shown on
figure 6. It is obvious that Croatia has the highest volume of letter-post items
today, but it seems that this volume will decrease over time. By the end of 2018
this volume will primarily be equated with the volume of letter-post items of
Post of Serbia. Secondly, this volume decrease will provide a leadership of Post
of Serbia in this postal service, in the region.
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Fig.6. Comparison between the expected volumes of letter post items, till the end of
2021.

Drastically lower volume of letter-post items is expected in Macedonia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina, but for both countries these volumes of traffic will
increase over time. Compared with Macedonia, the highest volume of traffic is
expected in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Figure 7 shows forecasts of number of registered items in domestic service.

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

SERBIA (SRB)
43482389
43108660
42734932
42361203
41987475
41613746
41240018

NUMBER OF REGISTERED ITEMS
CROATIA (CRO)
MACEDONIA (MK)
28443836
5622097
27789669
5801279
27135502
5980462
26481335
6159645
25827168
6338827
25173002
6518010
24518835
6697193

BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA (BH)
15626117
15988130
16350143
16712156
17074169
17436182
17798195

Fig.7. Forecasts: volume of registered items in domestic service for the posts of: Serbia,
Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Those values can be presented graphically, as shown on the figure 8.

Fig.8. Comparison between the expected volumes of registered items, till the end of
2021.

For Serbia and Croatia, the volume of registered items in domestic service is
expected to decrease over time, with greater intensity in Croatia. In Bosnia and
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Herzegovina and Macedonia is expected that the volume of registered items will
increase. With this continuous loss of traffic, Serbia will last as the leader in
service of registered items in domestic service.
Figure 9 shows the expected number of insured items, in domestic service of
these countries.

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

SERBIA (SRB)
2095594
1924890
1754185
1583481
1412777
1242072
1071368

NUMBER OF INSURED ITEMS
CROATIA (CRO)
MACEDONIA (MK)
690658
279373
651900
270369
613141
261365
574383
252362
535625
243358
496866
234355
458108
225351

BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA (BH)
591679
604935
618192
631448
644705
657961
671218

Fig.9. Forecasts: volume of insured items in domestic service for the posts of:
Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

These data can be presented graphically, as shown at figure 10.

Fig.10. Comparison between the expected volumes of insured items, till the end of
2021.

Currently, Serbia is a leader by the number of insured items, but forecast
shows a rapid decrease of the traffic volume. Croatia currently has a higher
volume of traffic, but till the end of next year it is expected that this volume of
insured items will be lower than the volume of insured items in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which grows. Forecasted values of the number of insured items in
Macedonia will slowly decrease.
Figure 11 shows the expected number of express items in domestic service
of these countries.
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2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

SERBIA (SRB)
5396836
5770729
6144621
6518514
6892407
7266300
7640193

NUMBER OF EXPRESS ITEMS
CROATIA (CRO)
MACEDONIA (MK)
2909375
62758
3006254
53480
3103134
44202
3200013
34925
3296893
25647
3393772
16369
3490651
7091

BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA (BH)
111132
122379
133627
144874
156121
167369
178616

Fig.11. Forecasts: volume of express items in domestic service for the posts of:
Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

These data can also be presented by graphic as shown on figure 12.

Fig.12. Comparison between the expected volumes of express items, till the end of
2021.

According to the forecasts, the number of express items in the Post of Serbia
is expected to rapidly increase, which guarantees the status of the leader in this
type of postal service. Compared to the volume of the express items in Croatia,
these values are doubled. The number of express items in the Post of Croatia is
also expected to increase, but slowly. Forecast shows that the number of express
items in the post of Bosnia and Herzegovina will also increase, while the same
values in the Post of Macedonia are drastically decreasing.
CONCLUSION
The success of forecasting improves with quality of collected statistical data
and with selection of accurate methods. Direct method, used in this paper,
cannot predict the true values of the future demand for thepostal service, but can
produce the trend which follows the future demand for theservices. Obtained
results of the number of letter-post items estimate that demand for this type of
service will decrease through the years. The reason might be the growth of the
internet communications. Also, the number of registered and insured items will
decrease for both posts of Serbia and Croatia, while for the Post of Bosnia and
Herzegovina is expected to increase. The number of express items is expected to
increase for all countries except for Macedonia, where predictions show that the
volume of express items will drastically decrease till the end of 2021. The
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obtained results could be useful for the observed postal operators, first of all in
policy making, marketing strategy, human resource optimization, etc.
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Abstract
The paper presents the application of cognitive radio technology in vehicular
ad-hoc networks aimed to improve the communications between vehicles
themselves as well as between vehicles and roadside infrastructure. Due to
dynamic approach of spectrum access, cognitive radio is a technology that
enables a more efficient usage of radio-frequency spectrum. We review actual
approaches and discuss research challenges related to the use of cognitive radio
technology in vehicular ad hoc networks with emphasis on architecture,
spectrum management as well as quality of service optimization. The
researching on cognitive radio application in vehicular networks is still
developing and there are not many experimental platforms due to their complex
setups. Some related research projects and cognitive radio realizations are
presented in this paper.
Keywords–vehicularad hoc network;cognitive radio; CR-VANET;
intelligent transportation systems
INTRODUCTION
The higher number of vehicles on roads has brought the increase of
requirements for improving the road safety. Considering these requirements, a
lot of new applications and services for vehicular environment are developed.
Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs) play a key role in design and

1
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development of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) aimed at improving
road safety and sustainable transport.
VANETs are considered as a specific type of Mobile Ad Hoc NETworks
(MANET), where vehicles with appropriate equipment (mobile nodes) and
certain equipment next to the road (fixed nodes), present communication nodes
that share information. IEEE 802.11p standard is of a particular importance for
ITS and it is specifically developed within the short-range communications
systems (Dedicated Short Range Communications, DSCR) as a standard for
wireless access for vehicles moving on road. DSRC is mostly used as a generic
name for short-range, point-to-point communication. It is also used to name the
worldwide channels in the 5.9 GHz band, which are reserved for vehicular
communications [1]. The constant growth of applications for vehicles based on
IEEE 802.11pradio frequency channel, especially in urban areas, leads tohigh
bandwidth load, which significantly degrades vehicular communication and
cause congestion in vehicular networks.
Cognitive radio (CR) is a technology that, due to the changed way of
spectrum access or opportunistic spectrum usage, improves vehicular
communication and enables more efficient usage of radio-frequency spectrum.
This concept allows secondary users to use parts of the spectrum that has been
previously assigned to the licensed (primary) users, if the primary
communication is not compromised. To achieve this, secondary link must have
the cognitive characteristics and the ability to learn from the environment to
adaptively reconfigure link parameters in real time. Cognitive radio application
in vehicular networks is still developing and it is known as Cognitive Radio for
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks, CR-VANET [1].
The aim of this review paper is to present the basic principles of cognitive
radio technology with emphasis on applications in VANETs and to point out the
actual researches in this area. The paper is organized as follows. We start in
second section with describing the basic concept and architecture of VANETs.
Third section presents cognitive radio technology and the key motives for its
implementation in VANETs. Recent advances in CR-VANETs are provided in
the fourth sectionandseveral related research projects or practical realizations of
cognitive radio, while the sixth section concludes the paper.
VEHICULAR AD HOC NETWORKS
In intelligent transportation systems, each vehicle takes on the role of sender,
receiver, and router [2] to broadcast information to the vehicular network, which
then uses the information to ensure safe, free-flow of traffic.
VANETs, as
mentioned before, are classified as a specific kind of MANETs and are formed
over vehicles moving on the road. They provide communication between
vehicles themselves as well as between vehicles and roadside
infrastructure.VANETs are characterized with high mobileenvironment, rapid
changes in network topology, varying vehicle density and interference with other
types of networks.Vehicular communications can be classified into V2V
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(Vehicle-to-Vehicle) and V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure). V2I further includes
vehicle-to-roadside (V2R) communication and communication using cellular
networks.Figure 1 shows this classification. In V2V communications, VANET is
formed among vehicles for exchanging information. In V2R, information is
exchanged between the roadside unit(RSU) and the onboard unit (OBU) of a
vehicle. In V2I, information is exchanged between the RSU, or a cellular
network, and OBU.

Fig.1.Vehicular communications

VANET network architecture consists of three main elements: the application
unit (AU), OBU and RSU. These elements are described in detail in [3].The
communication between vehicles and the RSU and the infrastructure form three
types of domains, called VANET communication domains (shown at Figure 2):
• In-vehicle domain,
• Ad hoc domain,
• Infrastructural domain,
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Fig.2.VANET communication domains

Comparing with other MANETs, VANETs have the following inherent
characteristics: predictable mobility, no power constraints, variable network
density, rapid changes in network topology and high computational ability.To
realise the requirements that needed to deploy VANET concept, many factors
that have a critical impact on achieving the VANET goal need to be taken into
consideration such as network performances, reliability and security as well as
quality of service (QoS).
COGNITIVE RADIO TECHNOLOGY
Due to dynamic approach of spectrum access, cognitive radio is a technology
that enables a more efficient usage of radio-frequency spectrum. Although most
attractive frequency bands have been already assigned to licensed users,spectrum
utilization measurements over the years [4], have indicated an inefficient
spectrum allocation and usage with many unused or underused licensed bands
over different space and time, for example, spectrum bands for TV broadcasting,
resulting in considerable spectrum wastage. Therefore, it is shown that the
activity of these users is significant only in certain bands and that the utilization
level of already allocated frequency bands (radio channels) is not satisfactory
because of the large number of spectrum holes, so it is necessary a more rational
and better use of existing spectrum.A spectrum hole refers to a portion of
spectrum not being used by the primary/licensed user at a particular place and
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time. The development of cognitive radio started in USA, within the DARPA
neXt Generation (XG) project [5].
Since the secondary users should use the allocated spectrum when there is not
an active signal of the primary users, the secondary link need to have the
cognitive characteristics and the ability to learn from the environment. It further
implies adaptive reconfiguration of certain operating link parameters as a
function of its environment in real time, such as transmission power, carrier
frequency, modulation type, etc. To achieve this, it is necessary to detect
theprimarysignal at a given frequency and location of interest. This is known as
the spectrum sensing technique.
CR is a technology that enhances the performance of existing radio by
integrating artificial intelligence (AI) with software defined radios (SDRs). SDRs
are radios that use software implementations for some functionalitiesenabling
flexible radio operation.CR is characterized by cognitive capability and reconfigurability.Operations that could be taken by cognitive radio for every new
external excitation represent one cognitioncycle.Cognition cycle for CRVANETs is shown in Figure 3 (left). Itconsists of four stages: Observe, Analysis,
Reasoning, and Act.

Fig.3.CR-VANET cognition cycle (left) and architecture (right)

The Observe stage consists of sensing as well as the consideration of location,
policies, and application QoS needs. In the Analysis and Reasoning stage the
system performance and the radio environment are analyzed, similarities from
the past are considered, and optimal parameters as well as optimal spectrum
strategies are determined. The reconfiguration and optimal adaptation is finally
done in the Act stage.Thedifferences of CR-VANETs cognition cycle from that
of CR are due to the nature of high-mobility vehicular environment.
Vehicular communications need to overcome several technical challenges and
consider various important factors such as communication infrastructure, road
infrastructure, vehicle density, user demands and types of vehicular networks, as
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well as available wireless spectrum.The motivations leading to CR-VANETs are:
QoS requirements, flexibility, more spectrum holes on highways, sufficient space
and power supply in vehicles as well as reprogrammable vehicular telematics.
RECENT ADVANCES IN CR-VANETS AND RELATED PROJECTS
Researches on applying CR in VANETs are still developing. Cognitive radio
technology presents a promising solution for addressing the problem of spectrum
scarcity. Vehicle communication may benefit from CR technologies, such as
dynamic spectrum access, adaptive software-defined radios and cooperative
communications. The solutions generally proposed for CR networks cannot be
directly applied to the CR-VANETs, since environment, high vehicle mobility,
dynamic changes in topology need to be considered and therefore the CR
scenario is not static. The key aspects of the future CR-VANETs development
are shown in Figure 4.

Fig.4. Recent advances in CR-VANETs

The network architecture of CR-VANETs consists of vehicles with onboard
units (OBUs) and infrastructure unitssuch as RSUs and base stations of network
providers. The general architecture of CR-VANETs is proposed in [1] and
includes different functional blocks illustrated in Figure 3 (right). Cognitive
engine uses real-time data from onboard sensors and history and map
information from knowledge database to learn from the present as well as the
past. It then controls the operation of software-defined radio through
optimization of transmission parameters and decision making related to spectrum
use and management. Finally, the CR-VANET architecture includes a
configuration interface that allows online system configuration.
Spectrum sensing in CR is necessary for detection of spectrum holes and the
signals of primary users, since the information related to spectrum holes are used
for the adaptation of secondary link parameters and the technique is based on
radio signal processing in time-frequency domain. When there is a high mobility,
collaborative spectrum sensing is used, where information obtained from several
vehicles (number, locations and parameters of active signals) are sent to RSU
units and further forwarded to the central database, thereby reducing the time of
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spectrum sensing and a delay. Di Felice et al. proposed a model for this type of
spectrum sensing called Cognitive V2V [6].
QoS providing can be difficult when the number of vehicles is high and when
there is congestion. Spectrum management should aim at providing QoS support
in CR-VANETs because it especially affects the safety applications.In order to
reduce the congestion, a metric was proposed in [7] to estimate the amount of
congestion in different regions rat time t:

Cr ( t ) = α

Dr × Br
+ βU r
Sr

(1)

whereDr is the delay experienced by the transmitted packet and it increases
during congestion. The parameter Br is the channel’s bitrate, Sr is the average
packet size, and Uris the number of un-transmitted packets due to congestion.
The parameters α and β are tuning parameters, which are estimated from curve
fitting of simulation data. Different scenarios were simulated to obtain such data
by varying the number of vehicles, payload sizes and bit-rates [7]. The main idea
is that additional spectrum is allocated only when needed. Beside centralized,
distributed architecture could be used such as clustering strategy, where vehicles
are grouped in clusters and one vehicle acts as a leader.
Routing is also important issue in CR-VANETs because spectrum
availability, geographic location, channel switching delays, hop count etc need to
be considered, and the mobility management issue for ensuring connectivity
even when the vehicles move.For example, NEMO protocol based on Mobile
IPv6 (MIPv6) is being considered for vehicular scenarios [8].
Some existing projects or practical realizations of cognitive-radio vehicular
networks are the following [1], [9]: CORRIDOR (Cognitive Radio for Railway
Through Dynamic and Opportunistic Spectrum Reuse) is a French research
project that targets opportunistic spectrum access for railways; PLOTONPLATA is a European project that aims at developing a reconfigurable prototype
based on emerging software-defined technologies for telematics applications for
cars-to-roadside and car-to-car communications; Rail-CR is a US project that
aims to equip trains with wireless communication capabilities what will allow
trains to communicate with wayside wireless stations while moving and provide
useful information related to their location, speed, direction, etc.
CONCLUSION
This paper provides a brief overview of the novel approaches related to the
implementation of cognitive radio technology in VANETs. Since significant
unused bands are observed in the RF spectrum, it can be concluded that fixed
spectrum allocation is not effective for the future heterogeneous wireless
networks. Therefore, opportunistic spectrum access and CR technology should
provide up to ten times more efficient usage of radio spectrum. We presented a
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recent advances in CR-VANETs, its several realizations through the projects and
important open research issues in the future development.
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Abstract
For the industry as well as for the entire humanity, the computer represent
third industrial revolution, an invention that facilitates all aspects of life, an
invention that allows fast communication and exchange of information and “the
world on a palm” or the world became global communication village. Protection
of data, information or other content used by computer systems and networks is
realized through the incrimination of criminal behavior of individuals and legal
entities who are using their knowledge and skills for misuse and achieving of
property or other benefits or for damage causing. In order to breach the security
of the data in the electronic traffic, the skilled computer guys create
multipurpose computer viruses from non-risky or comic viruses to viruses that
inflict massive damages with a financial and technical nature. A subject of this
scientific work is studying of the security in the electronic traffic by analyzing
the crimes foreseen within the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia in
terms of legal protection, but with a purpose to obtain indicators if the citizens
are feeling safe in their electronic communication made through electronic
survey with system questions. The normative method of analysis of legal
documents is going to be applied and also electronic questionnaire as one of
research instruments will be practiced.
Keywords - electronic traffic; computer systems; computer networks;
computer data; computer viruses
INTRODUCTION
A separate group of crime is deriving from the classical and the economic
crime where the computer appears as a means or as an object of criminal attack
[1]. The computer crime is a general formulation which includes a variety of
shapes and forms of criminal behavior. Namely, it is crime that is directed
against the security of information (computer) systems in general or in a single
part in various ways and by various means with intention to obtain personal
benefit or to damage someone else [2]. The cybercrime allows such an
intellectual engagement of the culprit which gives the cybercrime an attribute
1
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“perfect crime” [3]. The perfect crimes relates to computer systems and
networks, and of course with computer data circulating in the cyberspace. The
cyberspace is a theoretical space in which data can be stored, transmitted and
generated [4]. Cyberspace is a combination of virtual structures, physical
components based on virtual structures, the information they contain, and the
flow of information within those structures [5]. Computer crime is also known
as cyber (computer) attack which include all actions aimed at disruption,
blocking, degradation or destruction of the information stored in computers and
computer networks.
The basic prerequisite for the prosecution of the computer crimes coulprits is
their incrimination in the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia with
several amendments and changes, accepted
recommendations of the
international legal acts, in particular the Convention on Cybercrime of the
Council of Europe since 2001. Within the changes and the amendments of 2004,
the crime "Creating and importing computer viruses" in article 251-a is
incriminated. This crime is executed in series with other computer crimes with
elements of damaging the computer system and misuse of personal data and
data from credit cards. Cybercrime is inherently international crime by the space
of criminal activity enabled by the globalization and the use of information
technology that has connected the entire world. The information connectivity
enables to say that the world is already a global communications village, where
information and computer data are moving at speeds in fractions of a second,
that is a great achievement for the criminals. The Republic of Macedonia is
harmonizing its criminal legislation with the EU in the interest of prosecuting
the culprits and to the computer crime, providing assistance and cooperation
with other police forces in the world, because in this criminal, the action can be
from one place on the Globe, and the consequences to be felt on other places
away thousands kilometers. For the prosecution of culprits of computer crime it
is necessary to cooperate, exchange information, but also to take measures and
actions in mutual operating actions of the police forces of the concerned
countries in a criminal operation. Namely, such an action of the Macedonian
police and the USA FBI as case analysis is a subject of this scientific work.
COMPUTER VIRUSES

The computer virus is defined as a program that propagates its own
replication, infection of another program by modifying its copy. Computer
viruses are small programs from several kilobytes that aim to inflict damage on
an infected computer. Mainly, the viruses are multiplying in a way that embed
themselves in other files, and so do harm by deleting or modifying files on the
disk. In a way the computer virus is a logical sabotage which includes deletion,
damage or modification of data, programs or parts of the operating system. It is
usually done by using standard service programs, own programs by using
techniques such as logic bomb or virus [6]. Most important is to know that the
virus or “worm” or “Trojan” can make the infection through: any media, e-mails
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and infected web sites. The computer virus is incorporating in the operating
system and is able to “infect” quickly and completely, in all its programs,
causing a complete slowdown of the entire system and destroy through its
contents. If an infected program is transported directly (through media) or
indirectly (through a computer network) from one computer to another, acts as a
contagion. Although the mechanism of "infection" itself is not dangerous, the
virus usually contains programming code that performs some additional
functions. These functions cause changes in data files, giving command to the
computer to delete any content on the disc, and is activated by programming
through time mechanism or plugging of the computer [7]. The virus is placed in
the programs that are widely and commonly used so that can be spread as
quickly as possible. Whenever you run that particular program, the virus also
runs, and it can activate another program. The virus can not affect the computer
while the infected program is not activated. Ones the virus becomes active it
goes into the computer's memory or system files or applications. Some viruses
display only messages, create sound or comments at different time intervals
after multiplying or when affected program is activated. Some viruses can
disable or force the computer to behave erratically. Generally, people are not
aware of the existance of a virus in the computer until it is detected [8].
The most famous “Trojan” virus presents a program which infiltrated in
someone’s computer, sends all passwords to the e-mail of the one that infiltrated
the virus, enabling the infiltrator of the “Trojan” virus to access the infected
hard drive. The computer worms that can cause serious damage are also
considered as computer virus. The first virus “Brain” [9] was developed in 1986
in Pakistan by brothers Basit and Amiad Farooq Alvi, who owned the company
“Brain Computer Service”. The virus has been developed in order to protect the
company`s software. Subsequently, the virus was renamed in “Pakistan”. In the
following paragraphs we are presenting most harmful computer viruses and
warms [10]:
• ILOVEYOU, perhaps the most virulent computer virus ever created, the
ILOVEYOU virus managed to wreck PCs all across the world. Infecting almost
10% of the world’s PCs connected to the Internet, the virus caused a total
damage of around $10 billion. The virus apparently got transmitted via email
with a subject line “ILOVEYOU,” which is a radical human emotion that no
one can ignore. To make it even more alluring, the email contained an
attachment that read something like this: Love-Letter-For-You.TXT.vbs. The
moment someone pened the file, the virus emailed itself to the first 50 contacts
available in the PC’s Windows address book.
• Melissa, became the breaking news on March 26, 1999, after hitting the new
age of emailing. Built by David L, Melissa was spread in the form of an email
attachment by the name “list.doc.” When a person clicked upon the attachment,
the virus would find the Microsoft Outlook address book and email itself to the
first 50 contacts on the list having a message “Here is that document you asked
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for…do not show anyone else.” Later on, FBI arrested David L and slapped him
with a fine of $5000 for creating the wildest virus of its time.
• Code Red, taking advantage of the Microsoft Internet Information Server’s
flaw, Code Red spread on the network servers in 2001. Here is an amusing fact
about this dangerous virus—it didn’t need you to open an email attachment or
execute a file; it just required an active Internet connection with which it ruined
the Web page that you opened by displaying a text “Hacked by Chinese!” It’s
no surprise that this virus devastated nearly $2.6 billion dollars by hitting almost
one million PCs. And in less than a week’s time, the virus brought down over
400,000 servers that included the White House Web server as well.
• Sasser, was a Windows worm that was discovered in 2004. Apparently, it
would slow down and crash the PC, making it even hard to reset without cutting
the power. And its effects were surprisingly troublesome as well, with millions
of PCs being infected and crucial, significant infrastructure affected. The worm
played on a buffer overflow susceptibility in Local Security Authority
Subsystem Service (LSASS) that monitors the safety policy of local accounts
causing crashes to the PC. The devastating effects of the virus were massive
resulting in over a million infections. This included critical infrastructures, such
as new agencies, hospitals, airlines, and public transportation.
CREATING AND IMPORTING A COMPUTER VIRUS

The crime with elements of creating and importing a computer virus is a
criminal act that can be done by the culprit in two ways, one is creating the virus
and the other is importing it. The Macedonian legislation stipulate fine or prison
sentence up to one year for “the one that will create or use the virus with the
sole intention of inserting in another computer or computer network; prison
sentence from 6 months to 3 years for “the one that by using the computer virus
will cause damage to another computer, system, data or program” and if the
culprit causes bigger damage or the crime is done within a group created for
doing a criminal act as described the punishment is from 1 to 5 years in prison;
the act is punishable by law and a fine can be applied if the culprit is a legal
entity”[11]. To be considered as a crime, the virus must be made with intention
of inserting it in another computer or computer network. Furthermore, the
consequence of the act must follow i.e. any type of damage, meaning, damaging
of other programs in the computer or computer network as well as preventing
the usual, normal use of the inserted programs and data processing in the
computer [12]. The criminal acts refer to:
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• Creating a computer virus which is a special computer program that the culprit
creates for certain aim by programming a way of transporting of any type of
“attack” or to cause damages, but the act is criminal only if the created
computer viruses are used and damage has been done. Because today thousands
of computer viruses are created but most of them are harmless, some are funny,
some irritating.
• Takeover, as in undertaking a computer virus as a program with the intent of
using it, specifically to be inserted in certain computer network or computer
system to cause damage or by destroying certain computer data that causes
functioning problems, loss of significant data etc.
• Usage, meaning the culprit doesn’t program the virus, he only uses it, the
previous criminal acts are done by another culprit and have the same criminal
aim. However, in certain cases the program can also be ordered with a specific
intent as a final product to be created and installed with intent for further use.
• The production, takeover and the use of computer viruses more and more are
becoming an organized criminal activity with the purpose of causing enormous
material damages and even more the culprits with their programing and usage
tend to gain high criminal profit, the purpose of those criminal acts is “criminal
profiting”.
• Because of the increasing business competition more and more companies
acquire and use computer viruses, a juridical liability is stipulated for legal
entity when the act is done by any employee employer or other responsible
person in the company on behalf and at the expense of the legal entity [13].
The computer crime with elements of creating and importing a computer
virus in the scientific and professional literature can be referred as computer or
logic sabotage. This type of sabotage includes deleting; damaging or modifying
the data, programs or parts of the operating system which is mostly done by
using standard service programs, personal programs or techniques like logic
bomb or virus. The saboteurs have various motives with political, economic,
military, official or other private character [14]. The computer sabotage affects
the competition in the economic – financial sphere, reduces market safety and
the goal is unlawful gains via creation of uncompetitive market conditions
especially in the uprising the e-market who becomes more popular in profit
creation.
CASE ANALYSIS

In July 2015 in the Republic of Macedonia a successful action for preventing
a computer criminal was conducted in which two Macedonian citizens were
involved. The action was conducted in cooperation with FBI and culprits from
20 different states of different continents were arrested. The criminal action had
been unwinding via the web page “Darcode” which actually was a forum used
by 300 users that could have been accessed only by a recommendation from a
previous forum member. The forum was used for sharing and selling stolen
data, tools and information as well as details for security flaws and instructions
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how to use them. Software and other products were bought through this forum
which was later used for stealing information from computers and cell phones.
The Macedonian culprit during 2011 used malicious software to obtain bank
information from foreign citizens via Internet to buy various luxury items but
most of the bank information were sold to other internet pages created for
selling illegally obtained bank information from credit cards. The money
obtained by selling bank information from credit cards on Internet were
withdrawn via the “Western Union” fast money transfer service and the money
were deposited by people from Mexico, Russia, Lebanon, China, USA and
other. According to the financial investigation he illegally obtained assets in the
amount of 82.000$. This criminal activity included a culprit from Skopje who
wasn’t arrested because the person joined the jihadists in Iraq. The Macedonian
police within the frames of the operating action have undertaken multiple legal
actions in cooperation with the public prosecutor. During the search many
computers, cell phones and other computer equipment were seized and given to
processing to extract electronic evidence and to prepare them for a criminal
procedure against the suspect perpetrator. The police action is supported by the
European center for computer criminal of Europol as well as the police officials
in 20 states. The preliminary investigation of collecting and exchanging data
lasted 18 months and besides the Macedonian there were other hackers from
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia. 28 people were arrested, 12 of
them from USA. This police action helped to destroy a “cyber layer” of hackers
who according to the prosecutor David Hickmon form USA have done some
serious damage measured in billions of dollars and with too much casualties.
EUROPOL actively participated in the investigation and its director Winehart
stated for the media that “this global action caused serious damage to the grey
economy and represents a reminder that these types of private forums are no
sanctuary for the criminals because they as well can be caught by the long hand
of the law; the police units will continue to work in order for the cyber space to
be criminal free and be safer for all the people in the world”. 12 culprits from
USA were involved in this criminal action, one of them known on the forum as
“Dendroid” where he was stealing data from phones who used the Android
operating system. One of the arrested, via malicious software was spreading
spams on the social network Facebook in order to contaminate user’s profiles,
another infected millions of phones via spam messages, another was selling
botnet access to the “Darcode” forum while the 27 year old D.P. from
Wisconsin is one of the people who participated in the conspiracy for the
creation of that criminal forum. The youngest associate in this criminal
operation was an 18 year old Englishmen who was hacking the networks of
“Sony Play Station” and “X-box.
ELECTRONIC QUESTIONNAIRE

An electronic survey on theme "Security of computer data from computer
viruses” was made in a period of 24 hours. Ten questions were systematized, e-
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survey is designed so that the answers of the first hundred people who accept
the questioner and answer the questions are going to be accepted. The questions
and the possible choice of answer are enclosed below.
1. How much do you know about computer viruses?
 Sufficient  Little  Do not know at all
2. Have you ever had a problem with a computer virus?
 Yes  No  Do not know
3. Do you know what are the consequences of computer viruses?
 It destroys and damages the data  It damages the hardware  Do not know
4. Do you know how a computer virus is transmitted?
 Through memory USB, CD, DVD, Internet, computer network, via e-mail
 When the computer is adjacent to another infected computer  Do not know
5. Which files and parts of the computer system cannot be infected by computer
viruses?
 Viruses cannot infect compressed files, computer hardware (keyboard,
mouse, etc.)  E-mail  Do not know
6. Is it creating and importing of computer viruses a crime?
 Yes  No  Do not know
7. Are Macedonian law enforcement professional in dealing with
cybercrime/computer viruses?
 Yes  No  Do not know
8. Does the computer virus can intercept and destroy data in cyberspace?
 Yes  No  Do not know
9. Does the creation and importing of a computer virus may facilitate the
acquisition of material benefit?
 Yes  No  Do not know
10. Is there an absolute protection against computer viruses?
 Yes  No  Do not know
The results of the survey are shown in the chart below.
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Fig. 1. The security of computer data from computer viruses

As you can see from the chart, the perception of respondents is that enough
(47%) or somewhat (48%) know about computer viruses, 85% have ever had a
problem with a computer virus, and most, i.e. 84% of respondents know that
computer viruses destroy data. Also, 98% of respondents believe that computer
viruses are transmitted via USB memory, CD, DVD, internet, computer network
and via email. Тhe perception about what can not be infected with a computer
virus is satisfactory,so 86% of the respondents replied that viruses can not infect
compressed files, computer hardware (keyboard, mouse, etc.). In 75% the
respondents know that making and introducing computer viruses is a crime. But,
according to their answer to the seventh question they express doubt in the
expertise of the Macedonian law enforcement to deal with this type of criminal
activity, by answering "No" (48%) and "do not know" (38%) confirm their
suspicion. In terms of security of computer data in cyberspace, polled with 62%
responded that it is possible with special viruses that have been specially
programmed for that purpose, but 36% responded that it is a problem about
what they do not know whether it is possible or not. With the positive respons (
80%) to the ninth question, there is an impression that the respondents believe
that the creation of special programs of computer viruses, enable acquisition of
unlawful gains.The respondents perceive that there is no absolute protection
against computer viruses, that proof the answer to the last question to which
74% answered that there is no absolute protection against computer viruses.
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CONCLUSION
The Republic of Macedonia has accepted the recommendations of the
international legal acts and specific crime "Creating and introducing of
computer viruses" have been incriminated in the Criminal Code. It's about a
complex crime giving the method of execution, the necessary expertise for the
creation of computer viruses in terms of the purpose of the virus itself.
Macedonian criminal practice has seen criminal cases with elements of
computer crime, the creation of computer viruses with an international
character. In this context a case from the practice is analyzed. In terms of
research on how the public is aware of this issue an online survey was made, in
a short time the questionnaire was accepted and answers received according to
which it can be concluded that: In Macedonia the public, i.e. the citizens are
familiar with the problematic of computer viruses, they know that it is a
dangerous criminal phenomenon, but also there is doubt in the professionalism
of Macedonian law enforcement. According to the analysis of the criminal law,
the incompetence of the Macedonian law enforcement cannot be concluded, au
contrary the analyzed case shows that the Macedonian police has experience in
international cooperation in the detection, clarification and providing evidence
of committing computer crimes with involvement of culprits from our country.
It should be emphasized that this is a newer form of crime with newer
manifestations, which have their specificities, which still need to be recognized
by law enforcement operatives who will independently in the future be able to
disclose with initial findings of criminal cases, but international cooperation is
something that should be improved primarily because this crime has in many
cases international character.
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Abstract
In a highly competitive telecommunication market each service provider
(SP) tends to improve his position in relation to competitors. In order to achieve
higher market share and consequently higher profit, a SP in addition to
improving quality of service should implement efficient pricing and marketing
strategies. In this paper we propose a repeated game approach for modelling the
competition among rational SPs with similar reputations in the same
telecommunication market. We define the service demand and payoff functions
as SPs’ profit functions. This model may be applicable for obtaining the optimal
trade-off between the available strategies, considering current reputation in the
market and concurrent SP’s actions.
Keywords–Nash equilibrium;payoff;price; profit; repeated game; service
provider
INTRODUCTION
Pricing telecommunication services is determined by various factors, among
which the most important are service demand and competitiveness of service
providers (SPs) in a telecommunication market. Therefore demand function has
to be defined precisely and should take into account the service price offered by
the observed provider as well as prices of the same service offered by his
competitors [1]. Relations between SPs are complex because they don’t have
always strictly opposing interests but also have to cooperate.
Game theory is a promising solution for modelling competition in growing
markets, such as telecommunication markets. Repeated games are suitable for
modelling situations where players repeatedly interact with each other. In such
situations, a player can condition his behaviour at each point in the game on the
other players’ past behaviour [2], [3]. In this paper we observe two SPs as
players in telecommunication market. We use repeated game model for
1
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analysing competition between SPs and Nash equilibrium concept for
determining the optimal strategies.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we defineservice
demand and service providers’ profit functions considering the service offered
by two SPs with similar reputations in the same telecommunication market. In
Section 3 basic assumptions in game theory and components of games are
briefly presented. In the same Sectionrepeated game model for analysing
competition between two service providers is described and we also discuss the
Nash equilibrium of the repeated game example. Conclusion is given in the
Section 4.
SERVICE DEMAND AND SERVICE PROVIDERS’ PROFIT FUNCTIONS
For the same or similar services there ismultiple interdependence between a
price and demand for a service. Higher demand for the service allows the
service provider to increase the service price and to simultaneously achieve
higher revenue from this service. On the other hand, if demand for the service
decreases, the price must be reduced in order to attract new customers.
Competition between service providers also affects pricing. Customers will
prefer a provider offering the service with the best quality/price relation. If a
provider reduce the cost of a service he will attract more customers and will
earn more revenue, which will affect the income of other providers in the
market that offer the same or a similar service. The expected reaction of
competitors is to reduce the price of their services to retain customers [1].
For the purpose of this study, wedefine a total demand for a service in the
market with two service providers - SPi and SPj:
Dt = Di + Dj
(1)
i
i
j
(2)
Di = D0 − bi pi + bi p j + Dm
D j = D0j − b jj p j + b ij pi + Dm

(

)

(

(3)

)

Dt = D0i + D0j + p i b ij − bii + p j bi j − b jj + 2 D m

(4)

where:
D0i - positive constant representing the total demand of SPi’sservice if the
service was free
pi - service price set by SPi
bii - sensitivity of SPi’s customersto its price change
bi j - sensitivity of SPi’s customersto price of SPj. It indicates what effect of

changing the price picompared to pjwill have on the customer intention to
purchase the given service.
Dm - increase in demand caused by marketing promotions.
SPi’sprofit:
(5)
Πi = pi ⋅ Di − ci
ci - operational cost
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ci = cb + cm
cb - basic cost
cm - marketing cost
We assume the same marketing cost for both SPs:
1
cm = cs as2
2

(6)

(7)

cs - SP’s cost parameter
as - SP’s advertising effort
Profit change is defined as follows:
⎧ Π1i − Π i0
⎪
ΔΠ i = ⎨ Π i0
⎪0
⎩
Π i0

if pi ≠ p j ∨ ci ≠ c j

(8)

if pi = p j ∧ ci = c j

– initial profit

REPEATED GAME SETTING FOR MODELLING COMPETITION
BETWEEN TWO SERVICE PROVIDERS
Game theory is a field of applied mathematics that describes and analyses
interactive decision making situations. It consists of a set of analytical tools that
predict the outcome of complex interactions among rational players [3].
Basic components of a game are players, the possible strategies of the players
and consequences of the strategies, i.e. outcomes or payoffs. The players try to
ensure the best possible consequence according to their preferences. The
preferences of a player can be expressed either with a utility function, which
maps every consequence to a real number, or with preference relations, which
define the ranking of the consequences.
The most fundamental assumption in game theory is rationality. Rational
players are assumed to maximize their payoff. If the game is not deterministic,
the players maximize their expected payoff [3], [4]. It is also assumed that all
players know the rules of the game well.
A game describes what strategies the players can take and what the
consequences of these strategies are. The solution of a game is a description of
outcomes that may emerge in the game if the players act rationally and
intelligently. Generally, a solution is an outcome/payoff from which no player
wants to deviate unilaterally.
When engaged in a repeated situation, players must consider not only their
short-term outcomes but also their long-term payoffs. The general idea of
repeated games is that players may be able to deter another player from
exploiting his short-term advantage by threatening punishment that reduces his
long-term payoff [5], [6].
For the purpose of this study we observe two service providers as players in
the repeated game. We observe the price of an individual service offeredby SP
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either individuallyor bundledwith other services. For SPs with similar reputation
in the telecommunication market, we suppose three possible strategies:
• A – lower price,
• B – lower price combined with marketing efforts and
• C – additional content for the same price combined with marketing efforts.
The assumption is that the strategy C, in terms of individual service, means
even a lower price of the service when it is sold bundled with other facilities and
therefore the price is set lower for strategy C compared to strategies A and B.
We suppose that choosing strategy C means price reduction of 10% compared
to the start, and choosing A or B means 5% lower price in comparison to the
starting price.
In this study, we set the initial price to 3MU (money unit) for both SPs and
the initial demand D1 = D2 = 0.4. We have also assumed the following numerical
values: b11 = b22 = 0.4, b12 = b21 = 0.2 and c1 = c2 = 0.2MU. For these values, we
have calculated the difference between the realized and the initial profit
expressed in percentages for all possible strategies combination for both SPs.
(Table 1). In further text the difference between the realized and the initial profit
is denoted as payoff.
Table 1. Service providers strategies and the corresponding payoffs

1

A
B
C

A
(0, 0)
(8, 3)
(17, -6)

2
B
(3, 8)
(0, 0)
(17, 0)

C
(-6, 17)
(0, 17)
(0, 0)

With the aim of modelling the competition among rational service providers
with similar reputations in the same telecommunication market we assume the
following repeated game setting:
• In the first stage of the game, the two service providers simultaneously
choose among their actions, observe the outcome, and then in the second
stage playthe static game again.
• The payoffs are simply the discounted average from the payoffs in each
stage. That is, let pi1represent SPi’s payoff at the first stageand pi2represent
his payoff at the second stage. Then SPi’s payoff from the multi-stage
game is ui= pi1+ δ pi2, where δ ∈(0, 1)is the discount factor.
According to the proposed game setting and Table 1, it is reasonable to
suppose the following course of the game:
• SP1: play Aat the first stage. If the outcome is (A, A), play Bat the second
stage, otherwise play A with probability of 3/11 and B with probability
of8/11at the second stage.
• SP2: play Cat the first stage. If the outcome is (A, C) or (C, C), play Aat
the second stage, otherwise play A with probability of 3/11 and B with
probability of 8/11 at the second stage.
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Since the strategies at the second stage specify playing Nash equilibrium
profiles for all possible second stages, optimal strategy profile for both SPs
include only strategies A and B. Both providers receive higher payoffs if they
choose different strategies, i.e. (A, B) or (B, A), which is given in Table 2.This
results in playing mixed strategy Nash equilibrium at the second stage.
Table 2. Service providers strategies and the corresponding payoffs at the second stage
of the repeated game
2

1

A
B

A
(0, 0)
(8, 3)

B
(3, 8)
(0, 0)

In this case SP1 will not deviate from the strategy profile (A, B) if
8 + δ*24/11 ≤ 3 + δ*8, i.e. δ ≥ 55/64. Similarly, SP2 will not deviate if
8+δ
*24/11 ≤ 3 + δ*3, i.e. δ ≥ 55/9.
We conclude that the strategy profile specified above is a subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium if δ ≥ 55/9. In effect, SPs can attain the non-Nash efficient
outcome at the first stage by threatening to revert to the worst possible Nash
equilibrium at the second stage.
CONCLUSION
Game theory is especially convenient means for analysing competition
between service providers offering the same or similar service in the same
telecommunication market.In this paper we have researched possibilities of using
game theoretic approach for computing competitive prices and profits of two
service providers. We have observed two service providers, with similar
reputation in the market, as players of the repeated game. For the defined
repeated game setting we have discussed and determined a subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium.
In further research we will consider possibilities of modelling the competition
among service providers with different reputations in the same
telecommunication market as well as the impact of different customers’
behaviour.
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